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Abs t rac t

This thesis is a study of the functions of the foundational
projects of Descartes, Kant, Hegel and Marx and Engels. The
thesis hopes to clarify the overlap and divertencies in the types
of. questions leading to the construction of the respective
foundations " The thesis focusses upon the theoretical contexts in
which each foundatÍon emerges. This entails specifying the sense
and scope of the rnajor terms used in each project.

The thesis follows the sequence of these foundations. It
follows the gaps, displacements and misconstructions of prior
f oundat j-onal problems as nerJü problenatics are f ormed.

The thesis argues
stipulation of conditions
in their foundations are
of questÍons they posed.

that the projects are united by their
of science and freedom. The differences
traced to the differences in the types

In addition to specifyine the affinity and differences in
the tasks of the foundational proj ects, the thesis i1 lustrates
the inadequacy of the Marxian version of -ideali-str philosophy
at least as represented by Descartes, Kant and Hegel. The
misrepresentation of idealism is mainly explained by the neo-
Hegelian and Marxian elinination of the -logical I problems
motÍvating Kant and Hegel. The thesis also provÍdes a more
accurate picture of the relationship between historical (and
dialectical) materialism and -idealistr phÍlosophy than can be
gaj-ned from Marxrs and Engelsrs own thoughts on that
re I at ionship .

The thesis conc ludes by arguint that the different
foundationat proj ects provide two distinct and irreducible
conceptions of freedom: determinant or substantive freedom
(Descartes, Hegel, Marx and Engels, with Kant specifyine the
concept of technícal judgment), and noral autonomy ( Rousseau and
Kant ) .
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Introduction

This is a study of the functions of Cartesian dualÍsm,

transcendental idealism, absolute idealisn, and historical and

dialectÍca1 materialism. These are the phÍlosophical and

theoretical foundations laid by Descartes, Kant, HegeI and

Marx/Engels respectively. The study specifies ( 1 ) the questÍons

which shaped the respective foundations, (2) the foundations

themse lves , and ( 3 ) the different scopes of the foundations .

[,Ihere necessary the thesis focusses upon the historical context

and the intellectual discourses which were si-gnificant in the

construction of the foundations. Although thi-s studlr reconstructs

an historical sequence, Ít is not primarily an historical study.

Nor is it a sociological study. Its centre of focus is the

purpose, the sense and scope of foundational principles of the

frameworks constructed by Descartes, Kant, Hegel and Marx/Engels.

The ground to be covered Ís partly metaphysical, pârtly

ontological, partly epj-stemological and partly methodological.

In this century phÍlosophers are expected to clearly distinguish

between these fields. However, in Descartes, Kant and Hegel these

fields are enmeshed, and, âs we shall see, this enmeshment plays

a decisive part in how they pose and answer their questions.

These dÍfferent phÍlosophies have two essential features in

common: they specify conditions for scÍentific thought and they

stipulate requirements for human freedom. Thei-r reasons for doing

this are not identical. Nevertheless., the foundations themselves

are established Ín order to stÍpulate more rigorous 1y than their
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1

predecessors the conditions of science in teneral. In each case

the concern with science follows directly from a concern for

freedom.

In the case of Descartes, the maj or proj ect is to rnake

human beings -masters of naturer, and science is to serve this

end. In the case of Kant, the major project is to delinit the

conditions of nature in order to stípulate the conditions of

moral autonomy. In the case of Hegel, the major proj ect is to

identify the unity between the infinite and the finite. This

involves (l) demonstrating the unity \,{ithin the sciences and (2)

specifyine the ratj-onal structure of the social totality within

which the respective sciences and philosophy itself take place.

Hegel attempts to demonstrate that freedom structures this unity,

not by being a mere postulate, but by being the substantive basis

of the ethical life within the rational state. In the case of

Marx and Engels, the major project is also the creation of the

l. Marx would seem not to fÍt here. For a philosophy of praxÍs
leaves it to each particular science to specify the appropriate
method for each field of study. As Engels says, there is no need
for a philosophy to stand over and above the positive sciences.
Ant i-Duehrint : Herr Eugen Duehringrs Revolution 1n Science
(Moscow:
on p. 59

Progress, 1947), p. 36.
of Reading Capital b

( Cf. LouÍs Althusserrs remarks
y Louis Althusser and Étiutr.r"

Balibar (London:Verso, 7979 t 19681 ) tr. Ben Brewster. ) However,
this position follosrs from a specÍfic theoretical foundation.
Marx does specify the general conditions for one scÍentific
fie1d, history. And, for Marx, history is the domain of the
conditions of all human practice, including scientific practice.
Hence the claim in The German Ideo logy ( t'toscorâr: Progress , 197 6) :
-t{e know only a sintle science, the science of history. One can
look at hístory from two sÍdes and divide it into the history of
nature and the history of nen. The t$Jo sides are, however,
j-nseparable; the history of nature and the history of men are
dependent on each other so long as men exist.r p. 34. In the
next sentence of thÍs passât€, Marx says -the history of nature,
cal led natural science, does not concern us here. I Although
EnBels and Marx both became more Ínterested in the natural
sciences as they became o1der, it was, of course, Engels who
sought to specify the dialectical laws of nature, and thus to
demonstrate the unÍty alluded to here.
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social conditj-ons for human emancipation. For Marx and EngeIs,

this can only be attained by the proletarÍat controlli.ng and thus

genuinely rationalisÍng production. The thesis will also discuss

EnBe lsrs expans j.on of dialectic to nature.

As well as specÍfying the genesis and nature of the

foundati-ons of these projects, the thesis also focusses upon the

rì j1:;:'l:';rrlïrri ,:'f some problems of science and freedom. The

displacements result from the shift in the foundations. Some of

these displacements involve misconstructions of the functions of

terms used in a previous project. This happens, for example, in

Kantrs interpretation of doubt in Descartes. Other displacements

Ínvolve the elimination of a dinension of sclence and freedom

that had been of fundamental importance to an earlj-er proj ect .

For example, in focussing upon the formation of the neo-HegeIian

agenda and Feuerbachrs critique of Hegel, this study emphasises

the displacement ( ttre elinination from the atenda) of problems

crucial to the logÍc of scientific thought. It also traces thÍs

displacement through to Marx's and Engels ts critique of Hegel,

and their elinination of the rationale and sense of Kantrs moral

formalism.

In covering Cartesian dualism, transcendental idealism,

absolute idealism, and historical materialism, I am covering well

!üorn ground. A large body of literature devoted to each of these

areas is available. There are also some excellent studies on the
2

metaphysics of science which touch upon some of these thinkers.

In histories of philosophy and in philosophical works generally,

Descartes, Kant, Hegel and Marx are conmonly discussed, as is the

2. Of the many studies which are to be mentioned throughout
text, I should acknowledBe a special debt to the writings
Ernst Cassirer.

the
of
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role of freedom in their work. Yet no work has hitherto specified

the different functions of all of these foundatíons of science

and freedom. This has meant that the different scopes of the

foundations are easily blurred in discussions comparing these

thinkers. This blurrÍnB makes it more difficult to assess the

real value of a philosophy. Functions are ascribed to terms that

they were never designed to perform" For thÍs reason much of the

thesÍs is expository, c larifyine the sense of key terms in

a particular discourse.

The absence of an undertaking such as this has been

particularly deleterious within the Marxian account of the

history of philosophy. PhÍlosophy is interpreted as a struggle

between two antithetical forces: idealists and materialists.

I.Jithin Marxian discourse the term -idealismr is construed in a

specific way: it is a form of false consciousness which mystifies

the -real I material relations of social and economic life by

making the idea, thought , or conscÍousness take primacy over

naterial relations. Descartes, Kant, and Hegel have all been seen

as making consciousness tprimaryt to material reality. Thus they

have been placed squarely in the ídealist camp. As this study

shows, although there are tood reasons for many of Marxrs

crÍticisrns of Hegel, and for opposing sone ways of thinking that

Marxism c lassifies as idealj-st, the foundational problems that

the -Ídealistr philosophies of Descartes, Kant, and Hegel had

raised about freedom and science often fe11 beyond the purvi-ew
4

of Marxian materialism.

4. Marxian studies
questÍons in science
economj-c questions.

in philosophy tend to reduc e f.oundatÍonal
and ( partÍcular1y moral ) freedom to socio-

This tendency part 1y stems frorn the
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the four foundational projects, the most

to that of Kant. This is because of (1)

Kantrs architectonic and the terms

space

the

which

subsequent importance for German idealisrn,

a vantage point for discernÍng the lirnits

foundational projects.

totalising role ascrj-bed to history, and thus from the scope of
the materÍalist theory of history. It also stems from not
sufficiently demarcatint the valid scope of its theory. If the
scope, the linits of the theory, had been more c learly
demarcated, this problem could easily be remedied. But such a
demarcation involves a meta-theoretical reflection which does not
itself conform to the same epistemological condÍtions of the
materialist theory Ítse lf. The linits of the theory have been
continually faced by Marxist philosophers j-n this century. Hence
the curious, but revealing, fact about -Western Marxismr pointed
out by Perry Anderson in Considerations of I,Iestern Marxism
( London: New Le f t Books , 197 6) , p . 52:. 'tIh ere the fo under of
historÍca
po litics
thou8ht,
increasin
philosoph
attention
correctly
phi losoph
to Kant;
Althusser
dub Í ous
Positive

I materialisn moved progressively from philosophy to
and then economics, as the central terrain of his
the successors of the tradition that emerged after 1920

Cly turned back from economics and po litÍcs to
y.t In turning back to philosophy and in dÍrecting their
to problems of method these thinkers were, âs Anderson
observes, driven back to precursors of Marx to make

ical clarifications and elaborations--Colletti toes back
Lukács back to Hege 1 ; Timpancrro back to Leopardi ;

back to Spinoza; Della Volpe back to Aristotle and Ín a
twÍst links Aristotle with Galileo --see Logic as a
Science (London: New Left Books, 1980 t 19691 ), trans.

pp. 61-

Jon Rothschild, pp. 223-224. (Anderson also probes the pedigree
of Gramsci and others who are less easily c lassifiable as
Marxists: Sartre, Adorno, Goldnann, and Marcuse, op. cit.
67 .') I,lhat united them was a commitnent to a -master discourse I ,
i.e. Marxfs, with Íts own agenda, its own prÍorities, and scope.
Thus in allying themselves with pre-Marxian philosophers, their
allÍance was neverthelesss determined by questions of a very
different kind than those of Spinoza, Kant , Hege 1 et. a1 . Not
surprisingly the debates between or criticÍsms of these thÍnkers
usually revolve around spotting the tidealistr residues in an
opponentrs thinking.
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Part 1

Cartesian Dualisn
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Chapter I

The Practical Intent of the Cartesian Proiect

In Discourse rhe Method of Riehtly Conducting 0ners Reason

and Seeking the Truth j-n the Sciences Descartes unambiguous-

1y expressed the fundamental purpose of his philosophy. It \{as to

contribute to the discovery of knowledge that was -useful in
I

lifer , and to promote the -teneral welfare of mankind. I

Descartes described the philosophy
2

of the Discourse as a

-practical philosophy.r The work was not to serve as a self-

contained treatise, as Ít is nov¡ studied in universities

throughout the world, but as a prefatory work to studies on

optics, geometry, and meteorology. Nor was the Discourse to be

considered, as it is not{, as prinarily a text in speculatj-ve

philosophy. It was intended by Descartes to -replace the
3

speculative philosophy taught in the schools. I In atternpting

this task Descartes made claims for hÍs philosophy which \tere as

spectacular as they \dere entic j,ng:

Through this phÍlosophy we could know the power
and action of fire, water, air, the stars, the
heavens and all the other bodies in our
environment, as distinctly as we know the
various crafts of our artisans; and we could
use this knor¡1edge--as the artisans use theirs--

I Discourse on the Method, p. I42 in Vol. I of The Philosophical
tlritings of Descartes in two volunes, translated by John
Cottingham, Robert Stoothoff and Dugald Murdoch (Cambridge:
University Press, 1985 ) . Unless otherwise stated all references
to Descartesfs wrítings are to this work, hereÍnafter abbreviated
to tlritings.

2. rbid.

on

3. rbid.
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for alI the purposes for which it is appropriate,
and thus nake ourselves, as it were, the lords
and masters of nature. This is desirable not
only for the invention of innurnerable
devices which would facilltate our enjoyment of
the fruits of the earth and all the goods we
find there, but a1so, and most importantly,
f or the maintenance of heal th, r.rhÍch is
undoubtedly the chief good and the foundation of
all other Boods in this life. For even the mind
depends so much on the temperament and
disposition of the bodily organs that if it is
possible to find some means of making men ingeneral wiser and more skilful than they have
been until now, I believe lre must look for it in
medicine. . . . I am sure there is no one. . .r¿ho
would not admit that all !ùe know in nedicine is
almost nothing in comparison with what remains
to be known, and that we mÍght f ree
ourselves from innumerable diseases, both of the
body and of the mind, and perhaps even from the
infirmj.ty of old age. (4)

rn spite of the nisleading remarks sprinkled throuBhout the

DÍscourse which suggest that Descartesrs knowledge is a private

aff.aír, the above proposal leaves no doubt about the public

dimensions of Descartesrs philosophy. rn order for this project

to be fulfilled, those engated in the study of nature had to

pool their results, communicate them to the public, and build
5

successively upon the work of past generations.

rn itself there was nothing particularly new about

introducing a practical philosophy, or even proposj_ng that the

proj ect be public. The growth of interest in the practícal

sciences had already spread far in Europe. MaJor technical

advances had been Ínitiated in the MÍddle Ages and developed in

the fourteenth, fifteenth and sixteenth centuries. The mi11, the

spring, the pedal , the crank, the connecting rod, prÍnting, as

4 . Ibid. , pp. I42-143 .

5. Ibid., p. f43.
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well as innovati-ons in navigational techniques, ship-building,

mining, the war industry and \.tater transport illustrate at once

the extent of scientific achievement that had been mad.e by
6

technicians prior to Descartes. rn addÍtion , there is no doubt

that in astronomy and physics Beneral 1y, Kep ler and Galileo, and

in medicine Harvey, made specifÍc contributions which (with the

exception of Descartes I s discovery of analytical geometry) !ùere
7

more important to science than anything proposed by Descartes.

Even the public proJect outlined by Descartes had been preceded

by Bacon. Yet Descartes t s inf luence on seventeenth century

science outweÍehed that of all his contemporaries.

The extent of Descartes rs inf luence on the seventeenth

century Ís lÍkened by Fredrick Nussbaum to a rtidal

6. Hermann Kellenbenz I s -Technology of the
His to ry

Scientific
Revolution 1500--l 700 ' in The Eontana of Europ e :
The Sixteenth and Seventeenth Centuries ed. Carlo Cipolla(Glastow: tlilliam Collins and Sons, 197 4) , pp . L7 7 -267 p rovides
an excellent account of the development in technology in theperiod prior to and during the scientific revolution. Also
important is Boris Hessen's hÍeh1y influential paper -The Social
and Economic Roots of Newtonts "principia" I in Science at the
Crossroads (London: Kniga, I 93 I ) . Hessen Boes into details about
the specific problems that the technologies of the sixteenth
centuries pbsed and which, guided by the growth of capitalisn,provided an inpetus for mechanics. see esp. pp. B-16. Althoueh
deve I op ing
t echnic ians
climate in

technologies and the part played by practical

revolution flouríshed, it is also important not to overlook the
fact that many of the scientífic problems of mechanics originated
long before the technologies of the sÍxteenth and seventeenth
centuries. As A. Rupert Hal 1 points out against the position
adopted by Hessen and others tthe most interesting scÍentific
problems of the time tended to be still traditional ones--hunan
anatoÍty r
forth. I

l983), p

planetary bodies, the fall of heavenly bodÍes and so
Science: 1500-1750 (London: Longman,

7. Descartes was one of the first nen to recognize -the law of
refraction I . But this had been discovered independently, and
unknown to Descartes, by sne11. The nature of heat as a random
agitation of naterial particles rJas an idea of Descartes that was
to foreshadow later conceptions of heat.

in the Age
Ec onomi c

not be underestimated in an account of the
ne\d practical philosophies of the scientific

shou I d
which the

The Revolution in
23.
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sweepinB along f ollor$¡ers, crÍtics

Rupert Hal I in expressing the same

maÍn reason for this influence.

and

Va e\^7

The kinematic or as it is more usually termed
mechanical philosophy of Descartes constitutes
the core and character of scientific innovation
for the second half of the seventeenth century,
indeed untÍ1 it lvas put down by the risÍnt
authority of Newton. In this half century
virtual ly everyone was or had been a quasÍ-
Cartesian, rot least such English inductivists as
Robert Boyle and Isaac Newton. The immense
fertility and ranBe of Descartes I s review of
nature Ín hÍs essays Ín the PrÍnciples of
Philosophy in On Man, in his letters and other
writints gave hÍrn a powerful voice on every
topic; he was more universal than suchtspecíalistst as Kepler or more compelling than
rival authors of universal systems like Kenelm
DÍeby. Moreover, in his version of the rnechanical
philosophy, more uncompromising, more rítorous ,
more emphatic than any other. Descartes seemed a
more decisive and further reaching thinker than
Bacon or Galileo, or even Gassendi, or Thomas
Hobbes or any other general theorist of nature
contemporary with hinse 1f. ( 9 )

In addition Descartesrs mechani-sm was a major factor in the

overthrow of Aristotelianism which dominated the universities

even long after his death. The Aristotelian conception of reality

as a hierarchy of substantial for¡ns could not compete with the

technological application of rnechani-sm. The universities we re

the

of

conceivable
l0

type of physical activity.

Reason:1660-1685 (New York:

fína11y forced

deve lopnents that

mechanics to every

to acknowledge the ne\d sciences and

had rapidly sprung up in the application

8.
and

The Triumph of ScÍence and
Rord, 1953), p. 2.

Harper

9. Hal1, op.cit., p. 2OO.

10. For an account of the opposition to science
seventeenth century within European universÍties see the-Science in the Universitiest in Martha Ornsteinrs The
Sci.entific SocÍeties

in the
chapter

Role of
Uni. of

Chicago Press, 1913).
in the Seventeenth Century (Chicato:
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Chapter 2

A eta h sics for B i ldin a New tlorld

The Aristote 1Ían conceptj-on of reality requires from the

outset strict tenerÍc dívisions. rt is designed to prevent any

confusÍon of generically unrelated forms. The method of inquÍry
which toverns Aristotlers thinkÍne, including physics, is
presented Ín the Posterior Analytic:

It is not possÍble to prove a fact by passing
from one genus to another--e.t. to prove ageometrÍcal proposition by arithmetic. There arethree factors in a denonstration: (l) The
conclusion which is required to be proved, i.€.,the application of an essential attribute to some
Benus i (2 ) ttre axioms, on which the proof isbased; ( 3 ) the underlying genus, whosemodifications or essential attrÍbutes are
disclosed by the demonstration. Now where
different tenera, e.g. arithmetÍc and teometry,are involved, although the basis of proof rnay bethe same it is not possible to apply the
arithmetical demonstratlon to the attributes ofextended rnagnÍtudes, unless extended magnltudes
are numbers. (l)

This passage is instructive in two respects.

his point

Firstly,

prec ludes

the

theexample used by Aristotle to Íllustrate
possibility of anarytical geometry, whÍch as we sharr
of fundamental importance in the cartesian revolution.
could be argued that Aristotle I s example was wront,
generic classification remains substantially adequate

with physical phenomena, this must be offset by

teleology. ArÍstotlets idea that all beings strive
their actualit'y, their proper end, Ís contrary to a

that g ene ric divis Íons

see 15

While it

but that

for dealing

Aristotle I s

to realise

fundame nt a I

based uponprinciple of mechanism:

l. PosterÍor Analytic
1960), 75A-758.

, tr. Hueh Tredennick (London: Heinernann,
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-uncontrolledt experience are deceptive and have to be redefÍned

on the basÍs of a model of reality which may be represented

mechanistically and mathematically. A quantifiable explanation of

genera netates the central ArÍstotelÍan idea of purposefulness by

collapsing what Aristotle takes to be cyclical teneric processes

of birth, flâturity and decay i-nto one homoteneous form, quantity.

The fixity of generic boundaries disappears as parts of the world

are observed as parts of a mathematical formula.

The idea that the world was governed by number was known to

and rejected by Aristotle; Pythagoras and Plato had taught this
n
L

doctrine. (Although in Plato it \ras not separated f rorn
3

teleoloey. ) Not surprisingly, other pioneers of the new science,

Galileo and Kepler, had played Plato against Aristotle in their
4

search to discover rules governint all bodies. But Descartes

attempted to prove that all the components of the world are

expllcable by mechanical processes. In attempting thj.s,

2. Metaphysics 1092 b, 1093 b

3. It is the all pervasive importance of teleology Ín Plato which
ultimately makes hirn closer to Aristotle than to the moderns. In
the 'Preface' to The Principles o f Philosophy Descartes said that
he saw no difference between Plato and Aristotle. (Hereinafter
Principles) (Dordrecht: D. Reidel, 1983 ) , tr. V. & R. Mi1ler, p.
XIX.

4. The Platonic influence on
Cassirerfs chapters on them i
Galileo in particular see Ale
pp. I 6-43 ín Metaphysics and

GaIileo and Kepler is
n Das Erkenntnisprobl
xander Koyré *Ga1Í1eo
Measurement: Essays

drawn out in
em , Bd. 1. on

and Plato I ,
in ScientifÍc

Revolution (London: Chapnan and Ha11, 1968). For a more recent
account and one which pays attention to the difference between
Aristot le and Plato on mathematics see Stephen Gaukroger
Explanatory Structures: Concepts of Explanation ín Early Phys ic s
and Philosophy (Sussex: Harvester Press, 1978), pp. 203-209.
Gaukrogerts work is, amongst other thinBs, a thorough attenpt to
clarify the explanatory structures which separate the ne\d
nathematical physics of Galileo from the essentially non-
mathematical science of ArÍstotle.
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Descartes was making a move more ontologÍca11y radical than that

made by his contenporaries. Moreover, it \das more radical than

the other major methodological feature of the scientific

revolution usually associated with Bacon, induction. For however

indispensable induction is to modern science, it does not
5

require a complete rethinking of genera. Mathematical physics

on the other hand brÍngs with it a far more radÍca1 generic

c lassification, as physical properties bearing no obvious

relationship to each other may be coordinated on the basis of

5. ThÍs ís not to deny that Baconrs inductive nethod lvas also a

rnajor step in breaking out of the scholastic dotrnas about
nature. It saw the uselessness of syllogistics ín yieldine
new information about nature. It emphasised that the
senses can deceÍve just as much as dogmas based upon past
authorities. And it introduced into the understanding of
nature the inportance of the contrivance of special
experimental conditions. Thus it made an invaluable
contri-bution to modern science by providing a method for
facilitating the assessment of competint modes of
explanation. Yet, as Ernst Cassirer in his account of Bacon in
Das
indu
of
Bac o
ertr
in
beob
s ich
ar].s
ford
SO

t nne
Bewe
'ke n
Bac o
Troc
dene
Cass
Cass
t ouc
math
oc cu
Desc
de 1i

E rke nnt nis l) roblem
ctive method gravÍ
nature in a \{ay th
nsche Methode da
uenden, so nuesste
verschiedenen Klas
achten und die Eie

herauszuheben.
tote Iischen Gegne
erten. Nicht von e
verlangten sie--s
ren substantielle
gunt begriffen s
nt nicht anderes a
nts nork -gelten
kene noch durcha
n keine Vermittl
irerrs Substanzbe
irer, 1910), p. I
h upon later,
ematically testa
rrences which Desc
artesrs biggest
ver the promised m

, Bd. 2, pp. l4-15, po j-nts out, Baconrs
tates toward an ArÍstotelian conception
at Descartes does not. - Wollte man noch
ran gehen, etwa die Natur Fallbewegung zu
man damit beginnen, a1le fallenden Koerper

sen zrJ teilen, um diese dann Sesondert z!
enschaft, in der sie uebereinstimmen, fuer
I.Iir erinnern uns, dass in der Tat dÍe
r Galileis diesen I.Ieg verschlugen und
iner allgemeinen mathematischen Beziehung--
o11 ausgetanten werden, sondern von den
n Unterschieden der "Subj ekte" , die Ín
ind. I Ultimately Bacon, like Aristotle,
1s Dinge und ihre Eicenschaftenr. Hence, in

das l.Iarme und Kalte, das Feuchte und
us als se lbstaendige "Naturen" , zwÍschen
unt und Gradabstufunt statthat.r See also
eriff und Funktionsbe r (BerIin: Bruno
95 . Descartes I s o\tn physics, as !ùe shal l

r{as rendered obsolete when genuine
ble exp lanations could be found for
artes had left unquantified. Paradoxically,
problem as a PhysÍcist is that he does not
athemat j-cal goods.
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mathematical relations. A complete rethinking of what constitutes

the real is involved if mathematical science is to replace a

non-mathematical science based on substantial forms. Hand in

hand with this regrouping of data j-s the importance which ís

attributed to the faculty of the imagination in the ne\d science,

and the metaphysics of the neq? science. The imagÍnatÍon is

required for rearranging data in accordance with the real

mechanisms which govern the motions of the world but whÍch are

not immediately evident to the senses. The imagination is also

required for the construction of the sci-entific nodel. Some

e lementary observations rnade by Descartes about the nisleading

nature of perceptÍon are the 1ogÍcal startÍng point for

comprehending why Descartes undertook to doubt the information

which seems to be self-evident to the senses.

(A) The Deceptj-ve Nature of Pe rc ep t ion
hys icand the Need for a Metap

A fundamental observation made by Descartes is that the rakt

data perceived by the senses .¡l¿ not meaningful sf "lLem5elve$ It is

always classified. The most primitive classification is based

upon the pain and pleasure, harm or benefÍt associated with the

data. The degree of reality thus attributed to objects is

according to Descartes ÍnitÍa11y based on the power of the

sensations made upon us.

And relating all things solely to the utility of
the body in which it !ùas immersed, the mind
thought that there was more or less substance in
each obJ ect which affected the body, âccordingly
as the body fdas more or less affected by that
object. As a result, the rnind thouBht that there
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!ùas much more substance or corporeality in rocks
or metals than in.water or air; because it
perceived more hardness and weight Ín the former.
Indeed it esteemed the air as abso lute ly
nothing, âs long as it experienced j_n it no wind
or heat or cold. And because no more light shone
upon it from the stars than frorn the tiny
flames of lamps ¡ it accordÍngly represented
stars to itself as being no larger than those
flames. And because it did not note that the
earth was rotated or that its surface was
curved lÍke a globe, it was therefore more
i-nclined to think both that it hras irnmobile
and that its surface was flat. And our rnind
has been fi1led from earliest childhood r¡ith
a thousand other prejudices of this kind;
which it subsequently, in youth, did not
remember havÍng adopted wÍthout suffícient
examination but accepted as most true and
evident; as if known by perception or
imparted to it by nature. ( I )

The vÍew of nature that is built upon what Descartes cal1s

the prejudices of our childhood is essentially the view of nature

that Ìescqil"s egucrt<with the doctrine of substantial f orms. Accordi-ng
I

to this mistaken vray of thinking, heat, cold, weight, sounds

etc. are substances whose properties can be separately

unpacked. These substances are supposedly beyond doubt. All vre

need to do to understand then is catalogue the various

associations which we have in our experience of hot and cold

things, heavy and light things etc. But, observes Descartes,

unless I¡te have a pri-ncÍp1e which is able to il luninate us about the

mechanics of heat, cold, sounds, paÍn etc. \re are rnerely

cataloguing events on the basis of obscure concepts. It may

suffice in daily conversation to use words like pain and

colour without any real understanding of the underlying

mechanisrns whÍch make them possible. But the vague

l. PrÍnciples 1, Sect.77.
references to

See also Meditations in tlritints,
this vo lume .

Bk.
AllVo1. 2, p. 52. MedÍtatÍons are to
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understandints all of us have of such things will not help to

transform nature. For this reason Descartes says that a

cause of error about our understandÍng of nature is that

we -attach our concepts to words which do not adequately
2

correspond to things. I For Descartes this is the problem of

the scholastics: they believe that obscure concepts ( tprejudlces

of our childhoodr) are clear.

Even at the level of common sense, we know that a number

of ideas \de believe derive from our immediate sense data do

not correspond to a more informed understandint of the data.

To take some examples used by Descartes, lve know that it

is possible for someone with jaundÍce to believe that all

objects are ye11ow, it is possible for someone who has lost a

lirnb to feel pain where the limb no longer exÍsts, and it is
3

possible to be lieve that stars are tiny. But we al 1 recognize

that in these instances the infornation seeeningly conveyed by

the senses is misleadin8. In each case we are capable of

ernploying our reason so that a more primitive ídea is replaced

by a more sophisticated, a more accurate idea. tlith the more

primitive ideas, the sensations are interpreted as conveying a

certain meaninB which on further inspection turned out to be

mÍstaken. The moral to be drawn from this is that sense data of

itself contain no reliable information which must not first be

subJected to judgment. The task of understanding nature thus

involves a nethod -for rightly conducting oners reason' so that

74.

66-68,

2

3

Princip les Bk. I

Bk. 1Princip I es , MedÍtations, p. 26, p. 57 , P. 60.
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it is possible to maximise the significance of avaÍ1ab1e sense

data. It is this task which leads to the formation of a

first philosophy or metaphysics demanding a clear separation

between the substances of mÍnd and body. Indeed we may say that

the distinctive feature of Cartesianism Ís its metaphysics. Yet

its metaphysics is

Cartesian method.

Because scho lars

ultinately indistinguishable from the

of Descartes frequently make a distinction

the metaphysics Ít is necessary to pause

important point which provides the
4

for the rest of this chapter.

between the

upon this

f undame nt a 1

In the

method and

ext reme 1y

orientation

s e rves

I ikens

AS

the

-Letter from the author to

to the Principlesa preface

true ( i. e. his ) philosophy to

the translatorr , which

of Philosophy, Descartes

a tree

of which the roots are Metaphysics, the trunk is
Physics, and the branches emerging from this
trunk are all other branches of knowledge. These
branches can be reduced to three principal ones,
name 1y, Medicine, Mêchanics, and Ethics ( by which
I nean the highest and most perfect Ethics, which
presupposes a complete knor¿ledge of the other
branches of knowledge and is the fj-nal state of
tlisdom. ) ( 5 )

In other r¿ords metaphysics in Cartesian philosophy serves to

4. The justification for this distinction stems from the fact
that the methodo logy is found without a metaphysics in
Descartesrs Rules for the Directíon of the Mind or the Regulae.
Commentators are divided over rthy Descartes turned to
metaphysics. Rather than enter into a dispute about the reasons
behind Descartes I s interest in netaphysics, I am more concerned
wÍth the function of Descartesrs metaphysics wÍthin his texts.
Once the function is explained, ele can avoid making speculations
which can never be affirmed wíth certainty, especially ones that
purport to reconstruct Descartests psycholotical state in order
to c lear up textual problems .

5. Principles, p. XXIV.
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support and nurture the studies of the physical sciences. (ln

passing, the d.ependence of ethics upon physics should be noted. )

There 1s an organic relationship between the branches of science,

physics and metaphysics. There is no mentj-on of method here. The

method of how to proceed i.n scientifíc inquiry has been

completely subsumed under the rubric of metaphysics. Some

sentences prior to this passage Descartes specifies what he

neans by a netaphysics. Metaphysics contains tthe Principles

of knowledge; amont which is the explanatÍon of the

principal attributes of God, of the immateriality of our

sou1s, and of all the clear and simple notions which are in

us. ' These seemingly diverse strands, whÍ-ch are to be tied

together throughout the remainder of this chapter, are the roots

which nurture natural science. Metaphysics serves as propadeutic

to physics. Moreover, its use is not speculative but practical'

Its function is the reverse of Aristotelian metaphysics. For

Aristotle the study of nature is inportant because it leads to

speculation about God and the soul. tIÍth Descartes the study of

God and soul leads to the study of nature. The very structure

of the PrinciPles of Philosophv i-s indicative of this inversion.

It commences in Book One with netaphysics, and moves in Book Two

to a study of the principles of material objects. In Books Three

and Four it moves from a study of the heavenly bodles to a study

of the earth. In lieht of the fate that has befallen Cartesian

metaphysics, that it has ceased. to be considered as a propadeutic

to practical affairs and become the exclusive subject of

speculative concerns, âttention should be paid to Descartes I s

words of warn j-n8 to Burman:
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A point to note is that you should not devote so
much effort to the Meditations and to
metaphysical questions, or give them elaborate
treatment in commentaries and the 1ike. Still
less should one do what some try to do, and die
more deeply into these questions than the author
did: he has dealt with them quite deeply enough.
It is suffÍcient to have grasped then once in a
general wây, and then to remember the conclusion.
Otherwise, they draw the mind too f ar a!ùay f rorn
physical and observable things, and make it unfit
to study them. Yet it is just these physÍcal
studies that it is most desirable for men to
pursue , s j-nc e the y wou 1d yí e 1d abundant
benefits for life. The author did fol low up
metaphysical questions fairly thoroughly in
the Meditations and estab 1 ished theÍr
certainty against the Sceptics and so on; so that
everyone does not have to tackle the job for
himself, or need to spend time and trouble
meditating on these things. It is sufficient to
know the first book of the Principles , since this
includes those parts of MetaphysÍcs which need
to be known for Physics and so on. (6)

(B) The Function of Doubt

The exercise of doubt is the first step of the Cartesian

method. It is also the starting point of Cartesian metaphysics,

and thus the starting point of Cartesian science. It is required

because of the afore-mentioned insight, that faulty judgnents are

íntrinsic to our everyday concepts, based as they are

on prejudices and unc lear understanding. The capacity to

doubt and the adoptÍon of complete doubt is the first step toward

reassessing all traditional judtments accompanying sensation. If

Cartesian doubt is dislocated from the context of securing a

method for the advancement of physical scj-ences, Ít becomes a

grotesque caricature of its real function. It becomes just that

type of netaphysics which Descartes rvüarned Burmann against

6. Descartes--Conversation wi th
No. 48.(Oxford: Clarendon, 1976r,

Burman, tr. John Cottingham
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pursuing. And, near the conclusíon of the Meditations

forseeing the danter that the reader could make doubt j.tself a

problern, Descartes instructs the reader to consider the
I

hyperbolic doubt as laughable. But before havint clarified

this, Descartes exaggerates the extent of his doubt. This i-s to

emphasise that only through doubt of all our concepts of the

world can the old prejudices of our childhood be cast aside and a

nevr world created on the firm basis of science. Doubt Ís adopted

in order to discover a foundation more secure than the synthesis

of prejudice and sensation.

After subjecting everythÍng to doubt, Descartes observes

that even in doubting everything it is impossible to avoid the

realisation that I must be a thinkine beíng who doubts. Even if

I were deceived ín everything, there must be an I to be
.l

deceived. For Descartes this I is nothing other than thought;

doubt is merely one of its modes. Descartes wants to emphasize

that r¡hÍ1e it is possible to doubt the truth of r¡hat I sense,

what I imagine, r¡hat I understand, or to doubt the value of what

I pursue or shun, these operations of sensinE, imagining etc.

are themselves not things that can be doubted. As modes of

thought they are essenti.al to the very act of doubting. They

exÍst because I exist, and I know that I exist because they

exÍst. The Cartesian I is the sum of these operatÍons.

But what then am I? A thine that thinks. tlhat is
that? A thing that doubts, understands, ãffirms,

1. Meditations tlri t ints Vo1. 2, p. 61.

2. Ibid. , p
occurs in the
Bk. l, 7.

17. The
Discourse,

same move from doubt to
Vol 1, p. 127

cogito also
PrÍncip les ,

the
andWri t ings
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is r¡i 1l ing , is unwi I l lnt '
and has sensorY PercePtíons.

and also

unconvj-nced bY

has found the

Is it not one and the same -Ir who is now
doubtint almost everything, who nonetheless
understand.s some things, who af f irtns that thÍs
one thi-ng is true, denies everythÍng else,
desires to know more , is unwi I ling to be

deceived, ifiatines many things even
involuntarily, and is aware of nany thÍngs which
apparently come frorn the senses? Are not all
these things just as true as the fact that I
exist, even if I am asleep all the time,
and even if he who created me Ís doing all that
he can to deceive ne? t{hich of them can be said
to be seParate from mYself? ( 3 )

A lotician or twentieth century philosopher schoo led in

analytical PhilosoPhY well be Descartesrs
4

cogito. Butswift abandonment of

3. Meditati ons p. 19.

may

doub t once he
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the logical implications
4.
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2, pp. 3-3 2, rêPrÍnted in Desc4rtes: A

Essays , êd. t'Ii I l is DoneY ( London:
afso "riticises Descartes for having

ought. For Kant thÍs move of Descartes
t the -Transcendental Critiquer hopes to
1, the distinction between phenomena and
reinen Vernunft, 8422-423. Ilore of this
. eut it should be emphasised that Kant
with the context of the move within the

resenting a new physics as are our contemporary
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tes which has pretty well dominated the English
see Hiram catonrs -Analytic History of Philosophy:
Descartesr, 12' Summer 1981, pp' 273-294, in

Forum.Thepolemicaltoneofthearticlehasdone
p-a case that deserves far more consideration than
d. Catonrs The Origin of Subjectivíty: An Essay on
New Haven: Yale Úni. Press, 1973) provides the nost

detailed account of his readÍng.
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Descartes is not writing for twentieth century philosophers, nor

for the schoolmen who were skilled logicians but incompetent

physicists. It would serve no useful purpose at this stage for

Descartes to doubt these attributes of thinking. He says in the

Principles o f Philosophy that it would be improper to enumerate

the self-evident notÍons in the judgment -I think, therefore
5

I am.r Thought is to be the key to unlocking the structure of

the world. To tet waylaid at this stage in defining the concepts

I, think, and being wou1d, for Descartes, only be a speculative

distraction having no practj-ca1 value. If, however, one

interprets the Meditations as primarily speculative in intention

thÍs move of Descartes causes considerable dÍstraction,

ultimately blindine one to the fact that the advj-ce Biven to

Burman on metaphysÍcs applies specÍfically to this work.

I.Ihat is important is that with the co ito Descartes finds a

starting point for the acquisÍtion of knowledge. The

physical world remains subject to doubt because its structure

remains concealed. Thought, or the other hand, has been isolated

from the physical world, and thus from the body. The capacity

to isolate thought, to define it as a substance separate from

the body, and then to defíne its modes without reference to

any specific objects of sensation indicates to Descartes that

there is a foundation upon which knowledge nay be possible.

There is as yet no tuarantee that knowledge is possible,

only that the thínkine subJect exists even if it is deceived

about everything else in the wor1d. The next step is to find

out if this subject can possess knowledge, to unravel the

conditions which constitute that Suarantee.

5. Principles , Bk 1, 10.
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(c)The Function of Descartes I s Heterodox God

The thinking substance is, for Descartes, composed of two

types of activities, understandinB and wi1 ling ( i. e. desiring,

avoiding, aff.írming, denying and doubting). The objects of the

understandint are tideas. t For Descartes, we understand ideas not

things, because things, as we saw earlier, are always mediated

through some type of judgment, whether they be the prinitive

judgments based on pleasure and paÍn, -the prejudices of our

childhoodr , or the nore sophisticated judgments of science " To

think there is a resemblance bethreen what a thÍng rea11y is and

what our sense impressions immediately convey is, for Descartes,

the najor mistake of Aristotelianism, and the -chief and most
I

common rnistake I in naking j udgnents .

Both r¿i11 and understanding are Índispensable for knowledge.

If rde express doubt, aftírmation etc. without understanding we

are just as in danger of falling into error as if \de fail to

express doubt, affirnation etc. when confronted with a rante of

ideas. Accordint to Descartes Ideas can either correspond to

things perceived by the senses, or they can be inaginative, or

they can be what Descartes calls innate. The main characteristic

to be emphasised here is that Ínnate ideas are not derived frorn

a particular sensation nor from a combinatÍon of

sensations in the imagination. (Ideas which are created by the

imaginatÍon are able to be formed by combining sense impressions

with the Ínnate ideas. The imaBinatÍon serves as a medíating

I Meditations , P. 26.
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faculty between sensation 4nd the pure understandinB, the seat of

innate ideas.) It is in the sphere of the innate ideas that

Descartes seeks the guarantee of knowledge.

Among those ideas r¡hich do not derive from the senses is

the idea of a perfect and all-encompassing beÍng, a being that

can be contrasted with the finitude of the human being, God.

If we do not wish to be led astray by the -prejudices of our

childhoodr, we should pay attention to the nature of this idea,

and not confuse it uith customary and religious assocíations

(either of our own or on the basis of understandinBs common in

the period in which Descartes 1Íved). If \de are to take

Descartes I s texts seriouslY \^re

of his netaphysical concepts.

should consider closely the nature

Descartes te I ls

he means by this idea, and hors it contrasts wlth

us precisely what

all other ideas.

By the word -Godr I understand a substance that
is infinite (eternal, immutable,), independent,
supremely intelligent, supremely powerful, and
which created both myself and everything else
( if anything else there be ) that exists. All
these attributes are such that, the more
carefully I concentrate on them, the less
possible it seems that they could have orÍtinated
f rom me alone. So f rom r¡hat has been said it must
be concluded that God necessarily exists. It is
true that I have the idea of substance in ne
in virtue of the fact I am a substance; but
this would not account for rny having the Ídea of
an infinite substance, when I am fÍnite, unless
this idea proceeded from sone substance r¡hich
real ly $ras inf inite . (2)

tIe have some understanding of the ídea of this infinite

substance when we contrast it with the finite. The finite being

is defined part 1y by virtue of its dependency, and by

2. Me di t at Íons p. 31.
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privation. The ídea of God, on the other hand, refers to a beÍng

which is not dependent and which lacks nothing. It is within

this context that Descartes rejects the position that this idea

contains nothing more than a projection of human finitude. In the

same context he stresses that the idea is not merely the product

of the irnagination, as the concepts of animals or antels could

be. For these latter concepts are formed by the Ínagination
3

working with sense data. The idea of God is of a different

ontological order, of a different logical type from ideas which
4

have some sensory attributes. Human beings increase their

understanding piecemeal and over tine. Having an unlimited will

but a linited understanding, they can continually aspire to

3. Ibid., p. 29.

4. Russell defines a logical type as follotts: -A and
same logical type if, and only if, Biven any fact of

B are of
which A

the
isa

constituent, there rs a correspondi-ng fact which has B as a
constÍtuent, which either results by substitutint B for A or is
the negation of what so results. I From Contemporary British
Philosophy (London and Ner¡ York, 1924), p. 371, cited in Fred
Sommers, -Types and Ontology rin Philosophical Logic, ed. P. F.
Strawson (Oxford: Uni. Press, 1967 ) , p. I 39. Using this
definition, Descartes I s -ideas I of God and finite beings are
c learly different logical types.
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attain perfect comprehensio,n of the $ror1d. But because of (a) the

indefinite number of physical relations constituting the world

and which thenselves change over tíme and through space, and

( b ) , the limits of the human understanding there is no

overleaping human finitude. Moreover, while human beings can

transform nature in accordance with their wi11, providine (a)

they can penetrate how the mechanisms of nature work and (b) they

can find v¡ays of manÍpulating the mechanisms, they do not create

nature. The idea of God contains the idea of the creator of all

things, the idea of omnipotence; the idea of the human being

always brings us back to the idea of fÍnitude. However, human

beings are able to conceive of a rnind whích knows all things,

whÍch is perfect. Given that the idea of the perfect being is a

different logical type from the idea of the finite being,

Descartes sees it as necessary to make the Ídea of the being

which is dependent and inperfect ontolotically subordÍnate to the

idea of the being whÍch is infinite and perfect. This traditÍona1

theological move is exPressed as follows:

Now it is manifest by the natural light that
there must be at least as much (reality) Ín the
efficient and total cause as in the effect of
that cause. For where, f ask, could the effect
get Íts reality from, if not fron the cause?
And how could the cause Bive it to the effect
unless it possessed it? It follows from thÍs
both that somethine cannot arise from nothing,
and also that r¡hat is more perf ect--that Ís,
contains in itself more reality--cannot arise
from what is less perfect. (5)

This would seem to be PerfectlY

orthodoxy and even with

tuarantee for

Aristotle.

establishing a

compatible with Thomistic

Yet in moving toward

Descartes is also moving

5. MeditatÍons p. 28.

knowl edge ,
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appreciate the subversive ideas embedded in

toward another

physics which

deceptively simple and

elaborate strategY he

on metaphysics.

That there was an

Meditations is c lear
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necessary goal, the presentation of a teaching on

undermines scholastic Aristotelianism. It is

can ful 1y

Descartesrs

deceptively orthodox

adopted by teachine

idea of God, and the

his physics in a work

important strategic rationale behind the

from a letter to Mersenne where Descartes

all the fundamentals of hisstates that hÍs Meditations contained

physics. He added that he wanted Mersenne to keep this quiet

because this rnight cause offence to those who favoured

Aristotle. He wishes, he says, to push through his o\dn princÍples

before the enemy ( i. e. the Aristotelians ) realise
6

what has happened. This letter, combined r¡ith numerous other

subterfuges, some of which are to be touched upon later, has led

several commentators to Ínterpret the Meditations as a ploy for

making his physics acceptable to the orthodoxy. tlhile it Ís

erroneous to interpret Descartests metaphysics as having no other

purpose than deception, wê shal1 see throughout this entire

section on Descartes how much duplicÍty there is ín his

metaphysics. An early fragment, bearing the title *Private

Thoughtst, and discovered only after Descartesrs death, indicates

that Descartes I s duplicity was intentional. He knew from the

outset that his heterodox ideas ldere to be presented to the

public behind a mask. The mask he adopted lilas the mask of

o rthodoxy .

Actors, taught not to 1et any embarrassment show

6. Letter to Mersenne, 28 Jan. l64L i n Descartes: Philos ohic a I
Letters, tr. and, ed. Anthony Kenny (Oxtord: Clarendon, 1970) ' p.
94. See also letter to Mersenne, 1l Nov., 1640. Ibid., p. 82.
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on their faces, put on a mask. I r4rÍ11 do the
same. So far, I have been a spectator in this
theatre which is the world, but I am norvü about to
mount the stage, and I come forward masked.(7)

In short, what appears to be orthodox may not be so. tthat

takes us beyond this world may have

idea of this world. tlhat appears to

appears to be an idea which

the function of changint our

be speculative may be practical.

Bearing the above in mind, wê should be wary of assuming

that the orthodox statement that the more perfect cannot arise

from the less perfect is a purely speculative judgment Ín a

purely speculative work devoted to proving the existence of God

7. tlritÍngs , Vol. 1, p. 2. The importance of the mask in
thought has been central to many interpretatÍons of

though overlooked by just as many. The employnent of
raises questions about the veracity of Descartesrs
. An older work which takes thÍs as the starting point
ding of Descartes ís MaxÍrne Leroy I s Descartes Le
au Masque (Paris: Rieder, 1929). In more recent times

Hiram Caton has joÍned Charles Adam, DrHolbach, and La Mettrie
in arguing that the metaphysics is a sham, desitned to smuggle
the physics j-nto the camp of the enemy. See Caton, The Origin of
Subj ectivity, pp. l0-1 2, -The Problem of Descartesrs Sincerity I 

,
Forum 2, 1971, pp. 555-569, and ton thePhilosophical

Interpretation of the Meditationsr in Man and World 3, 1970, pp.
224-245 . Catonrs argument has general 1y fa1 len on deaf ears,
because many readers find it incredulous that Descartes may not
have been sincere, and equally incredulous that he r¡ould have
spent so much time constructing such an intricate artifice of
deception. That Descartes did resort to masking many of his
thoughts shall become evident throughout this chapter. To this
extent I agree with Caton that Descartes does adopt an elaborate
stratety with which to challenge orthodoxy. However, Caton goes
too far. The metaphysics is not nere1y artifice. tle shall see
that it serves an epistemological function for laying down the
underlying or a priorÍ rules for scientífic classification of

" experience. This has been central to a number of interpretations
of DescartesIs metaphysics, in particular tlolfgang Roed, who does
take notice of the role of the mask in Descartes, and whose book
on Descartes is an exemplary model of textual analysis. See
Descartes: Die Genese des c rtesÍanischen Rationalismus 2nd.
revised edition (Muenchen: C. H. Beck, 1982). The
epistemological function of Descartes t s -theology I is also
emphasised Ín Cassirer I s account of Descartes in Das
E rkennt nis p ro b I em Bd. I , see esp. pp. 493-495 , and Gerd
Buchdahlrs chapter on Descartes ín eta h sics and the Philosophy
of Science The Classical Ori

Descartesrs
Descartes,
the rnask
me taphysics
for a rea
Phi losophe

Basil Blackwell, 1969 ) .
ins Descartes t-o Kant ( Oxf o rd:
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and the separation of the soul from the body. Instead we should

be on the look out for the practical moral Descartes wants us to

draw f rom his judgment. And that he does rdant us to draw a

practical moral is immediately evident. For after saying that the

effect draws its realÍty from its cause and that the more perfect

cannot arise from the less perfect he moves imrnediately to

physical existents, stones and heat. The idea we have of God is

j-mmediately applicable to the physical world. The heterodox

physical doct rines espoused by Descartes suggest that the

netaphysic upon which they rest may be equally heterodox. That

this is so becornes evident only when rsle consider more c lose 1y the

nature and function of the remarks concerning the amount of

reality in the total cause.

Hitherto, two types of substances have been separated by

Descartes: the substance of thought, and the substance of body,

substances which he urges must not be confused. Given that an

effect must draw i-ts reality from its cause, and that the

idea of God is that of a perfect being whose power causes all

reality, it would seem that the creator of both substances,

mind and body, is itself a totality of mind and body. But

Descartes takes pains to distinguish between the lifeless

extensÍon of matter and the power that animates lifeless matter.

God would thus appear to be a totalj-ty of power and mind, with

nothing extrinsíc to it. God would appear to be the Totality. So

conceived, matter would be necessarily dependent upon that

origj.nal source of power. If we thÍnk this through consistently

the irnplication is unavoidable: Cartesian dualÍsm is based upon

a higher synthesis of mind and body. The maintenance of

dualism suggests that finite beinBs must introduce a distinction

between mind and body, that finÍte beings cannot form a complete
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idea of this unity because they cannot comprehend in the one

moment all finÍte moments of the totality of all mind and body.

As fini-te beints we must contemplate ideas in order, and \¡re must

contemplate them according either to their place jn the substance

of body or in the substance of mind, but not together. The

dualism and the type of uni-ty Descartes concedes is to be

discussed in detail in the next chapter. It is important to

emphasise that Descartes alludes to the unity always from the

perspective of hunan finitude, nevertheless the inplication of

the teachÍng Ís unequivocal. There ís a unity between the

substances, which is a total unity. Seen from the position of

this unifyinC ground, the separation between mind and body would

vanish. The heterodox teachÍng of Spinoza that there is an

essential unity between the totality of mind and the totality of

body is not merely the logical consequence of Descartes I s

teaching, but Descartesrs o\¡tn conc lusion which he draws

fleetingly as Íf it !üere of 1íttle consequence: -if nature is

taken in its general aspect , then I understand by the term

nothing other than God hinself, or the ordered system of created

things established by God.r

rvle I l t.-.t ,(,Çb'takes thought and extension as one and the sane8. " Spinoza
substance -comprehended now through one attríbute, novJ through
the other.r The Ethics, Part II, Note, Prop. VII, tr. R. H. M.
Elwes (New York: Dover, 1955), tlorks of Spinoza, Vo1. 2. In hÍs
The Princi l) 1 es of Descartesrs Philosophv (IllínoÍs: 0pen Court,
1905 ), tr. Halbert BrÍtan. It is clear how SpÍnoza's monism Ís
derived f rom Descartes. Spinoza correct 1y grasps t'¡hy God is not

1,to be taken as corporeal in Descartes ( Princip les Bo ok
XXIII): -this does not mean only that all perfection of extension
is wanting in him, but only that the imperfection of extension
must not be attributed to him. I p. 42. Spinoza is no less careful
than Descartes to distinguish between the power of existence and
extension Ítse1f. See p. 27 , l2I. Spino zat s own philosophy is
succinctly summed up when he writes -He Hinself is the object of
His knowledte, indeed He is that -knowledge. ' p. 153. t'Ihere
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Once God is grasped as the totality of the real (i.e. of

mind and the source of povrer of body) a number of consequences

are automati-c, all of which are vÍta1 to Descartesrs physics, and

all of which are fundamental to the function that God plays in

Descartesrs texts. First 1y, any finite being is always and at

every moment dependent upon God. God t s creative presence is

necessary at al I times, for nothÍng finite could exist for a

moment unless it \{ere sustained by r¡hat is the totality of

all exÍstence" In other words the subsi-stence of anything is

linked directly to Godrs eternal and ever active presence. To use

a phrase whích Descartes finds Ín the schools, and which is later

used by Spinoza and Hegel: the infinite is actual. tJithin the

specific context of Cartesian physics, this also means that

divÍne creation and divine preservatj.on become indistinguishable.

Such a judgment is not derived from observation of sense data,

nor from the observation of human povJers. It is not

anthropomorphi-c. It is deduced from the idea of an infinite being

whÍch sustaÍns all of nature. Thus for Descartes it i-s an idea

based on onets reason; Ín Descartesrs specific use of the term,

it is an innate idea. Moreover, it conveniently advances the

heterodox idea that the material universe is infinÍte Ín

duration (for it is not the consequence of one act of creation

but an effect of a perpetual creation) behind a useful orthodox

Spinoza finds Descartes to be inconsÍstent is ín the idea of
freedom of the will. Spinoza holds that the will and
understandi-ng are one and the same and that Descartes f a1ls i.nto
inconsistencies with his o\,ùn determinism. See Ethics, Part II,
Prop. XLIX, and Part 5 , Preface . The necessity of Descartes I s
determinism should become apparent throughout this chapter, but
it is expressly formulated in P¡:¡ciples in the proposition of
Book 1, XL, that -it is likewise certain that God has
foreordaíned all things. t How Descartes reconciles freedom with
determinism is touched upon in a later chapter.
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one, that the finite power of human beings depends upon and is

ínferior to Godrs omnipotence:

it is quite clear to anyone who
attentively considers the nature of time that the
same power and action are needed to preserve
anything at each individual moment of its
duration as would be required to create that
thing ane$r if it were not yet in existence. Hence
the distinction between preservation and creation
is only a conceptual one, and this is one of the
things that is evident from the natural light.

I must therefore now ask myself whether I
possess some power enabling me to bring it about
that I who nor/ü exist will sti1l exist a little
while f rom nord. For since I am nothint but a
thinkine thine-- or at least since I am nor^I
concerned only and precisely with that part of
me which is a thinkine thing--if there were
such a pohrer in me I should undoubtedly be
a[^7are of it. But I experience no such
poçver, and this very fact makes me recognise
most c learly that I depend on some beÍng
distinct fron myself. ( 9 )

Closely allied to the prj.nciple of the dependency of all

that exists upon the power of this totality is an idea

whÍch Descartes finds indispensable for the possibilty of

there being physical lavrs, and thus indispensable for physics:

the idea of the conservation of the quantity of motion. God

tmaintains in the sum to tal of mat te r, by His no rmal

participation, the same quantity of motion and rest as He placed
10

in it at that timet Ii.e" at the tine of creation].

There is another idea which stands in close association

wÍth the above ideas: God is a perfect being. A perfect being,

says Descartes, -cannot be a deceÍver, since it is manifest by

the natural lieht that all fraud and deception depend on some
ll

defect. t

9.

10.

11.

Meditations,

Principles,

pp. 33-34.

Bk. 2, 36.

p. 35.Meditations
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Having secured the concepts of God as the absolute infÍnÍte,

as not being a deceiver, and the dependency of al I finite

things on God at each noment for their continued

existence, Descartes writes -And now, from this contemplation of

the true God, in whom all the treasures of wÍsdom and the

sciences lie hidden, I think I can see a way forward to the
t2

knowledge of other things.r To see why Descartes belÍeves he can

now proceed to knowledee of other things, it is necessary to

formulate more precisely what is at stake in the idea of a God

who never deceives.

Since God Ís no deceiver, this means that God must

reveal His ways in the world. For this to be the case the

world must strictly conform to laws, laws which confirm the

fact that each part of nature is preserved by the totality of

mind and body. In other words Cartesian physics rests upon the

idea of a 1aw-governed universe, not upon a conti-ngent universe.

There are a number of signifj-cant heterodoxical points that flow

from this orthodox idea (an idea compatible with the treatest of

all Christian Aristotelians, Ailuinas) that Godrs law is reflected
l3

by the eternal laws of nature.

Sirstly, Descartes gains ground here at the expense of

Aristotle. If God is no deceiver, there must always exist a

12. Meditations p. 37.

o Aquinas *the eternal 1aw13.
the
and

According t is nothing other than
ideal of divine wisdom considered as directing all actions
movements. I

Aquinas: Selected
Sumrna Theo loBica,
Political tlritinBs

Prima Secundae (QU 93 ) in
, ed. A. P. DrEntrèves, tr.

J. c. Dawson (Oxford: BasÍ1 Blackwell, 1978), p. l2l . t{hi1e
c ompo s ing the Meditations Descartes had Aquinasrs Sunma at his
side. See letter to Mersenne 25 Dec. 1639, op.cit , Philosophical
Letters, p. 69. Descartes was pleased when he could find an
authority who could support hÍs case. On learning from Colvius of
Augustiners use of the cogito to affirm exÍstence, Descartes
$rrote to thank him, adding -I am very glad to find myself in
atreement with St. -Augustine, if only to hush the little minds
who have tried to find fault with the principle.' Ibid., p. 84.
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ratior¡el ceuse. But Descartes dra¡.rs attention to the finite

nature of human lntelligencer pointing out that we may not always

Þe able to understand God'E t^eesons. As he does this he indicates

that our' fai lure to understand things should not lead us to

abandtrn å

exFlenetion

pre=umpt i ous

fol lowlng

know I edge

itself in

through final

i n phys ics.

parsage is that in

of mechanistic pt^ocesset! God's

through eff icient

rational ity discloEeE

cau5e5.

explanation o+ nature ln favour of an

treuses. The resort to finel ceuses is

Descartes's implicatlon in

spite of the piecemeal natune of

the

c,ul^

nature solely

As f reflect on these matters more attentively,
it occurs to me first of aIl that it is no cause
for surprise if I do not understand the reasons
for some of God I s actions ; and there is no ca1 I
to doubt his existence Íf I happen to find that
there are other Ínstances where I do not trasp
why or how certain thÍngs were nade by him. For
si.nce I no\d know that ny o\dn nature is very weak
and limited, whereas the nature of God is immense,
incomprehensible and infinite, I also know
without more ado that he is capable of countless
things whose causes are beyond my knowledge. And
for this reason alone I consider the customary
search for final causes to be totally useless in
physics; there is considerable rashness in
thinkine nyself capable of investigating the
(impenetrable) purposes of God. (14)

This may seem to be thoroughly compatible with orthodox

Christíanity,even if ít ís at odds with the pagan, Aristotle. Yet

the idea has a theological implicatÍon which Descarte,s .employed

for his -constructionr of the -new worldr, but which he ldas too

prudent to publish. He found it necessary to suppose

that God will never perform any mÍracle in the
new world, and the Íntellieences or rational
souls, which we mÍght later suppose to be there,
will not disrupt in any way the ordinary course

14. Meditations pp. 38-39.
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of nature. ( 15 )

This follor¡s inexorably

deceÍver.

a deceive r,

could violate

úIÍth the

For if God violated the

thus imperfect. It is

the laws which ultimatelY

oustÍnt of final causes from

frorn God beÍng perfect and not a

laws of nature,

incoherent that

God would be

such a being

it is.constitute what

scientific inquiry,

the int rus io n o f

but more inportant 1y

Descartes has in effect dispensed with

Aristotelianism not only j-nto netaphysics'

in the practical world of scientific inquiry. Those who wish to

discover the laws of nature must strÍve to study nature not as a

plethora of hierarchical substances each striving to realise

its own perfection, each governed by a fÍnal cause (as the

Arlstotelian world is conceived), but as a horizontal series

of causes and effects. The perfection of nature thus exists

only in the whole. If anything is studied without due regard for

the fact that it Ís nerely one member of an unending causal

series, deception is bound to fo11ow.

It also occurs to me that r¡henever \.¡e are
inquiring whether the works of God are perfect ,

we ought to look at the whole universe, not just
at one created thine on its own. For what would
perhaps riehtly appear very Ímperfect if it
existed on its own is quite perfect when its
function as a part of the universe is considcred.
(16)

The functÍon of God in Cartesian scíence has followed

from a purely rational inquiry into the nature of the idea of

God. The very idea has led Decartes to attribute existence to it.

But its existence is of a special type: it is not derived from

sensation. Consequently Descartes desitnates our idea of God as

innate. That is to say Íts truth or falsity cannot be affírmed by

any sense experience, because it is of a different lotical tyPe

World, [.Iritints, Vo1. 1,
39.

15.
16. MedÍ t at io ns r P.

p. 97.
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to sensory objects.

I.Jhen God is understood as the totalÍty of mind and body Ít

is obvious r{hy the idea of God is said to be the -most irnportantr

of the innate ideas and something that is not fictitious, but
t7

represents a -true and inmutable nature. I This *true and

immutabler nature has, for Descartes, Euaranteed that the laws

of the universe are also imnutable, that a relationship

between specific varÍab1es, whether physical or mathematical,

are always and everywhere the same. Physicists before Descartes

had acted under this condition, but Descartes has sought to

specify this condition and its implications.

In sum vJe norvÍ see \rhy Cartesian doubt is dispelled by

the ldea of God. 0nce it is conprehended that the universe is

governed by Ímmutable 1aws, and that knowledge about rational as

well as corporeat objects is guaranteed by the existence of the

idea of God, there is no longer any point in maj"ntaining doubt.

Scientific knowledge about the world is possible. Because God is

no deceiver I^re should trust our clear and distinct ideas.

Now, however, I have perceived that God exists,
and at the same tine I have understood that
everything else depends on him, and that he is no
deceiver; and I have drawn the conclusion that
everything which I clearly and distinctly perceive
is of necessÍty true. Accordingly, even Íf I am

no longer attending to the argunents which led
me to judee that this is true, âs long as I
remember that I clearly and distinctly perceived
it, there are no counter-arguments which can be
adduced to make me doubt it, but on the contrary
I have true and certaÍn knowledge of it. . . .
Thus I see plainty that the cer.tainty and truth
of all knowledge depends uniquely on my knowledge
of the true God,to such an extent that I was
incapable of perfect knowledge about anything
else until I knew him. And nold it is possible for

me to achieve fu11 and certaÍn knowledge of
count less matters, both concerninB God hinse 1f
and other things whose nature ís i.ntellectual,
and also concernj.ng the whole of that corporeal

l7 . Meditations P. 47.
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nature which ís the subject-matter of pure
mathematics. ( l8 )

In lieht of the heterodox ideas which Descartes deduces from

orthodoxy, it is worth pausing upon important areas where

Descartes ûùas seen by some contemporaries as theologically

subversive.

First ly, this non-deceiving God of Descartes nay be

f arniliar enough to rationalist theolog,ians, who drew

substantially different consequences from Him. But He differs

from the biblical God, who, as the writer of the second set of

obj ec tions to the Meditations was to point out, could and did
19

utter falsehoods.

Descartes larBe ly avoided direct 1y discussÍng the biblical

God. If the bible conformed to his thought all well and good, if

not there hras little sense ín drawing attention to differences.

At appropriate monents he would pleaô hunj-lity before the church

and profess his faith, ready to surrender his knowledge of Godrs

laws to faitn.'o

I I . Meditations pp. 48-49.

19 . I.Irit inss VoI. 2, pp. 89-90. This promPts
whether the *evil ceniusl of the Meditations is a
Aristotlers God and the biblical God. The former
final causes while the latter not only niraculously
He lies.

us to wonder
composite of

works with
intervenes,

20. Passages where Descartes confesses his faith are too numerous
to cite. One typical passage runs -No one who really has the
Catholic faith can doubt or be surprised that it is most evident
that what God has revealed is to be believed and that the lieht
of trace is to be preferred to the light of nature. I Letter to
Hyperaspites, August 1641, Philosophical Letters, p. I I 3. However
sincere Descartes may have been in his religious devotion, such a

willingness to surrender the light of reason to that of grace
goes against the entire train of his metaphysics. Eor a God who
reveals one thing through revelation and another thing through
nature would be a deceiver. To avoid entanglÍng himself in
dÍsputes about revelation, Dêscartes claims, -I keep away as far
as possible, from questions of theology. ' Ibid. , p. 152.
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Those who suspected

Descartesrs ruse of

Descartes I s

presenting

that conflicted with bibrical tales as hypotheses.

must be true,moment he was demonstrating why they
2l

they were certainly false.

rational theo logy, they tartet fundamental

Descartesrs philosophy which are not always absent

theology: the anxiety over sÍn, and the role of

sinceri-ty were not

his own physical

taken in by

exp I anat ions

At the very

he would claim

Pascal I s criticisms were to the point.

All those who have clairned to know God and prove
his exístence without Jesus Christ have only had
futile proofs to offer. But to prove Christ rde

have the prophecies vrhich are solid and palpable
proofs. By being fu1filled and proved true by the
event, these prophecies show that these truths
are certain and thus prove that Jesus is
dÍvine. . . . Apart from that, without Scripture,
without original sÍn, without the necessary
mediator, who was pronised and came, it is
irnpossible to prove absolutely that God exists,
or to teach sound doctrine and sound morality.
But through and in Christ we can prove Godrs
existence and teach both doctrine and morality. (22)

t¡hi1e these criticisms of Pascal may seem apt for

23
laying down laws of moral behaviour. Also absent are

concepts of prayer, and grace. In addition, the faith

Descartes, even if sincere, is not generated from

omilgions

any

1n

in rational

scripture in

the basic

dec lared by

within the

2L. Principles Bk. 3, 44, 45, Bk. 4, I

Pensles, (Harmondsworth: PenguÍ.n, 1966), tr. A. J. Krailsheimer,22.
p. 86
forgive
without
fingers
for God

( para. 189 ) . Pascal was reported to have saíd -I cannot
Descartes: in his whole philosophy he would like to do
God; but he could not help allowing hin a flick of the

to set the world in motion; after that he had no more use
.r Op.cit., p. 355.

23. Richard Kennintton correctly points out that -Descartes never
clained to derive from the knowledge of God any knowledge of
manrs dutÍes or rithts. t nend Descartes I in History of Political
Phi losophy ed. Leo Strauss and Joseph Cropsey (ChicaSo: Rand
McNally, 1963), p. 388.
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philosophical system, but is appended to it. There is no inherent

reason why one cannot adopt the Cartesian system while dispensing

with the biblÍcal God. tlhen Pascal says that to know God $rithout

Christ is -not

doubt that this

other hand, has

Not only is

only irnpossible but uselesst , there can be no
24

is a Christian r¡ho speaks. Descartes, on the

no philosophical need of Christ or scripture.

there no need of scripture, âs Gregor Sebba has

ultimately Descartes fs project brings with it a

message.

obs e rved, but

revo lutionary

L I homne

25. -Descartes and Pascal: A Retrospect I in
Notes, Nov. 1972, Vo1. 87, No. 6, p. 100.

purement homrne has never come to know
the full power of reason because he never had an
infallible tuide to Íts right use; he will never
see its fruits unless he resolutely separates the
busi-ness of life from the business of salvation
and keeps revealed knowledge out of his
scientific mind. (25)

This underlying message of Cartesianism did not lead

Descartes into openly attacking the church. It \^7as not scripture

that needed to be attacked. Centuries earlier Averroes had

demonstrated that the rationalist mi-nd could live with

revelation, provided scripture be interpreted in accordance with

the light of reason, and it \.ras left to reason to decide what was

truthfu1 and what was metaphorical. tlhat science could not live

24. Op.cit., Pascal, p. 86 (para. f9l ).

Modern Lang uag e
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26
\"Jith was the schoolmen. Against them Descartes declared war.

In probing the function that God plays Ín Descartes I s

physics, we have only probed one key idea of Cartesian

metaphysics. The other key idea, the soul, or thinking substance,

had to be drawn upon to make comprehensíble the idea of God. But

this other pillar must also be inspected if one is to Brasp the

function of Descartesrs metaphysics in his project of mastering

26. On receiving Father Bourdinrs obj ections to the Meditations
Descartes wrote to Huygens: 3l Jan., 16422 tIt is now a prÍsoner
Ín my hands, and I want to treat it as courteously as I can....
Every day I call my council of t¿tar about it. . . . Perhaps these
scholastic nars will result in my tlorld being brought into the
world... I shall call it Summa Philosophiae to make it more
welcome to the scholastics, who are no!s persecuting it and tryj,ng
to smother it before its bÍrth. I PhÍlosophÍcal Letters, P. 13 I .

Also see Discourse p. f 45 . In 1Íeht of Descartes I s teaching and
the problern that his separation of soul and body posed for the
doctrine of transubstantiatÍon, it is not surprising that
Descartes \{as so vÍgorously attacked by churchmen. Nor should it
be surprising that his works vtere placed on the Index, that he
should die in exile and his works be banned from French
universities throu8hout the seventeenth century. In the
University of Paris, it vtas not until 1720 that Descartesrs
ideas \.rere officially 'Fought . Yet, while one section of
Christendom was denouncing Descartes as an atheist, many came to
his defense. See Queen Christinars defense of Descartes in Trevor
McClaughlin, -Censorship and Defenders of the Cartesian Faith in
mid-seventeenth Century Francer in Journal of the History of
Ideas, Oct-Dec. 1979, p. 576. If Cartesian theolocy was capable
of flowÍng ínto the atheístic doctrine of the seventeeth century,
Spino zLsrn , it was also capable of being approprÍated by
Malebranche and used with equal facility as tthe essential
\.reapon of the polemic atainst deism, materialism, âtheism and
ethical naturalism. t Op. cit. , Nussbaum, P. 4. Cartesianism was
to be used by Christendom as the scourge of an indisputable
progeny of Cartesianism, SPínoza. Nevertheless, these opponents ,
locked in bitter disputations, had drifted together f.ar beyond
the Aristotelian metaphysics which had for so long been the firm
rock of Catholic thought. Perhaps the most astonishing thing
about the strugtle between two opposing sides of Cartesianism was
that Descartes hÍnself had Índicated (Philoso c 1 Letters p.
49.) that his thought could provide a vehicle for the Churchrs
survÍvaL aeainst skepticisn and atheism while sirnultaneously
espousing the heterodox conception of God. For it ças this
concept which provided as much impetus for the atheists as it
díd for the nev¡ styled apologists of Catholicisn.
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nature. Just as it is essential to

defini-tion of the idea of God

associations--the -prejudices of our

equally cautious in examining the

soul. Descartes advances a heterodox

fo 1 1ow careful 1y

rathe r than our

childhood I --, wê

function of the Ídea

Descartesrs

eve ryday

must be

of the

conception

sane mask

of the soul

of orthodoxy

God"

wi I I suppo rt his

which he advanced

physics behind

the heterodox

the

which

wi th

conceptÍons of

(D) The Souls of the Cartesi-an Dualist

The f irst demand of the Cartesi-an is:

accept an idea as true it must be clearly and

presented to the mind. By -clearr Descartes means that

be -present and manifest to an attentÍve mindl
tdistinctr he means an idea which is -so separated and

nothing except what

before rde

distinct ly

the idea

and by

delineated
I

is clear.rfrom all others that it contains

Clarity, as we said above, is not prirnarily the clarity that

Ís requi-red by a logical definitÍon" In a logical definition,

the attentÍon Ís primarÍ1y directed to consistency of words. The

clarity required by Descartes is between ideas. Note that the

clarity required is not due to the nature of sensation, which is

often confusi.ng and misleading, but to a demand of the mind.

Mind is what can transform confused sensory impressions into

coherent data. How does it do this? To understand this \.re have to

understand what mind is for Descartes.

tIe sar¿r above that Descartes divides objects of the mind Ínto

two classes, those of the understanding and those of the wi11.

The former class can be further divided into ( I ) the pure

intellect or pure understanding, (2) the irnagination and (3)

sensation. All of these faculties prove to be essential for the

I Princip les Bk. l, 45.
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Cartesian. But because sensation can be misleading, one has to

move from the least obscure (what the mind itself

contributes,i.e. the innate ideas of the cogito and God ) to the

more obscure, sensation. The movement is the antithesis of the

Aristotelian procedure. One does not move from sensatj.on to the

rules of existence, rather sensation must conforn to rules

provided by the mind of the subject" Stated otherwÍse" sensati-on

is comprehensible only once the rules t responsible for t the

distinct sensations have been clarified. Note that Descartes Ís

emphasising plan not in order to replace information that only

experience can yíe1d, but to maximíse the information that can be
2

Eathered from the data. To understand the mechanÍcs of

sensation one must understand what transforms obscure data into a

series of relations. For Descartes this requires a dualist

philosophy, and it involves the greatest triumph of Cartesian

science over Aristotle, the founding of analytÍca1 geometry.

[Ie are able to see how analytical geometry and Cartesian

science general 1y depetrd' , for Descartes, upon the clear

2. The distinctÍon between scientific inductionisn and Cartesian
rationalism is fallacious. It was no doubt a useful weapon for
the French dísciples of Newton in theÍr attack upon the
Cartesians who refused to accept the (occult) force of travity,
which Newton had quantified and demonstrated to be operative in
the universe. tlhile Descartes may be criticised for not being
strict enouth in many of his experimental procedures, he
neverthe less saw inductÍon as an indispensable -moment I of
scientific inquiry. He distanced himself from -those
philosophers who take no account of experience and think that
truth wil I spring from their brains like Minerva. t Rules ,

tlri t ine s Vol. 1, p. 21. For Descartes, the more complex the
desired, the more one must stipulate the preciseknowledge

conditions one vJants to test in order to discover a specific
rnechanism in nature. Discourse p. 143.
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distinction between rnind and body when \¡ùe consider the claim in

t-he Meditations that \.re are able to classÍfy all bodies as

essential 1y extended because we are thinkÍng beings. To

clarify what he neans Descartes uses the example of a piece of

wax. The wax has colour, figure, size, ít produces a sound

when struck with the finger, it is hard and cold, easily

handled. Sirnilar properties can be perceived Ín numerous

bodÍes. Yet when the \dax is heated these properties disappear.

It becomes softer, its temperature changes, its colour

changes, it no longer produces a sound etc. , but the wax

itself does not disappear. The only thing that remaÍns i-s -the

fact I that it is extended, flexible and movable. No matter how

many shapes one nakes of the wax, all of them require the

existence of the extended substance. tlhat, asks Descartes,

perceives the essence of the hrax, and is able to avoid being

misled by the plethora of associations and changin8

properties? He ans\ders that the understanding alone perceives
3

that the essential nature of the wax is extension. The

example of the wax applies, for Descartes, to bodies in

general. They are essentially extended, and it is our nínd

r¡hich perceives extension as the essence of bodies. In sum,

it is only because \re have the faculty of the understandÍng that

rde can distinguish between the essence of

material things and the properties perceived by our senses.

The inportance of bodies being defined as extended holds the

key to the Cartesian conception of the universe as a huge machine

composed of nobile teometrical shapes. For if a body is defined

3. Meditations pp. 20-2L 
"
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by virtue of its extended nature, it must also be measurable.

An extended thing must have a shape. Moreover, shape itself, as

Descartes had demonstrated in the (posthumously pubtÍshed) Rules

and in the Geometry can be represented algebraical ly and thus

numerical 1y " Instead of defining co lour, hardness, heat etc . as

substantial entities composed of equal ly mysterious qualities

vrhich rde foolishly think we comprehend, \¡Je can, believed

Descartes, reduce all physical existents to the strictest science

of all, mathematics. Mathenatics is the strj.ctest science because

its truths are axiomatic, and its errors can easÍ1y be perceived

by anyone who has taken the pains to master specifÍc operations.

In the Ianguage of the Cartesi-an, the ideas of mathenatics are

clear and distinct.

Once we reduce all bodies to extension qre have a picture of

a universe as a vast continuurn of rnoving corporeal shapes,

bodily motj.ons which, âccording to our different sense

organs, are interpreted as colour, weight, hardness, pain

etc. Note that the human body is part of this continuun,

itself a part of the great machine, and to be studied, as it is

in detail in the Optics, and The Treatise on Man, âs a machine.

I.fithin the framer.¡ork of the universe as a machÍne composed

of the moving shapes of one indefinitely extended substance--

i. e . its parts are capable of indefínite Beometrical division,

depending upon which geonetrical relations are to be observed--it

is not fanciful to talk of the more immediate properties of

colour, temperature etc. as secondary, or even illusory¡

nunber, figure, position, duration and motion are seen as

primary, as the real properties. There is nothing mystical Ín

this. Attention is merely being drawn to the fact that wÍthin the

more sophisticated scientific representation of reality, the
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everyday sensory

comp I ex mechanisms

subordinate nature to our wi11.

the every-day

The real mechanisms have little

in common with associations we attribute to the

immediately perceived properties. If \de only had our senses and

the faculty of the imagination we would not be able to discover

these mechanisns, because we would not be able to conprehend -the

essencer of matter, nor to carry out the mathenatical operations

which make it possible to have real knowledge of physical

qualities. This is why Descartes writes *I now know that even

bodies are not strictly perceived by the senses or the

faculty of imatination but by the intellect alone, and that this

perception derives not from their being touched or seen but from
4

their being understood.r

I,f Íthín the context out 1Íned above it is evident why

Descartes defended his teaching frorn such thinkers as Hobbes,

GassendÍ, and his former pupil, Regius, who all saw the Cartesian

dualÍsm as irrelevant for scientific progress. For them mind rdas

essentially explicable when it !vas reduced to corporeal motÍons.

Hobbes asked Descartes " You say -I am a thinkine thÍne ';
but how do you know that you are not corporeal motÍon, or a body,

5
which is in notion?. " And GassendÍ wrote that he was

unconvinced that the mind is separate fron the body. Descartes,

he said, had not proved that hÍs soul is 'not some subtle

material substance, a fire , a wÍnd, or breath etc. For

Gassendi, Descartesrs own discussion of the soul being united to

4. Meditations p. 22.

classifications are epiphenomena governed by

which have to be understood if we are to

5. t{ritin E. s Vo1. 2, p. 88.
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-Meditation t was proof

that he is an unextended

that Descartes
6

thing. ( This

last point is to be examined below) . FÍna11y, even one of

Descartesrs students Regius (LatÍn for Le Roy) held that the mind

is not really distinct from the body, that the motions of the

body determine our thoughts, that there are no innate ideas, and

that -all common notions which are engraved in the mÍnd have

their origin in observation of things or in verbal
7

instruction. t

There is a fundamental ambiguity in Descartesrs teaching of

the mi-nd which when resolved indicates that Descartes has more

in common with these opponents than may initally seem to be the

case. tlhen this ambiguity is cleared up it is understandable what

Regius had overlooked in his master's teaching and why he thought

he was spreadÍnt the Cartesian message.

the ambiguity about the nature of the mind or the soul

revolves around the fact that Descartes insists on treating the

soul as a substance separate from the body, thus appearing to the

corpuscularists to be stÍ11 entrenched in scholastÍcism, while

persisting in discussÍng the union of the soul with the body. The

discussion of union made it inconprehensible to the

corpuscularists why there \ras any need to separate it in the

first place. To Descartests consternation, Regius dispensed with

any need for innate ideas. He did not realise that Ín doíng thÍs

he had destroyed the distinction between empirical data and the

epistemological rules which enable the Cartesian to organise the

6. t{ritÍnss

7

t Vo1. II, p. 185, 235 ff.

Vol. 1, p. 295.I{ritings ,
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data. The failure of RegJ-us touches the nerve of the ambiguity in

Descartesrs teaching about the mind. There are in Descartes tsro

types of discussions about mind which the reader must take the

effort to distinguish. In the one the rnind is beÍng treated as

a substance completely separate from extension, in the other the

union between mind and.body is being discussed. On the one hand

we have an epístemological discourse, on the other a

physio logical one .

the moment. In

shal I leave

former case

I

the

the latter case to one side for

all of the critícÍsns nade by

Hobbes, Gassendi and Retius faÍl to

signifÍcance of the dualism being

The failure is still a common-place in

address the epistemological

advanced by Descartes.

Descart es ,

two types

easier to

Nevertheless Kant I s

Rodis-Lewis, Descartes ( Paris: Libraire
1984), pp. 25-26.

thinking about

and for this reason it is necessary to Pause upon these

of discourses. It should also be added that it is far

assess these types of discourses after Kant.

Copernican turn, âs several scholars have
I

anticipated by Descartes.

poÍnted out, was

The central issue at stake in arguint that mind and body are

8. E. E. GenevÍève
cen{ráte Française,
Natorp, ibid., pp. 125-7. It is not
set the context of Kantrs philosophy
revolution and the ontologÍcal and
of Descartes I s cogÍto e. B. Martin
Ding: Zu Kants Lehre von dem

the citation from Paul
on i.n works on Kant to
cussing the scientific
olotical significance
r, Die Frage nach den
nde nt Grundsae tzen
f shows no recognition
s we shall see, it vtas
d Hume who set the
artesrs metaphysÍcs as
y bet$¡een noumena and
lications for physics.
Naturwissenschaft in

(Tuebingen: Max Niemyer, f962). Kant hÍ
of havint been anticipated by Descartes
not Descartes but Locke, L€ibniz,
metaphysical agenda for Kant. Kant saw
not only failing to dÍstinguish sufficÍ
phenomena but also as having erroneous
See esp. Metaphysische Anfangsgruende

un
by

epi
He id
tra

See
c omn
dis

stem
egte
nsze
msel
.A

an
Desc
entl
inp
der

[.Ie rkausgabe (Hrsg.) tfithe1m tleischedeI, Bd. IX (Fankfurt am

Main: Suhrkanp ) , p . 96. Yet he did not acknowledge that
Descartes had already southt to establish the rules contributed
by the mind for scj.entifÍc knowledge. Kantrs procedure, or the
other hand, is far more rÍgorous and conseqùently sacri-fices the
pragmatism of Descartesrs cotito.
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types of substance while being an ontological clain

epistemological function. A clear distinction can be

between what are essentially coBnitÍve functÍons and rules

( innate ideas ) for the comprehension of experience, i. e. the

sense data to be studied. Hítherto attention has been drawn to

the most fundamental ideas contributed by the nind, God, which

could only be grasped once the cogito had been established, and

the idea of extension. Descartes \das to specify other rules for

directing the mind I s inquiri-es into nature. t{hile these rdere

developed before he had subsumed problems of methodology under

metaphysics, they can be seen as complementary to Cartesian

physics.

These rules are

all complex ideas

things are not to

components o f a

study relationships,

constantly assess

as follo\ds. Firstly, the

into their most simple

be treated as isolated

anqul- re r

elements.

from the Discourse

must break

Secondly,

but asrealities,

series. In other words it is necessary to

not isolated substances. Thirdly one must

the members constituting the series

being studied to make sure no inexplicable taps exist. [,Ihere

the smallest link has been overlooked the causal chain is

broken, and the result is likely to be erroneous. This also

enables one to retrace oners steps and discover at which point
9

the error was nade.

Note, that in the above prescriptions the different facultÍes

of the mind are involved. The understanding imposes its

demand for clarity and distinctness, its mathematical method. In

9. Discourse p. l2O. I have also drawn upon Rules to c larify
which arepoints which may not be obvious

vital to Cartesian metaphysics and physics.
, but
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addition the nethod requires the ernployment of the senses for the

selection of the immediate material to be studied, and the re-

working of the material by the imaginatÍon, which co-ordínates

the sense irnpressions with the rules of the understandinS. At

each step of the r.ray an act of. wÍ 11 is required that af f irms or

declines or that doubts the adequacy of the ideas presented to

the mÍnd. It also may de¡nand more information before assent is

given that knowledge has been acquired about a parti-cu1ar subject

matter. The Cartesian insists that these operations of the mind

are what transform prejudices and prirnitive associations which

: :t: i.ti-actred to seüse r-Inpressions into scientific knowledge. It

is thoroughly inappropriate to talk of the contrj-bution of

these operations to scientific thought as if their essence could

be discovered by a discussion of corporeal motions, âs if the

understandÍng and its rules, or the will and its operations

should be analysed within the framework of extension.

Accordingly Descartes writes in The Rules for the DirectÍon of

the Mind that

it is Ímpossible to form any corporeal idea which
represents for us what knowledge or doubt or
ígnorance is, or the action of the will, which
may be called tvolitiont, and the like; and yet
we have real knor¿ledge o f aLL of these ,
knowledge so easy that in order to possess it
all we need is some degree of rationality. (10)

Agains t

know'l edge,

differ in form

ThÍs was to

inapp rop riat e

Retius, who eclipses the

Descartes i,nsisted that al l

from corporeal motions

hiehlieht the point

to investigate whether

contribution of nind to

ideas in so far as they

can be said to be innate.

that it is thoroughly

certain corporeal motions

10. Rules, pp. 44-45.
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can

an

be found in us every

investigation would

time a word or an idea is used. Such

the furnishing

sense data.

methodological

motions is to be

and that played by

Descartes adds:

of a method for

The desire to

procedures

mis guide d

matter in

contribute nothÍng to

the arrangement and processing of

reduce the cognitive rules,

and research maxÍms to corPoreal

about the function played by rnind

the acquisition of knowledge. Thus

I would like our author to tel1 me what the
corporeal motion is that is capable of forming
some common notion to the effect that tthings
which are equal to a thírd thíng are equal to
each otherr, or any other he cares to take. For
all such motions are particular, whereas the
common notions are universal and bear no affinity
wÍth, or relation to, the motions. ( 1 I )

Had Descartes only made statements of this type, there

should perhaps have been less diffÍcuIty for the corpuscular

philosophers and other readers of Descartes in seei-ng the

epistemological scope of thÍs type of discourse. However,

Descartes also $rrote about the union between the soul or mind and

body, while insistÍng, to the amazement of many readers, that

there was no intrinsic contradiction in his system,and that his

metaphysÍcal dualism was indispensable to his science. Why? The

probing of the epistemological function served by dualism has

already clarified why he thought dualism was indispensable to

Cartesian physics. An examlnation of tlto famous letters to

Princess Elízabeth clarifies why Descartes held that his teachÍng

on the soul was consistent. These letters also shed lieht on the

nature of his teaching.

I l . tlritincs Vol. I, pp. 304-305.
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Elizabeth had Ínquired of Descartes how an immaterial

substance, thoutht, could -determine his bodily spirits to
l2

perform voluntary actions?r Descartes replied that this

question -may most properly be put to me in view of ny published
l3

writings | . Undoubtedly an ambiguity exists in a teaching

which claims that thought and body are separate substances, and

that only extended things can effect extended things, whÍ1e

teaching that the body and thought are conjoj-ned. Descartes

acknowledged that he had not made himself clear.

There are tvlt iact-s about t.he human soul on
which depend all the things ste can know of its
nature. The first is that it thinks, the second
Ís that it is united to the body and can act and
be acted upon alont with it. About the second I
have said hardly anything; I have tried only to
make the first well understood. For my principal
aim was to prove the distÍnction between soul and
body, and to this end only the first was useful,
and the second nÍeht have been harmful. (14)

At of this letter the public had not seen The

Treatise

1633 was

Pas s ions

the tine

on Man,

pub I ished

of the So u1. I.¡hi 1e the

Desc art es

the unity

and the

1629 and

written The

of body and

MeditatÍons,

which although written between

posthumously; hadnor

idea of

soul is to be found in the Discourse

it is in The Treatise on Man and The Passions of the Soul

Descartes specifÍca11y probes the connection between thought

body. He analyses the activíty of the -animal spiritsr (these

corpuscular movements) and the circulation of the blood Ín

Philosophical Letters , p. 136.

that

and

are

the

t2.

13. Letter to Elízabeth, 2l May 1643,
p. 137.

t4. rbid.

Philosophical
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enactment of the wi11, and he describes the processes which he

belÍeved occur in the brain when thought takes place. He locates

the capacity to unify sensations into thoughts in the pineal
l5

gland. And this same gland is said by Descartes to be the

cause of the passions of the soul. It ís both affected by the

agitation of the animal spirits and capable of causÍng
16

agitation. Because the pineal gland supposedly is at the seat of

the will and the seat of unifyine sensations, Descartes makes the

pineal gland the seat of the soul. Here Descartesrs treatment of

the soul is essential 1y corpuscular. The analysis, however

faulty, is not metaphysical but Physiological. But because

Descartes is dlscusslng the attributes of the soul, it may appear

as if Descartes's problen ís metaphysical. In The Treatise on

Man, The Passi-ons of the Soul and the O tics Descartes leaves it

to the reader to discern the obvious fact that he is writing as a

practisint scientist, not as a metaphysician or epistemologist.

In the letter to ELízabeth he candidly states what he had

intinated in his other r7orks.

To ELizabeth, he dístinguishes between three kinds of

concepts: those that apply only to body, those that apPly only

to soul--and these, he says, are the most elementary concepts

upon which knowledge is built; and those that apPly to the

15. The Pass ions of the Soul, Pt. l, para . 27 f
retains the" idea of the separatÍon and unity of
cf. para. 30, 3l and 32. (The sense of separat
shall be clarifÍed later.) The passates referring
the pineal gland should also be compared with The

bo
ion
to
Tr

tes
ü1,
ext
and
Man
the

f. , Descar
dy and so
in this t
the soul

eatise on
(Mass. : Harvard Uni. Press, 1972) , tr. T. S. Ha11,
conclusÍon at 1 13.

f 6 . Passions , Pt. 1, 34.

p. 86 and
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t7
union of soul and body. . The concepts which apply to the

union are the least c1ear. At one moment a concept referring to

extension is usedt at the next, one that applies to pure thought

is used. In his discussion of the union betr¡een body and soul,

Descartes makes an analogy between the soul in the body and

heavi-ness in a body. The implication here is evÍdent when we

consider that heaviness in Cartesian physics is not a genuine

property of body, but an unclear notion. In other words when we

think of the soul being united with the body, wê possess an

unclear notion of the soul. A soul is no more a substance in a

body than heaviness is a substance in a body. Thus understood
l8

the soul is an epiphenomenon. It hardly need be added that this

is not an opinion to be spoken freely by a CathoIic, especially

if he had nothing to gain and everything to lose by being

considered an atheÍst.

I,Ihen Elízabeth rdas stil l unsure of Descartes I s meaninB he

informed her that he * should have shown how it is possible to

conceive of the soul as material (which is what it is to conceive

Íts union with the body), while still being able to discover
l9

that it is separable from the body.r He adds that the union

of the two is something sensed, but somethÍng that the pure

intellect only grasps obscurely. He then says that

people who never philosophize and use only theÍr
senses have no doubt that the soul noves the body
and that the body acts on the soul. . . . it is the
ordinary course of life and conversation, and
abstention from meditation and from the study of
things which exercise the inagination, that

Phi losophical Letters, p. 138.

Cf. The Passions of the Soul, Pt I

t7.
18.

19. Philosophical Letters p. 141.

30.
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teaches us how to conceive the union of the soul
and the body. (20)

And to make matters thoroughly clear he repeats that r¡hen the

mÍnd thinks of body and soul as distinct substances, it cannot

think of them as united, and that when they are thought of as

united they cannot be thought of distinctly. Thus he advises her

as follows "

Your Highness observes that it j-s easÍer to
attribute matter and extension to the soul than
to attribute to it the capacity to move and to be
moved by the body without having matter. I beg
her to feel free to attribute matter and
extension to the soul because that is simply to
conceÍve it as united to the body. And once she
has formed a proper conception of this and
experienced ít in herse 1f, it wil 1 be easy for
her to consider that the matter attributed to the
thought is not thought itself, and that the
extension of the matter is of different nature
from the extension of the thought , because
the former is determined to a definite p1ace,
from which it exc ludes aI I other bodily
extensÍon, which is not the case with the
latter. And so your Highness will easily be
ab le to return to the knowledge of the
distinction of soul and body in spite of having
conceived their union. (2I)

After this Descartes warns

too much time on metaphysics. It

20. Ibid. , p. l4l. This should be kept in mind whenever
Descartes talks about the soul moving the body, ês he does on
numerous occasions, particularly in Passions. One must be
prepared to think through the inplications of Cartesianism.
Descartes is writing for two audÍences. One will think through
the prÍnciples to their logical and heterodox conclusions. They
will understand Descartes I s veiled and seemingly contradictory
çùay of stating things. The other is toverned more by respect for
orthodox (i.e. unclear) ideas. The need for discretÍon occurs
time and tine again throuthout Descartes I s correspondence.
Special notice should be paid to Descartes I s advice to ReBius,
Phi losop hical Letters , pp. 126-L27. tI should like it best if you
neve r put forward any new opinions, but retained all the o1 d ones
in name, and nerely brought forward ne!ù argunents. This is a
course of action to whÍch nobody could take exception, and yet
those who understood your arguments would spontaneously draw from
them the conclusions you had in mind.r

El:'zabeth against

is, he says, harnful

sp e nding

to spend

2I. Ibid. , p. 142-143.
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too much ti-me upon such questions, âs this impedes the

intellect f rorn engaging with the irnagination and the senses. In

other words, one has to get on with the business of scientífÍc

practice which cannot proceed without the rules of the nind. This

practice is hindered by protracted concern with metaphysj.cal

questÍons that do not have a direct bearÍng on the observatÍon

and ultimate transformation of nature.

The mechanistic picture of the soul to be found in The

Treatise on Man and The Passions of the Soul endorses the

exp lanation

difference

philosophy.

offered

in the f

In The

to ELiz

unction o

Pass ions

abe th "

f these

of the

But there is an important

two classics of mechanistic

Soul Descartes focusses on

human behaviour, and he reveals himself to be a pioneer of

behavÍoural .psychology. He presents the soul as physically

affected by circumstances. Then he argues that recall of

particular circumstances Índuces corporeal movenents in the

brain generatinB predictable psychological responses. To

master the passions, and thus to master our responses to

circunstances, Descartes proposes a number of exercises that are

supposed to 'strentthenr the soul.

In The Treatise on Man Descartesrs rnaJor concerns are

anatonical. The

soul and body

substance, the

mechanistÍcal 1y

human body is a ma

interact and can b

mind too can be

by Descartes. The

and in so far as the

d as an extended

, and is studied

of the Soul is no

chine,

e analyse

studied

Pas s io ns

less mechanistic than The Treat is e on Man, but Ín the former

Descartes also takes care not to conf late psycho logical

categories with corporeal motions. One must ever keep in mÍnd the

appropriate scope of the categorÍes of inquiry. Depending upon
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which viewpoint one is working from the sane phenornenon can be
22

read of f as bodies in motion, o r as psycho logical states .

The faculties of consciousness can also be analysed as conditÍons

of consciousness, or bodily motions. But how one reads them

demarcates the scope of the theoretical discourse one is engaged

in. Descartes left it to his readers to discern that behind the

Ídea of the soul are many diverse ideas which he ernploys in

different types of discourses. The heterodox i-dea of a

mechanístic soul can be advanced behind the orthodox idea of a

separate substance. (The orthodox idea was not itself wj-thout

complicatÍons, and Descartes found himself in a controversy over

the doctrine of transubstantiation. )

Had it not been for one other idea in Descartesrs writings

on the souI, there nay have been 1ittle difficulty in puttÍng the

pieces of Descartes I s statements of the soul into theÍr

appropriate places. tlhat caused confusÍon was the retention by

Descartes in the Discourse of the Ídea of the immortality of the
23

soul. The idea was enployed as if it resulted automatically

from the complete separation of the soul from the body. It is

easy to see why either Descartes the man of faith or the deceiver

(depending on how we interpret Descartes) would have wanted to

pay tribute to the immortality of the soul. For the man of faith

there is an important tenet to be salvated; for the deceiver,

any 1ip-service paid to the immortality of the soul can only

create the inpression of orthodoxy, thus makÍng his doctrines

22. See Roed, 9p._cfr., p. 146. Also see the dÍssolution of the
problem of interaction by L. J. Beck in The Met_e-ú.EjS_9. of
Descartes: Meditations ( Oxtord:
pp. 269-276
cerebal cort

A Study of the
. Note especi
ex for the pin

a1ly the remark about
eal gland at p. 275.

Clarendon, 1965 ) ,
substituting the

23. Discourse p. 141.
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to the orthodoxy. Whether one reads Descartes as a

philosopher saving the faith from atheistic and
24

onslaughts, or as a philosopher who was conveniently

doctrines of the church, there is no doubt that

dÍd not provide any proof for the immortality of the

a letter to Mersenne about the Meditations he

partly acknowledges this.

You say that I have not said a word about the
immortality of the soul. You should not be
surprised. I could not prove that God could not
annihilate the soul but only that it is not bound
by nature to die with the body. This is all that
is required as a foundation for religion, and is
all that I had any intention of proving. (25)

The ambiguity is not overcome in this statement. For he has

24. This argument has been extremely popular j-n one version or
another. A standard j-nterpretation of Descartes along these lines
is R. H. Popkinfs The History of Skepticism f ron Erasmus to
Descartes (Assen: Van Gorcum, 1960). A more recent variant on
this theme is E. M. Curl ey I s Descartes Against the Skeptics
(Oxford: BasÍ1 Blackwell, 1978). That textual support can be
found for these positions is indisputable. However, when matters
are weighed up with the stated aim and the heterodox nature of
the Cartesi-an doctrines, one nust ask what advantage could be
served for Descartes by throwing in his lot wÍth the Church
atainst the atheists and skeptics, and what disadvantages would
fol1ow were he considered to be an opponent of the Faith. If he
\dere to find an audience in France, the disadvantages far
outç¡eigh the advantates. I do not know whether Descartes was a

sincere believer. I,lere there not so rnuch dÍscretion and duplÍcÍty
in Descartesrs wrÍtings there would not be a dispute about this.
As it is, to answer this question with complete certainty is
beyond üs, for we cannot read hÍs mÍnd, only his books and
letters, which are the cause of the disagreenent. What \te can see
is how Descartes advances heterodox ideas behind a mask of
orthodoxy. Descartes certainly knew he vytas concealing himself . As
he $rrot.e to Mersenne -I desire to live in peace and to contÍnue
the life I have begun under the motto to live well you must live
unseen. I Philosophical Letters, 1êtter to Mersenne, l0 May 7632,
p. 26.

25. Letter to Mersenne , 24 December, 1640,
p. 87.

Philosophical Letters,
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been content to conflate trdo different type of ideas in the

service of religion. The immateriality of the soul has to do

with an epistemo logical discourse which requires that the

attributes of thouBht exc lude attributes of extension; the

attributes of the one cannot be explained by the attributes of

the other. To infer further that the ego (i.e. the soul or

monad) persists after the death of the body is to gloss over

the basic point that no relationship exists between attributes

of body and attributes of the immaterial soul. The only

consistent meaning that the immortality of the soul could

have, within the context of body and soul being different

logical types, is that the rules of rnind (i.e. the tinnater and

'eternal I ideas ) persist after the death of any single subJect.

That is to sây, that the rules are always and everywhere the

same for the acquÍsition of knowledge. This squares with

Descartesrs netaphysics, but it is hardly a boon to the church.

If, on the other hand, Dêscartes really did want to advance the

cause of the church, âs one wing of Cartesians did, his doctrine

of the immaterial soul could hardly convÍnc e a Cartesian

scientist who did not hotd any faith in the afterlife. To employ

the Cartesian method does not commÍt one to sharÍnt Descartes I s

faith, ror to following the movenent fron an epistemological

discourse with a practical scopê, to a discourse of speculatÍon.

Descartes himself had appealed to his readers -not to accept any

they very
26

opinion in my writings or elsewhere as true, ü[Iess

clearly see that Ít is deduced fron true Princi-p1es. I

Another (and common) interpretation of

separatj.on of the soul from the body \{as that adopted

Descartes I s

by Regius,

26. Principles XXVI I .
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and La Mettrie. Ignoring completely the epistemological

distinction between Descartes and other corpuscularists, they

fastened on to passates where the soul !sas being studied

mechanistically. On that basis, and because he also used the idea

of an extended soul , Lã I'lettrie wrote

the distinction of the two substances, thus
is plainly but a trick of skiIl, a ruse of
sty1e, to make theo logians sr¡a11ow a poison,
hidden in the shade of an analogy which strikes
every. body else and which they alone fail to
notice. (27 )

There is one more idea whÍch is pertinent to Descartesrs

dualism, and which needs to be mentioned. This is the idea of

f re edom.

Althoueh Descartes wrote very little about freedom, he saly

freedom as a property distinguishing humans from anirnals. fn

the Discourse he em phasises the inportance of human freedom, and

he points to speech and the great flexibÍlity of the human

ortans as indicative of that freedom. Both these cases merely

serve for Descartes to illustrate the existence of

intellieence, the intellieence that for¡ns words even in the most

stupid human beings, and the ability to use our body j-n
28

accordance with our volition. But more Ímportant than this is

the fact that hunan beings can think of. themselves as thinkÍng

substances. I t is , then, thought which distinguishes human

beings from machines, the very thought which enables us to

27. JuIÍen Offray de la Mettrie, Man as Machine (Illinois: Open
Court, 1935), tr. G. Bussey. For La Mettrie the real teaching of
Descartes is his own that -man is a machine and that in the whole
unÍverse there is but a single substance differently modified. I

p. l48.

28. Discourse p. 139-140.
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conceive the r.lorld and ourse lves as parts of this

the world in

machine. And it

which is free to conceive this wây,

l_n

e nds

as is possible, to chanBe the world according to

29 . The irnpo rt anc e o f the reso lut e wi I I
underestimated in Descartes. Much of the tine s¡e

should not be
must act quickly

t ho ught

so far

and,

the

it sets.

The írnportance that the idea of freedom of the will has for

Descartes fs project is perhaps most clearly discernible in

Descartesrs picture of the human predÍcament that is to be found

in the Discourse. In the second of the moral maxims, D€scartes

suBgests that the Cartesian project is fundarnentally tied up with

the act of a resolute will. He makes his case by using the

metaphor of a traveller who has lost his way in a forest. Such a

traveller, observes DeScartes, ought not to wander from side to

side, nor renain in the same place, but once having chosen a

direction he should remain firmly with this course of action,

even though it hrere only decided upon by chance. The moral here

is evident . Tradition has not he lped Descartes or his

contemporaries to find their way. If they continue as they are

doing nothing will improve. When people have nothlng to guide

them they must act upon their ordn reason if they are to overcome

fortune. tlhen genuinely sound reasons present themselves they can

always make a transition, but when human beÍngs find themselves

surrounded by deception and chance they must use their own

resources, their reason and their wi11. Reason with the help of
29

an initial act of will can and must create its own clearing.
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This act links up with the €8o, a composite of will and

understanding, which Descartes the methodologist separated from

extension, and Descartes the physiologist conjoined with the
30

body, partly in the hope of -strengtheningr the soul. Fina11y, it

was the freedom of the eBo to doubt and then to affirm itself

which led Descartes to probe the innate idea of a non-deceivinS,

omnipotent, omnipresent, all perfect being. An exÍstential act

was ultimately justified for Descartes because of the scientific

experiments which he was able to conduct under the assumptions

that the universe is toverned by laws, that all effects are

Boverned by effÍcient causes, and that the quantity of motion in

the universe is constant.

and on the basis of ProbabilÍtY (Discourse, p. 123). Hence in
this cir
minimum
emphas is
dominat i
ext rerne .
mode rn
Nie t zsch
Journa I

cumstance yrte rnust as Roed has pointed out, testablish a

of rationality.t Op.cit., p. 38. Caton, in his attemPt to
e that Descartes is not the speculative rationalist
ng current Descartes scholarship, has Bone to the other

The cogito ís, for Caton, the voluntarÍst prius of
re lativisn and po!ùer po litics that culminates in

e. See -Towards a Diatnosis of Progress' in Independent
of Philosophy 4, I 980 .

30. On the -strengthr of the soul see Passions , Pt. l, 48-50.
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. Chapter

Impact of

3

Descartes t s Thoueht

(A) Its Social Im lications

The strategic enployment of the ego and the primacy of the

-natural liehtr of reason signal led to many readers that

Descartes was not only spreading a message concerning the

physical sciences, but one that extended to all spheres of

social life . According to D I Alembert , Descartes - laid the

foundations of a government more Just and more happy than has
I

ever been established. I Descartes I s importance in this regard

had nothing to do with specific wrÍtings on polÍtÍcs by hirn.

Rather, as Condorcet said: -He commanded men to shake off the

yoke of authority, to recognj.ze none save that which was avowed

by reason; and he \das obeyed, because he rron men by
2

his boldness and 1ed them by his enthusiasm.r And, in the words

of another social reformer, Saint-Simon, -Descartes eliminated
3

every idea of revelation or blind belief. I But, it may be argued,

Descartes was a conservative. Had he not on numerous occasions
4

publicly distanced himself from social reformers? To answer this

questj-on úre must focus upon Descartesrs proJect and the duplicity

I J. D tAlembert, Discours ptãfiminaire de I I Encyc 1o p6¿ie , êd
L. Ducros (Paris 1930), p. lO4, cited op.cÍt., Kennintton, p.379.

2 Antoine Nicolas Condorcet, Sketch for a Historical Picture
of the Progress of the Human Mind, tr. June Barraclough (London:
Weidenfeld and Nicolson, 1955 ) , p. L22, The ninth stage of
Progress is entitled -From Descartes to the Foundation of the
French Republicr. Perhaps the nost explicÍt account on politics
provided by Descartes is in a letter to EIízabeth (Sept. 1646)
where he gÍves his assessment of Machiavelli, Philosophical
Letters , pp. 199-2O4.

3.
M.

4,

Henri Comte de Saint-Simon, Selected
Markham (Oxtord: Basil Blackwell, 1952r, p. 12.

E.g. Dis cou rs e , P. l18.

ed. and tr. F
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$¡ith which Descartes advances his cause.

In the Discourse on Method Descartes repeatedly uses

house in order to build

the

rmat e

its

the

human

the

of pul l ing dor¡n an o ld l-n

comfortable abode. As

he believed could lead to

dangers involved in

to fortune,

custon. At the

revo 1ut ion .

Admittedly r¡re never see people pu11Íng down all
the houses of a city for the sole purpose of
rebulldine them in a different style to make the
streets more attractive; but lse do see many
individuals havint their houses pulled down in
order to rebuild them, some even belng forced to
do so when the houses are in danger of falling
down and theÍr foundati-ons are insecure. This
examp le convinced me that it would be
unreasonable for an individual to plan to reform
a state by changing it from the foundations up
and overturning it in order to set it up again;
or again to plan to reform the body of the
sciences or the established order of teachint
them in the schoo 1s . ( 5 )

This seems straightforward enough on first reading. But once

one has a clearer picture of what Descartes is doing the question

this is not one moremust arise to the attentive reader whether

example of Descartesrs double-speak which is r{oven throughout

the Discourse. For the duplicity becomes evÍdent as the work

progresses and the author is transformed fron the self-effacing

persona who sutgests his wisdon is perhaps a mere trifle, -a
6

bit of copper and glass I that he has mistaken for gold and

diamonds, to someone who likens himself to a conmander of
7

armies. A prj-vate tale becomes a public proJect. And a man who

teaches in a -provisory t maxirn that \de should make a virtue of

place a more

method..which

subordination

importance of

he took

same tine

he was supp 1y j-ng

the ove rcomint of

care to acknowledge

he pointed out the

5. Discourse

6. Ibid., p

p. ll7.
tt2 ,

r45.7 rbid. p.
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so that -we shall

imprisoned, any

not desire to be healthy

more than we norJs desire

when ill or

to have

or wr-nts to

purpose l_s

is a1 1 the

f1y like the

to enab 1 e

heal th. In

materi-al as indestructible as diamond
8

birdsr, teaches princíples whose main

us to control nature, particularly in the area of

sum a careful reading shows that Descartes advances

his case behind such a mask of contradj-ctions that the question

must arise whether Descartesrs disclaimer of reform is in

keeping with what the

more necessary

Descartes in

wront to reform

when

schools, the Discourse

all the sciences. tIÍth

when readint a passate

institutions:

text is doing. This questÍon

it dawns on the reader that a 1 though

the passage cited above indicates it would be

all the scj-ences and how they are taught in the

is outlining a program of reform of

thÍs in nind the reader must be on guard

such as the fol lowing about public

These large bodies are too difficult to raise up
once overthrown, or even to hold up once
they betin to totter, and theÍr fatl cannot but
be a hard one. Moreover, âtry i-mperf ections
they may possess--and their dÍversity suffices
to ensure that many do possess them--have
doubtless been much smoothed over by custom;
and custom has even prevented or
inperceptibty corrected many inperfections
that prudence could not so we 1 I p rovÍde
agaínst. Final1y, it is almost always easier to
put up with their imperfections than to change
then, just as it is much better to follow
the main roads that wind through mountaÍns,
which have gradually become smooth and
convenient through frequent use, than to try
to take a more direct route by clanberint over
rocks and descending to the foot of precipices.
That is r{hy I cannot by any means approve of
those meddlesome and restless characters who,
cal1ed neither by birth nor by fortune to the
manatement of public affairs, are yet forever

8. rbid p. I24.
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thinking up some netrr reform. And if I
thought this book contained the s I ightest
Bround for suspecting me of such folly, I
would be very reluctant to permit its
publication. My plan has never gone beyond
t rying to reform my own thoughts and
construct then upon a foundation v¡hich is a1l
my own. (9)

[.Iere it not for the last sentence the reader may interpret

Descartes as an opponent of reform. But the last sentence makes

one recognise the duplicity of this rnaxim. Descartes is

persisting in the pretence that this is a private tale. Not

only ís he outlÍning a public proJect, but this project could

only be actualised if major reforns were carried out.

Firstly, censorship laws would have to be relaxed so that

scientists such as Gali1eo, who is alluded to at the

commencement of the sixth tDiscourser, and Descartes hirnself

could communicate all of their ideas to each other and to the

public without any fear. Throughout the Discourse Descartes

indicates that he is afraid of releasing some of hÍs sci-entific
l0

insights to the public. His close associates also knew he had

suppressed publication of The t{orld out of fear.

Secondly, reform in the universitÍes \das essential if the

ne\d science were to advance. Science in the seventeenth century
11

developed largely in spite of unj.versities. Although Descartes

was by no means the first to write in the vernacular for a publÍc

outside of the universities, the clarity and simplicity of his

9. Ibid. , p. I 18.

10. This fear is also expressed in many places throughout
correspondence. See, for example, the letter to Mersenne
Descartes had learnt of GalÍleors views about the movement
earth being condemned as heretical. PhÍlosophical

the
after

of the
p. 98.

ll. This is an Ímportant theme of Ornstein, op.cit.
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style, for all its double meanitrgs, tenerated enormous public

enthusiasm for scientific ideas. Descartesrs appeal to the

practisint scientist as well as the literati- and large sections

of the educated niddle class \das the major source of his

influence. The public was enthralled by the marvels outlined by

Descartes. Anything could be achieved if scientists could only

get on wÍth their work without fear. Moreover, Descartesrs

elegant style made it appear as if anyone could participate
t2

in the development of the sciences. To the industrj-ous anateurs

and professionals he had provided many experimental hypotheses

which could be followed üpr elaborated upon and, as it turned

out, replaced.

Apart from the required reforms of censorship and the

schools, few readers of Descartes could help but query the

legitÍmacy of public institutions and social cornmands if they

rested on nothing firner than tradition. Not only could the

lesson of Cartesian doubt be applied to everything that had no

justification other than authority, but in so far as Cartesianism

itself was threatened by an unenliehtened social order, the

Cartesian !ùas tacit 1y invited to speculate about ( and j-mprove

upon) the social conditions under which scÍence could prosper.

There was thus a tension between what Descartes seemed to be

saying and what he was doing.

12. At one staBe the Discourse was to bear the title -The Plan
of a Universal Science to raise our nature to its HÍghest Degree
of Perfection, with the DioptrÍcs, the Meteors and the Geonetry;
in which the most Curious Topics which the Author has been able
to choose to give Proof of his Universal Science are Explaíned in
such a Manner that even those who have Never Studied them can
Understand them. I Letter to Mersenne, March 1636,
Letters , P. 28,

Philosophical
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The strategy becomes transparent when one considers

Descartes rs provisory maxim swearing allegiance to the laws and

religion of his country. The opening lines of the provÍsory

maxims again employ the metaphor of rebuildine a house. But

this tÍme the metaphor indicates that while another house is

being rebuilt it is necessary to have a temporary dwelling

place. The temporary nature of the allegiance to church and

state is brought out not only by the metaphor but by the

expressed declaration that it would be a sin against good sense

to feel bound at a later date by a judgment that is no

longer applicable. The reader is j-nvited to consider whether

Descartesrs aIlegj-ance to the old order is at this moment merely

expedient. In confidence Descartes openly stated what many of

his readers had already gleaned from the Discourse that

he was -compelled to include these rules because of people like

the schoolmen; otherwise, they would have said that he was a man

r¡ithout any religion or faith and that he intended to use his
l3

nethod to subvert them. I

Again SpÍnoza vTas quick to make explicit what Descartes had

only intimated. Spinoza openly made political reform a condition

of enlightenment. And like Descartes he recognized the irnportance

of winning over the publÍc and complyÍne nomentarily with
74

custom. Spinoza, however, vTas just one figure pushing for

political enliehtenment.

By stressing that human beings be euided by true principles

13. Conversation with Burman, para. 80 .

14. Op. cÍt
Political Treatise

Selected Vorks, Vo1. pp. 6-7 . In Theo logico-
that democracy is the

practical ends tþat he

l,
clear
thepolitical form which

pursues.

SpÍnoza makes it
can best achieve
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and that

could

f athe r

of an

rather than authoritY,

the correct method,

f ound i ng

all, provided they proceded with

know and apply true principles

of enlightenment. At the social

inspj-ration than a guide. It was

that Descartesrs influence was so

was more

Ín the ql

p e rvas ]-v

(B) The

orld of natura

e.

Supersession

scl_enceI

of Descartesrs Science and Consolidati-on of
the Mechanical I.Iorld Pi-cture

The extent of Descartesrs inportance as a scientist by the

thinkers of the Enliehtenment is clear from Voltaire's
I

assessment, that Descartes had -8iven sight to the blindt. He

had seen the errors of the ancients and the failings of the

senses. This was the assessment not only of one of the most

influential thinkers in Paris, but a defender of Newton atainst

the CartesÍans. What Descartes had not done, and what made

Voltaj-re himself a disciple of Newton, was discover rigorously

quantifiable and experimentally verifiable physical

principles. Indeed, Descartes I s conceptÍ.on of space as a plenum

precluded any non-contiguous forces, thus making Ít impossible

for Cartesians to accept Newtonts mathematically formulated and

ernpirically applicable conception of the world as a multiplicity

of forces acting across empty spaces. This had, paradoxÍca11y,

also led Descartes to hold an essentÍa1 1y unquantífÍab1e

cosmology. All motion was to take place in vortices or eddíes,

the boundaries of which were in co 1 lisj-on with surrounding

vortices. Conparing Descartes I s procedure in formulating his

cosmology with that of another Sreat mechanist, Christian

Huygens, E. J. Dijkstehuis Puts his finger on the key reason why

l. Lêttres PhÍlosophiques, intro. Gustave Lanson (Paris: Libraire
E. Dtoz, l9 37), -Sur Descartes et Newto[t, Vol. 2, P. 7.
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Descartes \{as to be so quickly superseded as a physicist.

Unlike Huygens, who formulates everything at
once mathematically, Descartes hardly ever
conducts a mathematical arBument and always
remains very vague in expressi-ng functional
dependencies. In the vortex of the sun ,both the
pe riod of revo lution and the size of the
particles of celestial natter increase çith their
distance from the sun, but we do not learn
according to what mathematical relation this
increase takes place, while no attenpt ís even
made to find for a planet the relation between
periods of revolution, density, and distance
from the sun. (2)

The supersession of Descartes as

itself only the consolidation of

consÍdered to be Cartesian in

after Descartesrs death, -the

a physicist, however,

a r¡o r 1d vi ew whi ch

its broadest sense. Fifty

whole intellectual world of

\^7â S

was

years

Europe

so lve

ove r

rtas t , in Nussbaum I s wo rds ,
3

Cartesian problems. I With

Cartesian methods to

success of mechanÍsm

t usint

Newton the
4

scholastic Aristotelianism rdas completed. For with the di-scove ry

mechanics ( rulesand application of the calculus, rules of

2. E. J. DiJksterhuis,
(Oxford: Clarendon Press,

The Mechanization of the tlorld Picture
I96l), tr. C. Dikshoorn, p. 414

3. Op.cit., p. 2.

4. Aristotle could find a point of re-entry into the new world
picture only by huge concessions to a new set of ontologj-cal
conditions, the most important being that any retention of final
causes could not be at the expense of quantifiable efficient
causes. LeibnÍz quickly sarr that Aristotle could not be as
swiftly dispensed with as Descartes had hoped . For Leibniz,
Aristotle was useful (a) because he believed final causes were
indispensable for the study of processes and (b) he opposed the
idea that extension was the substance of bodies (for Leibní2,
extension is a plurality of force points and force is
substantial ) . In addition, he sought to reconcile the
Aristotelian importance of the primacy of quality over quantity'
a move which binds LeÍbniz I s theory of calculus and his
conception of monads, trot only uÍth each other but with
Aristot lers conception of substance. See Letter to Jacob
Thomasius, Apri | 20 I 3O 1669, Philosophical Letters and Papers,
intro. , ed. and tr. Leroy Loenker (Dordrecht: D. Reidel, 1969
[ 1954] ), pp. 93-100.
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that could be extended to every corner of

hrere formulated precision than

technical activity)

ever before in humanwith greater

had takenhÍstory.

science of

Newt o n mechanism to a level far beyond the

Descartes, which rdas in the words of Huygens, a

been

the

the

ScÍentific Naturalisn
1953) Aram Vartanian

nott,

. Burrtscientific romance. But, as E. A has observed:

The idea of mass had been incorporated into
the Cartesian geometrical machine; and its
substitution for the fanciful vortices only
made the world-systern seem a1l the more rieidly
mechanical. (5)

The end of Descartes I s

attained, (although the terms

-new world | \das as vigorous 1y

dualist metaphysics had

of Descartesrs foundations of

criticised by philosophers as

science \¡ras by physicists ) .

The Metaphysical Foundations of Modern Science ( London:
Routledge and KeBan Paul,
theological dimensions to

7932 Í1924I ) , p. 243 . There \dere also

the Cartesians, âs Koyró,

5

field theory. See
Berksonts Fields of
Faraday to Einstein
254.

In
in the

conflict between the Newtonians andtNewton and Descartesr in Newtonian

2 conparing world views in
the Deyelopment of a World View fron

the

S tudies (London: Chapman and Ha11, 1965) and Hessen, op.cit.,
pp. 34-40, have both pointed out. UltÍmately Newton I s conception
of forces actint at a distance was able to be interpreted as
leaving room for active principles besides solely material ones.
Although the tenets of Cartesian cosmology nere to be cast aside
by Newton, many of Descartests ideas hrere to foreshadow ideas of

hrílliamTable
Force:
(London: Routledee and Kegan Paul, 1974), p.

Diderot and Descartes: A Study of
Enlightenment (Princeton: Uni Press ,

specifÍes hor¡ Descartesrs influence extended to the ostensÍbly
anti-metaphysical materialism of thj-nkers like DrHolbach.
VartanÍan points out that even the scientific mÍnds of the
seventeenth century who ostensibly owed more to Descartesrs great
Epicurean opponent, Gassendi, had ínherÍted a framework which
owed more to Descartes than Gassendi: -Through the medium of the
Cartesian reform, in effect, the Epicurean natural philosophy may
be said to have lost its elements of mythology and its
subordination to a netaphysics built largely around the evasive
concept of chance; and instead, to have been integrated into the
methodical, self-corrective search, typical of the modern era,
for the fixed and determinable laws governing physical events.
Descartes had made materialism, so to speak, -scientific. I

Cartesian science, based on a corpuscular and unfinalistic view
of rnatter in motion, thus was able to convert to its standpoint
the correlative parts of Gassendirs "physicstt. t pp. 59-60.
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Chapter I

Their PhilosoKant I s Foundational uestions and hical Context

In a remark to Princess Elizabeth, Descartes made a claim

dlfference between Descartesrs and Kantrs

conce rns. Ref lecting upon how he a1 locatesphilosophical

his tine Descartes wrote:

I can say with truth that the chief rule I have
always observed in my studies, which I think has
been the most useful to me in acquiring what
knowledee I have, has been never to spend more
than a few hours a day in the thoughts which
occupy the imagination and a few hours a year on
those which occupy the pure inte I lect. ( I )

The most inportant activities upon which Descartes

exercised his ímagination were the construction of scÍentÍfic

models and the conducting of experiments. The amount of tine

devoted to thinking about the netaphysical foundations consumed

only -a few hours a yearr. Perhaps this is exaggerated, but the

messate Ís plain enough where DescartesIs prioritles 1ay. tlith

Kant matters \dere otherwise. His treatest intellectual labours

were devoted to problems of metaphysics, and to laying

foundations for netaPhYsics.

Unlike Descartes, Kant rdas neither writint for an audÍence

whose heads had to be freed from the doctrine of substantial

forms, [or for the educated mernbers oÍ. the public in order to

involve then in undertaking experiments. Nor did Kant need to

enthuse about the great possibilities of mechanistic science. He

r¡as not a pioneer of the scientific revolution. He was the heir

to Newtonian science srritÍng f or an acadernic audience. This

c larífies the

1.
pp.

Letter to Elizabeth, 28 June 1643,
t4t-t42.

Philosophical Letters
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as well as his task of

In addition Kant

discourses, unknor.¡n

conjunction with the

Of these discourses

inportance for Kantrs

and Hume.
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pervades the

establishing

\das the heir

content of Kantis metaphysÍcs,
t

science.metaphysics as

to a number of

which had

phi losophical

arl-sen 1nDescartes,

estab lished

a

to

newly

three whÍch are of

rne chanis t ic world model.

fundamentalthere are

project: the discourses of Locke, Leibniz

(A) Phi I oso D hical Discourses of Locke. Leibniz and. Hume

(a) Lo cke

In An Essay Concer nans Human Understanding Locke had

undertaken -to Ínquire into the orj'gin , cêrtainty, and extent

of human knowledge, together with the grounds and degrees of
3

belief, opinion and assent. I The f irst chapter of that r¡ork

opens with the defiantly anti-cartesian pronouncement -No Innate
4

Speculative Principles. ' ThÍs very title is indicative of

Lockers anst¡er to the question how -our understandings come to
5

attain those notions of things \{e have. I They are either

2. Hitherto, Kant held, met
or alchemy than any science.
(Hers)s. tlilhelm I'leischedel
All references

3. An Essay
1959), Vo1. l,

4. Lockers arE
and tenporal
makes this conflation.
the logical prioritY
Renais s anc e 1n Eng I and
I 95 3 ) sugtests Locke
directed against the
conf lation. p . 59 .

aphysj-cs !ùas
Pro legomena

( F rankfurt /M.

more akin to astrology
SIe rkausgabe , Bd. 5 ,

: Suhrkanp), P.243.
to Kantrs Proletomena are to this edition.

Concernin Human Understanding (New York:Dover,
P. 26.

ument conflates the distínction between the logical
priority of innate ideas. Descartes at times also

But the Cartesian method relies only uPon
of innate ideas. Cassirer in The Platonic
, tr. James Pettegrove (t¡e1son: Edinburgh'
I s chapter against innate j-deas is mainly
Cambridge Platonists who also make this

5. An Essay ConcerninB Human Understandint Vo-l . 1, p. 27.
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derived from external sensÍble operatÍons or reflection, Í.e. the

mindts own internal operat j.ons upon the data orj.ginally supplied

by sensible objects. In givíng this answer Locke step by step

proceeds to a position in which known substances are ultinately

inseparable from words, and words are only signs for ideas in
6

the mind. Our knowledge is a copy of thints, yet because things

are particulars and qre must use general terms when r¡e comnunicate

and when we think, our knowledee is -the p erceptÍon of the

connection of and a re eme nt or disagreement and repuBnanc y of
7

our ideas. I

The problem with Lockers position may not be immediately

apparent if we restrlct our knowledge to things of which r¿e can

form a picture, i.ê. if lve restrÍct our knowledge to empirical

perception. However, Locke fails to explain how the apodei-ctic

science of mathematics is not only developed axiomatically but

its results projected back onto the r¡orld of facts. He fails to

explain the fit between the axiomatic system and the sensible

r¡orld which mechanics can quantify. He makes the science of

number a purely logical atf.aír once its initial concepts have

been derived from experience, yet in the expansion of a lotical

system empirical reality is left far beyond. Rather than

explaining how mechanics is possible, it would seem that such a

science is impossible.

Unintentionally Locke is as much a dualist as Descartes. But

his dualÍsm has this odd feature which stands in stritine

opposÍtion to Descartes: it conmences with the sensory world as

6 rbid.,
rbid. ,

YoL.2,

Vol. 2

p. ll.

p. 167 .7
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the Ímmediate and certaÍn, and concludes by seeing that

uncertain, and

realm of words

ultimately unknowable. On the one hand

and nominal ideas, on the other a world

wo rld as

exists a

of real

essence" And, as Ernst Cassirer says , -Keine Bruecke
8

dem einen zum anderen Gebiet hi-nueber.'

fuehrt von

(b) Leibníz

I t vras Le ibni z who most thoroughly

Leibniz I s general

examined and criticised

Lockers philosophy. assessment of Locke

perhaps most succinctly summed up in a letter to Nicolas Remond:

-Mr. Locke had subtlety and skill and a kind of superfical

metaphysics for which he rlas able to secure acclaim, but he was
9

ignorant of the mathemati-ca1 method.' His critique \das nost fully

developed in New Essays on Human Unde rs t andin

Like Locke, Leibnj-z opens his New Essays by discussÍng

innate ideas. ABainst Locke, Lêibniz aLfirms the existence of

innate ideas. Instead of likenÍng the mind to a tabula rasa he

likens it to a,veined block of marble. He describes innate ideas

as tÍnc linations, dispositÍons, tendencies, or natural
l0

potentlalities of the nind. I It Ís, however, the capacity of

mind to deduce rational principles, particularly of a logica1,

mathematical and rnetaphysical type, that enables, for Leibniz,

the expansion of knowledge about the world. t{ithout them r¡e would

Das Erkenntnisproblen Bd. 2, p. 260 .

Op. cit. , Leibniz Philosophical Papers and Leters, p. 656.

10. New Essays on
l98l), tr. Peter

the Human Understandine ( Cambridge : Uni. press,

is

I

9

Remnant and Jonathan Bennett, p. 52.
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have a blur, a confused and ultimately abstract assortment of
11

sensations. To capture the ínfinite differentiae, the infinite

fineness of re IatÍons within relations, worlds r¡ithin worlds,

requÍ-res following the intricate serÍes which are the perceptions

of a monad, the point qualÍty. This quality is for Leibniz a real

essence, and all our ideas refer to a real essence. Hence for

Leibniz, ideas do not depend upon names, as they ultimately do

for Locke, but upon the infinitely connected series of tconcretel

relations. For Leibniz aIl ideas are interconnected. At any gÍven

moment of reflection one enters into infinity, an Ínfinite number

of possible worlds.

there is no term which is so absolute or so
detached that it does not involve relations and
is not such that a complete analysis of it
would lead to other things and indeed to all
other thÍngs. (12)

In other words gcch ¡¡'.onæd. has - an inf inite extension; each terta

derives its sense f rom the entire range of otherî'i'lt"'aicat j-ons.

The more the predicate clarifies the inner mechanisms

of things, the nore substantial, the more clear it i.s.(o'^c'¡i'"J

t 'î<-l"J,.ro*s .., ,a:1L i ^se7ærî'Llt-', . f .o'- s.Lc+a-^,fi*-lr. ¡¿\6-\iort$.,

Within this infÍnite chain of predications, the 1ogically

possible terms are Just as determinant as the empirical world.

The total reality is the sum of possible worlds. The actual world

is only one of the possible worlds. The essential world is the

determinant of the existing world, the latter is sinply the best

of the possible worlds.

rbid. Bk. 3, esp. Ch. 5

r bid

ll.

r2. t p. 228.
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In responding to Lecke I s empiricism Leibniz rJ.l timately

- logicises' existence . Not only do metaphysical and logical

truths become indistinguishable, but so do the logical1y possible

worlds and the actual world, which, to repeat, is just one of the

possÍble r¿or1ds. But, asserts Leibnlz, the actual world is the

best possible one. Nature always works with a sufficient reason.

The epistemological difference t¡ith Locke Ís thus
13

necessarily ontological, even theological. For the metaphysical

principle that nature always works with a sufficient reason Ís

supported by Leibniz on theological trounds. The world is the

product of pre-establÍshed harmony, the product of Godrs plan,

and each perception point is at once immortal and the bearer of

Godrs plan.

Kant shared Leibnizrs vÍew that Locke had faÍ1ed to address

adequately how axiomatic systems can be applied to experience,

and how one ¡nakes the transition from truths of experience to

netaphysics. Yet Kant did not fo1low Lej.bnizrs flieht into the

more speculative consequences of the Monadolp-gJ. and The

13. Ibid., p. 23 3 f f. . Also see The Monadology. A recent study by
Nicholas Jolley Leibniz and
Human Understandin ( Oxfo rd :

Leibnizts side -the central issue is not epistemological at all;
Ít is metaphysical. The chief focus of Leibnizrs hostility to
Locke I s philosophy i-s what he takes to be its pervasive
materialist tendency... For all its apparent rando¡nness and lack
of direction, the New Essays on Human Understanding is a book
defending the idea of a simple immaterial and naturally imnortal
soul. I pp. 6-7 . Ilhile not wishing to dispute this, it is
i.nportant to emphasise that neither Leibniz nor Locke makes a
clear cut distinction between epistemoloty and ontoloty. For both
the problens in the one field lead naturally into problems in the
other.

Locke: A Study of the New Essays on
Clarendon, 1984) artues that fron
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r4
New Essays. To the extent that Locke had tried

origin of ideas, and to restrict then to the

to explain

realm of

the

the

demonstrable, Kant saw in Locke a kindred spirit who would put an

end to fantastical speculation. But Locke had failed j-n his

task. Leibniz was the enbodiment of that failure. For after

demonstratíng the indispensability of rational knor¿1edte, and the

inadequacy of the -copy theory I for explainint rational

knowledge, Leibniz lrad, gone on to make netaphysical speculatÍons

that seemed untestable. Locke had achieved the opposite of his

intention. In Kantrs words, Locke -offenete der Schwaermerei Tuer

und Tor, weil die Vernunf t , vtenn sie ei.nmal Bef utnisse auf ihrer

Seite hat, sich nicht mehr durch unbestinmte Anpreisunten der
l5

Maessigunt in Schranken halten laesst.r Had Locke been more

ritorous in his reflection on the human understanding and claÍned

less on behalf of experience, he may have taken the route opted

for by Kant, and he would have blocked the openint to the land of

fantasy taken by LeibnÍ2. That route by Kantfs own account owed

more than anythint to Humers analysis of ..rr".tion. 
l6

f4. Kantrs orientation is well summed up in the Prolegomena:
-Hohe Tuerme, und die ihnen aehnliche netaphysisch-grosse
Maenner, um \Jelche beide geniiniglich viel lfind ist, sind nicht
vor mich. Mein Platz íst das fruchtbare Bathos der Erfahrunt...l
p. 252. For consistency I have kept nearly all citations from the
German ldealist tradition through to the works of the neo-
Hegelians and some of Marxrs early writints in their original
lantuage. It prevents the obfuscation of conceptual
(dis)contÍnuities and shifts which take place in the tine between
Kantrs critical philosophy, Fichte, Schelline, Hegel and the neo-
Hege I ians .

15. Kritik der reinen Vernunft (Hanburg:
128. All references to the first Kritik
Hereinafter this sha1l be abbreviated to

Felix Meiner, 1956), B.
will be to this edition.
K. r.V.

is
to

16. The extent of the debt pervades the entire undertaking and
mentione-d in several places. The most widely referred
acknowledgment is in Pro I egomena , pp. 115-119.
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( C ) Kant and Hume

Hume had followed Locke in his conviction that all knor¿ledge

derives originally from experience, and that we also have ideas

of relations. However, Hume focussed upon the most fundanental

relation of science, causality, and he southt to define its

oritin. He artued that our knor¡ledte of cause and effect is not

based on necessities. It is based on nothing more solid than

customary associations. Scientific Judgments were little more
t7

than probabilities. As useful as our science nay be for the

moment, it has no secure foundations.

It is inportant to realise that Kant did not disagree with

Hume over the issue that because a sequence of events in the

world happens in the past it must happen in the future. To

appreciate r¿hat divided then we have to consider the theory of

science which perneates KrÍtik der reÍnen Vernunft, and t¡hÍch is

in turn the key to understandj.ng Kantrs epistemoloty.

For Kant, the scientific revolution was made possible by the

isolation of variables, and the nonitorÍnt of their interaction.

Scientists, âlthough seeking to be instructed by nature' were no

longer groping in a mass of seenÍntly unrelated events. They were

fornulating questions and princÍples r¡hich they could test in

experiments. The ne¡t scientist was not a pupil but a Judge -der

die Zeugen noetitt, auf die Fraten z\ antworten, die er

Concernin8 Human Understand and Concerning the
Morals ( oxfo rd ¡

A Treatise
Clarendon, 1975), ed. P.H.

17. Enquiries
Principles of
Nidditch, Sect. IV,
(Oxford: Clarendon,

on Human NaturePt. II
1978),

t
Bk. l, Sect. XIV.

and Treatise
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l8
ihnen vorlegt. t In other words while the scientists \{ere

inquirint into naturers 1aws, it was the actÍvity of the

scientists rather than anythine on nature's part which held the

key to the idea of the lawfulness of nature. For hitherto nature

had hid her secrets, but no\d she was beÍng forced to reveal then.

The question of whether nature in itself and in its entirety was

ordered was, as it stil1 is, irrelevant to most working

scientists. That is a metaphysical question. It has nothing to do

with monitoring specific physical interactions, or formulatj-ng

and applying rules whích help us predict and manipulate those

interactions. Neither a scientÍst nor anyone els.e can know in any

instance outside of the laboratory that the relations which form

a physical law wÍ11 be exactly replicated. This is because our

knowledge is only partial, and the laws refer to a fixed rante of

variables. There may always be variables in

nature which we have not accounted for in the laboratory, which

when discovered may lead us back into the laboratory to

reconsider the hypotheticat rule, or 1aw. Expressed in Kantts

terms \re can never know the world in its entirety; it ís a mere

idea.
I 9

Hume t s scepticísm sits we 1 I with the

knowledee and the indefinite rante of

permutations and combinatÍons to be found in

us aware that \de must always be prepared

limitation of human

variables and their

nature. Hume nakes

to reconsider our

18. K.r.V., B XII-XIV.

19. This is fundamental
Ideas.r See esp. K.r.V.,

to Kantrs account of the -Cosmological
B 446-448.
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assumptions and ideas about nature, and that we cannot assume

that nature will always conform to our predictions. Thus far Kant

does not differ with Hume. But Kant saw Humers scepticism as

misplaced in so far as Ít faÍ1ed to stop at the content of laws

of nature and instead cast doubt upon the notion of necessary
20

connections, i. e. laws, themselves. For having abstracted the

concept of causality from the various sense data and the

reflections on sense data which form a causal relationship, Hune

inferred that the concept causality is as precarious as the

specific relationships which, oI the basis of experJ-ence, we hold

to be necessary connections. Kant realised that in the case of

causal relationships, it is one thing to say that the perception

of a series â,b,c is merely customary; it is quite another to say

that there is a phenomenon which does not stand in a causal

relationship with some other phenomena. Kant observed that when

something unexpected happens this is no reflection whatever on

the foundations of the functíonal necessity of the concept of

causality. On the contrary, it is precisely because this concept

for understanding phenomena is not thrown off but steadfastly

and, Kant holds, r€cessarily adhered to that we believe that

there must be another variable to be accounted for. There is no

tuarantee of findj-ng it, but that is another issue.

Note that Kant is not disagreeing with Hume about our

incapacity to make a priori c lai¡ns about specific causal

relationships. Only experience can te11 us r¿hat variables stand

20. Hume -schloss also faelschlich aus der Zuf.aelliskeit
unserer Bestirnmunt nach den Gesetze, auf die Ztufaelliekeit des
Gesetzes selbst. I K. r.V. , B 794. See also Kritik der p rakt ischen
Vernunft (Hereinafter Krp.V), Gesammelte Schriften
Preussische i Akadenie, (Berlin: Reimer, 1913), p. 88 ff .

(Hrsg. ) ,
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2t
in a causal relationship. But his starting poÍnt ís that the

functj-onal and formal conditions of scientific knowledge are not

to be conflated with the sense data, as Hume and, according to
22

Kant, Locke and Leibniz also did. The sense data supply the

content of the 1aw, but, asks Kant, are there necessary forms or

conditions of any judgment of experience(Erfahrung) whi-ch purport

to have obJ ective validity? How i-s their necessÍty to be

established and what are they? To ansrerer these questions Kant

adopts a strategy grounded in other closely related questions,

which we must nott consider.

(B) The -Factsr to be Exp lained

Kant is not asking if objective judgments of experience are

possible. He is asking how such judgnents are possible. He assumes

the existence of natural science, as a changing, progressively

expanding body of laws and concepts. Moreover he realised that

these laws are (a) subJect to empirical verification, and (b) theÍr

formulation and advancement is inseparable from the developnent of

mathematics. In addÍtion he realised that classical physics works

with a number of rules which are preconditions for the possibility

2t. B 146, B r65.

22. For Kant, Leibniz lj.ad. -intellectualised the phenonerâr, whÍ1e
Locke had -sensified' hls concepts of reflection. K. r.V. , B 327 .
Descartes is not nentioned in this respect. But from various other
passates, it is clear that Kant does not see his own work as
carrying on from Descartes. For Kant, Descartes as well as being a
physicist is a -sceptical I or -problematic I idealist, whose Ie tacy
was not the distinction between the epistemological rules of the
mind and sense data, but the -scandalousr problem of the exÍstence
of the external world. K. r_=J_r_,
254.

K. r. V.

B XL, B 274-275, Prolegomena, p.
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of data conformíng to 1aw. rn Kant I s terminology, they are a

priorj-.

Perhaps the most fundamental a priori relationships are

those of arithmetic and teometry. tlithin the context of classical

mechanics Kant realises that the concepts of homogeneity,

infinity, continuity, immutability, causal inertness, i.e. the

properties of EuclÍdean space, are not found in experience. yet

Euclidean teometry, ( and concomitantly the concept of Euclidean

space ) is fundamental to classical mechanics. The axiomatic

system has application, and is developed through that
application. Likewise he observed that neither the one

dj-nensionality of tine nor the numerical series which we use to

measure the duration of the motions of phenomena are objects in
experience. Yet those durations, and thus the motions thernselves,

Í.e. their rate of change or the total change in the quantÍtÍes

of the masses under observation, can be measured with an

infinitesimal deBree of accuracy.

It is in this context that the first of what Kant calls -die

transzendentale Hauptfrage t needs to be understood: -how is
mathematics possible? | It stands in the closest association with

23
the second -Hauptfrager: -how is pure natural science possible?. t

For Kant, pure natural science Ís possible (a) because phenonena

can be represented as extensive magnÍtudes, i.e. as g,eometrical

shapes upon a co-ordinate system, and ( b ) as intensive

natnitudes, i. e. as sensations possessing degrees of reality.

space and time, for Kant, are thought of as continuous, and any

mass is capable of being quantified to an infinitely small degree

23. K.r.V., B 20. Also Prole omena p. r4l.
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before ít reaches a vanishing poj-nt. The classical propertÍes of

space and time are, for Kant, inseparable from the measurement of

the interactÍon of forces. The lawfulness of nature thus for Kant

must take account of the space-time continuum within which all

interactions of forces take place, as. well as the mathematical

operations which measure these forces

[.lhereas mathematical relations can be developed or, as we

sha1l see later, constructed a priori and applied to sense data,

there are other (dynamic) principles which he ar8ues are a

priori and indispensable for any possible objectively verifiable

experience. Yet they have no function apart from the observation
25

of experience. These are classified by Kant under the title of

the -Analogies of Experience.' They are (1) the principle of the

permanence of substance, which is, for Kant, equÍvalent to the

principle that the quantum of phenomena can neither increase or

decrease, (2) the aforementioned principle of the 1aw of cause

and ef,fect, and (3) the principle of the reciprocity of all

substances in space. As the formulation -Analogies of Experiéncet

sutgests these rules are meaningful only in relatÍonship to

thÍngs of experience, or possible expertence.

24. I f \re do not bear the above Ín rnind, Kant I s tTranscendental
Aestheticr and the -Axioms of Intuitionr and tAnticipation of
Perception' (which are buÍ1t upon the -Transcendental Aestheticr)
become inco¡rprehensible. The -Axioms of IntuÍt j-on' and
-Anticipation of PerceptÍon I provide the real answer for Kant I s
initial assertion (K. r.V, B 14-1 7 ) that mathematical judgnents
are synthetÍc and not analytic, i. e. mathernatics, although an
axiomatic scÍence, is not essentially a logical science composed
of explicative Judgments ( Erlaeuterungsurtei!e ) , but a
constructive science, composed of amplj.atÍve judgments
(ErweiterunBsurteile) having empirical application.

25. K.r.V., B 198-202.
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These principles are not of a mathematical nature, but they

are readily recogni-sable as essential to the reference-frame of

classj-ca1 mechanics. Moreover, the utility of these principles

in c lassical mechanics was not a problen for Kant or his

contemporaries, includj-ng Hume. Had Kant merely assumed these

principles as necessary for the formulation of physical laws he

would not have differed from any other Newtonian physicist. But

when Kant asks -how is mathematics and how is pure theoretical

science possible?r, he is not doing physics. By his ordn account

he is doing ontology, althoueh it is so closely related to what

we would now classify as epistemoloty that confusion often arises

when it is insisted that these terms are mutually exclusive in
26

Kant I s case. In additi-on, in seekin6 to anstJer these questions

26. The issue of whether Kant is primarily an ontologist or
epistemologist has been a rnajor point of contention amontst Kant
scholars. Kant himself in the -Transcendental Analyticr indÍcates
that his -Analytic of the Understandingris to take the place of
-the proud name of ontolotyr which clai
knowledge a priori of things in teneral.tAnalyticr restricts itself to defining
prínciples which phenomena must conform t
of 779I, Kant classifies ontolo6y as a Pa

have -synthetic
, B 303. Kant I s
rns, rules and
he -Prize Essay I

taphysics, which

We rkaus ab
His -Transc

h ontolotY,
nd -first elem

f what we
conditions

ms to
I K.r.V
the fo

o. In t
rt of me

deals with -Verstandesbegriffe und Grundsaetze I only in so far as
they are related to objects of experience.
p. 590. See also K. r.V., B 873-875.
Philosophy' is here explicitly equated wit
ontology is restricted to the conditions a

enphasise and clarify the relationship
Vernunft and epistemological foundatio
(Cohen ttas also particularly intereste
of Kantrs thought, and Fischerts tt{o
und seine Lehre (Carl t'linter, 1898 ' I I

betr¡een KritÍk der reinen
ns for scientific inquirY.
d in the ethical dimension
vo lume r¡o rk Immanue I Kant
8681) exanined almost the

Bd. VI ,
endental
but the
ents I of

our a priori knowledge. In other words the problem o

know iãlnseparable for Kant from the problem of the
o f our know j-ng .

The debate over whether Kant is an ontologist or
epistemologist toes back a long way. In the reaction to the
nätaptrysical and psychological picture of Kant which had been
Benerated rnainly by Schopenhauer, a ne!{ Idave of Kant scholars,
who included Kuno Fischer, Hermann Cohen and Alois Riehl came to

entirã--topography of. Kant I s thoueht. ) In re-discovering Kant,
.nuch space had to be devoted to rectifyine psychological and
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he sees that they are traditionally enmeshed within

of discourse, metaphysics, which is not equated

ontology, but with the supersenuous ideas of

another type

by Kant with

God, f reedom,

ontological dj-sorientations. In a provocative anti-ontological
reading Riehl declared toward the end of the fÍrst volurne of Der
Philosophische Kritizismus: Geschichte und S stem -Die Frage der
Vernunftkritik ist eine Frage nach der Erkenntnis,nicht nach der
Existenz. . . Ihre Frage ist weder metaphysisch, noch psycho logj-sch,
sie ist kritisch. Sie will nicht das Dasein der DÍnge beweisen
oder ihr [.lesen ergruenden.t(Leipzíe: tlilheln Ingehan, 1908
[1876]), Bd. 1, p. 579. Much later Martin HeidetBer began another
reading of Kant which is sti1l hishly Ínfluential in Gerrnany.
Heidetter defined his reading against the epistemologically
orientated readings of Cohen and the Marburg school. In several
works (see bibliography) Heidetger emphasises the ontological and
ultimately exÍstential motivatÍons governing the Kritik. One of
the reviehrers of HeideBgerfs best known work on Kant, Kant und
das Problem der Metaphysik, was a student of Cohen, Ernst
Cassirer. CassÍrerrs critique hit the weak point of Heidegger's
reading. Heidetger had located the centre of Kritik der reinen
Vernunft not only in -The Transcendental Analyticr , but in the
faculty of the tTranscendental Imaginatíonr, r¡hich we are to look
at later. The importance of this faculty v¡as not in dispute, but
Cassirer pointed out that Heidegger had failed to gÍve due care
to the necessary dualism required for Kantrs moral philosophy.
Kantrs moral philosophy is not grounded in the -Transcendental
Imaginationr but in the -Typicr. These technical differences
inply the difference between the problem of being and temporalíty
(which, of course, Ís the problem of HeidegBerts early work) and
Kantrs problem tvon .seintt und t'Sollentt, von ttErf ahrungt' und
"Ideerr. r -Kant und das Problem der Metaphysik, Bernerkungen zr
Heidegger's Kant-Interpretationr, Kant Studien Bd. 36, 1931, pp.
l-26. See esp. p.16. For an interesting debate between Cassirer
and Heidegger, whÍch thror¡s much lieht on their different
interests in Kant, see the appendix to the fourth edition of Kant
und das Problem der Metaphysik (Frankfurt/U: Vittorio
Klostermann, 1973 ). In Germany Gerald Prauss is nold perhaps the
best known exponent of Kant as a teacher of Erkenntnistheorie.
But his works place little emphasis on Newtonian science in
Kantrs thought. The problem of. ontology versus epistemoloty is
also prevalent in English works on Kant. Straldsonrs The Bounds of
Sense: An Essay on Kantrs CrÍtique of Pure Reason is overtly
ontological in orientation. In a recent examination of Kant ,
Henry E. Al lÍson cont rasts the concept of -an epistemic
conditionr with an -ontological condj-tÍonr, making the former the
guiding thread of hÍs exposition. See Kantrs Transcendental
Idealism: An interpretation and Defense (New Haven: Yale Uni.
Press, 1983). The distinction is drar¡n at pp. 10-13. My readÍnt
of Kant has profited most from the readÍngs of RÍehl, Fischer,
Cohen, and Cassirer--r¿ho by no means concur on all maJor points.
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27
and immortality.

Descartes, Newton, Locke, L€ibniz, Berkeley, and Hume had

all in one way or another entered into a discourse about these

concepts. Their doing so !ùas not somethine merely appended to

their ques.tions about how we have knowledge or what knowledee \^te

have. Rather they move from a discourse about facts to one about

metaphysics, as if knor¡ledee in the one field equipped one to

answer metaphysical disputes. For exanple, Leibnizfs monad qras at

once the key for understanding how we know things, as it vlas the

key for his artument about the immortality of the soul.

Similarly, Newton infers from the regular motions he has

discerned in the heavens that this order is the creation of an

intellieent and omnipotent Bej.ng. Newton then passes from a

discourse on physÍcs to a speculative account about the nature of
28

this non physical -Universal Ruler.r t¡ith very different

intentions and results, Hume moves from a discussion of how we

know things to a conclusion which ostensibly -consigns to the

flamest whatever does not contain reasoning about number and
29

quantity or reasoning about facts. In sum these thinkers rdere

27. K.r.V., B 395.
ihrer Nachforschung
Unsterblichkeit. I

Metaphysik hat
dre i I deen:

zum eigentlichen Zwecke
Gott, Freiheit und

- Die
nur

28. See the tGeneral Scholium'from the end of Book III, added to
the second edition of Principia. Also compare tQuery 28t and
- Que ry 3l' of the Opticks. These passages are included in the
-Appendixr to The Leibniz-Clark Correspondence, ed. H. G.
Alexander (Manchester: .UniverSity Press, f956). See pp. 166-169,
t73-t74, 180-183. Thd":it'äiíätar-tätwåen Leibniz anò. Newton cannot be
underestimated in Kantrs problem or his strategy.

29. Op.cit., Enquiries p. 165. Theology, for Hume, is then
restricted to revelation (which is open to the criticisms laid
against niracles, Enqui ries pp. 86-10 I ) and to reasonings of
-particular I and -general facts I . By means of this move Hume
provides the way for an anthropological dissection of religious
ideas. Kantfs metaphysics, on the other hand, deals only with
concepts which cannot be adequately c lassified by empirical
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locked into a discourse of speculative metaphysics.

Instead of rushing to take sides in a dispute about these

supersensible concepts, Kant starts from the fact that there is

a dispute. He does not ask whether rnetaphysÍcal disputes exist.

Rather he asks thow is metaphysics possible in gene raL? | Only

after he can ansner this question does he undertake to solve the

dlsputes by answering the question, -how is metaphysics
30

possÍb1e as a science?r The disputants are to be brought before

a tribunal of scientific rnetaphysics.

The enmeshment of metaphysical issues with issues of natural

science supplied a clue to Kant about how to solve the problem of

the possibilÍty of metaphysícs. If there are a prÍori concepts

and princÍp1es which are indispensable to natural scienee (and

the aforementioned principles of natural sclence as well as the

science of mathematics indicated to Kant that there were) then Ít

would be quite natural for thlnkers of the calibre of Newton or

Leibniz to have no qualms in acceptÍng as legitimate other a

priori principles which may also serve a function in scientific

inquiry, and which they then enploy speculatively. It would be

understandable why a discourse of natural science crossed over

into a discourse of rational metaphysics.

Just as the a priori principles of natural science rdere

ready to hand, for Kant, the main principles of speculatÍve

metaphysics \dere also ready to hand. InquirÍes into the nature of

cat eBo ries .
Religion in

See Kantrs discussion
Proletomelrq, Sect. 58.

of Dialosues Conce rning Natura I

30. Prolegomena p. f4l . These last two
of KrÍtik

questions are
der reinen

the last
Ve rnunf t .two tTranszendentale Hauptfrage I

At K.r.V., B 22, Kant asks -Wie
moeglich?

ist Metaphysik als Naturanlate
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of the world, and of God

areas of speculative

rational cosmology, and

constituted the three

metaphysics: rational

rational theoloCy. The

ideas which Kant discerned as fundamental for these

three disciplines Lrere ( I ) the exi-stence of a sinp le thÍnking

substance, r¿hich is a unity yet which relates to possible objects

in space; (2) the disputes over ç¡hether the world had a beginning

ín time and \das enc losed by space ; whether there are sirnp 1e

substances in the world; whether there is causality through

freedon; and whether there is either in or apart from the world

a necessary being which can be considered its first cause; and

( 3 ) the onto logÍcal , cosmo logical and the physico-theo logical

arguments for the existence of God.

In addition to the question how the study of nature could

lead one to speculate upon the nature of the soul, the world in

its entirety and the existence of God, Kant observed that these

ideas also figured in another type of discourse, moral discourse.

Moreover, he thought that one of then, freedom, is

indÍspensable for the possibility of the judgnent. t{hether there

is such a thing as freedom is a debatable question. tlhatever

side one adopts, however, does not change the fact that the

dispute is metaphysical. Freedom, understood as the capacity to

act according to a rational principle, rêfers to a supersensible

idea.

If supersensíb1e ideas stand in a necessary relationship to

Judgments of natural science and judgnents of freedon--and for

Kant such questions as Does the cosmos have a beginnint in space

and time? What is the end of a free yet sensuous being? indicate

that they do-- then it will'be necessary to demonstrate why this

necessity exists. This is one task of a scientific metaphysics. fn
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addition, if judgrnents of freedon are governed by different a

priori ru1es, if they necessarily differ in form from judgments

of fact, then there will be at the very least tÌdo different types

of non-empi.rical princi-p1es, those that have a leeitinate and

necessary function in natural scÍence, and those that deal wÍth

questions of freedom, i. e. moral principles. Are there any other

types of judgments which ernploy rules that are not directly based

upon and testable by empirical observation?

At the time of writing Kritík der reinen Vernunft Kant

thought not. Later he came to hold that judgments of taste also

relied upon a priori principles. But he also saw an important

difference bet\deen the underlying rules of aesthetÍc judeements,

and moral and scientific judgrnents. In the case of moral

judgments the constitutive rules of the judgment, argued Kant,

can be encapsulated in an overarching 1aw, the moral law or

categorÍcal imperative. On the basÍs of that law it is possible

to deduce axiomatically a number of moral principles. These

principles do not provide the circumstances of moral action but

they can provide a guide for judgnent in particular

circumstances when a noral decision needs to be made. Similarly

in the case of natural science it iS, argues Kant, Possible to

deduce metaphysical principles of nature which are based upon an

axiomatic treatnent of space, tine and motion ( only the last of

which, for Kant, ís not a condition of a Judgment of

exper].ence

Judgment ) .

t
3l
In

but an ernpirical part of the content of the

the case of aesthetic experience no such ínferences

31. K.r.V., B 59. The Justification of such a metaphysic for Kant
ultirnately resÍdes in space and tine being a priori. t'Ie have yet
to consider why Kant held this revolutionary, thouth no\d defunct
view, which ís so decisive for the strategy- and content of Kantrs
entire philosoPhY.
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are possible. For, Kant ho1ds, apart from compliance with the

-rulesr of taste, artistic production requÍres a free play of

the cotnitive powers and the freshness and vitality of Benius

if it is to be either beautiful or sublime. This is beyond the
32

bounds of metaphysics.

In sum Kant distinguished between three types of a priori

judements: theoretical, i.e. those r¡hÍch relate to phenomena and

which are necessarily employed in natural scientific inquiries;

practical, i.e. those which are prescriptive and are necessary

for moral Judgments; and aesthetic, those which relate to

phenonena but which are judgnents of feeling not of knowledge. He

also claimed a special a priori status for teleological

Judgments. But they serve an intermediary functÍon between

judgments of freedom and Judgments of necessity.

(c) Synthetic Judgments which are prÍori: The Scientíficd

Foundations of Metaphysics

In seeking to 1ay the foundations for a scientific

metaphysic it \{as not nerely a matter of declaring some

Judgments to be a priorÍ. Few ever denied that there are a

priori judgnents. Logic and mathematics are undoubtedly a priori,

even though there may be dispute about whether the orÍginal

source of their postulates is also a prj-ori. If the question

merely concerned the psychological or historical origin of

knowledte there would be no sound reason to disagree with the

empiricists. As Kant states in the opening Iine of the

32. On the importance of
hereinafter K.d.U., (Hanburg:

genius, Kritik der Urteilskraft,
Felix Meiner 1974), para. 46-50.
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Introduction to Kritik der reÍnen Vernunft: -Dass a1le unsere

ErkenntnÍs nit der Erfahrung anfange, daran ist Bar kein

Zweifel. ' And the first paragraph concludes equal ly

emphatically: -Der Zeitnach geht also keine Erkenntnis in uns vor
33

der Erfahrung vorher, und mj.t dieser faengt a1le an. t These

statements apply equally to a psychological account of how !ùe

come to know things as to a historj.cal account. Mathenatics, for

exarnp 1e , qras used by the EeyptÍans long bef o re Euc 1id. But

Euclid I s axiomatisation of geometry transformed it into a
34

science. As the example of Euclid indicates, Kant is concerned

with the indispensability of a rLo r1 procedures, the necessity

of a priori elements and principles in the formation of

j udgrnent s .

But Ít is not just the concern with the necessity of

specific a priori principles that is at the centre of Kant I s

attempt to found a scientific metaphysics" Rather it is the

introduction of the idea of an a priori judgment which is

synthetic that is the revo lutionary e lement in Kant I s

undertaking. It ís thj.s concept which leads Kant to claÍm that he

has found the key for making metaphysics a science, and to

dec lare :

33. K.r. Because Kant
is easy to

BI
it

solves his problem with cotnitive
transform his problem Ínto afaculties,

psycho logical
psycho logical
Cohen, Kant I s
l9l8 [1871]),
commentaries

problem. For the critique of Kant as undertaking a
problem see Riehl op. cit. , p. 363 f.f. . and He r¡nann

Cassirer,Theories der Erfahrun ( Berlin: Bruno
pp . 25 4-3 l0 , op . cit. One of the most wide 1y read
in English on Kant Ís Norman Kernp-SrnÍth I s A

Commentary to Kant's Critique of Pure Reason, 2nd. ed. ( London:
1923 ) . Kenp-Smith takes issue t¡ith Riehl, and Cohen and
resurrects the psychological reading of Kant. See pp. 51, lO2.
The price he pays for this move is the failure to find coherence
in either the problems or execution of Kantrs philosophy.

34. K.r.V., B X-XI.
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In dieser Beschaefti.Bunt habe ich
Ausfuehrlichkeit meín trosses Autenmerk sein
lassen und ich erkuehne mich zu saBen, dass nicht
eine einzige metaphysische Augfgabe sein muesse'
die hier nicht aufteloest, oder zu deren
AufloesunB nicht wenigstens der Schluessel
dartereicht worden. (35)

A judgment is synthetic when the subject of the judgment

does not 'contain I the predicate. If the predicate of the

judgment is ( intensional 1y ) identical with the subj ect then the

judgrnent is not synthetic but analytic. Even if on immedj-ate

Ínspection the identity Ís obscure but it can later be

demonstrated that the n.;åicate is merely explicative then the

judgrnent is analytic. The criterion for evaluatint the

validity of analytical judgments is a purely logical law, the law

of contradiction. Synthetic judBments on the other hand require

something extra. As the very name sutgests they require an act of

synthesis, an act whÍch is resPonsible not mere 1y for

comprehending what is already in the subject, but for brÍnging

toBether representations (Vorstellungen) whÍch are not logical 1y

identíca1 to the subj ect . Al 1 judgments of experience are

synthetic. But this does not mean that all judgments which are

about an empÍrical subject are always synthetic. For example

-the cat is an animal I is analytic. Or, to take two of Kant I s

examples -the body is extendedt and -eold is a yellow metalr are
37

analytic. They are analytic because whenever the

35. K.r.V., A XIII. Kant then continues with the claim that pure
reason is a complete unity. The reason he held this view becomes
apparent as \re cons j-de r the re lat ionship between the metaphysical
foundations and the developnent of metaphysical prlnciples. To
understand this relationship requires understanding why
netaphysÍcal foundations nust be synthetic judgnents.

36. K.r.V., B 10, ll.

K.r.V37. B l9l.
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particular concept is employed there is no necessity of going

beyond the subject to affirm what is in the predicate. A mere

analysis of the subject will yield a true predicate. The denial

of the predicate e.g. -a body is a non-extended substancer would

be illoeical if and when body was by definition taken to Íìean an
38

extended thing. On the other hand to find out that bodies had the

power of attraction, or weight did not simply require an analysis

of the concept body--indeed Descartes exc luded the concept

of weight from a body. It \das only by empirical observation that

anOther attribute, e. g. attractive force, could be added to the

subject body, i.€. when a body vras observed in relatlonship to
39

othèr bodies.

Now it \de consider the judgment -in all chantes of the

corporeal world the quantity of natter must remain constant' this
40

is clearly not an analytic judgment. For the concept of all

matter does not logically entail the predicate of persistency

( Beharrl ichke it ) or the principle of the conservation of matter.

E rke nnt n isproblem Bd. 2.
s considered by almost th
ernpirical and not an esse
several discussions on th
ments. Riehl thro\ds muc
op.cit., p. 419 ff.

( By matter Kant here neans, âS is evident from the first

-Analogy', simply what has existence in space and time. The

conservation principle applies to phenomena taken as a

38. K.r.V., B Il-12. Prole omena , Sect. 2.

39. Cassírer , Das
out that welght Ida
community to be an
mat ter. The re are
and synthetic juds
specifÍc examples,
Beck 'Can Kant I s Synthetic Judtments be
Studies in the Philo sophv of Kant ( IndianaP
Co., 1965 ); Allison, op. c ir. pp. 78-80 is al

pp. 679-680 points
e entire scientific
ntial attribute of
e nature of analytic
h I ieht on Kant 's
Also see Lewis White
made Analytic ?f in
olis: Bobbs Merril
so useful.

K.r.V B 17. This
-Ana I oBy t

judgment is later
of Experience.

40
AS the first

to be classified by Kant
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4r
whole not to particular substances. ) Yet, Kant c laims that

because this judgment is not the consequence of empirical

observation but the necessary condition for empirical

observation, this judgment Ís a priori. The principle thus is,

according to Kant, a synthetÍc principle which is a riori. Here

\de have not shown why Kant he ld this \,¡as a necessary condition of

empirical observation, w€ have only pointed out that he held
42

this.

The task of Kritik der reinen Vernunft was (l) to stipulate

exact 1y which judgments Idere synthetic a priori and (2) to

explain *how synthetic judgnents are a priori possible. I This

last problem came to be formulated in the second edition as the
43

overarchinB question of Kritik der reinen Ve rnunf t . Kant

believed that only by ansv¡ering this question could the

foundations of scientÍfic metaphysics be secured. For analytical

judgments always rely upon some initial infornation or concept.

They enable explication to occur but not the initÍa1 acquisition

of any knowledge. Hence Kant says that analytical judgments only

4I . If Í¡e
whatever. S

of the firs
dÍe Erhalt
Erkenntni.s

fail to realise this the -Analogyr makes no sense
ee Carl Friedrích von lleizäckerrs brilliant exposition
t -Analogyt tKantrs "Erste Analogie der Erfahrung" und
ungssaetzer j.n Kant: Zur DeutunB seine Theorie von
und Hande 1n ( Hrsg . ) G. Prauss , ( Koe 1 n: KÍepenheue r,

1973), pp. 155-163.

42. Kant t s own assertion about this judgment in the
-Introductionr is hiehly misleading. The 'prooff that the
conservation principle j-s synthetic and a priori is supplied in
the first -Analogy' . That proof, like the proofs of all the
synthetic a priorí judgments, requires a Srasp of the a prÍori
elements which Kant gradually introduces throughout the course of
the Kritik der reinen Vernunft, and a Srasp of how he arrives at
precisely these and no other elements. In the -Introduction'Kant
presents the results, but it may appear as if they are the
assumptions of Kriti! der ,reinen Vernunft.

43. K.r.V., B. 19.
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44
expand ou r l.now leJge for m all q , not the matte r. In themse lves

JIJ

analytic judgments cannot tell us what is real. By definition

they cannot affirm contradictory concepts, but there is no

reason why they cannot be about non-existent things. 0nly if

something can be observed can we know that it is real, provided

we have an adequate classifier (i.e. concept) to comprehend what
4s

it is that we are observing. AnalytÍc judgments cannot ProvÍde

the foundations of any science, because they do not supply a

'critical' principle which would enable us to legitinate whether

the judtment Ís obj ective 1y verifiable, and not simply not

contradictory. On the basÍs of inÍtial synthetic judgrnents 
'

analytic judgments can explicate the terns of the judgment. But

synthetic judgments alone, for Kant, can supply legitimate

foundations for any type of knowledge.

ff, then, there are judgments which are synthetic and a

priori, these would provide the foundations required for a

scÍentifÍc netaphysic. They would be the initÍal and necessary

principles upon which any other metaphysical principles were

based.

In

that

p r1.o rI

were.

what

sum

certain

Kantts phílosophy had undertaken to stipulate ( I )

elements, rules and principles were synthetic , I

and necessary and (2) he had to specify whÍch ones they

To do this required not simply a metaphysical inqui-ry, but

he calls a critical inquiry, a Krítik of Pure

44. Loeikr para. 36, We rkausgabe Bd. 6, p. 542.

45. Hence one of Kantrs best known sentences: - Thoughts r¿ithou E

without conceptscontent are enptY,
are blind.' K.r.V.,

intuitions (

B 75.
Ans chauunR e n
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reason. This ldas to be a propaedeutic to metaphysics. In

a meta-theoreticalrequi ring such

step beyond that

a propaedeutic

of any of his

Kant had taken
46

precursors.

46, Descartes had made rnetaphysics a proPaedeutic to physics. He
had rebelled against the logic of the schoolmen, and he
considered the -valuer of his netaphysj.cs to lie in the
scientific results. Nevertheless, he had relied upon no other
principle than the clearness and distinctness of an idea to
validate any metaphysical principle he wished to employ. The
conditions of clarÍty and distinctness when applied to
metaphysical principles are essentially logÍca1. In other words
Descartes relies upon reason itself to justify the metaphysical
foundations. Leibníz and Spinoza had followed Ín Descartesrs
steps. In spite of differences in metaphysical doctrines all had
nade their claims on logical trounds. (Hence they are classified
by Kant as rationalists. Their rationalism is not because they
did not see the necessity of experiment, of, to use Leibniz I s
classification, b€cause they $tere incapable of discrininatint
between truths of reason and truths of fact.) Kant held that
only Hume I s attempt to derive the principle of causality from
experÍence had been a genuine (albeit mistaken) attempt to tackle
the problem of brideing the logical and the sensible worlds.
Prolegomena , p. 119.
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Chapter

The Stratecy and Apparatus of

2

Kantrs Critical PhÍlosophy

The very problem of specifyine which Erkenntnisse are

synthetic a priori \das to be the key to answerint the other

problems qre have discussed. For if there are elements and

principles which are not derived fron experience but are its

constitutive and retulative conditions, the lotical question is

to ask whence do these elements and princlples derive? Kant

answers that they must derive frorn the facultÍes or abilities

(Vermoegen) that are (a) peculiar to the human mind and (b)

indispensable to the formation of a judgnent that purports to be

objective. The task then !ùas to isolate the faculties whlch are

used in the act of knowing and thenllspecify what elenents, if

âtry, were essential to the very operation of the particular

cognitive faculty under inspection. If any elements could be

shown to be necessary formal conditions of the very operation of

the specific coBnitive act, then they would serve as the formal

condÍtions of any empirical data to be cognised. In other words

they would be necessary and a priori conditions of any objective

judgment of experience.

If one could find these elements then one had to inquire

whether and how these elements could forn a unity. That is to

say the next step rdas to demonstrate how the a prÍori elements

could be syn thesised into a priorl principles. Just as the

specific a priori elements had to be traced to a necessary

cognitive source, the principles themselves also had to be traced

to a cognitive source. Thus we see that Kant I s -scientific

metaphysict required locating the source of the a priori elements

and principles. The location of the source, i. e. the
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denonstration of the site and necessÍty of specific a priori

elements of cognÍtion, was to make possÍble the specification of

the legitimate scope of the elements. Because the elements were a

priori and because their source had never been specified, it !ùas'

Kant holds, previously quite natural to ernploy them wÍthout

paying due care to theÍr leeitinate scope.

The three formal operations that Kant held to be

indispensable for theoretical knowledge were ( I ) the intuition

(Anschauung) of sense data, (2) the combination of sense data into

judgrnent and ( 3 ) the lotical inferences whích co-ordinate

different judgments. stated otherwise, Kant held that knowledge

ís a process involving (l) receptivÍty of sense data, (2) the

c lassification of that data and the combination of the

classifiers in judgments and ( 3 ) the systematic co-ordination of
I

the judgments bY inferences.

These three operations are classified by Kant as the

faculties of sensibility, understanding and reason. The a priori

elements and principles , which Kant claims to have discovered

after isolatint these faculties, are (1) the fornts of intuition,

(2) the functions of the understandint, and when these are

synthesised with the forms of intuition, the -Synthetic

l. Note that Kantrs startint point for metaphysics was with the a

priori elernents and principles of objective, or what he called
ttreoretical, knowledge. His startÍng point is necessarily the
analysis of the a priori conditions of experience, and he
initially considers the supersensible ideas only if they can
contribute to knowledge of experience. Only after the a priori
conditions and scope of theoretical judgments have been
circumscribed does Kant see it as legitimate to inquire into
other types of judtments. For only if it rdere established that a

type of judgment fe11 beyond the bounds of objective judgments of
experience rdas it legÍtimate to consider the rules Sovernint this
other type of judgnent. This is indicative of Kantts close
a1 liance with the ernpiricists within the realm of science, an
alliance that is quickly severed when he comes to consider moral
j udgrnents .
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Principles of the pure Understanding' and (3) the ideas and the

Ídeal of reason. The dissection of the faculties involves ( I ) a

-Transcendental Aes thetic I , which is an investigation into the

formal and a prÍori conditions of sensation, and (2) a

-Transcendental Logicr which investi.gates the a priori conditions
of Judgment and the syltogisms.

(A) The Transcendental Ideality of Space and Time

The -Transcendental rdeality I of space and time is, by

Kant I s own account, one of the two pivots around which

the critÍca1 philosophy turns. (The other is the realÍty of the
I

concept of freedom. ) Simply put the -Transcendental Idealityt
of space and time means that the properties of space and time are

not objectively perceivable like other material or enpirical
objects, but that they are -subjective conditions t of experience.

central to the conception of space and tj-ne that Kant is
attempting to explain is the idea in classical nechanics of the

potential indefinite divisibilÍty of space, time, and. natter. The

infinite is not found in experience; it is a mathematical

concept. Yet in classical physics this mathematical concept has

direct empirical application, when phenomena are broken down

indefinitely into ever more comp lex and divisible phenomenaL

relations, j.nto ever more mechanical motions taking place over

ever smaller spaces and for ever shorter durations.

Space and time appear to possess the attributes of infinity.
I,Iithin the classical framework space is an Ínfinite and

infinitely divisible matnitude consisting of homoBeneous parts.

Likewise, tj.me consists of homoteneous parts; different times are

{

I eisfra I.Ie rkaus g ab e Bd. VI, p. 652.
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only parts of time. Because of these attributes and because space

is a precondition of spaces, and time Ís a precondition of tines,

Kant distintuishes the concepts of time and space from all other

empirical concepts. For universals do not contain particulars
2

within them. A dog does not contain real dogs within it. A dog

is not divisible into infinitely many dogs. The concept dog is

an abstraction fro¡n particutars; the universal is derivative fron

the particulars. But space and time are lnfinitely divisible

into spaces and tines, and it would appear as if the absolute

space is antecedent to the particular space, just as absolute

time Ís antecedent to particular times. ( f say seem because

Kantts artuments gain their force from a conception of space and

time as absolute, but Kantts conclusion is that they are
3

not absolute things; they are only absolute as ideas.)

In sum space and time share fundamental affinities with the

mathematical concept, infinity. Yet Kant artues that they have

another special characterÍstic. tle do not empirically observe

space and tine, [or their properties. I,Ie do not perceive the

continuity, homoteneity, immutability and infinitude of space.

Rather we perceive enpirical things. Yet we can construct

mathematical/rnechanistic models based on assunptions that space

possesses these attributes, and this in turn enables us to

formulate mechanical laws. Likewise, Ide do not perceive the

2. In attempting to clarify the sense behÍnd the major moves of
the -Transcendental Aestheticr I have deviated fron the order of
Kantfs presentation of the artuments on space and time at A.r&,
B 38-40, and B 46-48. tlhat is presented here is what I take to be
the substance of the claims. I am indebted to Kuno FÍscher I s
remarks on the fourth artunent on the transcendental ideality of
space at K.r.V., B 47. Op.cit., Bd. 1, pp. 369-370.

3. This is not only inportant for
Ve rnunf t t but it forms the basis

Kantrs Kritik der
of Kantfs Metaph

re ]-nen
sÍsche

Anf ang seruende der Naturwissenschaft. I take up this point later.
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properti.es of time, co-existence, and Succession. t'le only

perceive things co-existing or succeedint each other. t'Ie perceive

thints in time, [ot tÍme, just as we perceive things in space 
'

but q¡e never perceive space. If we do not perceive space and time

but only things in space and tine, how do rde know their

properties? To answer this requires closer observation of the

cognitive faculty which Kant isolates in the -Transcendental

Aestheticr.

This is the facul tY of

t rans late the f
but this t rans I
example, use
conmentaries ar
Critical Philoso

p rincip I es is
defines -Wahrneh

capacÍty to view ( intuit ) an ob ject. If rvÍe can only perceive or

intuit things if they are somewhere at sometime, then tine and

space are a priori conditions of an obJect being vier¿ed. Kant

disqualifies as empirical 1y real whatever could never be

representable in sPace or time. To this extent space and time

are seen by Kant as a prÍori conditions of enpirical intuition.It

is also possible to make a clear distinction between empirical

attributes which accompany sensation, i.ê. hardness, colour etc. '

and the attributes of extension and shape. The latter are

rnathematical constructions and are the work of the mind. 0n the

basis of this distinction Kant separates pure intuition (reine

Anschauung), the capacÍty of the rnind to view or intuit its own

rnathematical constructs , from empirical intuition, i. ê . the
4

capacÍty to view empirical obj ects. ThÍs separation leads Kant

4. K.r.V., B 34-35. There is a technical distinction between
[.Iah rnehmun and Anschauun e. In English the general tendency is to

ormer as perception and the 1at ter as intui tion,
ation is not universal. Caird and Koerner, for
perceptiont to translate AnschauunB, and their
e none the worse f or j.t. Eduard Caird, The
phy of Immanuel Kant (Glasgow: Maclehose, 1889 ) ;

1955) The onlyStephen Koerner,
crucial differen

Kant (Harmondsworth: Penguin'
ce between the two terms is that there is no pure

llah rnehnun it is always ernpirical ( hence one of Kant I s

Ans chauu nÊ or intuitÍon, the

cal led -Ant ízípationen der ÛJahrnehmung | ) . Kant
mungt as 'das empirische Bewusstsei-n, d. i. e j-n
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to make the fornal conditions of pure intuition, i. ê. the

conditÍons of nathematical and mechanistic constructions ' the

conditions of empirical viewing. space and time are the a priori

conditions of both types of viewing, the viewing of

mathematical/nechanistic constructions and ernpirical objects.

Time and space thus, for Kant, 1ay at the foundations of

mathematics, and provide his answer to how mathematics is

applicable to experience. This needs to be explained more fu11y,

for if \de fail to appreciate what Kant is doing here, his

philosophy makes litt 1e or no sense '

Firstly,timeisforKantatthebasisofthemost

fundamental mathematical operation, the aggreSation of units. Kant

has in mind the action of counting, and for mechanics, this

becones synonymous with the initial construction of the number

1Íne and the axes of co-ordinates. The central idea of Kantrs

remarks about mathematics in Kritik der reinen Vernunft and the

Prole ome t that the foundation of nathematics is in the

production and reproductlon of the unit, fêlies uPon the idea that

integers are possible because of the capacity to synthesise units'

In Ver uc h den Besriff der neg ativen Groessen in die I.leltweisheit

e inzufue h en Kant had ar8ued that subt raction is mere 1y ar

dÍrectional operation, which itself requires the performance of

the same abilÍty to accumulate units as addition does.

und da die subtraktion ein Aufheben ist, welches
geschÍeht, I^tenn entgegengesetze Groessen zusammen
genommen werden, so rst klar: dass das
Ái.e"nt1ich nicht ein Zeichen der Subtraktion sein
koenne , wie es temeinitlich vorteste 1 lt wird '
sondern dass + und zusammen nur allererst eine
Abzíehung bezeichnen. Daher -4-5 = -9 EaY keine
Subtraktion Idar ' sondern eine wirkliche
Vermehrung und Zusammentuung von Groessen

so lches , in
Anschauungen

welchem zuBleich
can be -purer , but

Empfindung ist. I

they can also be
K.r.V., B

empirical.
207 ,
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einerlei Art. Aber +9-5=4 bedeutet eine
Abziehung, indem die ZeÍchen der Entgetensetzunt
andeuten, dass die eine in der andern, so viel
ihr gleich ist, aufhebe. ( 5 )

In other words the primary arithmetical oPerations of

addition, substraction, ilültiplication, and divisÍon are

dependent upon the act of the synthesis of units. This act of

synthesis is at the basis of Kantrs claÍm that mathematical

judgments are not based upon the purely logical law of

contradiction. They are not analytic, they are synthetic.

Essential to this claÍm is that each cardinal number is an

agtretation of one or more units. Kant takes the judgnent

7+5=I2 and he clains that it is synthetic because the anstrer is

not reached by an analysis of the numbers seven and five, but by

the synthesis of the numbers. To make his point Kant talks of

resortinB to intuition, of counting oners fÍngers j.n order to

reach the total. Because of the simp licity of this particular

example one ís able to think the answer automatically. And

thus Kant says that the idea becomes clearer when larter

numbers are considered. Kant points out that mathenatical

judgnents are usual 1y considered to be analytic because, as is

evident in this example, there is an answer that should be
6

thought. But Kant claims that this is not relevant. tlhat is

relevant is that the operation requires an act by the

subject which extends beyond nerely analysing the nunbers

given. The science of number is not, for Kant, €XPlicative but

ampliative. It initially requires the construction of its units.

Reflection upon the number I does not

I.Ie rkaustabe , Bd . 2

K.r.V., B l5-16.,

p. 785.5

6 B 205.
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necessarily lead me to any other number. As Kant pointed out in a

letter to Schultz, when I think of a number I do not consider all

possible conbinations which could resul t in this number. But , if

the judgment were analytic, this would be so. The judgment 4+3 =

7, says Kant, is not a variant on the judgment 12-5=7, as if an

analysis of the former judgnent would lead ne to consider the
7

latter one.

Ernst Cassirer has descrÍbed wel I the thrust of Kantrs

conception of mathematics as synthetic and constructive.

Was Kant hiermit andeuten will, ist dies, dass
der eigentliche Grundcharakter der mathematj-schen
Synthesis, auf den er abzíeLt, nicht so sehr in
der Begriffs--und Urteilsbildung, als viel¡nehr im
Aufbau der nathematischen Gegenstandswelt zum
Vorschein komme. Die GeBenstandsbildung der
Mathematik ist *konstruktiv' und somit
'synthetisch', weil es sich j-n ihr nicht darum
handelt, einen Begebenen Beeriff einfach in seine
Merkmale z! zetleten ' sondern weil r¡i-r von
bestimmten Grundrelationen, von denen wj-r
austehen, zu immer komplexeren fortschreiten und
aufsteiten, wobei wÍr jedem neuen Ganzen von
Beziehun8en einen neuen Bereich von
'Gegenstaendenr entsprechen lassen. Der Aufbau
des ZahlenreÍchs bestaetigt diesen Sinn, den Kant
nit dem Begriff der mathematischen -Synthesist
verband durchaus. Es kann nicht die Rede davon
sein, dass der Begriff der *Sanzen ZahL I als die
Merkmale in sich schliesst, aus denen sich
spaeter der Begriff der Rationalzahlen, der
Irrationalenzahlen, der kornplexen Zahlen
entwicke 1n lae ss t . [,Iese nt I iche Bes t imrnungen
dieses Begriffs, wie z,B. die Bestimmung, dass
jede Banze Zalrl einen unmittelbaren Vorgaenger
und Nachfolger hat, muessen wir aufgeben, um z\
den anderen Zahlsystemen zu Selangen. (8)

7 . An Johann Schultz, 25 Nov. I 788,
10, p. 529.

Gesamme 1 te Schriften Bd.

8. Das Erkenntnisproblem Bd. 4, p . 82. See K. r.V., B 744.
Amontst the many writings on Kant and mathematics three works
should be singled out. Ernst Cassirer -Kant und die Moderne
Mathematik "Mit Bezut auf Bertrand Russell und Louis Couturantrs
t{erke ueber die Prinzipien der Mathematik"' in Kritizisnus: Ejlqq
Sammlun8 von
(Hrse. ) Fr.
Mart in,

Beitraegen aus der I.Jelt des
Heise, 1926, , pp.

Neu-Kantianismus,
94-143. cottfriedMyrho ( Berlin:
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In Kritik der reinen Vernunft Kant is at tempt int to

establish the condition of the possibility of mathematics. Once

he can establish what type of judgments mathematics are he can

then define their scope. If, ês Kant arBues ' arithmetical

judgments aîe based on an act of synthesis, and if that synthesis

initially takes place over tine, then Kant is able to create a
9

barrier against the Platonists and other S chwae rme r r¿ho us e

mathematics as the point of entry into the non-sensuous realm.

Having once found a rational realm they enter into all sorts of

speculative claims about purely intelliCible objects. But this

çJay is blocked íf. numbers no longer reside Ín a purely

intellieible realm, but instead are the product of a mind which

can initially only aggretate units over time. Mathematical

entities have no existence apart from time. The rationalists have

been correct in pointing out that they are not empirícal, but

r{rong in divorcing them from sensatÍon. Neither empiricists nor

rationallsts have made constructíon, under the condition of

succession, the key to the foundations of arithnetic. (fo repeat,

bei Kant (Berlin: tlalter de GArithnetik und Kombinatorik
r97 2) . Th is work provides an excellent account of the
over the analY tícl synthetic nature of mathematics from
tine throuBh to this centurY ' and how Kant I s acco
mathematics ha s been ( lareely mis)i-nterpreted. A work loo
more contempo rary accounts of mathematics in lieht of

Beg ruendung des nathemat ischen
IN der Grundla enforschun

Konstruktivismus
, Inaugural

ruyter,
debates
Kant I s

unt of
kine at

Kant I s
Philoso hi

und se ine I,Iirkung
Dissertatio n der

rsitaet

writings is Klauss Mainzerrs brilliant Ph d.: Kants

Phi losophischen Fakultaet
zu Muenster, t{S 197211973.

der I.Iestf ae Iischen tlithe 1m-Unive

g. This illicit move from mathematical reasoning to metaphysics
is a recurring theme in Kant
originator of this nove. Pla
Schwaermerei. Leibniz and Newto
once they have 'risenr with mat
retard that Kant has for sPurio
evident in the Pejorative ter
hich regard for what he conside
rationalism, its contribution

. Plato is held bY Kant as the
to ís, for Kant, the father of
n are also guiltY of *free flithtr
henatics above experience. The low
us rationalist metaPhYsics, nost
m Schwaermerei, is offset bY the
rs to be the lasting treatness of
to moral thought. See esP. K. r.V. '

B 8-9; B 370-375; K.d.U., PP.273-274.
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Kant is not speakinE of historical foundations, but about how a

mathematical system is developed axiomatical ly. ) Concomitantly

neither rationalists nor empiricists have exp lained how number

can be applÍed to empirÍcal data to an
10

infinitesimal deBree, as happens in mechanics '

Having noted the fact that mechanics bridges the -ts'o

worlds 
" 

the mathematical and the empirical, Kant has southt to

explain how it does so. He has concentrated on the fundarnental

act of arithmetic, the production and reproduction of the unit,

and made that act inseparable from the concePt of time. Time is

the rniddle term between the Pure science of nathematics and

physics, the res media between a pure science of the mind and a

science of experÍence. The connection is vital to the -Axiom of

Intuitionr and is succinctly brought out in Paragraph 10 of the

rol omena where Kant wrÍtes:

Arithmetik bringt selbst ihre zahlbegriffe durch
sukzessive Hinzusetzung der Einhelten in der zeít
zrJ stande, vornehmlich aber reine Mechanik kann
ihre Begriffe von BeweBung nur vermÍttelst der
Vorstellung Zej-t zu Stande bringen' ( I I )

The infinite divisibility of tj.ne, the infinite divisibility

of number, and the conceived indefinite divisibility of matter

are different noments of the one process. Just as any matnitude

Ís capable of being -potentially ' divided into infinitely smaller

units, and just as the unit itself is constructed over time, tine

can also be divided into infinÍtely many moments, and any notion

that occurs in tÍme can also be divided into infinite parts '

Hence what is a non-empirical process is potential 1y applicable

10. Speaking
are ext ended
welcher die
Gegenstaende

of the Transcendental Principle that -a11 intuitions
matnitudes I Kant claims: - Denn er ist es allein'
,"irr" Mathematik in ihrer tanzen Prae zío¡ auf

de r Erf ahrung anrdendbar macht . I K. r. V. , B 206 '

I l. Prole omena t para. 10.
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to the empirical world. The condition of the ideal construction

is also the condition of the empirical ly real being grasped as

toverned by quantifiable laws.

In light of the above considerations we can now make sense

of Kant rs c laim that time is t ranscendental 1y ideal. Time is

transcendental ly ideal because it is a condition of Pure

operations of intuition as well as any ernpirical data. Tine is

not something apart fro¡n either the empirical or the mathematical

obj ects which can be represented in empirical or pure intuition.

It is not something in-itself. It is not an absolute in this

sense. It has neither function nor meanint apart from the ideal

and empirlcal data which can be constructed and received by the

rnind of the subject. To this extent Kant calls
t2

time a *subj ective t condition, a nere forn of experience . The

subjectivity is not to be taken psychologically, as if Kant sees

the developnent of the world (as opposed to our iudgment of

Ít)as dependent upon our consciousness of it. Moreover'

psychology like every empirical scÍence is itself to be studied
l3

under the condition of tine. TÍme, for Kant, is a universal

12. K. r.V. , B 49-52.

13. Hence Kant's concern to emphasise that he is no traditÍona1
idealist when he is making his case for the transcendental
Ídeality of tine and space. K. r.V. , B 68-70. Any psychological
description nust be empirical 1y verifiable, and this can only be
the case if the object of íts inquiry is in tine. Time is a

transcendental condition, not a psychological one. By makint this
distinc tion Kant is erecting barriers against the rational
psychologists, whom he sees as movint ilticitly from a

transcendental and legitimate enployment of the concePt of the
subJect to a speculative one, which is not under the condition of
tine or space, and therefore not an object of scientific inquiry.
However, the cognitive framework r¿hich Kant employs was not
without problens of its o'Idn, as rde shall discuss 1ater.
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condition of experience. But, to repeat, because it is the

condition of the construction of the unit and the infinite

divisibility of a unit as well as any phenomenon' it is a pure

form of intuition. As a pure form of. intuÍtion Kant also clains

that it is enpirically real. tlhat he means by this is that its

properties of succession and co-exÍstence can only be known by
l4

reference to co-existing and successive things. But because

mathematical relations can be successive and co-existent, time is

not an ernpirical -thinSr alongside other things, it is the

condition of phenomena, and of the aEEretation of units.

Time, however, is only one form of intuition, and $re have

Ímplicitly relied upon the other form, space, to clarÍfy what

Kant is doing. For the construction of succesive units requires

the objectifÍcation of that construction, and sPace provides the

ground for that objectÍfication; by being the condition for the
l5

construction of a number 1ine.

l,fhile tine is the precondÍtion of the a8tregation of units,

space is the precondition of the constuction of the fiture. As in

the case of arithmetic, Kant argues that the truth of a

teometrical judgment is a matter of the construction and

amplification of one rs concepts, not merely an analysis. Kant

glves a sinple j.1 lustration of what he means by teometrical

construction in the -Methodenlehrer where he compares the

activity of a teometer with a philosopher. If a philosopher,

unskil led in teometIY, is given a triangle and asked to

demonstrate the relationship that its antles have to a

L4 . This is particularly c rucial for the -Analogies of
ExÉerience. I

15. Cf. K.r.V., B 156, B 292.
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right anBle the philosopher will not possess any special

advantage in solvinB this problen. If the concepts of the

triantle are broken down analytical 1y so that the subject

-triangler has the predicate 'three lines and three anglesr , we

are not a step closer to the concept of two right angles. The

teometer on the other hands makes the demonstration by the

construction of concepts.

Er faentt sofort davon âD, einen Triangel zû
konstruieren. t'Ieit er weiss, dass z\dei rechte
I,Jinkel zusammen terade so viel austragen' als
a1le beruehrenden tlinke1, die aus einem Punkte
auf eíner Beraden Linie tezoten werden koennen,
zusammen, so verlaengert er eine Seite seines
Triantels, und bekommt zwei beruehrende lIinkel,
die zweien rechten zusammen gleich sind. Nun
teilt er den aeusseren von dj.esen hlinkeln, indem
er eine Linie mit der tegenueberstehenden Seite
des Triangels parallel zieht, und sieht, dass
hier ein aeusserer beruehrender I'linke I
entspringe, der einem inneren gleich ist, usw.
Er BelanBt auf solche tle,ise durch eine Kette von
Schluessen, inmer von der Anschauung geleitet,
zvr voellig einleuchtenden und zutleich
allgemeinen Aufloesung der Frage. (16)

As this example il lustrates, Beometry is

conceived as consisting of synthetic judgnents which

able to be

are

because the geometer nust perforn an act of synthesis,

act, for Kant, takes place only under the condition

comp 1y with spatial conditions. Hence Kant conc ludes

Ís a condition of the construction of figure, just as

a p r1o rr-

and that

that it

that space

t irne was

for the construction of nunber. The conditions are not the

result of a logical 1aw, rather they are only revealed through

the act of construction of the figure. The qualities of Euclidean

space are therefore const rued by Kant as dependent not upon

16. K.r.V., B 744.
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empirical experience ( how could the properties of homoteneity,

infinity, continuity and immutability be perceived in

experience? ) , but upon the form under which the construction takes
t7

place. This is the form of the intuition or the viewing of the

construction.

Just as time rv¡as both a condition of an ideal series, and of

sense data being construed as an extended magnitude, space is

also a conditÍon of that construction as well as of sense data Ín

so f.ar as sensations can be represented teometrically. Once again

the conditíons of the ideal construction are seen by Kant as the

same conditions as those of experience. Once again a niddle tern

17. As this example and other remarks in the Kritik illustrate,
the properties of space Kant has Ín mind are clearly Euclidean.
Now Kant knows that the construction of the concepts depends upon
definitions, definÍtions which he claims are precise in a way
that other concepts are not . Mathenatical concepts, unlike
empirical concepts, are -first given throuth the definitionl
(K. r.V. , B 759\ . But he sees the expansi.on of those definitions
as Eoverned by the form of space, and that forrn is presented as
the condition of construction, rather than a monent within
construction. Hence its properties are not only necessary but
determinate of the possible constructions. This is what makes it
so difficult to reconcile Kantts theory of space with the general
theory of relativity in which space and space-ti¡ne are curved.
Non-Euclidean teometry is used to measure gravitational effects
not adequately accounted for by Newtonian physics. There has
been nuch wrj-tten over whether Kantrs conception of space can
accommodate this turn of events, e.g. J. E. ['liredu, *Kantts
Synthetic A priorl in Geometry and the Rise of Non-Euc lidean
Geometry I in Kant Studien, Heft l, l97O; D. P. Dwyer, Kantrs
Solution for
and Unwin),

Verification in Metaphysics (London: George Allen
pp.l60-169. See also tlilhelm Meinecke, -Die

Betleutung der nicht-Euklidischen Geornetrie in ihrem Verhaeltniss
zu Kants Theorie der mathematischen Erkenntnis t , Kant Studien,
1906, B. XI. But Kant simply does not address the problem of non-
Euclidean geometries being employed in physics. His conceptlon of
space is not only conceived direct 1y in response to problems of
c lassical mechanÍcs, as \¡7e have stressed in our f ocussing upon
the principle of the continuum and the Ínfinite divislbility of
matter, but i-t j-s tied up with problems of metaphyslcs that
would now be considered to have no necessary connecti-on with
physics. In other words Kant inposes a different type of aBenda
fr'om that of the working physicist or mathematician. Because of
this Kant I s philosnphy is defenceless against new advances in
physics which drastically transform the frarnework as well as the
content of physics.
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is found between empirical data and the ideal and axiomatic

relations of the mind. Hence Kant concludes that space is also an

a priori condition of intuition, for it is a condition of Pure

intuitíon, i, e . a condition of the const ruction of pure

geometrical relations, and empirical intuition. Like time he

holds it to be transcendentally ídea1. And this means that space,

like time, cannot be considered as an absolute in-itself, as

Newton is criticised for believing. It has no meaning or

function apart from the act of intuition, i.e. it has no meaning

apart from the empirical data (which, if it exists, must occupy

some space ) , nor apart from the ideal geonetrical constructs. If

isolated from the objects of pure or empirical intuition, it is

nothing. It becomes, as Kant believed it did in Newton's

theological speculatÍons, the subject of fantastical and absurd
18

speculations. Absolute space is a mere idea. tlhat \de have are

kinematic frameworks which we employ for particular

descriptÍons of motÍon. As Kant writes ín ltslg-P¡¿Ê-ischg

Anf ang sg ruende de r Natur:

Der absolute Raum ist also an sich nichts und gat
kein Objekt, sondern bedeutet nur einen jeden
andern relativen Raum, den ich mir ausser den
gegebenen jederzeít denken kann, und den ich nur
ueber j eden tegebenen ins Unendliche
hinausruecke, als einen solchen, der diesen
einschliesst und in welchem ich den ersteren als
bewett annehnen kann. (19)

In naking this move Kant is not sacrificing the classical

18. See Von der Form-und der Sinnen-und Verstandeswelt und ihren
Gruenden, para. 15 D, tlerkausgabe, Bd. V, p. 63.

1 9. Werkausgabe , Bd. IX, pp. 26-27. On P. 127 space is said to be
derogatory for-eine blosse Idee. I There is, of course, nothÍng

Kant in sonething being -eine blosse Idee I . For an excel lent
account of how Kantrs conception of relative space fqnctions for
observing matter in motion see Robert Palter, -Kantrs Formulation
of the Laws of Motion I in Space, TÍme and Geometry, ed. PatrÍck
Suppes (Dordrecht: D. Reidel, 1973)
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idea of infinite divisibility of spaces or of times. He 1s,

however, exc luding the legitimacy of any metaphysical

proclamations about concepts (absolute tÍme and space). Hitherto

the great opponent of Newton t s conception of absolute space and
20

time had been Leibní2. For Leibniz space and tÍme are not

independent things that can be without bodies, they are relative.

Space is an order of co-existences, and time an order of

successi.on.

Because of the pervasive presence of Leibniz in Kantts
tTranscendental Aesthetict, and because Kant is steering a course

( as he Ínvariably does when reconciline metaphysical disputes )

between Newton and LeibnÍ2, it is necessary to pause upon Kantfs

critique of Lej-bnizrs conceptÍon of space and time. Kantts

conception of space and time co-incides with Leibniz ín so far as

both atree that spaces and times are nothing r.¡ithout the

empirical or constructed relations that appear in space and tÍme.

But, according to Kant, the price LeibnÍz pays in order to

acquire his conception of relative space and time is a conflation

between experience and logÍc. The problem becomes particularly

visÍb1e, for Kant, in the implj-cation Leibnizrs thought has for

the nature of teonetry. Kant holds that LeÍbniz and his fol1o\ders

make the apodeictic rules of geometry as continBent as the

relations of experience. Speaking of the Leibnizians in Von der

Form der S i nne n--und Verstandeswe 1 t und ih ren

20 . Leibniz ts aversÍon to Newton t s absolute space and time, is
fuIly in keeping with his insistence that only concrete
individuals exist, which is the underlying idea of the doctrine
of monads. Leibniz rs nominalisn is well brought out in ch. X of
Benson Matesrs The Philosophy of Leibniz: Metaphysics and
Language ( Oxfo rd : University Press, 1986). See also chapter XIII
on -Space and TÍme.t The difference between LeibnÍz anò. Newton
over the nature of space and time is at the centre of the
controversy between Leibniz and. Clarke.
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Gruenden Kant says:

sie stuerzen die Geometrie von der Hoehe ihrer
Gewi-ssheit herab und ueberantworten sie der
Pruefung durch die j enÍgen Wissenschaf t en, de ren
Grundsaetze empirisch sind. Denn rilenn alle
EÍgenschaften des Raumes nur durch Erfahrung von
aeusseren Verhaeltnissen erborgt sind, vlohnt den
teometrischen Axionen nur eine vergleichsweise
Allgemeinheit inne, wie sie durch Induktion
erworben wird, d. i. die sich so wej.t erstreckt,
wie man beobachtet, ûür eine Notwendigkeit nach
bestimmten Gese tzen der Natur, nur eine
willkuerlich erdichtete Abgemessenheit, und es
besteht, wie in Empirischen, die HoffnunS, eÍnmal
einen Raum zv entdecken, der mit anderen
angestammten Eigenschaften austestattet i-st, und
etwa so sotar einen zwei-und geradlinieen. ( 2 I )

In the Prole omena Kant extended his cri.tique of Le j-bniz I s

definition of space. Leibniz, claimed Kant, fails to account

for the fact that identical Ceometrical properties can be

represented by figures that are nevertheless not congruent. Kant

gives the example of tr{o spherical triangles, with identical

sides and angles, on opposite hemj-spheres which have an arc of

the equator as their common base. He also gives the example of
22

a hand and its mirror-irnage. In both cases, artues Kant, w€

must rely on nothíng other than our vie\,, i. e. our intuition,

of them to clarify the difference in relations between these

fiBures. Leibnizts problem is that he does not distinguish

between things as they are in themselves and things in so far as

they conform to the forrns of intuition, space and time. Indeed,

Kant believed that Leibniz lj.ad really been

2I . Werkaustabe,
for a critique of

Bd. V. ,
Leibniz I s

p. 63, Sect. 15 D. See also PP. 53-55
conception of time.

22. Prolegomena para. I 3 .
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23

groping for the doctrine that Kant himself had discovered. For,

in Kant r s doctrine of the ideality of space and time, L€ibnizrs

conception of relative spaces and times remain untouched, but the

conflation of mathenatical points, i. e. points outside of space

and time, with matter is avoided, as is the conflatÍon of
24

Beometrical truths with inductive truths.

Moreover, Kant c laims that the contradiction between

Leibn ízt s monad, the mathematical absolutely simple, and the

physicistsfs postulate of the infinite divisibility of matter

rests upon the mistaken belief that space and time possess the

same ontological status as things. Once space and time are seen

as forms of intuition, forms with which empirj.cal sensations and

sensory constructs must conform, the doctrine of infinite

divisibÍ1ity in space and time rernains, for Kant, because space

and time must have some content ( whether ernpirical or

mathematical) for them to be. The doctrine of absolute simples

must refer to something outside of space and tine. Because an

absolute simple cannot be found in time and space ' it, like

Newtonls absolute space and time must refer to a -mere idear, a

25
heuristic postulate of reason.

23. In his critique of Eberhard, Kant even calls the Kriti! der
re lne n
wider

Ve rnunf t tdie eiBentliche Apologie fuer Leibniz, selbst
mít nicht ehrenden Lobspruechen erhebende,seine, ihn

Anhaenter sein. I ÍIèrkausgabe, Bd. V, p. 373.

24. See esp. Metaphy sische Anfangsgruende der Naturwissenschaft,
pp. 6l-62. Here Kant suttests that Leibníz's doctrine had been
bad I y misunde rs tood,
be an explanation

that his doctrine of nonads ldas not meant to
of -Naturers cheinuneent; It rdas a Platonic

concept, referring to things in thenselves.

25 . ThÍs is the problem of the -second Antinomyr of the
-cosmological ideas. I
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In effect Leibniz and Newton represent for Kant two

opposing sides of the one failure, a failure Kant attributes to

al l rationalists and empiricists. [,Je must noliü f ocus uPon the

nature of that failure.

(B) The

Noumena i

Significance of the Distinction betrdeen Phenomena and

n Kant I s strateSy.

The failure of Newton and LeÍbniz, and indeed the faÍlure

that had hitherto been the source of endless metaphysical

disputes, for Kant, is the failure to distinguish adequately

between things which conform to the forms of intuition

(phenomena) and things in-thenselves (noumena). The

-Transcendental Idealityt of space and time is the first steP in

a work whose results largely revolve around this dlstinctÍon.

Erscheinung or phenomenon is for Kant the material of an

empirical intuition. As he states early in the tTranscendental

Aesthetic | -Der unbestinnte Getenstand einer empirischen
1

Anschauung heisst ErscheinunS. I Given that Space and time are

the conditions of ernp j-rÍcal intuition, âtr Erscheinung is

something that is sonewhere at sometine.

Both Leibniz and Newton use the distinction between

things in themselves and phenomena, and the idea is clearly in

l. K.r.V.. B'?- t 5*phenomenon.;- Fo
,Ar
l4 !ï'?tn" term is interchangeable with the word
'*1(rnt it has nothj.ng to do wÍth something not

being real. Indeed the first half of Kritik der
seeks to establish that if something objective
predicate of existence or reality, it must aPp

Garve/Feder review of the Kritik.
lll and K.r.V., B 69-70.

re].nen Ve rnunf t
ly possesses the
ear (erscheinen).

Even apart from this all important point, Kant goes to great
length to distinguish this term from any thing to do with a

sensory i1 lusion or solipsism. Note his exasperation with the
Prole omena, -Anmerkungt II,
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.,

Locke. The epistemological sense of the dÍstinction derives frorn

the finitude of our perceptual faculties. Because we must

acquire knowledge through our sense ortans rte are restricted

in what we can know. tle only ever observe a restri-cted ranBe

of relations covering a restricted time sPan and a restricted

spatial extension. t'Ie perceive only some of the mechanisms and

relations which contribute to the formatÍon of sense data. In

this sense q,e observe the aPpearances of things, the phenomena.

An intellieence that could observe in one intuition all relations

stretching forwards and backwards in time, and in all spatial

directions, would not be restrÍcted to viewing the appearances.

Such an intellieence would know the things themselves. And such

an intellieence is, for Leibniz and Newton, God. Note that thís

distinction relies upon two different tyPes of intellieences: one

is finite, it builds up knowledge over time by piecing together

the relations it j-s able to discern ( through exPeriment, and

trial and error) ; the other is unlinited or infinite.

But while this distinction between noumena and phenomena Idas

common enough, Kant disputed the way it had tradltionally been

used. Hitherto the distinction had been one of degrees, as if an

infinite intelligence were the perfection of a f.inite

intellicence.

2. For Ne$rton see the General Scholium to Principia and Queries
op t Ícks , in The Leibníz-C ark Co res onde ce.
is at the basis of Lockers division

28 and 3 I of the
The dis t inc t io n between

402-403.nominal and real essences. See esp. Essay, Vo1. l. , pp.
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This is most evident Ín Lei.bniz's thought. For Leibniz

inte 1 lieences with sensory org,ans have a I imited perception of

the infinÍte relations or compounds into which it enters. God

differs from other intelligences in that His Ídeas tare
3

infinitely more perfect and extensive than ours. I Or to use a

standard maxim of Leibniz, God knows all possible events in all

possible worlds. While God sees c lear perceptions, because He

knows His plan, when $7e observe sensible qualÍties our
4

perceptions are -blurred. I However, accordÍng to LeibnÍz '

through the study of the clear and intelligible relations,i.€.

eternal and necessary ideas, w€ can know Godrs plan. In other

words h?e can know Part of the mind of God. And the dispute with

Newton, in which Clarke served as an intermediârY, is not just

about the nature of space and tine, but about the mind of God,

and Godfs plan. the dispute about Physics has a netaphysical

core.

I,IÍthin this dispute neither party can provide anything other

than speculative arguments for his position. There is no

ernpirical way of testinB what they are saying. But the

metaphysical dispute, which rests upon things-in-themselves ( i. e.

the ideas of God), is not only a dispute in which questions of

physics and metaphysics are interlocked. In Leibniz I s case his

ostensible knor¡1edge about the ideas of God is directly connected

to consideratíons on justice and morals teneral ly. For Leibniz,

the intel ligible world is synonymous with Godrs moral

3. New Essays, p. 397 .

4 E.e. New Essays, p. l2O, 403.
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5

the kingdorn of trace. It is this move which

than Newton, or for that natter any one else

makes him,

wi th the

the Kritikexception of Hume,
6

Kant rs maj or oPPonent in

der reinen Ve rnunf t .

Leibnizrs conception of tthe moral kingdom of gracer stands

in close relation to tl.to of his other doctrines which play a

major role in the tactics adopted by Kant Ín Kritik der reinen

Vernunft: the one is that noumenal Ídeas ar-e merely clear

representations of perceptions, the other, and this flows from

the first, is that our world is the best of all possible moral

worlds. The first Ídea indicates that noral ideas differ from

phenomenal ones by degrees, not by kind. The second indicates

that the world ís guided by providence. A1 I existents are

ultimately the work of a divÍne plan. For Kant, Leibniz thus has

no room for the autonomy that is essential to genuine moral

freedom. (Hence in K¡r!-& der praktischen Vernunft he is just

5. This connectj.on is constantly made by Leibniz.
Mo nado loev we can trace step by step how Leibniz arrives

The connection between the moral reasonÍng
Theodicy and questions of Physics also plays an important
t"ibnizts -Fifth Paperr in the correspondence with Clarke'
noral world.

In the
at the
of the
part in

6. The overwhelming importance of Leibniz for Kantrs enterpr
leads Kant to devote an entire chapter to a critique of Leib
as an appendix to the first half of the Kritik. That chap
attenpts to demonstrate how Leibnizrs metaphysical errors
derived from his failure to have l0cated the transcenden
source and hence the legitimate scope of
-Reflexionsbegriffe. t GottfrÍed Martin is not overstating
case when he says that Kantrs procedure -takeS the form oî'
continuous discussÍon with Leibniz. t Kant I s MetaphysÍcs
Theory of Science, tr. P. G. Lucas (Manchester: University pre
rgss ttgstD, p. l. Martin's book is an excellent attempt
mediate bet$reen Cohen I s and Heidetgerrs ínsights on Kant '

15e
niz
ter
all
tal
his
the

a
and
SSt
to
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another variant of deterni.nis¡n: he is a spiritual and
7

psychologÍcal determinist. ) For Kant this results direct ly from

Leibnizrs failure to distinguish adequately between noumena or

things in themselves and phenomena. Leibniz makes a logical

distinction, but he fails to see that there are two different

types of jud.gments Boverned by completely different a prÍori

rules which can be isolated and traced to their cognÍtive

sources. In other words he failed to make an adequate distinction

because he had not undertaken a Kritik der reinen Vernunft. (This

is r{hy Kant v¡as so annoyed with Eberhardrs c lain that Leibniz lj.ad

al ready unde rtaken a Vernunftk irik. )

But it is not only the dispute bet!'reen Leibniz and. Newton

which rests upon thÍs failure to distinguísh precisely bet$reen

judgments referring to supersensuous or noumenal ideas and those
I

ref erring to phenomena. I,lhat, f or Hume, is not derived f rom f act

or nathenatics is fantasy. The connection between netaphysical

rationalism and metaphysical scepticism is, for Kant , a

necessary one. They both result frorn the absence of a

l. K.p.V., pp. 173-L74. For a reader unfamiliar with the context
of f^ntts undertaking it is bewildering why in the
-Transcendental Aesthetic r, in the mÍdst of a discussion about
time, Kant launches into a critique of Leibnizrs and I'lolf f rs
distj-nctlon between noral ( intellieible ) ideas and phenomena.
K.r.V., B 60-63. The reason is that the problen on moral freedom
is the real heart of the entire critical philosophy. The dispute
with empiricism and rationalisn extends across the boundaries of
physics, metaphysics, and ethics, and as he later realised,
aesthetics. This should not be surprising if, as Kant claims, all
four discíplines must conform to the a priori elements and
pri-nciples of Pure reason.

8. In K.p.V., p. 92, Hume is said to have
-Gegenstaende der Erfahrunt fuer Dinge an

almost. everywhere taken
sich selbst. I
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scientif ic metaPhYsic .

Rationalism may focus upon prínciples that are heuristically

useful and perhaps even necessary for science' but only continued

testinS of a theory against the phenomena can lead to the

proBress of science. Although the project of Kant takes as its

startint point the need to specify whÍch a priorÍ elements and

prÍnciples are necessary for mathematical science' it is not of

prinary importance for the advancement of sci-ence that scientists

recognise the metaphysical nature of the foundations of science.

Their job is to apply and discover empirÍca1 rules' and if there

are necessary a priori conditions which make that activity

possible then they will be forced to assume them. In other words'

if, as Kant claims, objective judgments of experience are

toverned by synthetic principles of pure reason (such as the law

of cause and effect, the reciprocity of material relations etc. ) ,

then the mathematíca1 physicists r¡i1 I not be able to escape
l0

netaphysics if they are to make headway. At the same time Kant

did see scepticism as strivÍng to destroy the foundatíons of

knowledge, and the reliability of science. In this sense it could

easily ally Ítself with the forces of anti-Enliehtenment ' And

thus it had to be countered. But Kant distinguishes between

scepticlsm and the scePtical method' The

9. ThÍs difference is fundamental
DÍalectic.' But the difference is
493-499.

to the entire -Transcendental
discussed specificallY at B

-t2I-

for Kant there Ís only as much science in our
of nature as there is mathematics. Metaphysische
der Naturwisse nschaft p. 14. See also P. L7. And

10. Note that
understanding
Anf ants t ruende
mathematics is
priori.

dependent upon synthetic judtments which are a
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latter, by aiming at certainty, undermines Sroundless beliefs.

Kant irrtetrates the sceptical method j.nto the critical
ll

philosophy in his fieht against metaphysical dognatisn.

Nevertheless, there is, for Kant, also a dogmatic side to

the strict empiricism employed by the sceptic.

Strict empiricists demand that human judgnents refer to what

is. From this position what ought to be must ultimately stem from

some judgnent of fact, whether it be about human nature, common
t2

sentiment, human inclination, or custom. Thus, for Kant, in

place of the unseeable, untouchable ideas of moral virtue, which

he sees as necessary for the elevation of human beings, the

11. B 45I-452, B 513-514.

12. The fact/value distinction is often traced back to Hume. Hume
does make this distinction, nevertheless he bases moral judgments
on judgments of facts. i.e. facts concerninB human nature and
common sentinents and inc linations , Enquiríes, pP . 22 1-3 . As with
Leibniz the judgments differ by degree. It is Ínteresting to note
that many logical positivists not only found an a1ly Ín Humers
desire to eliminate metaphysics, but they shared his conception
of morality, which at once refers moral theories to matters of
facts while at the same time naking morality dependent upon
custom, habit and the ensuíng personal ínclinations. It is
difficult to see how Hume and enpiricists like him can avoid
moral relativÍsm. And this is at the root of Kantrs anti-
enpiricist moral theory. For Hume as an ancestor of twentieth
century logical positivism see Rudolph Carnap, -On the
Character of Phj-losophical Problems' in Philosophy of Science,
vo1. 51, No. 1, March 1984, [ 19341. Moritz Schlick in Fragen der
Ethik (Frankfurt/M:Suhrkamp [ 19301 1984) in a deliberately anti-
KantÍan formulation maintained -Moralisches Hande 1n ist entweder
ueberhaupt nicht moeglich, oder es entspringt aus natuerlichen
Neigunten.r, p. 97. Lewis l,lhite Beck has correctly pointed out
that there is also important overlap between twentieth century
positivism and Kant. -The points of resemblance are: no
catetorematic concept or synthetic judgment is legitimate if it
cannot be exhibited, directty or indirectly, in experience' and
any judgment which cannot be verified in experience can be
exposed as a misc lassified analytic judgment or as erroneous

K.r.V.,

empirical judenent. I

Predecessors ( Cambrid
See also Beck I s *T

Early German PhilosoPhY: Kant and
te Mass. : Harvard Uni. Press , I 969 ) , p.
ranslators Introduction I to Critique

his
483.

of
Practical Reason (New York: Bobbs-Merri11, 1956), p. XV. But,
from Kantts perspective, positivÍsm leaves out a dimension of
being human which Kant held to be unrefuted by empirical science
and too important to be omitted.
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empiricist degrades humanity by makÍng inclinations the criteria
l3

of judgnent. Morality, for Kant, is concerned not with facts but

with unconditioned duties. The idea of moral freedom is not

representable empÍrically or mathematically. It consequently does

not conforrn to the -Transcendental Ideality'of space and time. It

is thus not an Ers che inung a phenomenon. It is noumenal. (The

importance of this is to be discussed later. )

The problem of the legitj.nation of noumenal ideas, however,

cannot be answered untí1 Kant has circumscribed the linits, i. e.

the a priori conditions of judgments of facts. The

-Transcendental Idealityr of space and tÍme has neant that no

noumena can be found in space or time. -Solche Eigenschaften,

dÍe den Dingen an sich zukommen, koennen uns durch die Sinne
14

auch nieroals teteben werden. I Yet scientif ic discourses, as \de

have seen, have crossed over into the field of noumena. fnstead

of siding with the sceptics and strict empiricists by prohibiting

entrance to that field, Kant has to specify why that crossing

takes place in science, and then why in morals this field is

legitinate as well as valuable. To do this requires probing the

faculties of concepts and ideas, the faculty to comprehend or

judee (Verstand) and the faculty to infer ( Ve rnunf t ).

t3.

t4.

K.p.v., p r26.

52.BK. r. V.
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Logj.c Part l: The
Concepts

uisition of A P rio riA

From the outset of Kritik der reinen Vernunft Kant I s

philosophy has assumed that knowledge involves a dual process:

( I ) the receptÍvity and construction of obj ects ( the a priori

conditions of this process are presented in the tTranscendental

Aesthetic') and (2) the co¡nprehension or classification of the

objects. These cognitive acts work with tvto different types of

representations (Vorstellungen): objects of intuition and

concepts.

If h¡e could know things sirnply by viewint them without

relying upon the store of past experiences which are accumulated

and connected in our concepts, wê would have an -ÍntuitÍve
I

understanding.t For an intuitive understandÍnt there would be no

difference between classifiers (universals) and the partícular

objects themselves. (Note that, for Kant, â[ object is any

perceivable composite of relations-- despite sone claims to the

contrary there is no technical difference between Gegenstand and

Obj ekt. Hence an indefinite empirical obj ect is cal led a manifold

by Kant. ) An infinite intellieence r¡ould not need science, for it

would know all relations in their immediacy. Human intelliSence,

however, cannot know all thinSS at once. There is a discrepancy

between universal and particular, which reflects the cognitive

dualism of sensation and comprehension. This cognitive dualism

1 . This divine inte I lieence is cal led by Kant an ínte I I ec tus
archetyDus. I ts importance, for Kant , lies in its heurÍstic

comparat ive concept with our inte I I igence , â[
ectypus. The contrast betr¡een these two types of
extends to every corner of the critical philosophy.

value as a
intellectus
j.ntelliBence
See esp. K.d.U., para, 77.
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defines us as intel lectual 1y finite. For us relations in space

and time must be continually observed if they are to be known.

Hence we will never have total knowledge. However, because human

intellieence is partLy toverned by sensibilrty it is able to

divide indefinitely the relations it observes into ever smaller

spaces and tines. conversely it can co-ordínate ever more

relations over ever broader spaces and Sreater durations. Our

senses are able to discern ever finer differentiae ' and our

concepts by reflecting these observations becorne sharpened.

Likewise our conceptual relations are broadened by the discovery

of Breater generic affinitj.es. Concepts are the store of human
2

observation and experience. And taken in their entirety they

compose a vast network of nediations. But initially the truth of

these concepts can only be affirmed on the basis of sense data,

j..e. the concept ultinately must be referred to viewable

re lations. Kant I s one exception is when the concept is a priori.

The 'Transcendental Aestheticr had artued that there are two 4

priori forns of sensibility. The next step is to see if there are

formal a priori concePts.

To discover them he must isolate the capacity we have to

transform the data that is represented i¡nmediately as sense data

or mediately as concepts into judgments. This is the capacity to

judee or understand. Kant makes these terns equivalent, for when
3

\{e underrtand something we are making a judtment about r,¡hat it is.

2. See esP. K.r.V., B 93-94.

3 K.r.V., B 94, 106. Later he
between determinant and reflecting
to demarcate the a Priori scoPe of

will introduce a distinction
judgment and attemPt further

the l atle r.
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Hence, Kant inquires whether there are any elements which are a

priori and which are necessary conditions in the act of judgment.

[.Iere Kant concerned with specifyinc the functÍons of judgments

per se, his task would be equivalent to that of the logician. But

Kant Ís interested in specifying the synthetic judgments which

are a priori and necessary for objective judgnents of

expertence, Erfahrun surteile.

To the extent that Kant is inspectinB the functíons of

judgment he is doing a type of logic. But to the extent that this

logic is specifical 1y related to objects of experience, Kant is

doing something very different from the logician. For logic is

indifferent to the materÍal or the source o f. judgments. Kantrs

inquiry into -the functions of understanding' is called a

-Transcendental Logic.' Unlike Seneral logic it is to be a -lotic

of truthr.-Denn ihr kann keine Erkenntnis widersprechen, ohne

dass sie zut¡eÍch a1len Inhalt verloere, d.i. a1le Beziehung auf
4

irtendein 0bjekt, mithin a1le Wahrheit.r It is to serve as a

-canon I or yards tick ( Probierstein) which comp lied withmust be
5

if a judgment purPorts to be objective. A -Transcendental

Loticr nust set out the formal conditions of judgments of

exper].ence.

This is what Kant cal 1s the *ne8atíve servicer of the

critical philosophy, the safetuarding of. the leeitimate boundary
6

of scientific or theoretical judgments.

To provide such a yardstick the following tasks have to be

4 B 87.

B 84-85.

B XXIV-XXV.

K.r.V.,

K.r.V.,5

6. K.r.V.,
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fulfilled. Firstly Kant must present the a priori elements of the

understandinS,, then he must demonstrate that the act of judgment

is not just governed by associations, as Hume claimed, but that

there is a necessary form of judgment. This requires an

examination of the claim of necessity in the act of cognition.

If, as Kant clairns, knowledee involves the synthesis of

intuitions and concepts then there must be a faculty Ín which

that synthesis occurs, and it must be denonstrated to be a

necessary faculty of knowledge. And finally Kant must demonstrate

how the a priori elenents of intuition are co-ordinated wÍth the

a priori elements of the understanding. The specific co-

ordinations will provide the specific synthetic judgments which

are a priori necessary for a judgment of experience.

These are the steps of the first part of the -Transcendental

Logic.r They are the vital moments of what Kant calls the

-Transcendental Analyticr , the task of which is defined by Kant

AS¡
die noch wenig versuchte Zer8lÍederunt des
Verstandesvermoetens selbst, um die Moeglichkeit
der Begriffe a príori dadurch zrJ erforschen, dass
wir sie im Verstande a11ein, als ihrem
Geburtsort, aufsuchen und dessen reinen Gebrauch
ueberhaupt analysi.eren. (7)

Fo r our purPoses it is necessary onlY to

Kant has undertaken

c larify the

rathe r t hanmajor

inspect

strategic moves that

every detail of his claims.

The first steP that Kant makes

logical functions that are to serve as

the discovery of the primaYy a priori

understandinc. Because the stipulation

is the task of logicians, Kant uses

is to draw up a list

(l-eitfaden)

of

a -cluel to

elements of the faculty of

of the rules of judgment

their work as a clue to

7. K.r.V., B 90-91.
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discoverin8 the pure elements of the understanding. Then Kant

draws up a list of logical functions. But his list of functions

necessarily departs in important ways from previous

c lassificatíons. Kant adds ext ra types of functions which are
8

applicable specifically to objects of a Possible experience ' In

other words the functions of judgment of general logic are

tailored. for the requirement of a -Transcendental Logicr. The

list he provides is supposed to be conplete. Only thus can it

serve as an adequate clue or Buide ( Leitfaden ) fo r the necessarY

elements of the act of understandint. But this claim to

completion must be understood in a very specific sense: the

list adds logical functions which t¡ou1d not normally be

considered distinct by logicÍans. Thus it may include more
9

logical functions, but it must not omit any'

g. On the basis of a survey of logic texts between I 700-1770
Erich Adickes demonstrated that Kantfs list of functions had no

predecessor. See Kants Systematik als syqternbildender Factor
( gerl j-n: Mayer and t'tue11er, 1887 ) , p. 33 f'f. . This should not be

surprising. For as Adickes points out: -Kant bleibt wieder nicht
bei der Form des Urteils stehen, sondern beBruendet auf seinen
Inhalt hin einen Unterschied.r p. 36. I have reproduced the list
of logical functions in the table on P. 144, where I present the
major transformatíons of the a p¡iori elements involved ín Kantts

"pã"ification 
of the a priori synthetic judgments.

9. In paragraph 9 Kant draws attention to the following
modifications. in formal logic a singular judgment can be treated
as a universal judgment, but in the acquisition of knowledge ít
is essential to draw such a distinction. Likewise, he

claims that an affÍrmative judgment in a Transcendental
Logic must be distinguished from an infinite judgment ' even
thouSh in general loEic this would not be necessary. For in
the acquisition of knowledge it is useful to take account
of the fact that a negation leaves open an infinite
number of other possible predicates which may be drawn upon
for consÍderation in place of the neBated predicate. Hence the
-netativer facilìtatøs deriving a predicate from another -spherel

of possible predicates. At the same time the sphere is linited by

its neSation, i. €. the predicates çhich cannot be ascribed to
the subject. Also fundamental to a Transcendental Logic, and

a complete table of logical functions, is the distinction
between hypothetical, disJunctive and categorical judgnents.
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After Kant has drawn up his list of logical functions and

explained his innovations, hê then reformulates and reclassifies

t hem as -the categoriesl
l0

*Stammbegriffet of

the -understanding. I The sense of this reformulation is very

obscure if separated from the remainder of the -Transcendental

Analytic.' Kant has merely attempted to place along side a list

of logical classifiers a set of concepts which he will later

argue a;¡e the a priori components in mechanistic science, and in

any objective judgment of experience. He leaves it to the reader

to see the connection between the elements of a scientific

judgment and the logical classifiers. In other words the

legitimacy of the -categories I of the understanding rests upon

their being necessary c lassifiers of obj ects of experience . But

this legitimacy can only be demonstrated by showint how the

particular concepts are co-ordinated with the forms of intuÍtion

( space and time ) , how they re late sPecifical 1y to viewable

obj ects. Their legitimacy necessarily invo lves the demonstration

of how synthetic judgments are a priori possible. The

10 . The -categoriesr are also set out on p. 144. Kant be lÍeved,
wrongly , that his readers would automatically see the connection
between the list of logical functions he provides and the table
of categories. He saw that the reader's perplexity may have been
the re latÍonship between disjunctive judgments and the catetory
of community or reciprocity. In a disjunctive judtment we have
the concept of a sphere containinB a number of judBments which
are not subsumed under each other. They are co-ordinated with
each other tso dass, sie einander nicht einseitig, wÍe in einer
Reihe, sondern wechselseitig, als in einen Atgregat, bestimmen
(wenn ein G1Íed der Einteílung tesetzt wird, a1le uebriSen
austeschlossen werden, und so umgekehrt), gedacht werden.l
(K.r.V., B ll2. ) This he clains is what we have in the concept
of reciprocity. It is not to be mistaken for a causal relation,
which Kant corre lates with hypothetical judgments, for there 1s
no subordination between members in a series. Rather a totality
of substances is thought in which each exists independently of
the whole, yet their total interaction is combined in the whole.

or
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demonstration of this possibility is the -Tra¡lscendental
I ll

Deduction. The clue to understandint this most difficult and

important part of Kritik der reinen Vernunft lies in Kant's

conception of judgment.

By a judgment Kant means the s'o6.s ümption - "f dif f erent

representations under a common representation. Note that this

very definition ís based upon the initÍal dualism in types of

representation ( lntuitions and concepts ) . The common

representation is the concept and that is our contribution. l'Ie

receive phenomena but q¡e (actively) cla ssif y it. Hence Kant says

complications
undertaking.

tTranscendental Deduction' is the legitÍmation of
concept. That legitimation involves locating the

ana
precíse

of a concept. Kant points out that he takes the concept of
-Deduction' f rorn legal parlance r¿hich distintuishes between the
fact that an event takes place and the right or legitinacy of an
action. This distinction between the quid juris and the quid
facti permeates the entire Kritik. As we have seen the Kritik
starts with the fact of mathematical science, and then seeks to
discover its -Transcendental I or a priori and necessary
conditions. See K.r.V., B 116-ll7' L20. Note also that Kant has
not provided a -transcendental Deductiont of the categories when
he initially lists them. Paragraph l4 bears the title -Uebertan8
zvr +ranszendentalc¡ Deduktion der Kategorien.' The initÍal
presentation of the Logical Functions is a tMetaphysicalr not
-Transcendental
( Leitfaden ) to

Deduction t . Hence it is only a clue or a guide
a solution. If this is not recognised all sorts of
are

One
created. which have little to do with Kantrs

of the most interesting complications has been
the searc
he presen
kant ische
remarkab 1 e

the types of
problen was

had more
with Kant.

hr
tS

o legitimate Kantrs claim that the logical functions
are complete. Klauss Reich's Die vollstaendigkeit der
Urteilstafel ( Berlin: Rlchard Scho etz, 1948 ) is a

tTranscendental Deduction I . The result was that Reichrs solution

attempt to demonstrate the logical affinites between
functions listed by Kant. As Reich demonstrated, the

that such a necessity was essentially a logical not a

in common in its approach with Fichte and Hegel than
Although the Logical functions provide the 'logical'

startint point of Kantrs presentation, it is f.ar more likely that
Kant had started with the a priori synthetic judgments, and the a

priori elements and then set to work on modifyine the logical
functions. A number of scholars have pointed this out e.g. Oscar
Ewald, Kants kritis'cher Idealisnus (Berlin: Ernst Hoffnan, 1908),
pp. 28-29.
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that concepts depend upon functions; functions are the
I2

-spontaneitYr of thought.

Now imagine that we are viewing phenomena without making

any type of judgment. No specific relations in space would be

distinguished from any others, nor would there be any

connections made betr¡een relations over tine. ['Ie would be

conpletety passÍve recipients of inpressions. This isolation of

the act of sensation from the act of c lassification is the

crucial separation in Kantrs -Transcendental Deductionr . Indeed we

can say that if one fails to trasp this distinction and the

specific definiti-on of judgment that has been provÍded above, the

tTranscendental Deduction I becomes a rambling and chaotic

confusion. The -Transcendental Deduction I ís Kant I s attempt to

stipulate the precise nature and establish the necessity of that

spontaneity which occurs when sensory representations are brought

toEether in a judgment. The bringíng totether (the verbindung) of

representations is the fundamental act of understanding or
l3

judeing. Note that this act is not dependent upon any specific

object of intuition. Rather it is an act that is required for

12. The followinS passage is crucial to Kantts stratety: -Also
ist die Erkenntnis eines j eden, wênigstens des mensc lichen
verstandes, eine Erkenntnis durch Begriffe, nicht intuitiv,
sondern diskursiv. Alle Anschauunten, a1s sinnlich, beruhen auf
Affektionen, die Begriffe also auf Funktionen. Ich verstehe unter
Funktion die Einheit der Handlung, v€rschiedene vorstellungen
unter einer gemeinschaf tlichen zI ordenen' Betrif fe Bruenden sich
also auf der Spontaneitaet des Denkens ' wie sinnliche
Anschauungen auf der Rezeptivitaet der Eindruecke ' ' K' r'V' , B 93 '

13. K.r.V., B 130.
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every object of intuition, and for concepts, which must, i'f they

are to be obj ectively verifiable, eventual 1y refer to some thing

that is possibly viewable, something occupying space for some

time. This act is designated by Kant as a -synthesisr, and he
r4

also calls it a self-activitY ( Selbsttaetigkeit ) . Note also

that if this act of spontaneÍty is required for conbining any

representations, âtrY analytic statements must be originally

dependent upon it. ( Even the analytic scÍence ' loglc, is said
15

by Kant to be dependent upon it.) As Kant says, -lúo der Verstand

vorher nichts verbunden hat, da kann er auch nichts aufloesen,

weil es nur durch ihn als verbunden der Vorstel lungskraft hat
16

geteben werden koennnen. I This act thus supPlies for Kant the

ground of a possible scientific metaphysic'

If the act of conjoining rePresentations is antecedent to

the specÍfic sensuous representations (but not the Erscheinllngen

per se), then it is evident that this unity is not a consequence

of the sensuous representations. The importance of this tautology

for Kant should not be underestimated. It contains in embryo his

refutation of Humers empiricisn as well as rationalism' The

unity which Kant cal 1s the -original synthetic unity of

apperception I is the basis of all judgments: empirical,
l7

mathematical and Pure or a priori judgnents. It is not a thint'

but an act. Kant Says it is not even a concept but the necessary

acconpaniment, the vehicle of a1 I concepts: for it is not 1íke

other representations, but their necessary condition of

T4,

15.

16.

t7 .

130.

134.

130.K.r.V.,

K.r.V., para. 16.
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18
comprehension. This act is, for Kant, the understanding itself.

When it is hypostatised and takes on spirituaÌ qualities, it is
l9

illegitimately transformed into an object of rational psychology.

Note that no representations are tiven with this act.

Representations must original ly be supp lÍed through viewing,

throuth intuitions ( as we have stated repeatedly, the

constructed objects of mathenatics are included here):

Denn durch das Ich, als einfache Vorstellunt, ist
nichts Mannief.aLtiges gegeben; in der Anschauung,
die davon unterschj.eden ist, kann es nur Seteben
und durch Verbindung in einem Bewusstsein gedacht
werden. (20)

18. K.r.V., B 399, B 404.

19. The conflation of the act of appercePtÍon with a
is the mistake which Kant believes is at the heart
idealism, and which he makes responsible for the
conmitted in rational psycholoty.

real -thintr
of Cartesian

-paralogismsr

20. K. r,V. , B 135. It should be apparent that
inappropriate to transform Kantrs conception*Transcendental Subject of Apperceptionf j-nto a Psych
sociological or anthropolotÍca1 construct. But this conf
not uncommon. Althusser does this when he praises Marx
of praxis as breaking beyond the concept of the human
According to Althusser philosophy prior to Marx ülas inc
movint beyond the idea that the re is an essence
individual sub ject. Marx, âccordint to Althusser' Ida

replace the opposition between the -empiricism of the
and the -idealisn of the essence'with the concepts of t
and relati-ons of production etc. See For Marx ( London
1977), tr. Ben Brewster, pp.227-228, This is a varia
socio-historicising of knowledge which dissolves the pr
the rules and forms, the -logicr of scientific thought,
historical conditions under which that thought occurs.
procedure not only does not ans\der Kantts question, inva
assumes Humers primacy of custom , êxPanding the co
include socio-economic determinants. Simultaneously it
focus of the discourse a\day from the structure of judg
toward socio-economic mechanisms. ['le shal l consider I
neo-Hegelian roots of this displacement. A sinilar
reduction is found in Nietzschers critique of the sub
his critique of Kant. Níetzsche believed that the e8o
ever an empir,ical ( a mÍxture of a physio-soci
perspective. tlÍt'hin this context Kant's problem is disso
the assertion that what is true or false depends upon
life expanding. In other words a problem of the stru

it is
of the
ological,
lation ists theory
essence.

apable of
in each
s able to

sub jectr
he forces
: Verso,
nt of the
oblem of
into the
Such a

riably it
ncept to
moves the
ment and
ater the
type of

ject and
is only

ological )
lved wlth
what is

cture of
von Gutjudgment is replaced by a biological one. See Jenseits
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Havint located the fundamental condition of judgment in the

act of synthetic unity, the next step is to specify the structure

of an objective theoretical judtment. To comprehend that u,e must

drar¡ upon another piece of conceptual apParatus whi-ch ü¡e have not

yet mentioned, but which is of the utmost importance in Kantfs

atternpt to letitinate the a priori synthetic judgments. This is

the concept of inner sense.

Kant defines Ínner sense as *the intuition of our self and
2t

our inner states. I It thus has a specifÍc psychological dimension.

Kant even says that throu,qh inner sense h/e compose our sense
22J

of self, our sou1. (These states are interpreted in a strictly

enpiricist manner. Throuthout the Kritik he criticises those

who conflate this empirical concept of self with a purely

;;;-;; ";;;--;;;;:--;;;--;;:--;;;;-.- 
- 
;-,- ¿-,-i,, 

-iã' 
'' . rhe p o s i, ion

which informs Nietzschers critique of Kant is, interestinely
enough, based upon a rejection of the distinction between Ding an
sich and Erscheinungen. Kant may have been fascinated to find the
motifs of Nietzsche rs thinking--st rict antÍ-rationalisrn ( devotion
to appearances ), scepticism (nihilism) , voluntarism (wi11-to
power), and moral relativism (master/ slave morality)-- all co-
inciding with a lack of analysis of the structure of types of
judtments, and a ridiculing of the question -are synthetic
judgments a priori possible?r There is some attempt on
Nietzsche I s part to provide empiricial explanations for the
catetories of identity and equality. But these are not
systematically developed, nor does he come any closer than Locke
did to explaining how an axiomatic science can be applicable to
the contintent wor1d. See -DÍe froehlÍche I.lissenschaft , para. lll,
ll2; Menschliches, Allzumenschliches, Bd. l, para.16-20; and
Ueber llahrhe i t und Lue ge in aussermoralischen Sinn.

21. K.r.V., B 49.

22. R.r.V., B 51. In ParagraPh
def ines inner sense as f ol lotds:

22 of the Anthropologie Kant
-Der innere Sinn ist nicht die

reine Appe rzeption, ein Bewusstsein dessen, rdas der Mensch tut,
denn dieses tehoert zum Denkungsvermoêgefli sondern was er 1eÍdet,
wiefern er durch sein eitenes Gedankenspiel affiziert wird. I

Í,Ie rkausgabe , Bd. xrr.
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23
j-ntellieible entity r¡hich ostensibly can be directly intuited.)

We do not view these inner states as we view other objects; we

feel them. If !üe are to objectively classify ( judee ) them, then

we must be able to represent them sPatÍally, i.e. locate where

they are. Even thouth rde simply feel then, they are nevertheless

necessarily toverned by the condition of time, i.e. they occur in

tine. Hence on this basis Kant creates a division between space

and time: space is the condition of outer sense; time is the

condition of inner sense. But because in any judgment our mind

must be affected by representations, time is also a conditj-on of

the representations of outer sense. In other words, all phenomena

are governed by the condition of time, while space is limited to
24

what can be spatial 1Y located.

If a judgment is a synthesis of both types of

representations, objects of intuition and logical functions, then

inner sense must itself be governed by the same condition as all

other representations. This all inportant point which Kant makes

in paragraph 24 of KritÍk der reinen Vernunft üri11 seem ve ry

obscure j-f. the reader has forgotten al I the other pieces of

apparatus that the Kritik has acquired. But if it is kept in

mind that time is the condition of all phenomena (i.e. that time

is not absolute but must be occupied by some type of intuitable

obj ect , hrhether empirical or mathematical , whether it be a

feeling or spatially perceivable), then !ùe can see that time

1:::1:--i:::--::--i:1:11:::--:i::--:i:---l:1'"cenden'Îal Ac'[ of

23. Note that K.ant takes Sreat paÍns to distinguish the
Transcendental Eto, the 'I think I , from the empirical self. Aware
of ttie possible confusion he draws attention to this distinction
in the midst of the -Transcendental Deduction t .K. r.Vr_, B 153-156.

à+.. K. r.V, B 50-51.
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Apperception. t Or as Kant saYS:

I,Jei1 in uns aber eine 8ewÍsse Form der
sinnlichen AnschauunB a priori zun Grunde liegt,
welche auf der RezePtivitaet der
Vorstellungsfaehiekeit (Sinnlichkeit) beruht, so
kann der Verstand, a1s Spontaneitaet, den inneren
Sinn durch das Mannigfaltige tegebener
Vorstellungen der synthetischen Einheit der
Apperzeption Bemaess bestirnmen... (25)

Moreover, if the pure functions of the understanding have no

other obj ective, i. e. - theo retical lyr 1e gitimate, use apart from

the orderint of concepts which refer to phenomena, then there

must be a connection between time, âs the condition of all

phenomena, and the pure categories, as the conditions of

judgment or understandin 
".'UGiven 

that the connection Ís Brounded

in c'onsciousness ( and the *Transcendental Act of Appercept j.ont

has established this for Kant) it must be a faculty or capacity

of consciousness. The faculty is called by Kant the

-Transcendental Unity of the ImatÍnationt or the faculty of

figurative synthesis. It provÍdes the ans{der to the question -how

are synthetic judgments a priorl possÍb1e? | because it is the

source of the synthesis of the pure forms of intuition and the

pure concepts, the categories of the understanding. It makes the

synthesis between the a priori e lenents derived from the

25. K.r.V B 150

26. K.r.V., para. 22 states the all important condition -Die
Kategorie hat keinen andern Gebrauch zum Erkenntnisse der DÍrr8ê,
als j-hre AnwendunE auf Getenstaende der ErfahrunS.' It is here
Kant also makes the claim that is so Ímportant for his entire
conception of mathematics: mathematj.cal concepts do not of
themselves qualif y as knor¿1edge. They only qualif y 1n so f.ar as
they stand under the forns of intuition. K.r.V., B I47. In other
r¿ords, their applicability is part of their very nature, and this
is what distinguishes mathernatical concepts fron mere poetlc
figrnents. Mathematics , âs we have indicated before, is not a
means for speculative ascension to a rnetaphysical realm. Rather,
as Descartes had stated, it is a neans for becoming -MeÍster
ueber die Natur. I K. r.V. , B 753,
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-Transcendental Aestheti.cr and those derived in the first part of

the -Transcendental Analytict possible. Those e lements could only

be acquired by isolating the capacj-ty to view data and the

capacity to judee it. Mathematics and the functions of loeic had

provided Kant with a number of clues enabling him to sPecify the

a priori elements for viewing data and judgina it. But only when

he can find a faculty which conjoins the elements into judtments

can he legitlmate the a priori synthetic judgments ' ( This is why

Kant does not prove mathematÍcal judgnents are a priori synthetic

until after he has laid down the condition of synthesis and the

precise foundational judtnent of mathematics, -the axioms of

intuitionr, the afore-mentioned principle that -a11 intuitions
27

are extensive magnitudes. t )

I.Ihat the figuratíve act of synthesis does ís introduce the

condition of time as the means of nediating between the two

pieces of apparatus (sensibility and understandine) that have

hitherto been examÍned in isolation.

Note that the faculties of pure sensibility and

understanding have only been isolated in order to discover theír

constitutÍve elements. There Ís never any suttestion by Kant that

these facultÍes exÍst in isolation. The isolation caused great

problems for some of Kant rs contemporaries ' and stil 1 causes

problems for readers when they have not comprehended isolating

27, Ernst Cassi.rer points this out against Louis Couturant and

Bertrand Russell in his (qualified) defense of Kantts conception
of mathematical judgments as synthetic . -Kant und die Moderne
I*tathematik (Mit nuzrre auf Bertrand Russell und Louis couturantts
I,lerke ueber die Prinzipien der Mathematik I , op. cit. , p. 132. The

essay is particularly interesting in lieht of the fact that it
appeared at a time when the attempt to explain mathematics as a

puie f v logical science Ì,tas viBorous 1y being pursued '
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the cotnitive aPParatus.

Now if we no lon8er are concerned with the isolation of the

a priori elements, but with their unity ' then it wil I be

necessary to stipulate the conditions of synthesis or co-

ordination bet\deen rePresentations. The first and overriding

condition that Kant introduces is, âs we have said, the formal

condition of al I phenomena: tine. Hence j-t the catetories are

only functÍons for classifying objects of experience, if they are

theoretical ly necessary functions for making judgment whose

content Ís derived frorn observations, then they nust be

inteSrated with time. Thus the two formal conditions of phenomena

and judgment taken together provide the formal condition of a

judgment of a possible experience. For Kant, the -Inaginationr is

the source of that integration because the Ímatination is tthe

capacity to represent an object even without it being present in
28

íntuition. I

I,Ihen any judgnent is made it will be necessary to rely upon

theima8ination.Foritwillbenecessarytoconnecta

representation at one moment with the preceding moment, and such

a connection is an act of consciousness. The persistent re-

cognition of object A over the successive noments X, Y, z requires

2S.K.r.V.,Bl5l.TheimportanceoftheimaginationaSa
coSnitive faculty coincides with the employment of scientific
models (hence, uå we said earlier, its importance in Descartes) '
That the imatination holds the key to the solution for the
possibility áf theoretical judgments would have seerned

extraorrlinary to the ancÍents, just as it seems extraordinary
toUS,ÍfwefailtodiscerntheterrainuponwhichKantls
problem and solution arise. The way Kant poses and answers his
problem is so closely allied with classical mechanics and

scientific nodels that ít simply fell beyond the scope of Plato
or Aristotle.
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aspontaneousactofconsciousneSsateverymoment.Kantcalls

this spontaneous act of conscÍousness the productÍve imagination'

It is the capacity to affirm the persistence of an object at

these different times. The same type of act of spontaneity is

requÍredevenwithobjectsintheSametirûe,foreventhe

specifi cat ion of an object requires a selec tion of relations.

Because lre automatically make such connections we rarely if

ever think about such acts of consciousness. Kant indicates that

\¡7e are rarely conscious of our employment of this capacity, but

it is an -índispensable function of the soult; without it we

could not have knowledge. For there would be no possible
29

judgment , no concePtualisation '

ThÍs act of the imaginatíon is itself subordinate to the

spontaneity of the understanding, the -Transcendental Act of

Apperceptionr. As rde have just seen, it is also an act of

consciousness enablinc us to judee a specific object over

successive moments of tíme. On the one hand it is a sub-species

of the understanding. On the other hand, it is related directly

to time and the faculty of ínner sense. Hence, for Kant, the

-Transcendental Imaginationt is a *mean I bet$teen the pure

categories of the understanding, and the form of ínner sense.

Havlngfoundaneanbetweenthepurecategoriesofthe

understandint and the form of all phenomena, Kant has found the

key to solvint his problem -how are synthetic judgments a priori

l:::1:1:::-1i:-i1::::-1:-::1:-:i:I-1'" 
possible because of an act

29. K.r.V., B 103.
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of synthesis which co-ordinates the forms of intuitlon with the

functi.ons of the understanding.

Thus far we have seen how Kant has specified a priori

elements of objective, i.ê. theoretical, judgments by locatinB

(1) the a priori elenents of intuition, with nathematics as Íts

clue (2) the a priori functions of judgment, with logic as its

clue and ( 3 ) the necessity of the act of synthesis for the

brÍnging together of any representations in a judgment. The last

point has ínvolved shifting the idea of the necessity of the

judgment a\.ray from the content of specÍfic experiences toward the

conditions of the act of judgment.

The next and final methodological step in the

-Transcendental Analytic | ís to specify the synthetic a priori

judgnents. The key to the step is the faculty of the

-Transcendental Inagination t . If time is the condition of al 1

phenomena, and all categories must be applicable to what Ís in

time, then any synthetic a priori judgment must be conditioned

by time. Hence the categories nust be strictly defined to conform

to the conditions of tirne. Although time is the condition of all

phenomena, it is only if somethíng is in space that it can be

objectively known. Kant points out that this is even the case

with the concept of temporal succeÈsion which is objectively

representable by the construction of a line. Hence although the

catetories of the understandinB must be conformable to the

conditions of time if they are applicable to objects of a

possible experience, theÍr objectivity requires that tÍme itself

must conform to space, i.e. the conditions of time are spatially

representable. The cateBories which conform to the condition of

tine can only be objective if they also relate to objects of
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-outer sense I .

30
existence.

I.¡hat they c lassif y must have spatial

The specifÍcation of the synthetic judgments which are a

priori thus involves bringing totether the a priori e lenents of

intuition or viewing with those of understandint. As a mean

between the spontaneity of understanding and time (the condition

of all phenomena) , the -Transcendental Imagination' is able to

provide what Kant calls a schema for the categories. A schema Ís

a rule of classífication of the imatination which, according to

Kant, is necessary to subsume partÍcular representations under

a universal. The schema is not identical with any particular

object, but through a schema we can classify particulars. For

example, there is an enormous difference between different

specles of dots, and even between dots which belong to the

one species, yet we are able to classify them as dogs. This

abílity, says Kant, is due to the employment of a schema, a rule,

for subsuminC particulars (in this case the varÍous dots under

the universal -dog' ) . Such a schema is not a picture, for it has
3l

no specific shape or form. It is the -Transcendental Schernal

(the capacity to subsune phenomena under a priori rules and

judgments ) that concerns Kant.

Thus Kant sets out the attributes of tine. The -categories

30. K.r.V., B I54,276, 292.

31. Indeed, as Kant indicates, it is by means of a schema
pictures may be emp loyed in a geomet rical demonst ration.
geometry the picture is subordinant to the schema and not
other way around. K. r.V. , B I 77-181.

that
r{i th

the
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of understanding' nust conform to the specific attributes of time

if they are to classify phenomena. The conformÍty of the pure

cateBory with the condition of time is called a schematised

category. The schematised category, for Kant, provides a

conceptual distincti.on which is very important for his project.

The schema of the inaginatÍon thus restricts the pure cateBory to

phenomena; the schenatised cateBory nust refer to objects of

experience. And it is the schematisation, the reformulation of a

category in conformity with a temporal condition, whích makes a

category 'theoreticallyt leeitimate and a necessary condition of

objective judgments of experience. But it must be noted that the

catetories of understanding prior to schematisation are not so

restricted. They may ( and in the -Transcendental Dialectic I Kant

artues metaphysical judgrnents necessariLy do), refer to what is

not phenornenal . Yet it is initial 1y only by virtue of their

indispensability to judgnents of experience that the catetories

of understandint have for Kant been legitimated. In other words,

the real legitimacy of Kant's table of categories for Kant lies

in the capaci,ty of each category to be schematised. This is

easily overlooked because of the swiftness with which Kant

modifÍes his categoríes.

It ís only once the categori.es have been schematÍsed

that Kant presents tThe System of Principles of Pure Reasonr, the

a. priori synthetic judgments which provide the foundatj-ons for a

metaphysics of science. They provide the *canont of judgment.

They are not inductive nor empirical, but the conditions under

which j.nduction can take place. In sum' for Kant, they are what

make pure natural science Possible, or to use another of his
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fornulatiOns, they are the -Transcendental Conditions I for

objective judgments of experience. Rather than examine each of

the specific a priori synthetic judBments, I shal 1 provide a

table r¡hich sets out the a priori synthetic principles and the

maJor transformatÍons of the a ¡riori elements that take place

throuBhout the -Transcendental Analyticr. I shall then briefly

discuss one of the synthetic principles of the understanding, the

pri-nciple of causality, to illustrate Kant I s procedure.
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Table of the Transformation of t he
Anal tic.

Pure categoriesz a priori
e lements of the understanding.
I{hen subjected to a rule of
sensibility they are condi-
tions of experience, otherwise
they are empty thought forms.
The corresponding logical
functÍon is in parentheses.

I Quant i t y

Unity (Singular)
Plurality (Particular)
Totality (Universal )

2, Quality

Reality (Affirmative )
Negation ( Negative )
Linitation ( Inf inite.)

3 Relation

Of inherence and subsistence
( substantia et accídens )

Elements of the 'Iranscendental

Of causality and dependence
( cause and effect )

( CatetorÍcal )

(Hypothetical )

(Disjunctive)

T ime conditions imposed
upon pure categories.
They nust be complied
wíth, Íf the catetories
are to apply to a mani-
fold in intuition.

I Time-S e rles

2. Time-Content

3. Time-Order

4. Time-Inclusions

Of community
( reciprocity
active and the

between the
passive )

4. Modali-ty

Possibility--Impossibility (problematic )Existence--Non Existence (Asse'rtoric)
Necessity--Contingency (Apodeictic )
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t r.me condi t ion

l. GeneratÍon
itself in the
-rehension of

( Synthesis )
succes]-ve
an object.

of time
ap P-

Cate sorv subsumed under
ru 1e

1. Magnitude.

Successive addition of
unÍty to unitY, thus
unity and p luralitY are
respec tÍvely schematised.
The category of totalitY
is the comPlete unÍtY in
which the homogeneous
units are contained.

2. Quality.2. Synthesis of sensation and
perception with rePresentation
of time: filling of tine.

4.I.Ihether and how an ob ject
is time-deterrnined.

Reality applies to
in tine--fi11ed
Netation applies
is not ín time,
tíme.
Between being and
there are infinite
of beina in
(Quantum).

a be Íng
time.
what

empty
to

to

nothing
detrees

t Íme

3.
to

The relatÍonshiP of PercePtions
each other in time.

3 . Re lation

The categorY of substance
applies to the Persistence
of the real Ín tÍme.

Cause and effect
apply to the succession
of a manifold, a

sequence in tine.

Reciprocity aPPlies to
the coexistence of
determinations of one
substance with another.

4. Modality

Possibility aPPlies to
any rePresentation which
can appear in time.
Actuality aPPlies to
what pertains to an
ac tual t ime .

Necessity aPP lies to
what must be in time.
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S ynt he t:þ Princ ip I qq of

Princ iples: These apply

!þg Understanding

to any pure construct of the
mind as well as to Phenomena.

1. The Axioms of
matnitudes. I

) Anticipations of PercePtion:
of sensat íon, has

Intuiti on: -Al I intuitions are extensive

-In al I apPearances the
an intensive rnagnitude,

real,
i.e. ai. e . an obj ect

deBree. I

Dynamical
judgments

P rinc io1es. These are
unless theY relate to an

3. Analogies of Experience: -Experience Ís po
the representation of a necessary connection
perceptions. t

(3)
law
far
are

meaningless in theoretical
enpirical content.

ssible only through
( Verknupfung ) of

of

of

( 1 ) Princip 1e of the persÍstence of substance : -In
the
isall changes of aPPearances ( Erscheinun e n )

substance persists, and its quantun in nature
neither increased nor diminished. I

(2) Principle of succession in time, in accordance
with the law of causality: -a1 I alterations take
place accordint to the law of the connection of cause
and effect.r

Principle of co-existence, in accordance with the
of reciprocity or community: -Al I substances in so
as they can be perceíved to co-exist in space'

in thorough reciProcitY. '

4. The Postulates of Empirical Thought.

( I ) tlhat
exper]-ence

(2) I.rhat
experience

(3) The
according

conforms to the formal conditions
( Erfahrung ) is Possible.

relates to the material conditions
(i.e. to sensation) is real.

real is necessary when it is determÍned
to universal conditions of experience.
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The SCc!lq4 AnalosY of Experience: The Lar¿ Cause and Effectof

Kantrs legitimation of the principle -al1 chantes happen

according to the 1aw of the connection of cause and effect I is

perhaps most clearly understood when tsle consider a time sequence '

w,x,y, and a series of perceptions' a,b,c' It is' according to

Kant, the -Transcendental Imatination I which enables the

productíon of the successive moments of time. It can only produce

that succession in so far as there is an object that j-s viewed

( either empirical 1y or pure 1y, i ' e ' a mathematical

construction). In this case a,b,c refer to empirical perceptions.

Now Kant makes an important dístínction between two types of

empirical perceptions. one is a purely subjective sequence ' the

other is objective. tlhen the members of the time series and the

ernpirical series do not stand j-n a necessary correlation then çûe

are not talkinC about a necessary and objective sequence' Kant

uses the example of perceiving a house to demonstrate a purely

subjective sequence. One can observe the Parts of the house in

any order one wishes. In such a case the perceptÍon of â,b, or c

would be equally possible at moment w. In this instance \de have

no objective sequence of events.

Nor¡ if we take this sane house, and (to take an example

that Kant does not use ) we exp lode it , the sequence of

percep Cions is no lonter order-indifferent. At moment It I

perceive the hous€ 4, at moment x I perceive an explosion b, and

at moment z there is a perception of a disintegrating house ' In

this case each perception stands in a necessary relationship to

moments in the time series. (Note also that the tine serÍes is

itself objectifiable because there is a Perceptible content. )

unlike the example in r¡hich the house fdas merely being
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contemplated from top to bottom or in the reverse order, there is

no way that perceptiotr c, the disinteBrating house, could in this

instance precede the explosion. I,le have here ( 1) a connection

between nembers of the time series, ( 2 ) the different perceptions

and ( 3 ) a connection supplied by the sPontaneity of thought

enabline us to see the relationshÍp between perceptions a,b,c.

Kant is only concerned with establishing the necessity between the

time seri-es, the empirical series, and the spontaneity of thought

which connects the perceptions. He is not concerned with the

empirical content of that series. A necessity exists between the

time series and the order of perceptions, and the necessity is one

of consciousness. For 1t is consciousness that binds the

perceptions together. It is, for Kant, only because of

consciousness that the one dimensionality of tine, the infinitely
I

divisible tine-continuum is possible. For Kant the principle of

l. See esp. K.r.V., B 243-244. Of course' once the foun
classical mechanics, the classÍcal concepts of space
the continuum and the concept of the mass point are
Kant I s -Deductiont and the -Transcedental Aesthetic I

have any clain to providing the conditj-ons of experi
fate of Kantrs philosophy is inseparable from the fat
science whose foundations it souBht to legitim
applÍcation of non-Euclidean Beometry in relativity
wel I as the intrinsic connection between velocity and
had made irrelevant the conception of space underpi
Transcendental Aesthetic. The implications of quantu
for the continuum created an insurmountable problem
foundations of Kantts metaphysics of experience. Perhap
be shown that c lassícal physics supplies the
foundations for post-classical physics. But such an att
do nothing to advance physics . See Ch.9 of Ernst Na

S t ruc ture of Science: Problems in the Logic of
and Kegan Paul, 196Exp lanation ( London: Rout ledge

dations of
and tÍme,

revis e d ,
no I onge r
ence. The
e of the
ate. The
theory as
space-t ime
nning the
m phys ic s

for the
s it could
epistemic

empt would
gelrs The
Scienti fic
I ) which,

amongst other
a1 I teomet ries

thints, points out the danters of trying to make
derivative from Euclidean geometry. Even aside

from unforseen deve lopmerrt9, the architectonic of Kant t s
phitosophy and his employment of cognitive faculties meant that
his inf luence on theoretical physicísts owed litt 1e to his
transcendental idealism. This is evident, for exanple, in
Helholltz's critical comments on Kant in Schriften zur
Erkenntnistheorie (Hrse. ) Paul Hert z ü,. Moritz Schlick (Berlin:
Julius Springer, I92l), P. 151. The significance of trdentieth
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causality is thus a priori and necessary, The principle tells us

nothint about specific empirical sequences. As we have said, each

empirical object is a manifold of relations, and each relation is

deterrnined by the vast array of other relations in time and

space. A sequence of empirical data is always a selected

sequence, and there is no guarantee that this sequence will ever

be identically repeated in nature. But for Kant there can be a

guarantee that whatever is in tine is necessarily dependent upon

its antecedent. f,Ihat exists cannot be the cause of its

antecedent and every phenomenon is conditioned by its

antecedent . This is consequent 1y, for Kant , a -Transcendental

Conditionr of exPerience.

The judgment is synthetÍc because Ít brings together time,

phenomena and. the catetory of causality. No analysis of the word

cause would of itself lead to the principle that all phenomena

are tine Boverned, and that all phenomena must conform to the law

of cause and effect. It is a priori because it is not the result

of induction. It is not subject to reconsideration on the basis

of some event. Rather, for Kant, it is the cognitive conditj-on of

any event being obj ective 1y c lassified. I t is not concerned wÍth

what has only logical possibility. It is a rule for a judgment of

experience. It tells us nothing about the content of experience.

century physics for Kant rs philosophy is we 1 I brou Cht out in
mus in der
S tudien zuþ

( Darmstadt:
ere is also
usality and
ntenmechanik

Buchgesellschaft, 1980, reP.)
an interestint discussion on Kantrs concept of

by [,lerner Heisenberg. -Qua

Ernst Cassi.rer I s
modernen PhYsÍk:
Kausalproblemr
I.Iissenschaftliche,

guantum mechanics rePorted
und Kantische PhifosoPhiel

oversimplification to arg
Hume right at Kant t s expen

-Determinismus und Indeterninis
Historische und SYstematische

in Ztr Modernen PhYsik
Th
ca

im Unkreis der Atomphysik (Muenchen: DTV, 19
in Der Teil und das Ganze: Ges raeche

3). It would be an
ue that these developnents have proved
se. For c lassical physics , Kant is able

to account for more than Hume.
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For Kant, it enables us to explain how nature can be interpreted

as conforming to lavr, how variables can be isolated aBainst the

time contÍnuum, and hor.l scientists can build up ever more complex

series oÍ. ernpirical variables, enabling them to predict with

growint precision the regularities of nature , or to de lve ever

further into the irretularities.

The 1aw of causality is just one of the a priori synthetic

principles of the understanding. But the basic Procedure Kant

employs to legÍtinate his other principles is the same. The

category having been schematised is presented as contributing to

a necessary rule for classlfying any object of experj-ence, but

neither the category nor space and time are ernpirical ly

perceptible.

Thus far we have observed that the attempt to lay legitimate

metaphysical foundations has 1ed Kant to formulate the synthetic

a priorÍ principles of the understandinE. These principles are

only theoretically legÍtinate Ín so far as they refer to

phenomena, in so f.ar as they are -Prinzipien der Exposition der
2

Erscheínuntenf. They do not refer to noumena. But if these

conditions of experience are the result of consciousness, the

acts of viewing and thinking, then it is possible to ask what

would tØ<-\a*f be without the cognitive conditions? Al1 that we

can Say is that Ide donrt know, because only phenomena conform to

the rules of a theoretical 1y obj ective judgment. To this extent

Kant believes he has circumscribed the constitutive a priori

conditions of experience. He believes he has established what

rules must be conformed with if something is to be theoretically

(i.e. enpirically) knowable. He cannot stop people asking

2. K.r.V B 303.
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about the inner tround of things, r¿hat underlies the phenomena.

He cannot stop people asking metaphysical questions. Moreover, in

the second part of the -Transcendental Lotict, he seeks to

clarify \dhy the search for the inner Eround of things, the

endless striving for an absolute and final princlple takes Place.

He seeks Co explain how metaphysics is possible. Here too Kant

adopts the same procedure. He isolates another cotnitive faculty

in order to probe what a priori elements accompany its very

ope rat ion.

(D)Transcenden tal Logic Part 2: The Ideas of Re aso n.

The KrÍtik der reínen Vernunft follows the path of cognítion

from the receptivity of sense experience, to the act of judgment

and finally to the act of inference. It is this last act that

provÍdes the unity between judgments. Because of our capacity to

infer we are able to reduce a variety of judgments to a snaller
I

number of principles. I,Ihen knowledge can be deduced a priori f rom

knowledge of the ma jor premise toverning Ít, I^7e have, in Kant I s

termínology, knowledge that is based upon principles. The

discovery of principles which wil I encomPass a diversity of

judgments is one of the most beneficial and most cornplex

achievements of scientific thought. Newtonrs law of travitation

was the most impressive example known to Kant of the discovery of
2

an overarching principle. Under it (and the laws of motion it

B 355-359.1 K. r. V.

2. The
Leben

point is well made by Ernst Cassirer yet
und Lehre (Berlin: Bruno Cassirer, 1921 ),

again. See
p. 311.

Kant I s
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relies upon) could be subsumed the observations made by Galileo 
'

Kepler and HuyBens of fat ling bodies, the orbit of Mars, the laws

of centrifugal force and the swinB of pendulums. Here $'as a

principle that seemed to make a1l bodily interactions predictable.

The search and dÍscovery of principles is an invaluable part in

the acquisition of knowledge. once a correct principle can be

formulated the advancement of knowledge in any field accelerates.

The specific content of enPirical principles is, for Kant,

undoubtedly the result of induction. Nevertheless in the second

part of the tTranscendental Logic' he argues that just as

empÍrÍcar judgments were structured by a set of a priorj. rules '

empiri-cal p rincip les are also Sove rned by synthetic a prior j

principles.

Only an examination of the a priori elements and principles

of reason wÍ1 1 for Kant enable us to specify these other

synthetic a priori princip 1es . Note that if there are such

principles, they will not be constitutive conditions of

experience. Unlike a judgment which classifies sensations, âr

Ínference is a mediating activíty, not between sensations but

between judgnents. Hence the principles that are to be sought

are by their very nature not able to be schematised in the same

\.¡ay as the a priorl synthetic principles or rules of the

understanding. The legitimacy of a supersensible concept which

cannot be schematised with the attributes of tine depends upon

its capacity to provide as Ereat a systernati-c unity as possible
3

for judgments of experience. There is no need for us to fol1ow

the elaborate details of the second part of Kant t s Transcendental

Logic. More important for our purposes is to grasp how Kant

3. K.r.V., B 693, 697-698.
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arrives at the prl-ncip les of pure reason, and to appreciate the

scope of these a priori elements of pure reason.

Agaln Kant takes his clue from logic, but this time from the

modificatj.ons he has made with the Transcendental Lotic. The

three types of logical functions that Kant classifies as the

functions of relatj-on, provide hirn wj-th the three types of

syl logÍsms of -Transcendental Logic t : categorical, hypothetical,

and disjunctive syl loti-sms. Given that Kant is interested not

only in the capacÍty of reason to unify judgments, to subsume

judgments under a prÍncip1e, but in the ability to subsume all

judgments under metaphysical principles, he is interested in

locating the transition from empirical to metaphysical

principles.

The types of syllogisms give Kant a clue to the type of

unÍty and the source of the a priori ideas of reason. First ly

each type of sy1 logism exemplifies a different type of

relationship between judgments. The categorical syl 1o8Ísm

exemplifies a relationshiP between subject and predicate, the

hypothetÍcal syllogism exemplifies a relationship between members

of a series, and a disjunctive judgment exemplifies a

relationship between the different components of a system. I,Ihen

we move from the specÍfic subject, series, or totality of an

empirical observation, and instead ask after the unconditioned or

absolute subject, the unconditioned seríes (or absolutely first

member of the series ) , or the absolute totality r¿hich inc ludes

all possible parts, \de move beyond the realm of experience. The

search for the absolute subject, the absolute series, and the

absolute 'totality, is, observes Kant, at the basis of the

speculative sciences of rational psychology, rational cosmoloty'
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and rational theoloty. The most complicated details of the second

part of Kritik der reinen Vernunft are an attempt to demonstrate

how the content of these three rnetaphysical disciplines is a

synthesis of three unconditioned ideas (Í.e. the absolute subject'

series and totality ) and the Pure ( i. e. unschenatised) catetories

of the understandint. Kant attempts to show that each discipline

involves a -Transcendental Illusionr, a tDialectj-c I of reason'

Each discipline takes the classifiers which the -Transcendental

Analyticr argued v¡ere necessary functions of experience' and uses

then as if they themselves revealed the attributes of the absolute

subject, the absolute series, or the absolute totality' In other

words, Speculations about the soul, the cosmos and God are the

result of the search for rational principles, and the illeeitÍmate

employment of pure concePts. In sum' the judgrnents of traditÍonal

rnetaphysics are not *theoretical ly legitirnate' . They cannot be

verified as obJectively real, hence theoretically true, bêcause

they cannot be objectively viewed. Nevertheless, claims Kant '

there is heuristic value in using the ideas of an immaterial

point of consciousness, of the total series of the cosmos, and of

the all inclusive totality of mÍnd, provided we do not confuse

their -immanentr employment with -transcendent I speculations. In

the former case, IJe remain conmitted to the study of phenomena'

but rde undertake that study as !f there were an imnaterial point

of consciousness which \das responsible for psycho logical

activity, as if the members of the cosmos formed an Ínfinite

series, and as if the uníverse formed an intellieible and unifÍed

system of laws, i.ê. as if the universe were the product of
4

intellieerlce so that every event happened for a purPose.

4. K.r.V., B 710-14.
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If, as Kant claims, there is heuristic theoretical value in

the ideas of soul, cosmos, and God, then Ít is understandable why

discourses on science could Slide into netaphysical speculations

without the discussants being aware that illegitimate transitíons

had occurred. In other words, it would be exp licable how

metaphysics is possible, and !ùhy metaphysics has hitherto not

been a science. For no one hitherto had attenPted to trace these

ideas to their co6nitive source. Moreover, if they are not

objects of a possible experience, and their attributes exclude

them beÍng considered so, then the question of their legitimacy

wi-ll require locating their source. Hitherto, rationalists have

c laimed they are i.nnate, while empiricists have denied the

existence of innate ideas: the only a priori ideas allowed by the

empiricists are purely logical ones, the ideas of relations.

In the 'Transcendental Analyticr Kant has attenpted to clarlfy

what gave rationalists a degree of legitimacy in their appeal to

non-empirical (or in Kant I s terminology synthetic a priori)

principles. For synthetic a priori principles were discovered to

be conditions of possible experience. But having defined the

synthetic a prÍori prínciples, Kant circunscrÍbed their scope in

a $¡ay that defeats the very speculative aspírations which

empiricism wishes to j.nvalidate. However, no one ' whether

empiricist or rationalist, Prior to Kant had argued that the

source of the main concerns of speculative metaphysics lies Ín a

combination of the act of making inferences and the quest for the

unconditioned principle of a type of syllogism. Moreover' it

could not be attempted previously because no one had undertaken a

-Transcendental Analytic'. For it is only on the basis of the

-Transcendental AnalytÍc' that Kant can attemPt to locate the
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precise point rrhere a regulative maxim ( a heuristic idea of

research) is hyPostatised and transformed into an object of

speculative netaphysics whose reality and attributes can never be

scientitically known. A very brief recapitulation of Kant's

specification of the il licit moves in speculative metaphysics

illustrates how his critique of metaphysics is dependent on the

-Transcendental AnalYtic | .

In the case of rational psychology, Kant argues that as soon

as the act of apperception is taken as confirmint the existence

of an inmaterial thing, âD illicit move is made which leads to a

transcendental *illusionr that we have knowledge of the

ím¡nateriality of the sou1.

In the case of rational cosmology the speculative conundrums

result from a failure to distinguish between things-in-themselves

and phenomena, a faÍlure that, for Kant, i.s a consequence of a

nistaken understanding about the nature of sPace and time. Kant

claims that in a cosmological inference the major preniss, í.ê.

the premiss about the unconditioned or first menber of the

series, is not governed by space and tine, and hence not a

phenonenon. However, the minor, i.e. the reference to the
5

temporal series, does refer to phenomena. Consequently rational

cosmology, âccording to Kant, rê1Íes upon a synthesis of

ontologically incommensurate concepts. In the case of rational

cosmology, Kant c laims one can adopt one of two opposing

positions with retard to the first nember of the series: one can

K.r.V.,5 B 527 -528.
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deny it, or one can accept it. This leads to a number of

antinomies which, according to Kant, rêsult from a regressive

synthesis of the members of a series. The ultimate condition of a

tenporal series would be the first point in tine; of a spatial

series, the borders of space; of a composite series ' the

ultimate element, of a causal series, the first member of the

chain; and if we inquire into the modality of the series' its

first member would be either necessary or contingent. One can

artue with equal consistency, c laims Kant, ( I ) that the world

does (not) beein in time and has (no) limits ín space' (2) that

the world is (not) composed of sirnple elements, (3) that there is

( no ) spontaneous causality, ( 4 ) and that there Ís ( not ) a

necessary first cause. t¡hatever position one adopts, however, is

metaphysical, and thus involves the same error in -Transcendental
6

Lotict: the conflation of things-in-themselves and phenomena.

Finally, Ín the case of ratÍonal theology, followÍnt Leibniz

and the nevr physics tenerally, Kant holds that an object of

sensation is deterni.ned by the totality of all phenornena. But the

totality of phenomena is itself beyond the rante of a possible

experience. The totality is, in Kant t s terminology, âr idea. lfhen

this idea is hypostatised, and then personified by being thought

of as perfect, a retulative idea becomes a transcendent one. For

Kant, all speculatj-ve arBuments for the exlstence of God are the

result of a -Transcendental Illusionr.

;:--;;;--;;;;;--;;;;;--:;;;';;;;;;;-;;-;;;" re as o n exemp , i f v , he
metaphysics of rationalisn and doBmatism. The thesis 1s
essentially rationalist, the antithesis empiricÍst. Kantts
resolution of the antinomies involves the claim that in the first
two antinonies, both artunents are false. The conception of
infinite divÍsibilty as a mathematical concept dependent upon the
transcendental conditions of sPace and time plays the key to the
their resolution. In the last two antinomies, Kant holds that we
can think both positions as true.
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The illusion is, for Kant, trounded in a sinple ontological

error that the -Transcendental Analytic' exposes. The

theoretically real must be the obJect of a possible experience,

and not merely a conceptual possibility. This ontological

confusion which takes the conceptually possible and logically

consistent as a sufficent condition for establishine the reality

of a perfect being is, for Kant, the fundamental error of the

ontological artument for God's existence. And the onto logical

artument is itself at the basis of the cos¡nologícal and Physico-

theological artuments.

Kant thus took the traditÍonal ídeas of netaphysics and

denied they had any place in scientÍfic judgment, except as

retulative ideas, ideas which he traced to a cognitive source.

Equally important to his undertaking {das the attenPt to resite

the ideas of traditional metaphysics. Indeed it would be no

overstaternent to say that the stipulation of the a priori

conditions of judgments of experience, and the demolÍtion of

speculative metaphysics are completely subordinate to Kant I s

attempt to resj-te and subsequently to leeitinate on a different

basis the noumenal ideas of God, freedom, and inmortalÍty. This

move, which is most succinct ly surnmed uP in Kantrs famous

sentence -Ich nusste also das tlissen aufheben, um zum Glauben
7

Platz ztJ bekommenr, is to be explored in the next chapter.

7 K.r.V., B XXX.
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Cha ter 3

The Transcendental Foundations of Absolute
Faith.

F reedom and the Site
of

If the Newtonian world picture had supPlied the clues for

Kant I s attenpt to lay a netaphysics of experience, it lras

Rousseau who drew Kantrs attention to the importance of defining

the boundary of experience in order to save the idea of absolute
I

moral freedom.

(A) Rousseau: The Need a Transcendent tJi t I

Underlying Descartes I s -dreamr f or a nerd world Idas an

optimism in the benefÍts of scientific protress. Rousseau '

however, saw that the technical mastery of nature was not

bringing the liberty dreant of by Descartes and the other

pioneers of the new ate. Civilisation rras not only consolidating

the rule of the rich and powerful, but it was creating

inequalitÍes and injustices on a scale hitherto unknown. Not only

was progress in the arts and sciences no indicator of moral

improvement, but the arts and the scÍences h7ere, for Rousseau,

corruptinc the moral sensibilÍties of the moderns.

I.¡ith its emphasis upon 'f acts t, the mechanÍstÍc philosophy
2

had eliminated the immaterial concept of the free will. In its

place it had concentrated upon the mechanistic determinants of

for

1. Kant sald Rousseau
Newton discove red the
Rousseau, for Kant ,
exPer].ence. Gesammelte

as the Newton of the moral world. Just as
law which toverned all heavenly bodies,

had discovered the hidden law of moral
Schriften, Bd. 2O, p. 58.

2, Rousseauts philosophical influence in Germany ldas as much
upon forefathers of RornantÍcism such as JacobÍ as it ldas upon
Kant. I am not attempting to reconcile the complex and Possibly
irreconcilable strands of Rousseau. Rather I an focussint upon
those ideas which are fundamental for understanding Kantrs
dualisn between necessÍty and freedom.
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the wil l: the insti.ncts, the passions, and the environment '

Rousseau believed that in so far as the moderns live in a

corrupted envÍronment and have corrupted passions ' contemPorary

philosophers necessarily observe corrupted behaviour' On the

basis of theÍr observations they produce a picture of human

bein8s as appetitive, acquisitive and etoistical nachines. Their

picture of human beings makes chimeras of the ideas of justice

and virtue. I.¡ithin this mode1, public and private virtues are
3

pretexts for force. Hence, claims Rousseau, those who base their

political solutions on facts arising within corrupted civil
4

society may easi 1y aid the cause of tyranny '

For Rousseau the only way to create a just society is to use

3 In A Discourse on the Moral Effects of the Art s and Sciences
Rousseau draws a connectÍon between the neld ePistemo logY ' new

netaphysics and the concePtion o f human beings as self-interested
beasts. He writes of the neld P hilosophers :-One of them teaches
that there is no such thin8 as m atter, but that everYthinc exists
only in rePresentatlon. Another declares that there is no other
substance than matter, and no o ther God than the world itself. A

third tells You that there are no such things as vírtues and
vices, and that moral good and evil are chineras; while a fourth
informs you that men are only beasts of PreY ' and may

conscientiouslY devour one anotherr. The Socia Contract and
tr. G. D. H. Cole (London: J. M. Denr, t973 [1913]),

23. In -The Creed of a SavoY ard Priest I Rousseau defends the
ciples of justice and virtu e as universal aBainst the -so-
ed wise menr who say that -th ere is nothing in the human mind
what is tained bY exPerienc e ; and \de judee eve rythinc bY

s of the ídeas \de have acquired. They go further; theY even
ure to rej ect the c lear and universal agreement of al 1

les, and to set against th is striking unanimity in the
ment of mankind, theY seek o ut some obscure excePtion known
themse lves alone ; as if the r¿hole trend of nature hrere
ered nu11 by the dePravitY of a single nation, and as if the
tence of monstrosities made an end to species. I fmi1e, tr.
ara Foxley (London: J. M. Dent and Sons I974, Il9ll])' P.

p.
p rin
call
but
me an
ve nt
peop
j ude
to
rend
exr-s
Ba rb
252 .

4. Arguing against Gro
reasoning is constantlY
possible to enPloY a mor
favourable to tYrants. I

Elsewhere Hobbes and
doctrines. A Discourse
Scienc ES ibid. , p. 24,

much to learn f

tius, Rousseau says -His usual nethod of
to establish rieht by fact. It would be
e logical method, but none could be more

Op. cit. , The Social Cont rac t , p. 166.
pernicious
Arts and

usseau dÍd
Spinoza are said to sPread

on the Moral Effects on the
But this does not mean that Ro

rom them.not have
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an uncorrupted foundation. The free moral will,

could serve this purpose, because the free will

uncondÍtioned. The formulation of duties by the

mechanical but an act of judgment, a -spiri_tualr

beyond the bounds of mechanrsm.

for Rousseau,

is necessarily

will is not

act. It is thus

For physics nay explain, in some measure, the
mechanism of the senses and the formation of
ideas; but in the power of wil ling or rather of
choosing, and in the feeling of this pohrer,
nothing is to be found but acts which are purely
spiritual and wholly inexplicable by the laws of
mechanism. ( 5 )

In opposition to the determinists who interpet the wi1 I

as an epiphenonenon of the passions, Rousseau finds in the will

the possibility of the subordination of passion. Not only is the

wilt the real source of virtue, but virtue consists in obedience

to the prescription of the will and not onets incLinations:
tthere is no virtue in following your inclinations and indulging
your taste for doing good just when you feel like it; virtue

6
consists in subordinating your inclinations to the call of duty. I

Rousseau believed that the conception of virtue he was puttint

forward was the basis of common moral practice. The nechanistic
philosophers had overlooked thls conmon moral practice by trying

to explain 1t in on the basis of their mechanistic picture of
7

human beings driven by self-interest.

5. A Discourse on the Origin of Inequalit v op . cit. , Cole, p. 54.

6 Reve ries of the So I itary tr. Peter
Also cf. The

F ranc e
Social(Harmondsworth: Penguin, I979),

Contract , pp.177-178.

7 . In Émife Rousseau asks: tBut
consents to his o{dn hurt ? Does a
interest? No doubt each man acts
is no such thing as moral good to
self-interest will only enable you
the wicked. ' p. 252 .

how is it that the good man
man to to death from self-

f or his ordn tood, but if there
be taken into consideration,
to account for the deeds of
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l¡ith the conception of the transcendent wi11, a will comnon

to all, Rousseau believed he had located the source for foundinB

unÍversal moral prÍnciples, and thus for creatÍnt a social order

based on virtue. Its underlying principle, the teneral will' was

that every person be autonomous in formulating what is good, but

the tood must be formulated in such a way that it is universal

and binding on all. Each individual is legislator and subject.

Freedom, thus conceived, consists in human beings conplying with

a law that they themselves prescribe, and a just society will be
I

one whose j.nstitut j.ons ref lect the f ree and teneral wi11.

trt should be noted that the cleavage between the objects of

mechanism and the exercise of the free wilI Ín no way involves a

rejection of the results of the ernpirical studies of the

passions, inclinations or environment. On the contrary, Rousseau

not only concedes that human beÍngs are shaped by instincts,

passions, and the environment, he himself is concerned to reshape

those instincts as well as the environnent in which human beings

live. But the reshaplnt of behaviour is to be toverned by the

Ídea of freedon of the wil1. The ideas of good and evil are to be

grounded in the wil 1, rot in specific social practices whích

themselves stand in need of evaluation. The new science may r¡el1

reveal the mechanisms of nature, but it does not reveal the end

or destiny of human beings because it has no coherent way of

I 78. The concept of the
Diderot in his artlcle

8.
TJA S

The Social Contract
previously emp loyed
in the Encyclope4ie.

p.
by

general will
on natural

rieht
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9

dealing with concepts such as unconditional duties or rights.

For thÍs reason the boundari.es of science need to be defined and

the conception of moral freedom needs to be safeBuarded.

In all of these Points, and many more, Kant was the disciple
10

of Rousseau. In morals Kant begins with the goodness of the wi11,

and he derives his concept of dutY (Pflicht) from the wi11. Like

Rousseau he nakes justice depend upon the concept of moral

autonomy, and justice becomes the yardstick for measuring the

worth of social practices. Like Rousseau he opposes Hobbes I s
l1

subsunption of natural law under positive lar¡. Like Rousseau he

vigorously attacks any empiricist morality as destructive to

the uni-versality of moral 1aw. Like Rousseau, he esPouses a

moral theism as he equates moral duties vtith divine commands.

Like Rousseau he separates the autonomous will from the

inclinations and Passions, making autonomy rather than

heteronomy the ground of freedom. Thus like Rousseau he creates a

cleavage between the mechanistic world of science (tne -realm' of

Verstand) and the autonomous sphere of the will (the -realmr of

9. This is what separates Rousseauts conception of the free will
from Descartesfs. There is no conception of unconditional duty in
Descartes. Hence in this al l-irnportant resPect Descartesrs
conception of morality is not substantially different from
Spino za's. In Kantian termino loty, Descartes and Spinoza only
know technícal freedom, i.e. the capacity to formulate an end and
seek out the means apPropriate to it. They do not inquire into
the nature of practical freedom, i. e. the capacity to make
unconditional moral demands. Rousseau takes this step, and Kant
fo I lows him.

10. Kantfs debt
on Rousseau.
we 1 l-documented
Rousseau, âs
tempe raments.
Press, 1945).

to Rousseau has been noted by almost all writers
Ernst Cassirer t s -Kant and Rousseaur provides a

account of Kantrs adniration for and debt to
wel I as addressing the differences in their

Rous s e au Kant, Goethe, ( Princeton: University

11.
der
].S

Sêe the second
Theorie richtig sein, tautt aber nicht

Hobbes.

part of Ueber den Gemeinspruech: Das mat in
which

directed atainst
fuer die Praxis,
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-practical reasonr).

Once Kant had specified the

a priori conditions of Erfa une

source and types of the PrimarY

or necessity he could know the

nciples. Havint believed he had

next step rdas to specify the

a judgment of freedom. This

(a) the a priori conditions of

nd hence its source ) , (b ) that

kind frorn those of judgments of

c ) the status of a judgment

eedom.

r

limits, the scoPe, of those Pri

established those limits, his

transcendental conditions of

necessarily involved sPecifYÍne

such a judgnent ( its elements a

such conditions $¡ere different in

experience ( its scope ) , and (

purportinE to be a judtment of fr

(B) Kant's Legitimation of Moral Freedom

A major theme of the first half of Kritik der reinen

Vernunft is that hre do not and cannot view or intuit

intelligence. I.le view phenomena. Hence we cannot have scientÍfic'

theoretical knowledge of intellieence as something dj.stinct fron

phenomena. At most Í¡e may use the concept of pure intelligence as
I

a regulative principle. Hence, for Kant, wê can never have

empirical proof of the causality of intellÍeence, for we could

only obs e rve the phenomenal effects of intellieence.

Although sci.ence is not able to prove the legitinacy of an

l. For Kant, the search for a systematÍc connection between all
parts of experience assumes that the universe is governed by
intellieence. K.r.V., B 725-726. In Kritik der Urteilskraft, Kant
also artues that ín the study of orBanic ' se 1f-retulating
systerns, there is an underlying teleological assumption involved
when one is searchine for the function of a part of an organism.
For Kant the teleological assumptj.on rnay be formulated as a rule
of scientific search: each pa,rt of a self-regulating system
should be studied as if it had a purpose for the ortanisn. In so
far as purposefulness is intrinsically related to the concept of
wi11, wê are workinB with an idea that transcends the limits of
experience. For Kant the establishine of the leSitimate scope of
this heuristic idea required specifying its cognitive source.
That source, artued Kant \das the faculty of reflecting judgment.
K. d. U. , para. 65 , 66 .
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inteltigible causation, moral exPerience, observes Kant, relies

upontheideathathumanbeingsdo¡udcethemselvesandotherson

thebasisnotonlyofwhattheydo,butontheprinciplesguiding

their actions. For example, if someone appears to be generous '

but it is later discovered that the actions of generosity were

doneforthesakeofprivatetain,theworthoftheactionis

judged different 1y, even if some peop 1e have Benuinely benefited

from the act.

If people do seek and do refer to the principles governing

behaviour,itisnouseexplainingthistypeofjudg¡nenta\{ay.It

maybethatinshowinginterestíntheprincipleofanaction

rather than in the environrnental and physiological conditj'ons

which deterrnine a hunan being, people are getting caught up in an

illusion. It may be people are only ever automata driven by the
2

instincts and social messages at any given moment. But to assess

the worth of the principle governint the action, People believe

that a prÍnciple nay tovern an action. It is often the principle

and not just the act which people want to consider' t'Ie may also

wish to consider the circumstances determlning the action and'

forKant,t,hesealoneprovidetheobjectivecontentofa
3

theoretical judgment, and thus of scientific inquiry. But people

arecapableofseparatingtheprincipleofthewillfromthe

particular circumstances BoverninE a particular action' Thus' for

exanple,iflùebelieveSomeonegenuinelyattenptSyetfailsin

the performance of a moral taSk, \'¡e still esteem the person on

account of the moral intentÍon. In making this separation, Kant

er be sure that the will is ever activated2. For Kant sle may
solely bY a noral
drives. K. r.V. , B

pp. 407-408.

nev
pri

579,
nc].

G

p1e. tle ar
rund I e gung

e not conscious of all our

3. K.r.V., B 578.

zur Meta h s k der SÍtten,
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observes that we believe our principles nay supply the

grounds for actÍons. For Kant this means tte believe in the

possibility of intellitence as causal. And we believe ourselves

to be not only subJect to law, but legislators; ute believe

ourselves to be intellieences as well as conPosites of forces

and instincts. In Kantfs terminology, by believing this we

think ourselves ¡nembers of an -intel1igib1e realmr. By so doing

rre have moved beyond the scoPe of theoretical reason, and

science. The moral enpiricists see this move as

íl1egitimate, but, for Kant, they are failing to grasp an

inportant dinension of being human: the capacÍty people have to

make ideals and to measure thenselves by them'

It is in the fornulation and evaluation of principles of the

will that a different type of Judg¡rent, a practical or noral

jud8nent, is set uP alongside a theoretical judgment : the one is

concerned with princíples of the will, the other with actions;

the one is prescriptive, the other descriptive¡ the one does not

restrict itself to what we are, but asks what we should be. The

wÍll as the source of maxims and principles is also, for Kant'

the necessary source of the Judgment. The problen is to see

whether the will is able to formulate principles that lte believe

should command conpliance from everyone who partÍcipates in the

-realm of intellieencer, i.e. fro¡n everyone who inquires after

and wishes to conmunicate the intelligible ground, the rational

Íntentj.ons , of their actions. Such conPliance is not that

required ín a theoretical Judgrnent. It is not a natter of

d,enonstrating a fact, but rationalising and evaluating

intentions.' The legitimacy of such a Judgment is based on

concepts and -mere reasons.t The actions must be viewed in lieht

of the reasons, and not the other r¡ay around. Moreover the ground
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of compliance must, for Kant, itself be non-sensuous if it is to
4

be universal and not merely particular. in its scoPe. Thus fron

the outset Kant is involved in a critique of all moral theories

which nake anything other than reason alone in its Practical

employment the ground of noral obligation. Parti-cularly pertinent

to Kantrs plan of attack is his critique of eudainonian ethics.

Kantrs critique of happiness as the suprene principle of

moral obligation is essentially that happiness is by Íts very

definition particular, and contintent. Not only are different

people made happy by different things, but our own desires are

constantly changint, so it would, say: Kant, bê impossible to

formurate a universal law of happine"".t Along sÍnilar lines, the

sacrifice that indivÍduals make in fulfilline moral obliCations,

nay bear little or no relation to personal happiness. our esteem

is generally proportionate to the personal sacrifice which is

4, Kant I s attempt to e

law of practical reaso
of law in The PolitÍcs
1287 a. But, for Kant
lasr, because lÍke al
Rousseau, he made t
autonomy. K.P.V. , PP.

linÍnate any element of appetition from the
n is reminiscent of Aristotlets definition
: -1aw is intelligence without aPpetition.l
, Aristotle faÍ1ed to formulate the ethical
most alL other ethical theorists apart frorn
he moral good extrinsic to the willrs
tt2-1r4.

5. See esP. K.d.U.
zur MetaPhYsik der

, pp. 388-389'
Sitten, PP. 399,

K. p. V. , pP. 45'46 ,
418 .

Grundle un
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6

required to fulfil I oners moral obliBation '

From the social perspective happiness is also inadequate as

a ground of practical reason. Rousseau had pointed this out in

his Discourse on the Origins of Inequ alitv. He had seen that in

civilisation -we find our advantage in the misfortunes of our

feltorl-creatures and ...the loss of one man almost always
7

constitutes the prosperity of another.' In such a state haPpiness

alone could not be a suffj-cÍent reason for socía1 reform, for we

may not be sure that in social reform everyone will be happier

than before . Peop 1e may even be happier unde r a despotic
8

government. Kant had no reason to believe that the members of

6. personal sacrifice pervades Kantfs conception of ethics. Near
the beginning of the Grundlegunt (p. 398), Kant says that even
pleasure in being tin¿ is an insuffÍcient ground of moral duty.
Kantrs insistence on duty rather than the personal well-beíng of
the actor may seem to indicat'e that for Kant duty must be

accompanied by misery. Schiller (partly in Kantrs defense) raised
this issue in Ueber Annut und f{uerde and Kant responded in Die
Religion innerhatT dãr Crenzen aãr blossen Vernunft, PP. 669'67O,
Wertauseabe, Bd. Vftt. fhe point is not that one must hate
p"rfo.tt"t one I s moral obligations. For Kant, âllY Bround for
perfornance other than the oblieation itself, and this includes
the pleasure that stems from performance of duty, is
insufficient. The pleasure one receives in performing moral
obliätÍons nay soon wear off, but moral obliCation, for Kant'
does not stop when one tires of the task at hand. Kantrs example
of Tho¡nas More perhaps best of all illr.istrates what is in Kantrs
mind when he is thinkine of a moral person: someone who will
endure any hardshiP rather than do
K.p.V., pp. 276-277.

7 . Op.cit. , P. 107. Like Rousseau Kant se
product of civilísation. K.d.U. , Para. 83 ' Rou
ã"ontological ethic precludes (as Aristotlers
does not ) the ethical legÍtimacy of slavery
directly to the KantÍan formulation that human
treated as ends never as means. This formulati
scope from the utilitarian princÍple of -the t
of the Breatest numberr. For the utilÍtarian et
some other principle if it is to exclude the
suppression of minorities.

what one be l ieves to be rrrong .

es poverty as the
sseauts and KantIs
eudainonian e thic
. It also leads
beings should be

on also differs in
reatest haPPiness
hic must rely upon
exploitation and

8. Metap hys ik der Sitten, p. 437 , I{e rkaus be Bd. VIII.
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the aristocracy vJhose priviletes would be renoved under a

buergerliche constitutÍon would be happier. Yet he believed

that social reform ( fron above ) and the Bradual transition to

the establishment of republican constitutions vras an ideal

towards which all societies should work. Like Rousseau, Kant
9

holds justice to be the most inportant public tood.0nce there is

justice people can decÍde for themselves what types of happiness

they wish to pursue. They do not need someone else to legislate

on their behalf what will supposedly make them happy.

In sum, for Kant, within the private and public spheres

morality and justice must take precedence over hapPíness. This

does not mean happines is not important for Kant. on the

contrary, hê claims ít is natural to want happiness. Thus the

hÍghest good for us must include haPpiness, but happiness must be
t0

subordinant to the concept of morality. As Kant says ' morality

does not teach us how we can make ourselves happy, -sondern wie
1l

wir der Glueckseligkeit wuerdig werden so1len; t I'or Kant the

idea of the highest good leads us to postulate the existence c¡f

g. For Kant, justice is the public application of laws grounded
j.n morality. It requJ.res people to behave in conf ormity with
duties (pflichtmaessig ) , rather than from duty ( aus Pflicht ) . FoI
Kant, justice 'is a precondition f or the public expression and
exercise of freedom. The importance of justice for Kant is summed

up when he says -wenn die Gerechtigkeit untergeht' so hat es

keinen I{ert nehr, dass Menschen auf Erden leben. 'Die Metaphysik
der Sit,ten, P. 453.

10. The attempt to reconcile happiness and duty is the main
problern of the -Dialectic of Practical Reason | . The pursuit of
ñ.ppiness is even a moral duty for Kant, but if duty requires,
then we must surrender our own hapPiness. Happiness is a duty not
because of our nature r¡hich, to repeat ' instinctively $'ants
happiness, but because if sre are unhappy I^¡e stand more chance of
¡eine tempted to commit immoral or unJust actions. Grundlegung'
p. 399, 442.

It. K.p.V., p. 234.
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the t$ro pillars of Christianity --a highest being who dispenses

justice on the basis of merit and the immortality of the soul.

Kant demands that in this life we nust be prePared to modify our

happiness to conform with r¿hat is moral and just. Only in an

afterlife is complete reconciliation possible.

Although Kant undoubtedly betieved that moral theÍsm

safetuarded the foundations of moral freedom by making us think

the highest good as possibly attainable, the real foundation of

morality, as he emphasised, could not depend upon the concepts
t2

of God and immortality, but on freedon. The tuarantee of

12. Hence Kant says that the concepts of God and the soul are not
conditions of the moral law, -sondern nur Bedíngungen des
notwendigen Objekts ei.nes durch dieses Gesetz bestimmten
trlillens.' K.p.V., pp. 4-5. They are conditi-ons for thinking the
attainability of the highest good. I.Ie oversirnplif y Kantts
position if \de believe that his ratj-onal faith is toverned
primarily by deeply held relÍgious belÍefs that he ldas not
prepared to subject to criticism. He may have been wrong in
supposing the concern with the thighest goodr to represent a need
of rational beings. He may have been nistaken to ally his moral
teaching so closely with tenets of theism, and no doubt the
pervasive speculative elenents in scientÍfic and ethical thought
played a major part in how he fornulated his problem and solution
of practical as well as theoretical reason. Nevertheless, the
re ligious concepts are subordÍnant to an ethical teachint.
Relieious concepts are intended as analotues of Purely rational
ideas. See ProLe omena, p ara. 5 7-58. The main ideas underlyins
Kantrs moral theisn are: (1) there is no tuarantee that norality
and happiness nust be combined in this world, even though q,e

should
between

s rlve
our

to conbine them i (2 ) as natural beints Ide are torn
ínclinations and our duties; (3) if we were pure

intelligences there would be no conflict between our desires and
duties; (4) and because we are so torn holiness is beyond our
reach. Just as theism in scientific inquiry provides Kant with a
picture to better grasp our own finite understanding, in moral
thinkine it also provides hin with a picture of human beings as
requiring constant noral vigilance. Like Rousseau, Kant \tas anti-
clerical. He described miracles, mysteries and even the concept
of grace as forms of fanaticism. Die ReligÍon innerhalb der
Grenzen blossen Vernunft, p. 97O. He supported the confiscation
of church property when the population is sufficiently
enlightened. Metaphysik der Sitten, p. 494. And he described the
Transcendental Philosophy as -das Grab al 1es Aberglaubens. I

Ref lexionen , Bd. 2 p. 163.
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freedon Iay in the act of judgment in which people may prescribe

moral laws, make unconditional demands, and by so
13

doing set themselves ideal standards to which they nay aspire.

The principle used to formulate our ideals is of course ' for

Kant, the categorical inperative. Given this inperative is

formulated in a number of different ways by Kant, and tiven it is

one of the nost discussed ideas in philosophy, it suffices to

focus upon the rnain Purpose of the imperative.

Firstly the imperative is universal and unconditional in its

denands. A categorical imperative is binding on all, oneself

included. In formulating a categorÍcaI imperative one asks

oneself to universalise the motive of the intended action. Kant

cal ls the fol lowing formulation of the categorical imperative

the -Grundgesetz der reinen praktischen Vernunftr: tHandle so,

dass die Maxime deines hlillens jederzeít zutleich als Prinzip
t4

einer allgerneinen Gesetztebung telten koenne. I As a principle it

is meant to supply the ideal which a person holds to be worthy as

an ideal for all rational beints.

The categorÍcal inperatÍve supplies the form of the moral

judgment. The material of the moral judgnent must conply with the

the form of the judgment, and not .' vice-versa. (This is of

course the sane procedure Kant employs for stipulating the form

of judgments of experÍence.) gut this does not mean that the

catetorÍcal imperative provides the variables of an ethical

13. Kant realised the circularity involved in the concept of
freedon, but he saw this as no reason to abandon it. Freedom
provides the rati-onaI ground of the moral 1aw, but it is, says
Kant, oür recognÍtion of the moral law that enables us to
recoBnise our freedom. K.p.V., P. 4.

14. K.p.V., P. 54.
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judgment. Thus for example the concept -ki.1lingt r<¡<-rz

€o 6-n î ¡ntzølì oyt "'i c+el L¿;lÅ empirical con6¿c¡u¿/¿€t, But if we

ask ourselves whether killÍng is an unconditional command, we are

asking a different type of question than whether it exists'

The imperative, to repeat, has the function of providing an ideal

standard. Thus in the case of killint, for example, the question

is not whether it 1s convenient to ki11 some people, nor whether

Ít will make us happy if we kil1 some people, but whether all
16

should atree that killing is a moral oblieation. In this respect

the categorÍcal imperative -Do not kÍ11' Ís to be separated from

any prudential commands, or what Kant calls

-r7 2-
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16. Kant, in fact, suPPorted the death penalty for murder
(though he made allowance for duels and infanticide). MetaPhysiK
der Sitten, pp. 455-459. The basis for this Penalty as in all
punishnents, i;r Kant, is in the cateBorÍca1 imperative. (For
punÍshment and the catetorical imperative, see K. p.V. , PP. . 65:
øl ,> Notrl , of course, few murderers after they have committed
their crime would will to be executed. But, for Kant, this misses
the point of the inperative underlying justice and just
punishment . The imperatíve wil 1s that there be just laws. The

i¡¡p"rative is intended to secure universal protection and
liberty. criminals do not want to forego the benefits of justÍce,
rather they have, for whatever reason ' exempted themselves
momentarily from the law. (Hence, the idea of the golden rule -do

unto others what you would have them do to you'misses the point
of the imperative. Grundlegung, P. 430. ) In this instance, for
Kant, thã irnperative does not revolve around the particular
murderer wantiñe himself to be killed, rather around the murderer
qua person hranting his liberty secured. Kant maintains that the
¿u"tñ penalty is.the aPproPriate penalty, on the basis of the
unclear idea that ¡iunishment must be equal to the crime.
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hypothetical irnperatives. These inperatives stipulate rules for

reaching desired ends. In Kantrs terminology they are technical

not practical, thus they bear a closer affinity with natural

science than with morality; they are toverned by necessity not

f re edom .

secondly, the cateSorical imperatÍve requires that the

person fornulating the law is not only legislator and subject to

the law, but that the person, as a rational beÍng, is the end oÍ'

the la\d. In other \rrords, the cateBorical imperative requires that

al I people be treated as ends, never as means. The law thus

requires mutual respect for persons, onets ostn person included.

Thus far we have emphasised the purely rational side of the

mo ral inperative . But the rational form ( i. e . the

unconditionality of the imperatíve itself), the rational end (tne

person) and the rational tround (tne autonomy of the will) of the

judgment do relate to a material content, to things in nature, In

other words while nature cannot be considered the ground of

morality, iû the fulfillment of duty there is an attempt to make

nature conform to what is wi11ed, and to what is rationally

desirable. Thus there has to be a way of aPPlying a pure rule of

freedom to nature. And indeed this is the real centre of Kantfs

noral problen. The same type of problem was faced by Kant in the

legitimation of the rules of theoretical reason.

In the exercise of theoretÍca1 reason the imatination held,

for Kant, the key to the solution. But in a practical judgment lde

do not need. any help from the imatinatÍon to tegitimate what is

moral. The morally tood is merely an idea of reason' it is not

an object of possible intuition. It Ís an archetype, not a model

which the imagination constructs in order to replicate a fact.
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There is thus no -schema I needed to represent the moral 1y good

in concreto. Hor¡ then does the moral lar¡ apply to nature? Kant

answers that we think the idea of the moral law in conjunction

with the form of nature. The form of nature is the form of

lega1ity, and the -legality of naturer, as Kant argued in the

first Kritik, Ís supplied by consciousness, more specifical ly the

understandint. In making noral judements lde make a general

assumption that the ethical law should and could, if nature sTere

to conform to reason, be a law of nature. In this respect the

form of the moral law and the form of nature are conceived of as

overlapping, as if intelliSence could supply the ground of
t7

nature. The form of nature r¡hen used in conjunction with the

moral law is cal led by Kant the -Typus des Sittentesetzesr .

The -Typus I Eoverns the formulation of the moral law in

conjunction with nature.

Frage dich selbst, ob die Handlung, dÍe du
vorhast, rdenn sie nach einem Gesetze der Natur,
von der du selbst ein Teil !Íaerest ' teschehen
sollte, sie du wohl, als durch deinen IÙi11en
noetlich, ansehen koenntest. ( l8 )

The point of the -typict is that in formint a naxim one

must ask oneself Íf this were to becorne a unÍversal law of nature
l9

-wuerdest du darin wohl rnit EinstinmunB deines tlil lens sein? t

17. This was why Kant in the first half o

Vernunft persistent 1y drew attention to the
and the rules and principles stipulated in
Analytic'. The forms and functj-ons of exPer*readt experience in a certain way. KnowÍn
consider what the world would be like ind
forms and functions. If we consider that th
inte I ligence, âs Kant c laims we do when
purposeful, then we attenpt to provide a c
outside the scope of theoretical science' an

f Kritik der reÍnen
ph e nome na

nscendental
ire that \re
bles us to

of these
f nature is
nature as

what fal ls
s of facts.

limits of
the -Tra

ience requ
e this ena
ependent 1y
e tround o

we see
ontent to
d judgment

18. K.p.V., P. 122.

19. K.p.V., p. 123.
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In some cases Kant believes that even in desiring the end,

it would be a contradiction to will that your maxin become a
20

universal law of nature. Kant gives the example of deception in
2l

order to tain a loan which one knows one v¡il1 not repay. Kant

observes that in universalising the maxirn it imnedÍately becomes

apparent that I do not wish all people to adopt this formula.

ThÍs is not because Kant upholds the value of property above the

welf are of human beings, [or because he Í.¡as uncritically bound

to social practices operatinB in his world (thougn he may well

have been), but because if the maxim IiTere universally

adopted it would be self-defeatinB. In deceivÍng I want the other

person to believe that I am sincere in making a promise , so that

I can gain by breachinC the promise. I do not wish to do a!Ùay

with promises. On the contrary I recognise their value, I just

want to taín a particular advantage by other people sticking to

the rule as I deviate from it. The noral is recognised
22

in the breach.

20. Duties which conform to this condition are classified by Kant
as -imprescriptiblet . GrundleBunt, p. 424.

21. Grundletunt, p. 422, K.p.V. , PP. 122-123.

22. one of the most valuable ideas in Kantrs ethical theory is
that it encompasses a common -factrof moral experience' r¿hich is
often overlooked in ethical theory: honourinB moral princÍples Ín
the breach. tlhen, for example, retimes practice torture they
invariably acknowledge the value of the normative principle which
they are violating. They often either deny they are Practising
torture or they plead that in their case there are exceptional
circunstances. In Nazi Germany, in spite of the anti-semitic
propaganda and practices, the Naz j.s took care to legitirnate
their activity partly by dehumanisint their opponents, which is
an extremely com¡non form of -legitimationr, and partly by
producing propatanda films of concentration canps. In these films
inmates were presented as happily spending theÍr tine doing
productive activities, such aS work, exercisint, and studying.
The Nazis knew very well what type of behaviour was generally
acceptable internationally as well as at home, just as do
contemporary neo-Nazís who deny that the holocaust took place.
Along similar lines it is a rather conmon practice for nations
violating hurnan rights to claim that they are immune from censure
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The -typic' is mere ly a capacity to unÍversalÍse one's intention

and to ask oneself what would the world be like if it conformed

to the intention. In asking this, the person makÍng the judgment

is required to think a unity of the particular (the person) and

the universal ( the -realmr of rationality encompassing the idea

of humanity in its rational aspect). One nust consider the

principle notivatint action, not only from the perspectj.ve of

oneself , oners ancestors or onets inmediate associates, but fronr

the position of the universal.

There is, of course, no guarantee that all members of

different nations, nor members within the satne nation, the same

class, the same neighbourhood, even the same Person in the course

of her life etc. wil I atree about the content of morality.

Kantts cateBorical irnperative no more provides a rule

tuaranteeint the homogenei.ty of thought than do -Principles of

Pure Reasonr create laws of nature. Rather the imperatÍve seeks

to secure the space in which legiti¡nation of oners values takes

place, by specif ying the rules Boverning that space. I,Iithin that

space the person must make a decision in which humanity should be

considered. Other voices can quickly respond if there is

disagreenent. But each exPression of disagreenent, if it is to

because they have different customs. Yet invariably the country
committing the violation is a member of the United Nations, and
thus has pledged to adhere to the United Nations Charter as
embodied in the -United Nations Universal Declaration of Human
Rights'. Amongst other things the Declaration stipulates that
-no one be subject to torture or to cruel, inhuman or degradint
treatment or punishment. | (erticle 5 ) . Here too the country
recognises the rule as it enters into a moral agreement. It hopes
to gain the advantages flowing from partaking in a forum in which
universal values are set out, whÍ1e making an exception for
itself in particular circumstances. The contractarian nature of
Kant I s noral inperative is an intrinsic co¡nponent of its
universalisn. The United Nations Declaration 1s thoroughly
Kantian in spirit.
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have any legitimacy, is an attempt to - Provide a sharper

formulation of a universal principle. Once atain the activity is

analotous with Kantfs understandint of the spirit of scientific

Ínquiry as an endless progression in which one attempts to

define ever nore complex rules with ever treater precÍsion. Just

as scientific thought is a cooperative enterprÍse, moral

judgments, for Kant, involve one in a cooperative enterprise,

cooperation with the rational aspect of humanity. But in the

moment of judgment there is also a necessary moment of

partícularity, a monent in which each person must answer the

question -t¡hat should I do?t The ansr¡er to that question can' for

Kant, ilo longer sÍmply be one of conpliance with traditions, nor

with one t s own inclinations. The aPPlication of the categorical

imperative calls these traditions and inclj-nations Ínto question,

not necessarily to destroy thern, but to improve them. I.Ihere the

inclinatÍons or customs are trounded only Ín particular Ínterests

which violate human dienÍty and freedom then they nust be

transforned.

The fact that individuals or a group do not enter into

this dialogue or are ignorant of its possibility is no artument

atainst Kant, just as the ignorance of geonetrical formulae is no

artument atainst them. Kant merely has attenpted to establish the

rules governing such a discourse. Like Rousseau he saw that the

discourse of legitination of intentions is con¡non practice, and

that one need not be a scientist, an historian or a philosopher

to entate in it. fndeed, like Rousseau, he believed that

philosophers, by enphasising the differences in behaviour betrdeen

peoples and by seekint to define the good as somethine extrinsic

to the will (and thus extrinsic to the judgment of leeitinacy

itself), often fa11 behind the -common noral understandingt.
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The status of the terms which tovern moral discourse--the

free wiII, the Person as a rational being and end in-itself, and

the moral Ímperative as the unconditÍoned ideal--are for Kant not

concepts that can be exhibited in space and time. They are' in

Kant I s terms, -mere ideasr ,
s.,illc\e

noumena , existÍng nowhere . c"tgi.ie¿

' of practical re ason-af the will. An enpirical inquÍry cannot

confirm the existence of the tyPe of concePts they are.

EmpÍricisn inevitably substÍtutes factual concepts (e.e.

physiological/ anthropoloeical/ socioloeical/ historical) for

them. If enpiricism could show that the moral ideas ldere false

(and not nerely inaccesible to its Procedure) then, for Kant, the

discourse would be illegitimate and science would rightly require

its abandonment. The Hobbesian/Spinozían world-view of struggling

Powers which Rousseau was counterÍng ( and which Idas to be

reiterated by Nietzsche ) would be apposite. But by demonstratint

the different scope of judgments of experience and judgnents of

moral autonomy, Kant believes he has prevented the Ílleeitimate

encroachrnent of empirical science onto the terrain of morality

( and, later, aesthetics ) . Science nust renain within its ohtn

domaÍn. In that domain judtments can be true or false, and the

leeitimacy of the content of a specific judgrnent is confirmed or

refuted by experience. However, j-n the domain of moral ideas, the

legitimacy or illeeitimacy of the morat judgment is dependent

upon a mere principle of reason (the categorical irnperative). The

principle although rational, i. e. the product of reason I s own

makint, is not capable of being classified as true or false.

Freedom, as well as the theistic concepts which it sustains, is,

for Kant, a matter of a rational faith.

The ne\d science had, fo r Kant , oPened up one side of
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enlithtenment, but it could not anslder the question: 'what ends

should humans pursue?r By followint Rousseau, by re$¡orking the

idea of the teneral r¡í11 into the categorical imperative, and

then specifyine the site and status of moral ideas, Kant believed

he had clearly fornulated the other side of enlightenment. A

rational faith in freedom was the necessary conplement of

scientific activitY.

In Kant , ßêtaphysics, science and freedom harmonÍse in a

philosophical system that has perhaps never been equalled. But

there Ìdere questions this Eteat system left unanswered,

questions that nere dj-rected at his metaphysics, and which spread

out into questions of science and freedon. In rapid succession

Fichte, SchellinC, and finally Hegel opened uP a neld discourse

originatint withÍn the spaces ( ttre ornissions and errors ) they

found in Kantrs critical philosophy. Kant saw the beginnings of

this debate. He belíeved that Fichte and Schelline lrere merely
23

revÍving rationalisrn. Yet there was one all inportant difference.

If this new discourse stas a revival of rationalisn, it was a

rat j.onalisn inevitably structured as a response to Kant t s ortn

philosophy, particularly the -Transcendental Deductiont ( in

FÍchte) and the Kritik det Urtei lskraft ( in Sche I ling ) . These ne!ù

questions and the shift in the philosophical terrain are novT to

be examined.

23. Kant had a lengthy correspondence with Fichte. And Fichte had
believed hirnself to be a dÍsciple of Kant. After reading

philosophy,
what
Kant

t{issenschaftslehre. Gesammelte Schriften, Bd. 12, PP. 396-397.
t{ith Schelline Kant may have only read a review of the System des

Fichte was tryine to do with the
unequivocal ly distanced hís

transzendentalen but
ltephi losophy r{ith Sp

97.

critical
proJect f ron Fichters

he associated Schel lingts
SchrÍften, Bd. 21, p. 87, p.ínoza. Gesamme
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Chapter 1

From Transcendental Absolute Idea tsmto

(A) Anti-Dualisn and Kant

The context of the theoretical transÍtion from

Kant I s Transcendental to Hetel I s Absolute IdealÍsm is

substantially different fron the transition from Descartes to

Kant. I.Ihereas Kant was born into a Newtonian world unknown to

Descartes, Kant was still alive in the formative years of Hegelts

thoutht. Moreover Kant rdas wel I a!ùare of the reaction against

dualisn expressed by Herder, Hamann and others, which was to be

so pervasive in shaping Hegel's intellectual envÍronment. The

anti-dualism was not like the anti-dualism of Gassendi or Hobbes,

an anti-dualism that \^ras firrnly committed to the mechanistic

world and inductive procedure of resolution and composition.

The new vier¡ was based upon the idea that a people, a culture' a

religion, a lantuage and the sciences, â11 express an orBanic
I

unity. The isolatíon and reconposition of the parts as requÍred

by mechanisti e- : science is thus seen as f undamentally litnited

when it attenpts to explain the world. The world of mechanistic

science only exp lains the lifeless world, a world devoid of

spirit.

In keeping with this anti-dualÍsm was Hamannrs criticism of

the first Kritik. Kant, said Hanann, had attempted to separate

Hege I ( CanbridBe:
r1 in in tHe rde r
Two Studies in the

l. Charles TaYlor j.n chaPter 1 of
Press, 197 6 ) and I saiah Be

Enlightenment'in Vico and Herder:
Ideas (London: The Hogarth Press,
the reasons for this anti-dualism

L976) have both focussed uPon
and the connection it has with

Unive rs
and

History

itv
the
of

Hegel. Berlin, by explorint . +¡'¿ philosophical inf luerc€s r¡¿

brings out the extent of this movenent which was by no means
confined to GermanY.

Hu)",
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reason from all tradition and the shared values of the
2

comnunity. Kantrs dÍchotomies between the a priori and a

posteriori, between pure and empirical Íntuition, between

intuitÍon and concepts etc. were, observed Hamann, all dependent

on the received philosophical lanBuate that Kant used. Kant,

according to Hamann, had. comnitted a monumental blunder. He had

described these oppositions while ignoring the very language and

traditions, the underlying culture i-n which they arose ' Herder

also published a Metakritik zùr Kritik der reinen Ve rn n t

Kantrs chief error was his failure to give primacy to the

language and cul ture which made his Kritik Possible. Again,

Kantrs conceptual divisions \{ere not definitive, they were the

transi-tory divisions made within a Sreater unity, the expressions

of a particular culture and langua8e which was in a state of

flux.

Kant maY not have

Purismum der Vernunft I and

published until I 799t

orÍentation pervading their

read Hamannrs 'Metakrítik ueber den

note that

Glauben und tlissen Hetel equates
reasons we shal1 see later, it

al though Herderrs Metak it was not

he \das asrare of the anti-dualism

other work. He \das also aware of the
3

wide-spread revival of interest in Spj'noza'

2. -Metakritik ueber den Purismum der vernunftt in riften zurSc
(Hrse. ) Josef Sinon ( Frankfurt/M: Suhrkamp, 1967), p.

3. Kant, of course, knew Hamann and Herder Personally' Kantrs
critical reviews of Ideen zur Phi losophie de r Ge sc hichte der
Menschheit leaves no doubt that he thinks Herder's Ph losophy is
defective. Kant had also read J acobi I s Briefe uebe r

dis
die Lehre des

as we I I as the Mende lssohn-Jacobi pute. In [,Ias

Heisst: Sich r.n De nken o i ent e ren and Vlfq Einen Neue rdints
Erhobenen Vornehmen Ton in der Phi losoPhie Kant made it PerfectlY
c lear that the new sPeculative a ttempts in philosoPhY \dere as

forms of the -fanaticism of
estroy reason. It is also

Kant is observing the
l continually attack. I{hile in
Kant, Fichte and Jacobi, for
is Hege 1, and not Kant, who

misguided as the old; all stere
reason I which threatened to d

interestint to
G I aube ns loso hie that He8,e I wi I
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I n the third Kritik Kant himse lf entered the ambit of this

anti-dualism by attemptint to locate the capacity \¡te have to

think a Purposeful unity. In recotnition of the roles played by

the concepts of totality and purposive unity in artistic

productions and the -life-scienc€sr , he souBht to specify the

transcendental source and thus the a priori scope of purposive

unity which evaded the methodological procedures of mechanism.

Kant sa\^r the f aculty of ref lectint judgnent, the capacity to

conceive of a totality as purPoseful, as responsible for this

unity. He distinguished between aesthetic and teleologj-ca1

judgments. The former judtments referred to subjective

purposefulness. That is, the object pleases for its own sake; to

appreciate its intrinsic Purposefulness does not require

-theoreticalr understandint, simply a free play of the

-imatinationr and -understanding. t The teleolotical judgnent, on

the other hand, r€fers to what is objectively and conceptually

purposeful, and thus of intrinsic value for scientific inquiry.

In defining the site of this unity and sPecifying the

legitimate types of judgments which must enploy the concept of

finality, Kant also attempted to ascribe a type of unity to the

fundamental dualisrn of his philosophy: the dualism of necessity

( nature ) and freedom (noral autonony ) . Kant's synthesis between

;;;;;;;;--;;--;;;;;;--:;;;;;;;;ive, phil0sophv. From a Kanrian
position, the speculative articulation of the systematic and
purposive unity of the world ( as opposed to the regulative
theoretical or necessary practical employment of the -ideat of a

purposive unity), inevitably leads to fanaticism ( Schwaermerei ) .
For Kant it is largely irrelevant whether the articulation is
based on feeling or on reason. In both cases one steps beyond
one rs finitude in attenpting to articulate theoretícally (i.e.
objectively), and not just norally or aesthetically, what no one
can know, the absolute Ínfinite.
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freedom and necessity remained faithful to the rnethodological

strictures of the critical philosophy. The union between the

trdo types of judgnents remained a regulative princip 1e , a

heuristic idea.

By making nechanism -conceivabler under the princíple of

teleology, and by presentinB a picture of nature as a vast

ortanic system, Kant seened to be disc losing the underlying

unity, the Urc rund of t he world. Yet Kantrs connectÍon between

the mechanical and the organic also remains altied to the Ídea of

the scientific supremacy of mathematical and hence mechanistic

science. Kant argued that the subordÍnation of the mechanÍstic to

the organic exists in so fat as the nechanj-ca1 nay be concelved

as governed by a wil1, while a telos is not a necessary
4

condition of mechanism. And, Kant claimed, in order to maximise

our und.erstanding of organic forms Ide are required to conceive of

all parts as functional and reciprocally related, as if they Idere

the product of design, and hence of a wi11. But Kant disallowed

the idea that a teleological idea can be substituted for a

mechanistic concept. The forner has value merely as a guide for

orientation, as a means tor guiding exPerimental research where

mechanism no longer has anything definite to offer. Again,

teleology is based upon a 'mere Ídea. I By remaining closely

allied to the franework of mechanistic science and the goal of

validating an abstract moral philosophy, Kant ts phÍlosophy

4. This is the key to Kantrs dissolution of the antinony of
tteleologicaf judtrnent f. On the one hand all material Products
and their forns must be judged as possible according to
mechanical laws; on the other some products of nature cannot be
judged as possible solely on the condition of mechanical laws.
See esp. K.d.U. , Para. 7O, 78.
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remained unequivocally dualist in an anti-dualist philosophícal

environment.

The popularity of Kantrs third Kri ikl ay largely Ín the fact

that the great thinker rrras f inal ly addressing the problems of

artistic expression, culture and nature within the context of

organic unity. Significantly, the third Kritik Ídas

enthusiastical ly receÍved by the very peoPle who were also

rediscoverÍng and celebrating Spinoza, a philosopher opposed and

d.escribed by Kant as *die wahre Schluss der dotmatisierenden
5

Metaphysik | . Kant had made this judgment because Spínoza

conflated freedom with necessity, viewing (Anschauung ) with

conceivÍng, and because he had southt to define the totalÍty in

which aIl pieces of knowledge could be discovered (i.e. the mind
6

of God). Yet it was precisely this attempt to comprehend the

unity \{ithin the world's diversity that $¡as resPonsible f or the

rekindled interest in SPinoza.

As Ís we I I documented the young Hetel entered

enthusiastically into this antj.-dualist milieu in which Spinozafs

5. Reflexionen Kants zur Philosophie Bd. 2. (Hrss. )

B. Erdmann (Leipzíe: Fues o. 236. Goethe and Schelline
sias¡n f or Spinoza and Kantts
tempt at a sYnthesis between
I departure from Kant. Kant
that even the first Kritik

pinoza. In tlas Heisst: Sich im
mself from Spinoza, claiming

k ri t ische n
, 1884), N

are two prime exanples of this enthu
third Kritik. InevitablY ' anY at
Kant and Spinoza meant a substantia
himself had learnt to his amazement
was being interpreted as endorsin8 S

Denken Orientieren, he distanced hi
that t
V, P.

he latter inevitablY 1ed to
279.

-fanaticismr . l,Ie rkausgab e , Bd.

6. Reflexj-onen, Bd. 2, No. 238.
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7

austere rationalism converted ltith elements of ronanticism.

tIe hear the echo of Herder, Hamann, Schiller, Hoelderlin and

others in Hegel 's mature view that re ligion, mythology, art,

language and the state enbody the essential spirit of a people.

Yet the philosoPhical reasonint behind HeBelrs -Absolute

Idealisnr is most clear when viewed as a critical synthesis of

Fichtefs engaSement $rith Kantrs critical philosophy, and
8

SchellinBrs response to both Fichte and Kant.

7. There
Harrisrs

is a vast literature on Hegel's developnent. H. S.
Hege 1 rs Dev 1o m n : Toward the Sunl hr 1770-1801

( Oxf orrt : C larendon Press , l9 72) gives a ve ry tho rouB account of
what lectures he attended while at the seminarywhat Hegel read,

in Tuebingen, as well as tracing hÍs development Ín Berne
Frankfurt. Less detailed was tIÍlhelm Diltheyts

and
Die

Tuebingen, -Historische Voraussetzun8en von
41-72. FÍna11y, a very different orientatÍon
Lukdcs in The Young Hetel: Studies in the
Dialectics and Economics, tr. Rodney

of Hegel's *Absolute fdealisnr I am not so much
chrono logy of Hege 1 | s thought but the maj or
it together. In so fat as Fichte and Schelling
luential in Hetelts formative years, there is

overlap between the -logic' of his ideas and
The orientation adopted here means that I move

ground covered in detail by Richard Kroner and
Kronerrs study rernains the standard work on
Von Kant bis Hege I ( Tuebingen: J. C. B. Mohr,

. Cassirer in the third volurne of Das

, also covered the tround fron t'ichte to Hegel,
er he drer¡ attention to the Problems within

Jugendschriften HeBels, Bd. IV, Gesammelte Schri{ten (LeipziS:
@. xarr nosenkranzrs Geort tlilhelrn Friedrich He8g19
Leben (Darmstadt: I,Iissenschaftliches Buchgesellschaft, rep. 1963

tl844l) is also invaluable as a study by a student of Hegel. Also
useful is Dieter Henrich-s Hegel im Kontext (Frankfurt /M:
Suhrkamp, I 967 ) , particularly for the re lationship between
Hoelderlin and Hegel (see pp. 9-40) and the theolotical debates

Livingstone (London: Me rl in, 197 5 ) . As the subtit 1e indicates '
Lukács has a very specific set of themes he wÍshes to hiehlÍeht.

in the seminary at
Hege 1s System I , PP .
is adopted by Geort
Re 1 at ions between

8. In my account
presentÍng the
ideas that ho ld
$re re hiehly inf
necessarily some
thei r chrono logy .
over some of the
Erns t Cassi re r.
German Idealism.
le61 [r92rl24l)
Erkenntnisproblem
but unl ike Kron
Absolute Idealism, Particularly for the natural sciences.
Al though the account I p rovide agai-n broad 1 y concurs with
Cassirer, âs well as with Kroner, it is not a rei.teration of
their work.
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(B)The New Metalevel: Fichte and the Conditions of the
Transcendental Conditions

Fichte c laimed that he ri¡as unab le to say anythÍng not

already stated -directly or indirectly, cleaity or darklytby
I

Kant. Yet the question he posed to the critical philosophy and

the ans\{er he provided demonstrate that instead of roundinB off

the critical systen, as he claÍmed, his philosoPhy played a large

part in shifting the philosophical agenda in Germany arrray from

that of the critical PhilosoPhY.

According to Fichte, Kant's great intel lectual step lay in

the positing of the Transcendental Ego as the source of the

conditions of knowledge. But Kant , he observes, instead of

demonstrating that the conditions of consciousness are the

particular catetories and the forms of intuition, hêre1y sets

out these conditions as if they were proven. Kant had to have a

knor¿1edge of the Transcendental a priori conditions (the forms

and functions of experience) in order to have a Kritik, but hor¿

can he have such a knowledge? This too must be based upon

conditions. A complete system would not leave uninspected any

conditj-ons of any tyPe of knowledge, including the knowledte

required to undertake a -Transcendental Critique. I Fichte

artues that he must have relied upon condÍtions of consciousness

in order to make a Transcendental Critique.

Ich weiss, dass er die von ihm auftestellten
Katego rien keinesr/ùetes als Bedingunten des
SelbstbewusstseYns e r\d].esen sondern nur tesagt
hat, sie seyen dies: dass noch weniger Raum und
Zeít und das von ihnen im urspruenglichen
Bewuss tseYn
erfuellt, a

Unabtrennliche we I che s be ide
ls solche Bedintunten abgeleitet sind;

1. Ueber den Begriff der
Philoso hi in Fichtes

Wíssenschaftslehre oder der
f{erke, (Hrst.) Hermann Fic
Bd. l, p. 30. All referenc
otherwise stated.

sotenannten
hte ( Berlin:
es to Fichtel,lalter de Gruyter,

are to this edition
1971),
unless
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indem von ihnen nicht einmal, wie von den
Kategorien ausdruecklich, sondern nur vernittelst
der oben gemachten Folgerung, Bêsatt wird, dass
sie dies seyen. Aber ich glaube eben so sicher zu
wissen , dass Kant sich ein solches System
gedacht habe; dass alles ' was er wirklich
vort raett , B ruchs tuecke und Resul t at e dieses
Systems sind, und dass seine Eehauptungen nur
unter dieser Voraussetzunt Sinn und Zusammenhang
haben. (2)

Kant had not posed the -meta-questionr, how is it possible

that consciousness observes the acts of consciousness? The

absolute foundation Ís touched, says Fichte, but it ís skipped

over. Brushint aside the entire nethodoloty of the -Transcendental

Critique t , Fichte ho lds that Kant should have deduced al I

condltions of knowledge from the one overarchint principle of

consciousness which is at the basis of Kritik der reÍnen

Ve rnunf the act of Transcendental Apperception. Fichte equates

the act of apperception with the act of intellectual intuitj-on

and makes this the necessary point at which consciousness

observes the acts of consciousness. Only by virtue of this

faculty, claims Fi-chte, am I imnediately conscious of the fact

that I act and how I êct. There is no need to derive this faculty

out of any other concepts. tJithout j.t no knowledge is possible.

For Fichte there is as little point in attenpting to derive thÍs

original act from other concepts as there is in atternpting to
3

explain colour to one who is born blind. The act is at once an

act of self-postulation and the demonstration of freedom, the

seat of theoretical and practical reason. The postulation and

f reedom are -fact-actsr , Thathand lun sen of

consciousness. The task of philosophy is to specífy the structure

2. Zweite Einleitung in die Wissenschaf tslehre 
'-

Ê-çh"-fq g-l! philosophiòches System haben, ['Ierke Bd.
fue r Leser, die

478.pI

3. Ibid., p. 463.
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of these -fact-actsr , to show their derivation from consclousness '

to provide

B ewuss ts e yn

this task the IÙisse nschaftslehre. It

ground of al I the sciences inc 1 uding

philosophical Preconditions.

Die I,Iissenschaftslehre soll aber nicht nur sich

-eine tenetische AbleitunB
4

vorkommt. I Fichte cal ls the

was in unseren

that undertakes

to supply the

and Eichtefs own

dessen,

sclence

is meant

Kantrs ,

selbst, sondern auch al1en
l{issenschaften ihre Form
Gueltitkeit dieser Form fuer
Dieses laesst sich nun nich
unter der Bedingung, dass a
einer I,Iissenschaft seYn so
eÍnem Satze der I'Iissenschaft
also schon in ihr in sei
aufgestellt seY. (5)

moeglichen uebriten
teben, und die

alle sicher stellen.
t anders denken, als
1les, was Satz irgend
I I , schon in irgend
slehre enthalten, und
ner tehoeriten Form

Fichte wil 1 say in Kantian fashion -die PhÍ losoPhie hat

sonach...den Grund aller Erfahrung
6

anzlJtseben. I But, in sPite of

the sinÍlarity in .,expression, 
Fichte remains much closer in

spirit to the anti-dualÍst attempt to specify the unity vrithin

diversity than to Kant. This is evident Ín a number of ways.

Firstly Fichters task is to display the necessary unÍty between

the form and the content of science. -In der tlissenschaftslehre

ist die Form vom Gehalte, oder der Gehalt von der Form nie

getrennt ; in j edem ihre Saetze ist beides auf das innigste
7

vereinigt.r Secondly, consciousness is both free and governed

by strj-ct necessity. It is free in so far as it lies beyond

the empirical world, the not-I. It is toverned by necessity in

4. Ueber den Beeriff. , p. 32.

5. rbid.

6. Erste
423 .

7, Ueber

p. 51.

Einleitung Ln die Iùissenschaf slehre,

den Begriff. , P. 66.

[.Je rke , Bd. l, p
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so f.ar as its -Thathandl unPent are necessary. The spheres of

the -Ir and -not-It, consciousness and the -picturer of the world

are never totally separated; they are two spheres with the sane

content. The limits of intellieence, and thus the dynamic of the

sciences are not deter¡nined fron outside us, but by the

developnent of consciousness itself. *Die Intelligenz I , says

Fichte, -fuehlt dann nicht etwa einen Eindruck von aussen,

sondern sie fuehlt in jenem Handeln die Schranken ihres
8

eiBenen I{esens. I

Not surprisingly the basic opposÍtion between the a priori

and the a o erior which is responsible for Kantrs entire

problem are merted by Fichte who declares:

a posteriori ist fuerDas a priori und das
einen vol lstaenditen
zweierlei, sondern t
von zwei Seiten betrac
durch die Art unters
kommt.f (9)

Id ealis¡nus Ear- nicht
anz einerlei; es wird nur
htet, und ist lediglÍch
chieden, wie man dazu

Hand in hand with his anti-dualis¡n and his attempt to

derive all conditions of knowing back to consciousness is the

thorouthly pragmatÍc nature of Fichte I s t{issenschaf tslehre. Not

only does Fichte describe hirnself as a *pragnatische
l0

Geshichtsschreiberr, but he concedes that if any of the results

of a philosoPhy are clearly contradicted by experience, that
ll

philosophy nust certainly be false. Instead of merely

demonstratint, as Kant sought to do, how the forms and functions

of experÍence are necessary in judgments of experience, Fichte

8. Erste E nleitun , p. 441.

9. Ibid., P. 447.

10. Ueber den Beg r iff. p.
Bd. l,

Grund I ate
222.I,Iissenschaftslehre I,Ie rke ,

f l. Erste Ein I e itu p. 447 .

77.
p.

de r gesammt en
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has required the derivation of the conditions from a prÍnciple.

Philosophy must demonstrate the Eenetic relationship of the

different conditions. In other words Fichte is only left with two

things to verify what he says: internal consistency or lotic,

which is itself supposedly derived frorn the Ítissenschaftslehrg,

and experience, which is also suPposed to be derived fron the
t2

tlÍssenschaftslehre. Kant I s attenpt to provide a scientific

netaphysic by circumscribÍng the scope of a priori concepts by

locating their legitinate sites, is thus replaced by Fichters

open-ended tlissenschaftslehre. There alre always gaps for Fichte

to be filled in, further determinations to be described, even

thouth the system of consciousness 1s one. The open-endedness

that, for Kant, had characterised empirical science is

transferred by Fichte to a metaphysical p1ane. Fichters idea of

a system Ís of an expanding circle of deternÍnations. The content

of the sciences reflects the freedom of consciousness in its

systenatÍc constructÍons.

In spite of the above Fichte retaÍns, ât least Partially,

the distinction between practical and theoretical reason.

Practical reason, and thus the porler of wi11, is prinary. This

may seem to reflect Kantrs dictum of the primacy of practical

reason. But by discarding the specific proc.edures of leeitimation

of the categorj.es of ttheoretical reasor | , particularly the

schematisation of categories, and by eliminating the distinction

between things-in-thenselves and things, Fichte departs

substantiallY from Kant.

From Kantrs position, Fichte had nerely reverted to pre-

scientific metaPhysics, having no safeguard other than logic

12. 0n
Ueber den

the need to derive logic
Begriff., PP. 68-69.

f ron the l,Iissensch s I ehre
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the possibility of arbitrary a priori associations. As

auf Fichte I swrote in Erklaerunt in Bezi hun

I{issenscha tsle

Denn reine f'lissenschaftslehre ist nichts mehr
oder weniter als blosse Loeik, w€lche mit ihren
Principien sich nicht zum Materialen des
Erkenntnisses versteigt, sondern vom rnhalte
derselben als reine Loeik abstrahirt, aus welcher
ein reales Objekt herauszuklauben vergebliche und
daher auch n j.e versuchte Arbeit ist, sondern \do 'wenn es die Transzendental-Philosophie gilt '
al lererst zur MetaphysÍk uebergeschritten werden
muss. (13)

Fichters dynamic deductÍve Procedure of the

Wissenschaftslehre did indeed involve the substitution of a

- logicr for a metaphysics . Yet for many of Fichte's

contemporaries the critical philosophy was po\terless against

Fichters meta-critique. It is this PosÍtion which Hegel held. In

his Vorlesungen ueber die Geschichte der P hilosophie Hege I

app roving I y sums up Fichtets movement thus:

Mache ich so eine reine Katetorie zu meinem
BewusstseÍn, so mache ich mein Bewusstsein zum
Bewusstsein und stehe so hinter meinem
terdoehnlichen Bewusstsein. Fichte hat so das
I,tissen des tlissens erst zum Bewusstsein
gebracht. (14)

For Hegel, Fichters treatness lay in the recotnition of

need to derive the catetories from a highest principle and

the recognition that the relation betr¡een categories nust

logical ly necessary.

Die Fichtesche Philosophle hat den trossen
Vorzug und das tlichtige, auftestellt zu haben,
dass PhilosophÍe I'Iissenschaft aus hoechsten
Grundsatz sein muss, l{oraus alle
Bestimmunten notwendig abgeleitet sind. Das Grosse

13. Gesamrnelte Schriften, Bd . 12, P. 396.

I 4 . Vorlesunten
Reclam, 1982),

ueber die Geschichte der

the

in

be

Bd. III, p. 410.
Philosophie (Leipzig:
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is t dÍe EinheÍt des Prinzips und der Versuch,
wissenschaftlich konsequent den tanzen Inhalt des
Bewusstseins daraus zrJ entwickeln oder, wie man
es nannte, die Eanze lfelt zu konstruieren...Es
ist Beduerfniss der Philosophie, Eine lebendige
Idee zv, enthalten. Die tlelt ist eine Blume, die
aus Einem Samenkorn ewit hervorgeht. ( 15 )

And alont similar lines Hegel makes the following comparison

between Fichte and Kant.

Fichte geht nicht, wie Kant, €rzaehlend z\ I'Ierke,
indem er vom Ich betinnt; das ist das Grosse an
ihn. Aus den Ich soll alles hergeleitet werden,
das Erzaehlen soll auftehoben werden.--I'las in
mir ist , das weiss ich; es ist das reine ,

abstrakte l,Iissen, dies ist Ich selbst .

Hiervon faenBt Fichte an. Kant nimmt die
Bestimmungen des rei.nen tlissens' die Katetorien,
empirisch auf aus der Logik--ein Eanz
unphilosophisches, unberechtigtes Verfahren.
Fichte ist weiter getan8en, und dies ist sein
grosses Verdienst; er hat Befordert und zü'
vol lbringen gesucht die Ableitung,
Konstruktion der Denkbestimmungen aus dem Ich.
Ich íst denkend und taetig, bringt seine
Bestimmungen hervor. ( 16)

In requiring a *Eenetic derivation' of the conditÍons of

consciousness, and in equating the world r¡ith a construction of

thought determínations, Fichte was to be one of Hegelrs nost

important precursors. He was a major link in the theoretical

transition from 'Transcendental I to -Dialectical Logic. I But, for

Hegel, there \dere some fundamental problems with Fichters

phi I osophy .

The most írnportant problem, for Hegel, is that Fichte is

unable to make his highest principle self-forming, bêcause hÍs

philosophy remains dualist, in spite of its expressed intentions

to the contrary. Fichters dualism is most evident in the

necessary distinction he makes betrdeen the picture (Bild), r¡ith

407 .

409.
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whÍch the -sweeping productive imagination' works, and the

thing which forces itself into
t7 l8

consciousness. The I is subjected to an Anstoss. Not¿ FÍchte

believed by enphasising how the subject always moves from

picture to picture that he had elininated any vestiges of

dualism. But the problern is that even though the thing which

effects and is supposedly inÍtially conditioned by an act of

consciousness, the not-I, is only ever represented tO

consciousness through seeing, thinkint, feeling etc. , the not-I

has a certain autonomy. The not-I becones r¡hat it Ís not supposed

to be, a thing-in-itself, which can never be known, but which

consciousness strives to know. As with Kant the striving
19

continues indefinitely. To be sure, Fichte stresses rePeatedly

(1) that the not-r is the product of the r, (2) that the r

itself is feelÍng and suffering ( 1eÍdend ) i thus the condition

of. the not-I, and (3) that striving Ís the condition of the

object. But this does little to change the basic problem which

is as evident in the conclusj-on of an I strivÍnB indefinitely

to attain knowledge as it is in the need for Fichte to introduce

natural deterninants, drives (Triebe), to descrÍbe the activity

of the -I. I

For Hegel, Fichte is thus cautht within the same dualism

as Kant.

Abe r
e ínem

von Hause
Gegens at ze

aus ist
behaftet,

seine Darste 1 lung
wie bei Kant: Ich

mit
und

t7.
see
ln

esp.
For the role of picture in relationshiP to the -thintrthe

desGrundriss Eieenthueml ichen der Wissenschaftslehre
rn Ruecksicht
ll tt f f .

Ibid. , p

auf das theoretische Vermoegen in I{erke , Bd. I , p.

344.

Grund I as e

18.

19.
ûJerke,

See e.t.
p. 261.

der tesammten I.Iissenschaf ts lehre
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dann die Dinge an
und das Nicht-Ich.

und
Ich

sich;
(20 )

words, âs Hegel

des Fichteschen

talk on Fichters Part

is only abstract. The

dynamic. The -Ir and

rdas to writ e in his

und Sche I lintschen SYstens

early

der

of the identity between

unity between oPpositions

-not-Ir are only formallY

So wird das Ende des Systems seinem Anfang,
das Resultat seinem Prinzip ungetreu. Das Prinzip
rdar Ich=I ch; das Resultat íst lch
nicht=Ich. Die erstere Identitaet ist eine
ideel 1-ree I 1e , Form und Materie Íst eins; die
letztere eine bloss idee I 1e, Forn und Materie ist
getrennt;sie ist eine bloss formale
Synthese. (21)

e I draws the conc lusion that nature in Fichte I s

is already essentially deternined and thus
22

e dead. Or as he indicated in his next major work,

und t'¡issen, the principles which function within the

system of knowledge are not genuinely dynarnic; they leave the

world just as it $ras before rde had a systematic understandÍnt of

it.

Das unmíttelbare Produkt dÍeses formalen
Idealismus, das uns entstanden ist, ergibt
sich also in folgender Gestalt: ein Reich
einheÍtsloser Empirie und rein ztt ae l1Íger

20. Op. cit. Geschi chte der Philos oohie p. 416.t

21. c. t{, F. Hegel: ÍJerke
WerkausBabe, Rêdaktion Eva
(Frankfurt/ M:Suhrkanp), Bd. 2, P

22. Ibid., p. 76.

in ZwanzíE
Mo I denhaue r
. 75.

Baenden: Theorie
und Karl Michel
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Mannitfaltiekeit steht ei-nem leeren Denken
getenueber. ( 23 )

For Hegel, these Ímportant defects of Fichte I s philosoPhy

were largely rectified by the phitosopher he described as the
24

-einzig bedeutende Hinausgehen ueber die Fichtesche Philosophier ,

hÍs one tine friend, Schelline. Schelling attempted to stipulate

an identity between nature and intellieence, and thus to find

a point of unity that would be genuinely unconditioned.

(C)Schelline and the Abso lut e

SchellÍne accepted the need for and legitÍnacy of Fichters

re-working of Kantts system. In his early work Ueber die

Moeglichkeit einer Form der Philosophie ueberhaupt, he artues 
'

like Fichte, that it is necessary to find a highest principle out
I

of which the Transcendental Elernents can be derived. And like

Fichte, he claÍms that Kant did not legitimate his own procedure,

-wie er naemlich selbst zu jenen synthetischen Begriffen
2

gekommen.l

For Schelling, âs for Fichte before him, the caPacity to

construct or to ortanj-se is the basic act of philosophy. Like

23. Theorie tlerkausgabe Bd. 2, p. 405.

24. op. cit . , Geschichte der Ph loso hi Bd. IIf , p. 431.

Sche I I Ínes I{erke, (Hrsg.) Manfred
Beck und R. 0ldenbourg, L927), Bd. l,
numbers according to Originalaustabe:

Schroeter
pp. 64-65.

(Muenchen: C. H.
(Volume and page

als
menschl ichen Iùiss en
Schel ling attenpts
constructive poster of

2. -Ueber
Schelling.

die Konstruktion

a -Deduction I on the basis of the

in der Philosophiêr in F. t{. J.
Kritisches Journal der Philosophie,

1, 104-105.) And in Vom Ich
Prinz ip de r Philosophie oder ueber das Unbedingte im

and System des transzendentalen Idealisnus
suc h
the I

G. l¡. F. HeBel:
(Leipzígz' Reclam,tgo2 I 180 3 l98l), pp. 188-189.
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Fichte, Schelline sees this act as indispensable for Kantts

deduction of the categories. Organisation itself relies uPon the

capacity to view the universal in the particular, the unity

within diversity. This capacity rests ' for Sche I linS ' upon the

faculty of j.ntellectual intuition, which is also said to be the

basic condition of a1 1 science. As he wrítes in Fernere

D arstelluneen aus dem System der PhilosoPhie,

Die intellektuelle Anschauung nicht nur
voruebertehend, sondern bleibend, als
unveraenderliches Organ, ist die Bedingunt des
wissenschaft lichen Geistes ueberhaupt und in
allen Theilen des I.Iissens. Denn sie íst das
Vermoeten ueberhaupt, das Al leemeine in
Besonderen, das Unendliche im Endlichen, beide
zlur lebendÍgen Einheit vereinigt z\ sehen. Der
Anatom, welcher eine Pflanze oder einen
thierischen Leib zerEliedert, glaubt wohl
unmittelbar die Pflanze oder den thierischen
Ortanismus zu sehen, eiBentlich aber erblickt er
nur das einzelne Ding, das er Pflanze oder Leib
nennt; die Pf\anze in der Pflanze, das Ortan irn
Ortan und mit einem lJort den Begriff oder die
Indi f f erenz in der Dif f erenz z1;t sehen, ist nur
durch intellektuelle Anschauung moeglich. (3 )

Schel ling 'fre ezes I consciousness at the moment of

classification, the substitution of one unÍversal for

another. In this monent of assessing the adequacy of a classifier

for the particular relations, we perform, according to Schelling 
'

an act of construction. I,lhether it is a movement f ron universal

to particular or from Particular to universal is

irrelevant. In both cases we have a rule that is imrnediately

applied., and it is only our intuitive understanding that assesses

the adequacy of the rule.

Kant had used the concept of the schema ernployed by the

imagination to explain this capacity, but by separatinE the a

3. Schellings Werke, I Ertaenz. Bd, 4L4 (IV, 362).
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priori from the a posteríorÍ he had required that the legitimacy

of the concept always be related back to what is vÍewable, and

therefore testable. The only science he had allowed in which pure

constructionism takes place is mathe¡natics. Here Kant claÍned

const ructionÍsn was required because the
4

universal was

dependent solely upon the nindrs own activj-ty. In other words the

definitions of the mathematical entities were not touched by the

inperfect exhibiti-ons, the particular representations of the

rule. trn other sciences -the schema I is either derived from

particular empirical data, or in the case of philosophy, the

activity is reflective rather than constructive. PhÍlosophy

reflects upon the source and scope of concepts. It has no

prÍvilete whatever retarding the content of the other sciences.

I,¡ith Schelline philosophy is required to be f ar more than this.

As the task of philosophy is to stipulate the conditions of

knowing, it must enconpass the sciences as it simultaneously

c onstructs that which is the tround of al1 knowin8, the Absolute
5

or the Infinite which contains all members within Ítse1f. Kant

had called this ídea the -Transcendental Idealf corresponding to

the speculative concePt of God.

4. K.r.V., B 742-743.

5. Consequently, for schelline there is no difference
between the act of mathematical and philosophical cons
All knowledge involves construction. As Schelline Ìdr
ist nur ein Prinzip der Konstruktion, eines,
konstruiert wird, in der Mathematik wie in der Philosop
Geometer ist es die Ín allen Konstruktionen gleic
abso lute Eínheit des Raums, dem Philosophen,
Abso luten. Es ist , wie schon gesagt, nur eines, Idas ko
wird, naemlich Ideen, und alles Abgeleitete r¡ir
Abge leitetes, sondern ín seiner Idee kons
-Ueber die Konstruktion in der Philosophier, Op.cit.

in kind
truction.
ites, -Es

woni t
hie. Den
he und
die des
nstruiert
d nicht
truiert. I

p. 189.
Kant's example of the comparison between Eeometer and philosopher
is likened to giving a rnusician paÍnt and a brush and then asking
for a nusical performance. Ibid., PP. 187-188.
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tlhat for Kant rdas an unattainable ideal of knowledge I a

naxim for systematising our thought about the world, becomes

for Schelline the condition under which we think. For Schelling '
the Absolute is not as it rdas for Kant, a problematic concept.

On the contrary it alone is the source of the possibility of

reason. It can be known because it is the beginning and the end

of knowledge. Like Fichte, Schelline is intentionally anti-

dualist.

Der Idealismus der theoretischen Philosophie
ist voellig anti-dualistisch, der behauptet
die absolute Identitaet des Objekts und Subjekts
in der Vorste l lung; wenn man f tag,t, was das
0bjekt sei, antwortet €r, ich selbst in meinem
endlichen Producieren. (6)

concomitantly, for the young schelline, the world is not

somethine apart f rorn knor¿1ed8,e. It is knowledge. It is Rot

somethine apart from the act of intellectual lntuition. It is

inseparable from that act. If there is anything aPart from

knowledge, the totality of deterrnÍnations incorporated under the

-Idea of the Absoluter, \de cannot begin to discuss it without

returning to 
ranu 

absolute principle from which all knowledge

is derived. Kant I s dualism had been inseparable from his

critÍque of a dognatic netaphysics which undertook to articulate

6. Abhandlungen z:ur Erlaeuterunt des Idealismus der Philosophie
in Schellings lle rke , Bd. l, p. 336.(I, 4I2).

7. Schelling writes in System des transzendentalen
-Es ist tar nicht die Rede von einen absoluten Prinzip
denn
e inem

Idealisnus
des e 1ns

Philosoph f ratt nicht: welcher letzte Grund unseres t'Jissens mat

tegen ein solches gelten alle jene Einwuerfe, sondern von
absoluten Prinzip des tlissens.t And -Der Transzendental-

de¡nselben liegen? sondern: was ist das Letzte in unserem
selbst, ueber das wir nicht hinauskoennen?--Er sucht das

ausser
['lis s en
P rinz ip
e twas ,

des t{issens innerhalb des wissens; (es ist also
[Je rke , Bd .

selbst
2, pP.das tewusst werden kann. t

(rrr, 354-355).354-35s.
Sche I lines
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the whole, the nind of God r¡hich created and thus knew all

relations stretching forwards, backwards and coexistent in time

and in space. It is this very lack of dogmatism which Schelling

sees as the problem. Kant, âccording to Schelling, has merely

adopted another type of dotmatisn, the doguratism of the

preference for the finÍte over the infinite, for the empirically

immediate over system. But, for Scheltine, Fichte had

denonstrated that Kantfs crÍtique also relied upon conditions of

knowledge. Hence Kantrs successors are driven back to search for

the Absolute, which Kant assumes but reduces to a mere

-postulate t , a mere heuristic fiction of reason. The

fundanental point of Schellintts critÍque of Kant is encapsulated

in the claim:

Dieses halten wir fuer die schlechteste Wirkung
der sich auf Kritik beschraenkenden Philosophie,
dass sie die Scheu, wêlche die
Verstandesknechtschaft des Geistes vor dem
Absoluten hat, bestaetÍgte und gleichsam
sanktionierte. ( I )

If any type of dualism is to be rejected on the basis that

it fails to take account of orBanisation and construction as the

point from which all knowledge stems, the question arises out of

what material does the I organise? But this way of Puttint the

question already involves a divÍsion between nature and

consciousness. This !ray of askint the question, for Schellint '

underlies Kant I s critÍcal philosophy, and its accompanyíng

unsatisfactory solution. It may seen to common sense that this

dÍvision is absolute and legitimate, but for schelling the only

thing absolute is the Principle of identity, or r¿hat he refers

to constantly as the point of indifference. Schellingrs

8. Fernere Darstellunten aus dem System
403. (rv, 351).Werke, I Ergaenz. Bd., P.

der Philosophie in
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philosophy nakes that division itself the product of an

underlyint unity, of self intuition, or what he also calls Geist.

-Der GeBenstand der Anschauungt writes Schelling -ist also nichts

anders als der Geist selbst in seiner Thaetitkeit und seinen
9

Leiden. I l,rhether Geíst or the Absolute is rePresented as nature

or the eto is, for Schelling, a matter of a particular startint

point. One can start v¡ith one or the other, with the subject or

the object. If one starts with the object one has a philosophy

of nature, and if one starts with the subject, one has a

-Transcendental philosophy'. Transcendental philosonô7 has no\d

nothing in common with Kant but the name. Nature and the eto

are no{t botL coh

and the content of
b

are interpreted
"ílne content of nature

as various gradations of

intuition of reasonÍng

raised itself to its

thus seen as the end of

Jitì o¡.a

the I

4p i4brol¡t< .

an underlying unity. The inte 1 lectual

goal, the point of indifference. It is

nature, the point which nature is striving to reach.

Die toten und bewusstlosen Produkte der Natur
sind nur misslungene Versuche der Natur sich
selbst zu reflektiren, die sotenannte tote Natur
aber ueberhaupt eine unreife Intellieenz, daher
in ihren Phaenomenen noch bewusstlos schon der
intellieente Charakter durchblickt.--Das hoechste
ZíeI, sich selbst Eanz Objekt zu werden' erreicht
die Natur erst durch die hoechste und letzte
Reflexion, welche nichts anderes a1s der
Mensch, oder, allgemeiner, das ist, was
wir Vernunft nennen, durch welche zuerst die
Natur vollstaendig in sich selbst
zurueckkehrt, und wodurch offenbar wi-rd,
dass die Natur urspruenglich identisch ist
mit dem, was in uns als Intel ligentes und
Bewusstes erkannt wird. ( l0 )

The world is, for Schel lint, a comPlexity of organisations,

beings is the point at which nature has

9. Abhandlunten
fúíssenschaf ts lehre ,

10. System des transzendentalen(rrr, 34r).

zur Erlaeute runt des Idealisnus der
l,lerke, Bd. 1, p. 293. (I, 36e).

I,Ie rke ,Idealismus Bd. 2, 341.
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a system of intellieence strivÍnt for self-realisation. The task

renaining for philosophy, for Schelling, is to trace the course of

the development of intellieence. Fichte had been content to talk

about the self teneration of categories, but his philosophy

had been only a - formal idealism I , and hence it remained
l1

onesided. A Natur hilos re ].s re quired which constructs the

necessary *Stufenfolte der Organisationt betinning from the nost

elementary constructions of matter, which Schelling, following

Kant, takes as expansive and attractÍve forces, through the more

11. Like a replay o
informed Fichte -dass
irgendwie noch beding
wenn es in ihr herrsc
wie Jede andere herab
1801 , Ges ammt auf tab e
H. G1Íwitzky, Vo1.
explained what he foun
wrote sche 11j.ne, -v
Realitaet tar nichts z
fornelle Beweis des I
ist der naterielle Be
f800, lll, 4, p. 363.)
the fundamental ide

f the Fichte-Kant relationship, Schelling
Ihr l,Iissen nicht das abso lute , sondern

tes I,Iissen ist, welches die PhilosophÍe 'hend seyn muesste, zrJ einer l{issenschaf t,
setzen wuerde. I Letter to Fichte Oct. 3,

(stuttgart: Frornmann) (Hrsg.) R.Lauth and
1 I I , 5, p. 83. Prior to this Schelling had
d lacking in Fichte. tIÙissenschaftslehrer,
erfaehrt l-anz bloss logisch, hat mit
u tun. Sie ist, so viel ich einsehe, der
dealismus. . . t{as ich indess nennen wil I
weis des Idealismus.t (Letter, Nov. 19,
Fichte, on the other hand, believed that

ntity between I and -not-I I had been
established in the t{issenschaftslehre and any talk of a need
for a naterial proof of idealism qras fundamentally nisPlaced.
(Letter May 31, 1801, ll1, 5, pP. 45-46.) Schellingrs
constructionism, Fichte had observed in an earlier letter, works
upon a being, nature, which in turn al lows Ítself to be
constructed through a fiction. (Letter to Schelling, Nov. 15,
1800, l1l, 4, pp. 360-361.) tn a draft of a letter (Dec. 27,
l8O0), Fichte wrote that the I cannot be derived fron nature.
(lll, 4, p. 4O5. ) ttre I creates a periPhery (Umkreis) around
itself, a limit whÍch can never be transgressed. The l1mits
of feeling and conscience ( the theoretical and practlcal
limits respectively) are the limits to which the deduction of
the eto can extend. There is not a higher unity between the I
and nature as Schelline clains. ( I I 1, 4, p. 405. ) The highest
principle, the I, can only ever proceed loeically (i.e. in
accordance with the categories the -I I itself generates ) .
tlhat Fichte thoutht of the content of Schellingrs
Naturphilosophie rdas expressed in no uncertain terms to Jacobi.
-Dieser (i.e. Schelling) ist bei aller se].ner
Naturphilosophie mit sich noch Bar nicht einig, ob und
Ínwiefern er die Natur dÍe Existenz zugestehen so11.
Geraeth er in I s Abso lute, so geht ihn das Relative Eanz
verloreni Eeraeth er an die Natur, so geht ihm das Absolute
ganz eitentlich in die Pilze, die auf den Duenter sej-ner
Phantasie wachsen.r March 31, 1804, lll, 5, P. 237.
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-hiehly developed potenciesf of electricity, and talvanism,

leading to -irritabilityr and the nore hiEhly organised forms of

the organic world and finally to the self recognition of the

alpha and omega of the Process' die tleltseele. The system of

reflect the systen of *sPiritualisation of nature I

task of a NaturphilosoPhie sclence 1s to show the

the material:fine rules of intellieence which ortanise

Die Phaenomene(das Materielle) muessen voellig
verschwinden, und nur die Gesetze (das
Forrnelle) bleiben. Daher kommt es , dass, Je
mehr in der Natur selbst das Gesetzmaessige
hervorbricht, desto mehr die Hue I le
verschwindet , die Phaenomene se lbst Beistiger
werden, und zuletzt voellig aufhoeren . (12)

sctence mus t

theso that

LÍke

dynamic

phe nome na are found that it can no longer envelop.

explanatory principle of the Naturphilosophie

muss noch ueberdies auf empirische Probe gebracht
werden, denn wofern nicht aus dieser
Voraussetzung a1le NaturerscheinunBen sich
ableiten lassen, rdenn im gaîzen Zusammenhange der
Natur eine einzite Erscheinung ist, die nicht
nach jenern Princip nothwendie ist, oder ihm tar
wÍderspricht, so ist die Voraussetzung eben
dadurch schon als falsch erklaert, und hoert von
dÍesen AuBenblick an auf als Princip ztJ telten.
(13)

Fichte, the a griori construction Ís essentÍa11y a

principle of explanation which is invalidated as soon

Hence

AS

any

The Kantian distinction between a priori

has no real meanint within this context, nor

Ísolating different types of conditions of

judgments. There is simp ly a dynamic

principles. The system is

and a posteriori

does the thought of

difterent types of

field of data and

self-generating,

L2.
pp.

System des
340-341. (rrr

transzendentalen Idealísmu [,Ie rke ,
340-341).

eines Systems der

Bd; 2

I 3. Erster Entwurf
2, p. 277. (III, 277.)

Naturphi losophie , lle rke , Bd.
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creating new ways of observing. Only within the context of a

systen do data and problems hitherto unimaginable surface. tlhen

any principle faÍ1s to account for data within its horizon a neht

principle is to be sought for, a new truth must be born. As

Schelling writes in the opening of System des

Idealismus

transzendentalen

Indes findet doch ein jedes System den sichersten
Probierstein seiner WahrheÍt darin, dass es nicht
nur zuvor unaufloesli.che Probleme mit
Leichtiekeit aufloest, sondern selbst ganz neue
bisher nicht Bedachte hervorruft, und aus einer
al leeneinen Erschuetterunt des fuer wahr
Angenommenen eine neue Art der t'Jahrheit
hervorgehen laesst. (14)

For Schel ling the complexity of. organisation does not stoP

with the purely theoretical act of self reflection. It

manifests Ítself at the practical 1eve1. Self conscÍousness

must manifest and organise itself as culture. History becomes

a further moment in the developnent of the Absolute as it

reveals itself to itself: - Die Geschichte a1s Ganzes ist ein

fortgehende allmaehlich sich enthuellende Offenbarunt des
l5

Absoluten.t Atain reniniscent of.Fichte, freedom is the betinning

and end of the process. Freedom is required in the very act of

construction or, in Kantrs terms in theoretical philosophy, âs

well as at the end of the process where human beings live in an

environment where they too have the opportunity to exercise

their creative and organisational powers. In this way human

beings are said to be tMitdichter des Ganzen, und

Selbsterfinder der besonderen Ro1]e, die wir

14. System des transzend,entalen
330. (rrr, 330).

15. Ibid., p. 603. (III, 603 ).

Idealismus lüerke, Bd, 2, p.
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l6
spielen.r For Schelling the field of the mythical and the

cultural nust also be enveloped. Philosophy nust grasP the

entire realm of the actÍvity of intellieence' but this, for

Schelling, involves comprehending reality as an identity of

subJect and object and with it freedom and necesslty.

(D)Hetelrs Critical Ass ini I at ion of Schelling

By dealing with the content of nature' and not just the forms

of consciousness , Hege I be lieved that the N aturphi losophie had

elininated the residues of dualj.sn in Fichte. But, for Hetel,

schelline was not merely moving from the field of speculative

inquiry to physics, he had demonstrated the dePendence of natural

science upon sPeculatÍve principles. Ernpirical scientists, claimed

Hete1, do not realise how the entire field of science, and thus

the content of science, is structured according to the thought

deterninations operative within it. Concepts such as laws and

forces are, claims Hegel, conditions of thought, which generate

nerd ways of classifying data, nes¡ data, and new conditions. unlike

working physicÍsts, Schelling' accordint to Hegel, drew attention

to the fact that nature is nothing outside of the total

picture, and that picture is -form-dependentf. AlthouCh Kant had

already attenpted to demonstrate how experience j-s f orrnal ly

conditioned, schellÍng had sou8ht to demonstrate a fundamental

identity betrdeen the dynamics of thought and the dynamics of

nature.

16. Ibid., p. 602. (III, 602).
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Die Physiker wissen nicht, dass sie denken, wie
j ener Eng laender Freude empfand, dass er Prosa
sprechen konnte . ---Sche I lings Verdienst ist
nicht, dass er an das Auffassen der Natur den
Gedanken brachte, sondern dass er die Kategorien
des Denkens der Natur aenderte; Formen des
Begriffs, der Vernunft brachte er an die Natur,
so in Magnetismus dÍe Form des Schlusses. Er hat
nicht nur díese Formen aufgezeigt, sondern die
Natur auch zu konstruieren, aus dem Prinzíp ztJ
entwickeln tesucht. (1)

In summing up Schellingrs contribution Hetel emphasises that

Schelling had grasped the identity of subject and object. He had

of the system of knowledge,

levels of complexity of

is realised as a unity of

recoBnised that the highest moment

the tfdeat , generates different

orBanisation until its onn truth

subj ect and obj ec t .

Die Idee selbst ist beÍ Schelline herauszuheben,
dass das tlahre das Konkrete ist, die EinheÍt des
Objektiven und Subjektiven. Jede Stufe hat im
System ihre eigene t'orm; die I etzte ist die
Totalitaet der Formen. Das zweite Grosse
Sche I lings ist , in de r Naturphilosophie die
Formen des Geístes in der Natur nachgewj-esen
ztJ haben; Elekt rizitaet, Matnetismus
sind nur aeusserliche t{eisen der Idee, des
Begriffs. Die Hauptsache in der
Sche 1 lingschen Philosophie ist, dass es u¡n
einen Inhalt zrJ tun Íst, um das tlahre, und
dies als konkret Befasst ist. Die
Sche I lingsche Philosophie hat einen tiefen
spekulativen Inhalt, der, als Inhalt, der
Inhalt ist, um den es nach der Eanzen
Geschichte der PhÍlosophie z! tun geÍdesen ist.
Das Denken ist frei fuer sich, aber nicht
abstrakt, sondern in sich konkret: erfasst sich
in sich als I,Je lt , aber nicht als
intellektuelle t{e1t, sondern a1s intellektuell-
wirkliche I{e1t. Die tlahrheit der Natur, die Natur
an sich ist, ist intellektuelle t{elt. Diesen
konkreten Inhalt hat Schel ling auftefasst. (2)

To this ext ent

overenphasised. But

Hegelrs debt

their respective

to Schelline

answers to the

p. 436.

p. 459.

cannot be

questlon -how

I . Geschichte de r Philosophie t Bd. 3,

Bd. 3,2. Geschichte der Philosophíe,
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does one know the Absolute?r involved a ne cessary break betr¿een

stion was bound up r¡ith

es at the basis of his

, for Sche I ling, not

e grasped in an act of

Hete I and Sche I I ine .

For Schel 1ing, the answer to this que

the act of intellectual intuition which 1i

system. The truth of the Absolute is

essentially discursive, because it must b

intellectual intuitÍon. As Schelline writes in S stem des

transzendentalen Idealisnus: -Ein absolut

laesst sich nicht durch Beschreibung, u

Begriffe auffassen oder nittellen. Es
3

werden. I Followint Kant and Schiller, Sch

der letzten
6

tùo11en I . Even the *divine understanding I

-divine w111t. -In dem toettlichen Vers

aber Gott selbst ist kein Systen, sonde

Einfaches, Identisches

eberhaupt nícht durch

kann nur anteschaut

elling saw the trasping

y an aesthetic act. It

onmunication. On this
4

der I{issenschaf t t, and

al streans in the great

ling, the identity of

in a will. As he \ras to

kein andres Sein als

is dependent upon the

tande ist ein System,
7

rn ein Leben. . . I As is

of the parts within the whole as essentiall

was the distinctive feature of artistic c

basis, for Schelline, art is -das Vorbild

the sciences \dere seen
5

as nerely individu

ocean of poetry. Ultimately, for Schel

subject and object is an identity trounded

write i-n Uebe r das wesen der menschlichen Freiheit -Es SÍbt in

und hoechsten Instanz Ear

3. Schellings t{erke, Bd. 2, p. 625. (III,625').

4. Ibid., p. 623, (fff,623).

5. Ibid., p. 629. (III,629).

6. Ueber das wesen
Reclarn, 1983), p. 62.

der menschlichen Freiheit (Stutttart:
(vr r,350).

7. Ibid., p. ll8. (VII, 399).
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evident in this work, the Absolute Ís ready to be reconstructed at

any noment, not because of immanent logical contradictions

within the totality, but because of the original creative capacity

which is intellectual intuition, a creative capacity t¡hich is at

once the divine and the personal wi11. This will creates order,

but it is a precarious order.

Nach der ewigen Tat der Selbstoffenbarung ist
naemlich in de r I{e I t , wie wir sie ietzt
erblÍcken I alles Regel, Ordnunt und Form; aber
immer liegt noch irn Grunde das Regellose, als
koennte es einmat wieder durchbrechen, und
nirgends scheint ês, sondern a1s waeren OrdnunB
und Form das Urspruentliche, sondern als waere
ein anfaenglich Regelloses z!î Ordnunt
tebracht worden. Dieses is an den
Dj.ngen die unergreifliche Basis der
Realitaet, der nie auftehende Rest, das, tlas
sich mÍt der groessten Anstrentunt nicht in
Verstand auf loesen laesst, sondern ewig Ím
Grunde bleibt. Aus diesem Verstandlosen
Íst im eiBentlichen Si-nne der Verstand
geboren. (8)

For Hegel the irrationalist side to Schellingrs metaphysics

was thoroughly unsatisfactory. There was no safeguard against

poetic fancies and fleeting tinspirations'; subjective

feelints could be tiven as much weight as genuine concepEual

specificatj.ons, Irr Schellintrs system, observes Hetel, if there is

dispute about any problem, 'Man kann nichts anderes sagen als:

Du hast die íntellektuelle Anschauunt nicht, tdenn dir dieses
9

falsch erscheint. I This irrationalisn infected the entire

8. Ibid., p. 72. (vII,359-360). Schellingrs metaphysics of will,
art, and genius, âlbeit theologically formulated, moves along the
same ontological trajectory as that covered later by Schopenhauer
and Nietzsche (neither of whom seemed to have realÍsed thÍs.)

9. Geschichte der Philosophie, Bd. 3, p. 443 .
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Naturp hilosophie. The content of the Naturphi losophie said

HeteI, instead of being consÍstently and coherently developed

out of basic conceptual ly defensible principles fell subject
10

to a -tame of analotyr .

Hetel never departed from Schel 1Íngrs idea that the Absolute

is the real object of philosophical inquiry, that the Absolute is

real and not just a regulative principle, and that all

intellectual activity relates to it. However, even when Hetel in

the Dif re zschri appeared to his contemporaries to be merely a

spokesmen for Schelling, Hegel had indicated that philosophy \das

not an aesthetic act of spontaneous ortanisatj-on, but the

-speculative reconciliation' of the ostensibly discontinuous

judgnents of the separate sciences and inte I lectual activities
ll

(the 'diremptionsr of the Absolute). If the truth is the whole,

then the parts themselves must be revealed to be toverned by the

whole. For Hegel, this requires denonstrating the logical dynamisn

of the parts, specifying the mediations underlying the immediate,

and how each subj ect is negated by its own immanent

contradictions. Contradictions within the parts are themselves

necessarily toverned by the dynamic totality of all intelligence,

the Absolute. Only thus for Hegel is the real identÍty of subject

and object established. This most fundanental ldentj.ty, like

every identity and every difference is, for Hegel, a product of

10. Ibid. , P. t+52.

11. See Diffetenz des Fichte'schen und Schellinerschen Systems
der Phi losophie Pp. 25-35 , Theorie Werkaustabe, Bd . 2. The

of this work is that Hetel is defending
accepts Sche I lingrs critique of Fichte. But

sees the problem of diremPtion and
identÍty of logical oppositions, and thus
See pp. 38-41.

irnmediate impression
Schelline, because he
like Fichte , Hete I
reconciliation as the
as a logical problem
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thought. The identity between thought and beÍng is not, as

Schelline held, continually broken by the aesthetic act, rather

for Hegel, it is completely determinative. Only thus could the

uncondj.tioned be really unconditioned, and the real determÍnant of

all intellÍeence, The embodiment of this determinate identity is

the -conceptr (der Begriff), what Kant had seen as the store of

hunan experience. The description of the Absolute is the
t2

description of the developnent of the concept. (end for Hegel, the

Absolute is revealed only through the entire range of mediations
l3

and contradictions that are traversed in the description.) fo

coÍìprehend this central task of Hegelts philosophy more fully, it

is necessary to dwell upon the Primacy of the *conceptr as the

point of identÍty between subject and object. It is this idea that

illumines the nature of Hegel I s -Absolute Idealism I .

12. I.Ihen Hegel was f inally to present the introduction to his o\dn
phi losophical system, Phaenome noloeie des Geistes, he made it

himself from
teacher of

abundantly clear that he intended to differentiate
Schelline and his disciples. As atainst*intellectual intuitionr, and the insÍghts

verstehen sie schon. I Theorie Herkausgabe Bd.

the
of Benius, Hege I

declared that his philosophy hras not to be confused with a
-natuerlÍches PhÍlosophieren das sich z1r tut fuer den Begriff und
durch dessen ManBel fuer ein anschauendes und PoetÍsches
Denken haelt, bringt willkuerliche Kombinationen einer durch den
Gedanken nur desqrtanisierten Einbildungskraft ztl Markte, --
Gebilde, die weder Fisch noch Fleisch, r¿eder Poesie noch
PhÍlosophie sind. ' Phaenonenologie des Geistes, LXXXV, page
numbers refer to the first edition of 1807, (Banrbert und
I{uerzburg: J. Goebhardt) which are provided in most editions of
the Ph nome olo ie. This htas the end of another philosophical
f riendship . Once agaÍn the PUP í1 had turned atainst the master in
order to perfect the systen. Hegel had claimed that the polemics
were not directed at Schelling but at his dÍsciples. But Hetelfs
notebook at Jena contain the omi.nous sentence: -I{as Sche 1l in he
Philosophie Ín ihrem tlesen ist, r¿ird kurze Zeit offenbaren. Das
Gericht ueber sie steht gleichsam vor der Tuer, denn vie le

2, p. 548.

13. Hence Hetel's disclainers of his prefaces. They are
substitute for the philosophical work.

no
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Chapter 2

Hegel I s Abso lut e Idea lism and Primacy of the Conceptthe

In one sense it is obvious that a real thing and a

concept are, as Kant insisted, different. I{ho would disagree with

Kant that to have the word or concept of 100 Thalers Ís not to

have the noney in the pocket? But for Hetel this is an obvious
I

and trivial distinction. What, for Hegel, is far more important

are the rnediations which are thought tdithin each innediate.

Kant well knev¡ that no Íntuition means anything without a conc€Pt'

that our knowledge of the sensuous is a rnediated knowledge. This

Ídea, âs we saw earlier, is part of Kantrs definition of the
2

Beg iff But by requirint that the concept conforn to the object

that can be exhibited in sensuous intuition, Kant' according to

Hetel, failed to grasp the nature and power of the concept.

For Hetel a concept is the sum of its expanding and

1 Enzyklopaedie der phi losophischen
s to -die trivia

tlissensçh4J!!1q I I30, para.
5 I , where
der Gedan
defínition
beÍng sepa
reflection
mediat ion .

Thalers ha
because t
And one o
can be e

head. See
pp. 89-90.

Hegel refer 1e Bemerkunt der Kritik: dass
ke und das Sein verschieden seÍenr. And he says -the

of the finite consists only in its existence (Dasein)
rated from Íts concept. But such a separation is one of

one that does not take into aecount the process of
t

For Hegel, Kantrs clain that the concept of 100
s not one Tha ler more nor less than a 100 is -barbaric I ,
he content of a thing is the totality of its relations.
f the fundamental requirenents for a Thaler is that it
xchanged, i. e. that Ít is not iust something in oners
al so tlÍssen s chaf t der LogÍk Theo rie Bd. 5,

2. This is !{hY -concePt I remains
Begriff. For Hetel is not onlY a

iamiliar with Kant, hê is attemPtin
f rom Kant and other precursors. I'¡h

the best translatÍon for
ssuming an audience that is
E to salvage what ís rational
en Beeriff is translated as

-Notionr, an important dimension of the dialogue with Kant is
lost in the translation; for Begriff is always translated in Kant
as 'concePt. I
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necessary ruë,t-"ti,t;¡S , the essential dÍfferences r¡hich are coupled

wlth and guided by the subject. It is a unity of identity (its

universality), difference (its particularity), and the

sÍnBularity in which that identity and difference are developed
3

(its ground, Grund). This neans, for Hetel, the concept is

not only itself but also its necessary netations. It is

through its necessary negations that a concept is differentiated

and its specÍficity developed. Hetel repeatedly states

that were a concept merely an identity having the form of A:A it

would be enpty. Knowledee occurs because the concept defies the
4

law of identity, and the law of contradiction. To say -a plant is

a plantt, or -science is sciencef is to say nothing concrete. Only

when the netative and different are Predicated of A do Í¡e begin to

have some comprehensÍon of it. But for the predicate to relate

specifically to that subject there must be an identity which is

not merely a substance but a subject unfoldine within the

difference. That unfolding 1s dependent on r¡hat Hetel calls the

dialectic. ThÍs is the the -immanente Hinaustehen', the netatíve
5

novement in which difference is developed within identity. The

3. tAlltemeinheit, Besonderheit, und Einzelnheit slnd abstrakt
tenonmen dasselbe, was Identitaet, Unterschied und Grund. Aber
das Alleemeine ist das mit sich Identische ausdruecklich in der
Bedeutung, dass in ihn zugleich das Besondere und Eínzelne
enthalten sei. Ferner ist das Besondere das Unterschiedene oder
die Bestinmtheit, aber in der Bedeutunt, dass es allgemein in sich
und als Eínzelnes sei. Ebenso hat das Einzelne die Bedeutung, dass
es Subj ekt Grundlage seÍ, r¡elche die Gattung und Art in sich

selbst substantiell sei.r Enzyklopaedie' para. 164.

4. This too is a Persistent theme of Hegel. But see especially
I,Iissenschaft der Logik, -Die Identitaet

enthalte und

5. Enzyklopaedie, pâra. 81.

Anrne rkung 2
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identical is coupled wÍth its opposite and in that couPling the

tr.¡o are -sublated t ( aufeehoben) wÍthin another concept, its

Bround. An elementary forrn of that unfoldine from subject to

predicate is itself , for Hegel, already prevalent in the form of

identity. For in the very proposition A=4, Ide can see that the

first A is subject, the second is predicate. We are thus able to

establish a difference betrden the tno A t s . Expressing that
6

dif f erence rde now can say A=A is equivalent to A=not A, or A=8.

As this example illustrates, Hegel sees that the very form

of sÍrnple identity not only contains difference, but it indÍcates

that the dynamic nature of thought ís not dependent on any

specific sensuous quality of the object. Rather the restlessness
7

of thought specifies a difference within identity. Although the

dÍfferentiation is logicaI, it is also historical, as is evident

from the fact that the concept is a development. The history and

logical structure of the concept are intrinsically related. The

historical mediations are shaped by the logical contours of

thought, the structured movement in the expansion of the content.

Concepts are forced into contj-nual conflict with themselves.

Likewise, as the Phaenom eno loeie attempts to demonstrate, the

shapes in which consciousness Ís reflected are also developed

dialectically. The -concept I is said by Hegel to be -self-

deve loping I , guided by the logÍcal functions and forms

6. This point
Werkaustabe, Bd

Ís clearly put in the
2, pp. 37 -4I.

DifferenzschrÍft Theorie

as needing to be
as expressed in
widersprechend. t

6, pp. 73-74.

7, Hence Heget sees the law of excluded middle
substituted by the atf.írmation of contradiction
the sentence: -Alle Dinge sind an sich selbst
tùissenschaft der Logik, Theorie [.Ie rkaus abe , Bd.
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of syllotisms required by the very collisions inherent in the

concept. Human beings are not free to choose the forms and

contents of their thought, rather úte are

following its o!ùn dynamic. As Hegel says

extensions of a

in the 'Preface'

sys t em

to the

second edition of tlissenschaft der Locik.

Sonach koennen wir dann viel weníter dafuer
halten, dass die Denkformen, die sich durch a1le
unsere Vorstel lunBen--dÍese seÍen bloss
theoretisch oder enthalten einen Stoff, der der
Empfindunt, dem Triebe, dem t{il len angehoert--
hindurchziehen, uns dienen, dass wir sie und sie
nicht vielmehr uns im Besitz haben; was ist uns
uebrig geten sie, wie sollen wir, ích nich als
das Allgemeinere ueber sie hinausstellen, sie,
die selbst das Allceneine als solches sind? (8)

It is within the above context that Hegel holds that the

sensuous cannot be the adequate measure of the truth of the

concept . The content of the sensuous obj ect , i. e. what it is

judeed to be is the product of the collective and logically

structured experience of intel lieence. As composites of

relations, all objects, vis-a-vis their specÍfied content, are

completely bound up with our knowledge, the development of our

consciousness:

in der Veraenderung des Wissens aendert sich ihm
in der Tat auch der Gegenstand selbst; denn das
vorhandene tlissen war wesentlich ein Wissen von
den Getenstande; nit den l,lissen wird auch er ein
anderer, denn er gehoerte Idesent lich diesen
I{issen an. Es wird hiermit den Bewusstsein, dass
dasJenige, Idas ihm vorher das Ansich tdar, nÍcht
an sich ist, oder dass es nur fuer es an sich
war. Indem es also an seinem Gegenstande sein
I,lissen diesem nicht entsprechend f indet, haelt
auch der Gegenstand selbst nicht aus. . . ( 9 )

8. Wissenschaft der Logik, Theorie I{erkaustabe, Bd. 5, p. 25.

9 . Phaenomeno loBie des Geistes, pp. I 7-18.
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For Hetel, any science demands the concept

thine. Any genuine philosophy which

dependency of each

c lains to be a

the concept ( and

Ímmediate

science must be ídealist because it realises

theory ) dependency of whatever it considers.

Der IdealÍsmus der Philosophie besteht in nichts
anderem als darin, das Endliche nicht als ein
wahrhaft Seiendes anztuerkennen. Jede Philosophie
ist wesentlich Idealisnus oder hat denselben
wenitstens zrt ihrem PrÍnzip, und die Frate ist
dann nur, inr¿iefern dasselbe wirklich
durchgefuehrt ist....Der Gegensat?. von
idealistÍscher und realÍstischer Philosophie ist
daher ohne Bedeutunc....Prinzipien aelterer oder
neuerer Philosophien, das I,Iasser oder die Materie
oder die Atome, sind Gedanken, Alleemeine,
Ideel 1e, nicht Dinge, wie sie sich unmittelbar
vorfinden, d. i. in sinnlicher Einze theit , selbst
jenes Thaletische Wasser nicht; denn obgleÍch
auch das empirische I,Iasser, ist es ausserdem
zttgLeich das AnsÍch oder [,Iesen al ler anderen
Dinte, und diese sind nicht selbstaendige, in
sich BeBruendete, sondern aus eÍnem Anderen, den
úlasser, seset zte d. i . idee I 1e . ( l0 )

In so far as philosophical knowledge is, for Hetel,

knowledge of the absolutely real, the idealism is an -Absolute

Idealism. I

From Hetelrs perspective, Kantrs -Transcendental Idealismr ,

wÍth its division between concept and object of intuition is no

nore capable of overleaping the idealist unity betrdeen what is

for üs, i.e. our knowledte, and what is-in-itself, i.e. the truth
1l

of what the obj ect is, than any other philosophy. All this

dívision does, for Hetel, Ís onit najor stePs in the Process of

::::11::-l:-l::11:::-:l:-::::::-::-:-:::11:. series or media'!ions

10. Wissenschaft der Loeik, Theorie [,Ierkausgabe, Bd. 5, p. 172.

relationship betweenIt.
and

For the conceptual
truth as in itself

know I e dge
pp. 14-16.see Phaenomenologie

as for üS,
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from the very process that made it possible. For Hetel, this
I2

omission is at the very heart of Kantrs philosophy. It is based

on the primacy of reflection and isolation over the higher unity

of reason. For the very faculties which Kant takes as the

source of the a priori elements are themselves dependent

upon the state of our knowledge of cognition (psychology) and

12. Hetel recotnises that Kant had provided a poÍnt of union
between thought and intuition in the faculty of the
-Transcendental Imaginationr, and he had made the *Transcendental
Act of Apperceptionr the condition of all consciousness. But Hegel
objects to Kantrs stipulation that reason is objectively content-
fornint only when 1t creates practical moral principles. Otherr¡Íse
for Kant, the content of reasonts own naking Ís only regulative,
and thus not obj ectively real . For Hege I this means that Kant t s
philosophy remains unable to account for its knowledge of the very
unity which it exercises in 1ts initial separation of the
faculties, the elements of knowledge, and the types of judgment.
Thus, âs we saw earlier, Hetel accepts Fichtefs critique of Kant.
Hetel belíeved that only in the third
resolution. But here also the point o

does Kant attempt a
ution remains either

Kriti
resol

aesthetic (i.e. we have a feeling of sublimity), or if loBical, as
a heuristic maxim. In either case its reality cannot be confirned.
The highest point of union rernains the ever j enseits and
ostensibly unknowable thing-in-itself. Yet, observes Hegel, there
is nothing easÍer to know than the -thing-in-Ítselfr .
(enzyklopaedie para. 44., Obviously if it is not a phenomenon, if
it does not conform to the principles of the understanding, if it
is a border concept etc. we know quite a bit about it. For Hegel
it is an abstract product of reason. Kant fs philosophy, for
Hegel, is thus caught within the contradictíon of employÍng a
point of unity, as it then declares not only the separation
between Erscheinungen and the thing-in-itself, but that one can
only have knowledge of Ersc he inungen. This latest dec laration
assunes a type of knowledge (i;e. empirical knowledge ) as the
only legitimate type of obj ective knowledge. Moreover, the theory
contradj-cts the very restrictions it imposes. Or, to use another
recurrent fornulation of HeBe1, it fails to account for the fact
that in postulating the barrÍer to reason, one has already moved
beyond it. (For a succinct and clear formulation of thÍs often
repeated point, see Fragmente zur Philosophie des Geistes ( 1822 ) ,
-Zr¡eites Bruchstueckr, Theorie [,le rkausgabe , Bd. I 1 , p. 529-5 30. )

ion is real ) had beenThe rday around the problem ( the point
seen, for Hetel, by Sche11íns. (This critique of Kant is repeated
in numerous places, but see esp. the section on Kant in Glauben

of un

und [.Iissen, Theorie I{erkaustabe, Bd. 2, pp. 301-333. )
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13
1ogic. Thus, for Hegel, the Transcendental Logic is not

determj.nant but determined by the -knowledgesr it is supposed to

underpin. Hetelrs crÍticism of Kant, his critical assinilation of

Fichte and Schelling and the resultant -Absolute Idealisnf are,

however, not solely notivated by the disinterested probings or

problen solving of the ontologist and epistenologist. Rather they

are 1Ínked with a far broader critical proJect undertaken by

Hegel which we must nolt consider.

13. Kantrs
Grundlagenr.

ona -psycho logisch-his to risch
4t.

systen is based
EnzykLopaedie, para.
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Chapter 3

Hegel I s Pro iect: Reconcili¡tg the Finite r¿ith the Infinite

Kantts critical philosophy is, for HeBel, symptomatic of a

dualj.sm involving an absolute separation between the infinite and

the finite. This dualism, for Hegel, involved the philosophical

dotnas of the prinacy of the finite over the infinite, of the

isolated particular over the totality, of the reflective

understandinB over speculative reason, of the -dead positivet or
1

the inmediate sensuous object over the Process of the concePt.

Such thinking ís seen by Hetel as elirninating a multÍplicity of

necessary determinants that are contained in what is supposed to

be known. By so doing it devalues the porder and breadth of

reason, or Geist, âs it equates the contintent and the ratÍona1.

What is real and valuable becone increasingly dÍslocated from the

very ground which produced their being.

One form of this separation between the finite and the

infinite is, for HeEel, evident in enpirical natural philosophy.

COnceptS Such aS -matter, fOrce, One ' many' UniVersalityr as Well

as the syllotistic forn appropriate to each /e-o,,sfaation are used

Ín a -completely uncritical and unconscious t way. How the

structuríng of scÍence contri.butes to' its content is left
2

unt ouched .

;:---;;;;---;;;;;;;---;;;;;---;;--;;;;;;;-- is ffus, devel0ped
phi losophical 1y in Glauben und tùissen. The g reat value of Glauben
und I,lissen and the DÍfferenzschrift is that
of the terms r¡hich are essential to Hetell
Geistes and the nature system. If the con
mÍsunderstood and other associations are
Hetel's ontolocy takes on an entirely diff
it hras Íntended to serve.

they set the context
s Phaenomenolotie des
text of those terms is
substituted for them,
erent meaning than what

2. Enzyklopaedie para. 38.



Another more dangerous exenplificatÍon of this separatÍon

between the finite and the infinite is, for Hegel' to be found in

enlÍghtenment religÍous criticism. Instead of seeÍng relition as

the concrete expression of the spirit of a people, as the

logical ly structured historical labour of nind, and an

indispensable conponent within the state for the education of
3

citizeîs, r€ligion is seen as mere suPerstition. The church is

but stones and wood. It overlooks what Hegel takes as the fact

that Christianity is the source of the Ídeas of the Ínfinite

worth of each person, the creation of a bond of universality

between all people, the abolition of slavery and, trith the advent

of protestantism, the idea of the freedom of conscience so
4

central to nodern libertY.

In sum the rigid separation between the finite and the

infinite e1Írninates those regions of the spirit whÍch relÍgion

embodies and passes on through education, while offering nothing
5

concrete in its place. The infinite Ís removed fro¡n the

3. For Hegel -Die Religion ist der Ort, wo ein Volk sich dÍe
Def inition dessen Cibt, tdas es f uer t{ahrheit haelt. Def inition
enthaelt alles, nas zur I,lesentlichkeit des Gegenstandes gehoert '
worin seine Natur auf eÍnfache Grundbestimmtheit zurueckgebracht
ist als Spiegel fuer alle Bestimntheit, die allgemeine Seele
alles Besond.eren. Die Vorstellung von Gott macht somit die
alltemeine Grundlage eines Volkes aus. t Vorlesunten Ueber die
Philosophie der Geschichte, Theorie I{erkaustabe, Bd.12, P.7O,

4. This idea of Christianity Ís recurrent in Hegel. It is
succinctly put in the Zusatz to para. 163 of Enzyklopaedie.

5. In Phaenonenologíe des
Vorurteil und Aberglauben
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Geistes Hege I writes:
verbannt worden, so tri

I{ah rhe i tein, Idas nun weiter I{e lches ist die
verbreitet hat?.. .An de
ist, fasst sle, was

oLz, Stein und so fo
dem sie ueberhaupt a1le

-[,lenn al les
tt die Frage

welche die
terr, was dem
on Bestimnunt
als einze Ine

Aufklaerunt statt jener
Glauben absoluter Geist
daran entdeckt, als H

wirkliche Dinge auf; Ín
heisst, allen Inhalt und
eine Endlichkeit, als menschl ch
begreift, wird ihr das absolute I'les en

innthe , das

ztJ einem Vakuun, dem ke j'ne
werden koennen. t PP. 506-

nj eni
sie v
ft,
Best

Erfuellung desselben auf di ese Iùeise als
[.Iesen und Vorst e I lune

Bestimmunt, keine Praedj.kate beigelegt
50 7 .
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institutions which express its presence, and
6

within the confines of the heart or the conscience.

resiteÅ-

Hegel sees the noral and political theory arÍsing

sinultaneously with enlightenment as illustrating the resiting of

the inf Ínite. The abstract rights of the person, (l:u Lo sc3e-rs¿,j\¿\

åS the prinacy of the individual conscience) become the ultimate
J

determinant Ín evaluating right. The absolute separation between

finite and Ínfinite is retaÍned. Now the finite, the nechanical

drives of our sensuous nature, is the absolute other which must
7

be conquered by the infinite abstract will. The social shapes

which these drives assune and which contribute to ethical life

are ignored as pure practical reason strives to shape the world

in accordance with an unattainable idea of perfection. In either

case, for HeBel, within the culture of enlightenment the finite

(the empirical data) and the infinite (the -Ideat) appear as

unconnected oppositions.

For Hegel there ís no denyÍng that the movement of

enlightenment and the growth of enpiricism were important and

valuable steps of intellectual development. However, there is an

urtent need to conprehend the totality in which this

consciousness operates. Enliehtenment must becorne enlightened

6. This nay seem to indicate that Hegelrs religious sentiments
Ìdere Catholic, like so many ronantics who converted (Schlegel,
Goerres, Mueller). But Hetel insisted on renaining a Lutheran. In
a letter to Niethammer (10 Oct. l8l6) Heeel succinctly expressed
the rationale for hÍs choice of denominati.on: -Unser Palladium ist
daher nicht die Gesamtheit der Satzungen von Konzilien, noch ein
fuer deren Erhaltung beauftratter Klerus, sondern allein die
Gesamtbildune der Gemeine. I Briefe von und an Hegel, Bd. 2
(Hamburg: Felix Meiner, 1953), p. 141.

7. This critique is fundanental to
his critique of Rousseau, Kant and
more fully belor¡.

Hegelrs
Fichte.

Rechtsphi losophie
It is to be dealt

and
wi th
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about itself. The ate must be made asrare of the uncritical

assumptions enbedded in its elimination of the vast regi.ons of

the spirit that do not appear to be immediate and sensuous. on

the one hand Ít must be made aware of the dogma of the -faithr in

the prj-nacy of the sensuous and the finite. On the other, it

must be made aware of its separation of the abstract moral and

and its being placed beYondinfinite will from its social context

to Hetel, the effect of this

of theoretical and Practical

to be found in the event which

entire philosophY3 the French
I

revolution, and its accompanying Reign of Terror.

In so far as Hegelrs task involves a refocussing upon the

unity which actively determines the oPpositions, the actual

infinite and the ground of al I being, this required an

acknowledtnent of the value of the intellectual orientation of

religion. As Hegel states in hÍs Vorlesungen ueber die

Philo oohi e der Re lition:

the Brasp of empiricism. According

thinking extends to everY sPhere

activity. Its social expression is

(as \de shall see) Pervades Hegelrs

Das religj.oese
das Abscheiden
Endlichen und Ue
obJ ektiv best
Vertaentlichen i
I{esen. Die Re I

Bewusstsei-n ...Íst in sich selbst
und Verlassen des Unnittelbaren,
bergang zum Intellektuellen oder,
immt, die Samnlunt des
n sein absolutes, substantielles
igion ist das Bewusstsein des an

enlightenment to Terror is, of course' a

Pha onenolo

und fuer sich l{ahren in Gegensat z e der
sj.nnlichen, endlichen I'Iahrheit und der
t{ahrnehmung. sie ist demnach Erhebung, Rêflexion'
Uebergehen von unmittelbaren, Sinnlichen '
Einzelnen ( 9 )

8. The dYnamic
major section in

f rom
the

9 Theorie t¡ kaus abe, Bd.16, P.106.
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As important as religion is for Hegel, religion, like art '
is seen as expressíng the truth in a less scientific form than

l0
philosophy. The medium of religion is not the concept, but

the feelinBs, the sensory imate and the unanalysed universal,

i.e. the ineffable, the one etc. This same truth is also, for

Hetel, expressed in the great speculative systems of philosophy

and the arguments for Godrs existence, which Hetel revives and
ll

defends against Kantrs criticisms in Kritik der reinen Vernunft.

10. Hence in the sPhere
relitÍon are subordinate

-one I are not
inmobile and

-absolute spirit I art and revealed
phi losophy.

of Hegelts critÍcisn
he holds Spinoza in

of
to

1 I . This is a recurrent theme in Hege I I s entagenent with
Kant, but it receives its most prolonged attention in -Vorlesungen
Ueber die Beweise vom Dasein Gottes. I At the head of the
speculative systems which stress this unity stand Parmenides in
the ancient world and Spinoza in the nodern. Both, for Hegel,
suffer from the problen that the determinant principles of the

adequately defined. Hence the -oner appears to be an
abstract one,
Bd. 17, p.

an -eternal nightr. See e.g . Theorie
Iùe rkausgabe 494. For Hegel, Heraclitus provides the
major necessary conplementation to Parmenides, and Fichte and
SchellÍne provide it for Spinoza. In spite
of Spinozats system as rigid and formalistic,
particularly hieh esteem for his recotnition that the actual
infinite is not equivalent to a surnmation of the parts. This ídea
is of fundanental inportance to Hetelfs critique of reductive
emp i rÍc isn . Spinoza tives the exanple of ttco non-concentric
circles in whi.ch one encloses the other. He points out that -no
number can express the inequalities of the distance which exists
between the two circles, nor a1l the variations which natter in
notÍon in the intervenint space may underto. I l,lorks, (Dover) p.
321. The same idea is exemplified by the fraction 2/1. Neither
part has a meaning in itself. The sane relation can be expressed
as 4t 14 etc. Nor can the relations be fully expressed as a

decimal; the decinal is always striving yet failing to realise the
rule. In tlissenschaft der LogÍk Hetel contrasts the idea of
Spinoza that our knowledee consists in the recognition of the
underlying unity within the difference, with Kantrs concePtion of
infinity. For Hegel, Kantrs entire philosophy is premissed upon a

attenpt to define determinants by vj.rtue of the
parts,

Theo
which themselves are caPable of being
e tlerkausgabe, Bd. 5 , tAnmerkung l: DÍe

Begriffsbestinmtheit es mathematischen Unen dlichenr , p. 279 ff.
HeEel knows this is how uruch empirical science must progress (cf.
Phaenomeno 1o L e des Geistes, -Die l{ahrnehmung: oder das Ding und

but each progression takes place within adie Taueschung.'),
specific science, or intellectual sphere which provides the
underlying unity.

-bad infiniter, an
coalition of the
split indefinitely.
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In the -Prefacet to Phaenomenolo des Geistes Hegel states his

orientation thus:

Das Aute des Geistes musste mít Zwang auf das
Irdische Berichtet und bei ihn festtehalten
werden; und es hat einer langen Zeít bedurft,
jene Klarheit, die nur das Ueberirdische hatte'
in dÍe Dunpfheit und Verworrenheit, worin der
Sinn des Diesseitigen 1aE, hineinzuarbeiten und
dÍe Aufmerksamkeit auf das Gegenwaertige als
solches, wêlche Erfahrun tenannt wurde,
interessant und geltend zu machen.--Jetzt scheint
die Not des Gegenteils vorhanden, der Sínn so
sehr in dem Irdischen festgewurzelt, dass es
tleicher Gewalt bedarf, ihn darueber z\ erheben.
Der Geist zeigt sich so arn, dass er sich, wie in
der Sandwueste der Wanderer nach einem einfachen
Trunk Wassers, nur nach den duerftigen Gefuehle
des Goettlichen ueberhaupt fuer seine Erquickung
zu sehnen scheint. An diesem, woran den Geiste
tenuett, ist die Groesse seines Verlustes zrt
ernessen. (12)

The final two sentences of this passage refer to the

critique which runs parallel with the critique of enlightenment:

the critique of romanticisn. The age of enlightenment brints its

other, its anti-enlightennent philosophy with ít. This latter

philosophy Ín aspiring after the infinite is unable to reach it

with the methodological strictures required by empiricisn. It

circumvents the restrictÍons of empirical science by graspÍng

the infinÍte in the irrational moment of -rational faÍthr or

-f eelintr.

All of Hegelts maJor works are pervaded by his constant

polernic wÍth this irrationalisn. In Glauben und I'IÍssen Kant '

Jacobi and Fichte are placed within this camp. Kant is placed

because he retains the Absolute as unknowable yet necessary, and

thus as a postulate of reason. To this extent Kant embodies for
I

HeBel the contradictory sides of enliehtennent: its

simultaneous abandonment of the Abso lute as real and its

12. Phaenonenolotie des Geistes, p. X-XIII.
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retention as an idea or moral ideal. Jacobi is placed here

because he arBues that if our perceptions are not only

conditioned but dependent upon immedíate knowledge, so too must

our knowledge of the unconditioned. Hence for Jacobi the

unconditioned, God, is not known mediatelY, throuth reasons, but

immediately throuth faith. Fichte too makes the Absolute, God,

sonething that Ís only grasped Ín faith. And from the time of

Phaeno¡neno loeie des Geistes it is also evident that Hetel sees

Schelline as caught up r¡ithin this constellation. There are also

many others, includinB Schleiermacher, Fries and Baader who

belong to the sane Gestalt. For Hetel they all adopt a one-sided

response to the Zeitgeist. They all enbody the contradÍction

of the ate: the contradiction between the finite and the

infinite. All are united in theÍr denial that the unconditioned

is a rational object of knowledge r¡hose presence is rationally

knowable. Yet each has expressed somethine about it, either

through an intellectual faith or tenius or a relÍgÍous faith of
13

the heart. They fail to see that a phÍlosophy which is to be

13. For Hegel, JacobÍ is the key figure within this movement. In
Vorlesungen Ueber die Geschicht der Phi losophie Jacobi I s presence
is said to be everywhere. *Alles, was nun seit Jacobis Zeit von
Philosophen, sie FrÍes, und Theologen ueber Gott Beschrieben ist,
beruht auf dieser Vorstellung vom unmittelbaren Wissen,
intellektuellen t{issen.... man findet ueberall nichts als die
Jacobischen Gedanken, wobei denn das unmittelbare I{issen de¡n
philosophischen Erkennen, der Vernunft entgetentesetzt wird; und
dann sprechen sie ueber Vernunft, Philosophi-e usf. wie der Blinde
von der Farbe.rBd. 3, p. 352. The idea that religious faith is of
more inportance than rational knowledte of the content of that
faith is said to be -der allgemeÍnste Standpunkt unserer Zej-t-t. P.
353. For Hegel an important consequence of Kantfs subordination of
reason to the understandÍnt is its powerlessness against the
irratÍonalÍst philosophy of faith which makes only the empirically
real the knowable. As Hetel writes in Glauben und Wissen, -Die
Jacobische Philosophie hat mit der Kantischen Philosophie das
GemeinschaftlÍche der absoluten Endlichkeit, derselben in ideeller
Form a1s formalen tùissens, in reeller als eines absoluten
Empirismus,--und des Intetrierens beider durch den ein absolutes
Jenseits setzenden Glauben. I Bd., 2, p. 333.
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coftplete must show the Process connecting these oppositions.

phÍlosophy must be able to define the mediations which are

subsuned under the ostensibly unknowable but much sought after

Absolute. It must attenpt to know what these people 'feelr or

-believer and talk about, but which is apparently unknown and

unknowable .

This requires somethin8 more than art, relition or Pre-

Kantian speculative metaphysÍcs could ever delÍver. It is not a

question of apPealÍng to a myth, or to an ineffable unity in

which all beings are said to orlgj-nate. Rather the dynanic of the

unity and its differentiatíon, the developnent of the Absolute,
c-t\{ 14

which is not¡àl substance but a subject, has to be conceptually

specifÍed. The description of this development Ís not merely an

historical account of contingent events but the specification of

what is true and eternal, what is rational- and necessary within
15

them.

Given that philosophical scj.ence must sPecify the dynanic of

the -spheresr of spirit or mind j.f it is to describe the

Absolute, Hegel takes as his guide the -concretionsr of mind--the

concept. Hetel's philosophy is thus essentially a description of

what he calls the self-development of the concept'

I,Iithin this project the privileged theoretical position

Kant had made for mechanistic science is cast aside. Mathematical

physics is just one more manifestation, one more appearance of

r4. Ph omeno lo ]. des Geistes xx.

15. Thus He8,e1 writes : -die Philosophie soll keine
dessen sein, was geschieht, sondern eine Erkenntnis
l{ahr darin ist, und aus den l,lahren soll sie f erner das
-ras in der Erzaehlunt als ein blosses Geschehen

Erz aeh I ung
dessen, was
betreifen,

erscheint. t

260.Wíss enschaf t der Lotik, Theorie tlerkausBabe, Bd. 6, p.
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Geist. This does not mean that the foundational princlples of

nathematics and mechanics are not important for Hegel. 0n the

contrary, they too are the expression of the infinÍte within the

finite and on this basis Hetel takes up the KantÍan problem of

denonstrating the conditions of their possibility. ( tle attempts

this in the -Objective Logict.) But whereas Kant nodifies logic

to conply with the cotnitive condÍtions of mathematics and

mechanics in order to provÍde a Transcendental Logic, Hetelrs

Dialectical Logic starts from thought itself. For it is in

thought itself that experÍence becomes a philosophical problen

and somethint demarcated from the a priori. It is thought which

dÍvides between subject and object and which is able to identify

their unity.

Mathernatics is, for HeBel, ítself ultimately toverned by

the concept: firstly, by the most elementary categories of

thought--being, rothing, becomint etc.; secondly, by the

definitions of the concepts such as 'straiBht liner, -trianglel

etc. Hence, for Hegel, Kant I s claim that teometrical and

arithnetical truths are synthetic is wront. The sum 7 +5= 12 is
l6

(s- mere r-n¿gL',o*. i¿¿-\ <2¡Èr;uTi air . LikewÍse, Kant I s clain that

the judgment *a straj.ght line is the shortest dÍstance between

objects to numbers such as 7 and 5 being called
-Die Summe von 5 und 7 heisst die begriff lose
beider Zahlen. I Every nunber after one involves a

but, says HeBe I , that synthesis is thoroughly
l{issenschaft der Logik , Theorie I'lerkausgabe t Bd. 5,

egelrs remarks on Kant are rather glib. The connection
Írê, number and the Ídea of the forms of intuition, are,
ve seen, connected with the idea of nathematical
being synthetic. Yet Hegel does not focus upon this.
wÍthin Hegelrs identity of subJect-obJect there is no
a rieid conceptual distinction between synthetic and

judgments. Geist alwaYs aPPears (erscheint). And

16. Hegel
concepts.
Ve rbindunt
s ynthe s is
analytic.
pp. 238. H

between ti
as we ha
J udgenent s
Note that
place for
ana I yt ic
conc ep tua I divisions are only fluid moments of reason.
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two points' is a synthetic Judgnent is, for Hegel, a mistake.

This judgnent follows automatically from the concept straight
t7

line. The fact that a machine can perforn nathernatical

operations also indicates to Hetel the inappropriateness of
18

seeing mathematical judgnents as synthetic.

Secondly, and rnore importantly for the general direction of

Hetelrs thinkine, although Hegel sees nechanics and the science

of number and fiture as c lose 1y connected, he sees the

explication of quality as quantity as a dangerous reductÍonism

when ít is stretched too far. For what happens, says Hegel, is

that those concepts that cannot be so explicated, -freedom, la\d,

norality, and Godt are left to the Índividuals to BÍve them
t9

r¡hatever content they like. This, f or Hegel, j.s the problen with

-materialisnt r¡hich wants to take one important -stageI of the

-Idea I as the Absolute. In other words, to take the sphere

relevant to the Dathematical sciences and mechanics as the

17. .Ibid., p. 239. Kant too salr Eeometrical concePts as governed
by their defÍnition. But he atte¡npted to c larÍfy how the
definitions develop, and the science becomes ampliative. Unlike
Kant, Hegel has not figured in subsequent discussions in
philosophy of nathematics. This largely results fron the
obscurity of Hegelfs discussions, âtr obscurity which also runs
throuth his discusssÍon of mechanics. There is a very generaL
article by Reinhold Baier -Hegel und die Mathematikr in II
Ve rhand I ung en des Zweiten Hetelkongresses, ed. B. tÙigersma
(Tuebinten: J. C .8. Mohr, 1932).

18. rbid. 249.

I 9 . Enzyklopaedie
Theorie I{erkaus s ab e

Also úJissenschaft der Lotik,
e1 stresses45 . Neve rthe I ess , Heg

of qùality and quantÍtY is the
, Enzyklopaedie, para, 107 .
-speculativer Point that Hege 1

ure I is the one that has been so
the quantitatÍve transformation

eap. See fJissenschaf t der Logik 
'

Zu,satz, 99 .
Bd. 5, p. 2

that n
complet
And po
draws
impo rta
of qual

easure as the synthesis
1on of the sphere of Sein
ssibly the most important
fron the concept of -meas
nt j.n Marxian dialectics,
ities, the qualitative I

Theorie l{erkausgabe , Bd. 5, pp. 435-440.
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standard of knowledge is one more manifestation of the dogmatism

of the al-ez the partial elimination of what fal1s beyond its

purview, what it cannot grasp as Sensuous' and itS simultaneous

restoration of the Infinite as a thinc of faith.

Instead of naking the conditions of mechanics and

mathenatÍcs constitutive of experÍence, and then making teleology

a heuristj-c maxim for the observation of life forms, âs Kant did,

Hetel defines knowledge ín a broader sense. -Erkenntnís' for
20

HeBel is simPlY 'bestimmendes und be trm s Denken. I Such at

definition, âs well as naking mathematics and mechanics nerely

one type of knor¿1edge with a limÍted aPPlicatÍon avoids the

problem faced by Kant of. failÍne to explain the conditions of its

onn possibility. Note also that the above definition is enpty

until the precise determj-nations have been specified. There can

be no prefabrÍcated form which can be -gluedt o4to a content'

The content is revealed only in the process of knowint, and the

form within scj-ence is not restricted to nechanistic experíence,

nor is it merely regulative in the life sciences. Forrn is

intrÍnsic to each object. To rePeat, all form and objects are

determinations and expressions of the Absolute. Concomitantly,

for Hege1, all science is dependent on cultural as well as

logical preconditions. Knor¿1edge is not only theoretical, it is

also social and practical. The social and theoretical dimensions

are, for Hegel, themselves mediated through mind and thus

structured by necessary thought determinants.

The articulation of the genesis of that st ructure in its

20. EnzykloPaedie,
direct 1Y from the
runs ParaI le Itschematisationr 

,
catetories.

para. 48 . Note that this definition fol lows
epistemoloBy of Absolute Idealism. This also

with the eliminatj.on of any need for a

as Kant required, to leeitimate metaphysical
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pure thought form is the task of tJissenschaft der Loeik. These

thouBht forms themse lves emerge under particular historical

conditions, and within particular states. Neither the pure

thought deterninants, nor the societies, nor the sciences within

the societies have any meaning in isolation. They are all moments

of the Absolute at any given monent, all members of a develoPing

sphere of rational necessity, Geist. No matter which field of

knor¡ledge or practice one enters into, for Hetel, one enters into

the expanding sphere of the Abso lute . But one enters as a

vehicle of the history of the scj-ence and the world, a bearer of

mediations and determinations of the concept. In this respect

the real subject and object, for Hegel, as indicated earlier, is

mind or Geist. In the other sciences this, for Hegel , is not

realised because the object of investitation is the result, not

the process. But philosophy is not like other sciences. Its

truth is the whole, the Absolute as process, and thus it

exemplifies absolute Geist knowing itself. Philosophy must

account for the comPlete estrant ement (entauesserung) and return

to j-tself of Geist. The necessity of this estrantement nust be

described from the most elementary, âbstract and emptiest

determinant , Sein, to the most concrete determinant,

Geistr.

'abso lute

The clescription of estrantement follows a dialectical

course. And from the opening move of the systen Hegel

demonstrates how dialectic develops r¡ithÍn and pertains to the

most elementary and abstract concept, being. tlhen taken without

any further determj-nation, being (Sein) tells us nothing.

Likewise the concept nothing, taken in isolation , nevertheless
tis. ' I.lhat it is is not yet specif iable, but that it is, f or

Hege1, is part and parcel of its being articulated. (Hege1 is not
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specifyine what type of beings -bein8' or -nothing' are, for this

requires the emp loyment of further determinants. In the Logik

Hetel attempts to illustrate how the elements of logic are

necessarily connected, and thus Ínherent ly rational ' His whole

point is misconstrued if h7e assume that he is talking about a

sensuous being. ) The movement between these opposites is

indicative of another determinant, becomint, which is the

underlying unity, and the -speculative I reso lution that the

dialectic has required. -Becomintr is itself a -doubled'

determination, depending on whether one moves from being to

nothint or nothinB to being, whether *es entStehtr or -verteht ' t

This in turn leads to a further movement as the existent (Dasein)

within the passing away or arisint is no\.t the ob ject of thought '

This dialectic movement from being to nothing to becomint to

Dasein are the fÍrst -stirrinBsr in -a huge di-alectically

developed -concretionr of elernents and prÍnciples which

constitutes Hegel's system. It advances hierarchically rnoving

always from the least complex element, principle, Stufe' or sphere

to the more complex. Each leads to its own dissolution, as it

tenerates a neId, more complicated, constellation of explanatory

concepts. such a dissolution does not mean that the more

elementary level is rvtorthless. But its incompleteness must be

acknowledged as the subject which seeks the Absolute moves to a

more comprehensive, yet asymmetrical, level driven on by the

restlessness of the determinations of thought '

In íts entirety the system is conceived as the activity of

reason,i.e. the idea, in and for itself (i.e. as a system of

logic), in Íts other (i.e. in nature), and in the union of

intelligence and nature, or what Hetel ca11s, the returning to
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2I
itself from its other. This last sphere Ís, for Hegel, the most

complex of all, the one in which intellieence recognises itself

as active and determinate, as free, in the world. Each concept

should be treated in the appropriate sphere, and at the

appropriate 1eve1. In this respect the Hetelian system is the

antithesis of a reductionist system.

The novement r¡Íthin each sphere is not intended to follow a

temporal sequence. It is logical and dialectical ' a category

deve lopment , which moves toward an end, phi losophy I s

comprehension of its o\.¡n aBe. The purpose of philosophy is not

predictíon but explicatíon of the dynarnic inner unity that

permeates and drives the consciousness of the ôt€, its science

and practices.

l{Íth the possible exception of Schel ling's system' the

nature of Hegel's system is more dynamic and its scope more

extensive that anything proposed before him. There is not a major

field of science whose foundations Hetel does not set forth

within the En k1o aed . But the very dynami.sn and extension

created insurmountable problems for HeBel t s philosophy which are

nowhere nore evident than in the very area where Hetel had seen

the weakness of Sche I lingrs thought, in the Naturp hilosophie. Now

1::i:::1--:1:::-l:-i::i-i1:1:l::-::i::::1" Hesel's judsmen'ls in

2I. In theologj.cal language, the system is the description of the
eternally active God, not a God that is beyond, but one that is
immanent. But Hetel's God is ultimately the self-postulating
Logos. In keeping with this is Hegel's substitution of a logic
t-or traaitional metaphysics and ontology. -Die Logik ist sonach
als das Systen der reinen Vernunft, als das Relch des reinen
Gedankens z\ fassen. Dies es Reich ist die

selbst ist.
I,lah heit wle s1e

ohne Huel 1e an und fuer sich Man kann sich deswegen
dieser Inhalt die Darstellun Gottes ist, w1edas sausdruecken,

er in sei-nem l.Iesen der Erschaffunt der Natur undewr-ten
eines endlichen Geistes ist.l
[.Ie rkaus abe Bd. 5, p.44.)

vor
tlissenschaft der Losik, Theorie
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22
the field of natural science, there is, nevertheless, âû obvious

problen for Hegelts metaphysics which surfaces in attempting to

describe the genesis of ratÍona1 concepts and príncip 1es. I shal 1

pause upon this as it is indicative of a deeply rooted problem

pervadi-ng HeBel's proj ect of the reconcíliation of the finite

wirh the infinite.

Hetel openly states that philosophy must not

agreenent with the ernpirical sciences, -sondern die

und Bildung der philosophischen t'lissenschaft hat die

only be in

Entstehung

empirische

actual mistakes qlere few and far between. t Op. cit. PP.
mentioned by Petry, sêe pp. 49-5 I . Capek, oI
ds it incredible that Hegel could have sPent
pler and Newton and still made such errors of
other things Capek criticises HeBelts clain
vitation can be derived from Keplerrs third
f I says Capek is 'based on an elementary
1s and the failure to understand the very
cal proof r, op.cit., p. 110, and p. 119,
nother quarter is Henry Paoluccirs -Hegel and
ics of Newton and Einsteint in Hetel and the
for Paolucci, not only a profound philosopher
precursor of Einstein, Planck and Bohr. Such

basis of very obscure passages and analogies,
of a seer. Less exaggerated is David Lambe rs

1 980. ) In chapter
Mart inus Nij hof ,

nature: fnner as
s on similarÍties

approaches to
is, of course,
in its systemts
is also Capekrs

22. M.J.Petry calls Hegelrs Naturphi l-osophie -a sensitively
structuralÍzed, deeply informed and infinitely rer¿arding
assessment of the whole range of early nineteenth century
sc].ence. I -Introduction' to Hegelts Phi losophy of Nature, Vo1. 1,
(London: GeorBe Allen and Unwin, 1970), p. 60. Petryrs notes
certainly establish the breadth of HeBel's reading in the natural
sciences. Milic Capek, oû the other hand, writes that tthe
tragicomedy of Hetelrs philosophy of nature is that it was f.ar
behj-nd the science of his o\{n time. t -Hegel and the 0rganic View
of Nature', p. 109, in Hegel and the Sciences, €d Robert Cohen
and Max I,Jartof sky (Dordrecht: D. Reidel, 1984), Boston Studies
in the Philosophy of Sclence, Vol. 64. According to Petry,
Hetel's
49. For
the other
25 years
j udgment .
that the
1aw. Heg
confusion
mean].ng o
footnote
the Celes
Sc ].ences.
of scienc
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Physik ztJ¡ VoraussetzunS, und BedinBung. I On the other hand, h€

is committed to a description of what is rational and eternal.

The criteria here are partly supplied by the -LoBict and partly

from the analysis of the metanorphosis of levels (stufe ) of

nature. This very proj ect not only re 1Íes upon the traditional

metaphysical -1ar¡ of. continuityr serving as the condition of the

analysis (a spurious move which involves Hegel in rejectint the

idea of evolution of species ) but it was also reminiscent of
24

Aristotlers theory of substantive forms. Moreover, in so far

as Hetel was comrnitted to a metaphysics which would demonstrate

the development of the infinite within the finite, he had to

23. Enzv klopaedie para . 246.

24. The Aristote 1Ían roots of a atu r hi oso hie are visible in
Hege 1 's hierarchical and te leo loBical description of nature , and
the subordination of mathematical laws to the conceptual ( i. e.
-logÍcal') explication. HeEelts rejection of the idea
evolution is also indicative of an Aristotelian preference
-roundedt , rational forms which 8Íve purpose to contingent

dÍffe rence between Hege I and Aristotle
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upon the continuity of the sciences.) Eor

of
for

ts
the

matter.
Hege 1 rs

(A major
emphas is

re j ection of evolution on the ground of its irrationality, see
n klo aedi , para. 249, Kant had also considered evolution. But

while Hegel dÍsnisse
only experience can d
is no experimental ev
course, Hegel is not
empirical science as
the framework of a s

d it because it vÍolated reason' Kant says
ecide if evolution is true, and that thère
idence to confÍrm it. K.d.U. ' para. 80. 0f
advocatint a retreat frorn the procedures of

a whole. And to the extent that Hetel makes
cience play a determinant part in scientific

inquiry, Hegel, as a number of commentators have pointed out, Ís
strikingly modern. See Gerd Buchdahl -Hegel's Philosophy of
Nature and the Structure of Sciencet in Hegel, êd. Michael Inwood
(Oxford: University Press, 1985 ) . Also by Buchdahl tConceptual

Analysis and scientifÍc Theory in HeBelrs Philosophy of Nature
(with Special reference to Hetel?s Optics ) ' in Hegel and the
Sciences. PetrYts excellent, albeit overtly def ensíve,
introduction to his translation of the NaturphilosophÍe also
dr¿e I 1s on this ( see the section -Leve 1s , Hierarchies , Spheres
as does Lamb op. cit. , pp. 104-108. But modern discussÍons
theory-dependenc y forego any attempt to demonstrate
hierarchical necessity of the principles of the whole field
natural science. Science nay be a unified fie1d, but because
the comPlexity of the ernpirical sciences, the articulation
that unity is, i¡ Kantrs language, - a mere idear, i.e. it r^ro

be an unending task to articulate that unity.
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move from the -lowerr, less complex level to the 'higher',more

complex level by demonstrating its necessary internal

contradictions. In so î.ar as he already has empirical data, he

knows where he wants to move. The only problem is how to get

there, and the question then concerns the re liability of the

enpirical data he uses.

Hegelts philosophy is meant to demonstrate the presence of

the Absolute within the parts. It is not an object of faith, but

a living reality divested in nature, or rather, as Hegel reninds

his readers who may have forgotten the centrality of the identity

of subject and object, its presence is in the -Betrachtungswej.sen
25

der Natur.r yet if the netaphysical beginnin8 is to be the basÍs

for the structuring of the facts, how can he have

demonstrated the actuality of the presence of the Absolute in

nature ? The identity of the subj ect-obj ect breaks down as a

correspondence not only must take place betúleen ernpírical theory

and verifiable -facts' , but also between Hegel I s
26

Enzyc lopaq[þ

and the empirical theory. The onnipresent -Absoluter is in

25. This is the sub-title of the Introductlon'

26. petry seems oblivious to the implications behind the claim
that Hege 1 rs Enzyklopaedj-e is -in a sense dualistic , sÍnc e a

distinction tras to ¡e drawn between its subject matter and Íts
structurer, op.cit., p. 48. However, the dualism of structure and
subject natter contradicts the Hegelian Ínsistence uPon the
-ntrity of form and contentr . Throuthout his commentary Petry also
frequently sutgests alternative developments between levels,
again unaware of the ontological implications. It may make more
Sense to be a dualist of Sorts ' but, as \de have argued
throughout, Hetel's idealisn takes its shape by its stand atainst
dua I ism .



danger of being dispensed r¿ith as redundant if and when Hegel

makes a scientific error. Or it becomes, as it etas for Kant, -a

mere idear , a reBulative pri.ncip le which, because of our

fÍnitude, cannot be defined with certainty. In the latter case

Hetel has no more escaped the bad infinity than the thinkers he

criticised.
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those working within

presidine over their

was clearly expressed

natural scÍence, the idea of

activity made little sense.

by Croce in tlhat is Living

For

Absolute

reasonlng

an

The

and

[Ihat is Dead in the Philoso D h v of Hegel:

either r^te think that the empirical nethod is
capable of positing sone laws' some genera' some
concepts, in a word, sone truths; and i-n that
case \te cannot understand why the other 1a\ls '
tenera, truths and concepts , the r¡hole system of
them, should not be attainable with the same
method. For the activity, which posits the first
naturalistÍc concêPt, reveals in that act its
capacity for positinei the others and the whole;
iust as in poeiry, it is the same activÍty and no
other which forms the first verse' and which
conpletes the whole poem. Or else \de think that
the empirical nethod is not capable of any truth,
however snall; and in that case the speculative
method not only has no need of the other, but can
draw fron it no assistance. To make verbal
concessÍons to physics and to the empirical
method is mere trifLine, and satisfies nobody. (27 )

Hege I

adjudÍcate

Goethers

de f e nding

advanc e d--

did intend to use his speculative philosophy to

on scientific dÍsputes, as Ín his infanous defense of

theory of colour atainst Newton. HeEel was not only
28

a lost cause. The way the -scientific' judgment was

through a conbination of polemic, Poetry and a

27. tlhat
( London:

Ís Living and I.Ihat is Dead in Hege I , t r.
Macnillan, l9l5 t 19061 ), pp. 169-170.

28, Enz klo e para. 3 1 4.

Doug,las Ainslie
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dialectical chain of obscure c lassifiers deve loped from his

LoeÍk--did nothing to advance Hegelfs oldn philosophy.

HegeIts tur I oso hie did not appear in a better lieht

than Schel ling I s. Hegelrs movement betr¿een levels was equally

dependent upon a -tame of analoBies. I The only difference \das

that now the rules of the game had changed: they r¡ere based upon

the -concept' and not intellectual intuition. Unlike Schelling,

who had consÍderable influence in some scientific cÍrcles,
29

Hetelrs influence never extended into this sphere. Indeed he vJas

considered to be a disciple of Schelline. As Wilhelm Dilthey

pointed out when speaking of Hetelrs stay in Berlin between 1818

and 1831.

Die Philosophie der Natur, die er auch als
rationale Physik bezeichnete, hat er nur sechsmal
gelesen. Erst im fuenften Semester kehrte sie
schliesslich wieder. Sie wurde durch keine andere
Vorlesung aud den Gebiet der Naturerkenntnis
unterstuetzt. Und keiner unter seinen Schuelern
foltte ihm in eitener fruchtbarer Arbeit auf dies
Gebiet. I{o Alexander von Hunboldt und dann
Johannes Mueller herrschten, \tar kein Platz fuer
diese rueckstaendige Behandlung der Natur. (30)

Nature,

presence of

reason in the

int rinsic to

IdealÍsmr was

for Hetel, was important because it illustrated the

reason in the world. Only through the presence of

world \ras nature knowable. This same idea had been

Descartests metaphysics. Yet Hegelrs -Absolute

fundamentally different from Cartesian Dualisn over

29. See Petry,op. cit., P. 81. The
nornally numbered within the Schellingian
and Orsted.

most famous scientists
circle ate 0ken, Ritter

30. Op.cit. DÍlthey, Gesammelte Schriften Bd. IV, p. 253,
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the problem of natural science. Hegel I s interest in nature was,

in one important respect, the exact oPposite of Descartesrs: it

was not primarily practical but sPeculative. Descartes and Hegel

had both enphasised the absolute infinite, but, for Hegel, it rdas

the totality of reason that had to be known.

Like Kant, Hegelts interest in nature was subordinant to

freedom. But whereas Kant had outlined a dualist philosophy in

order to preserve the idea of freedom from nature, Hegel had

southt to d.emonstrate the fundamental (dynamic ) unity of the

infinite and finite. He had attempted to illustrate that reason

was not something seParate or beYond ( jenseits) the world or the

ãEê, but active within it. As freedom was an idea of reason, it

\ras also necessary to define freedon, not' as Kant and RousSeau

had done, âs a standard beyond the world, but as present and

determinant within the world. Enliehtenment and the romantic

response to enlÍghtenment had, for Hege1, both contributed to the

rniscomprehension of freedom in an age in which freedom had become

the central philosophical problem. HeBelrs task of reconciline

the infinite and the finite and describÍng the presence of Geist

withln his age necessarily involved articulating the rational

shape of treal freedomt.
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Chapter 4

The Substantiation of Freedom: Metaphysic of the StateA

From its very betinning, Hegelts metaphysical dispute with

Kant revolved around the idea of freedon. -7n c'n n'ulí

s,,o-,Þ7 Hegel had emphasised the superíority of Jesus t s ethical

teachj-ng to Kant t s because of its reconci-liation between nature
1

and duty in the concept of love. He had also emphasised that the

enlÍghtenrnent conception of ethics had not provided a cultural

substitute f or religion. Religion, said the young Hegel, \^tas not

merely a -"";encer of what was rational in the concepts of God

and the soul. In a religious communÍty (Gemeinde) duties were not

prescriptions of a mind estranted from one t s social activity, but

the duties were inseparable from the feelints and behaviour of

its membe rs.

The critique of Kant and enlightenment expressed in Hegelrs

early theological works emphasised the idea of freedom that Hegel

l. Der Geist des
324-327,

Christentu Theorie Ílerkaus be Bd. I , pp.

2. See Frasmente ueber Volksreli 1() und Christentum
I.Ierkaustabe, Bd. I, p. ll, and also the
f,IÍrkenwol len durch Verstand ' , Bd. 1, PP.
dimension of rellgion for Hetel is also cl
Positivitaet der christlichen Re líeion*Das Zum-Staat-I.Ierden einer moralischen oder religioesen

,s

section *Aufk
21-33. The

early visible
ee esp. the

, Theorie
I ae rung -

social
in Die
section

Gesellschaft.r Ibid. For
political dimensions of Heg
Shlomo Avinerirs Hegelts
University Press, L97 2. )
the politics of Hegelrs th

a fuller account of the social and
e1's theological writints see ch. I of

theory of the State ( Cambridge :

Lukács, The Yount Hegel also stresses
eological writings. Lukács t s work was

partly undertaken to remedy what he believed were distortions in
Hegel scholarship. In particular it sets itself against
Diltheyts and Kronerrs readints. While it succeeds Ín enphasisÍng
a retion insufficiently addressed by either Dilthey or Kroner, it
should be said that it is partÍcularly unfair to Kroner.
Kronerrs massive work is summed up in Kronerts sentence torn from
context, that -Hege1 is the greatest irrationalist known to the
history of philosophy.' ( rbid. , p. 400, see also xviii. ) I'or the
context see Kroner, Von ant bis Hege1, Bd. 2, pp. 267-272.
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was to hold all of his life: the idea of freedom must be

substantial, trounded in the community ( itself the expression of

Geist) and not merely a noral idea which has as its ideaL a

standard beyond the world.

In a number of early publications Hete I attacked what he

believed to be the one-sided conception of freedon accompanying

the dualist separation of nature ( necessity ) and reason

(freedom) in the philosophies of Rousseau, Kant' and Fichte. The

conception of moral freedom as the absolute autonomy of. a will

which transcended the irrational world of nature was, observed

Hegel, determined by the very mechanisti.c philosophies it had

southt to transcend. In response to a world bereft of

spiril"/reason, the natural right theorÍes of Rousseau, Kant and

Fichte naá constructed an idea of spirit/ reason which had no

point of contact wÍth the world. The attempt, for Hetel, to make

the world conform to an 'idea' of this one-sided conception of

reason Ìdas necessarily oppressive. In Glauben und l{issen Hegel

spoke of Kantrs dualisn as: -der leere Beeriff j.n seiner

unverrueckten EntEegensetzunB teBen dÍe Natur kann nichts anderes

als ein System der Tyrannei und des Zerreissens der Sittlichkeit
3

und SchoenheÍt produzieren.' In his previous work, the

Differenzschrift, Hegel had argued that Kantrs theory of natural
4

risht inexorably 1ed to Fichte's oppressive utopia. Hetel pointed

to the social oppression and social discord resultinC from

the picture of the state as a lifeless machine, the product of an

3 . Theo rie l¡ e rkaus gab e Bd. 2, p. 383.t

4. Theorie Werkauseabe , Bd. 2 , pp . 84-85 . The satne charge Ís made
in Ueber dÍe senschaf t liche Behandluntsarten des Naturr echts.qt 1s
seÍne Stelle in der praktischen Phi losophie und sein Verhaeltnis
ztJ de n positiven Rechtswisse
2 p. 519.

nschaften Theo rie l,Ie rkausgabe , Bd .
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autonomous and indeterminant wi1 1.

Das Naturrecht wird, durch den abso luten
Gegensatz des reinen und des Naturtriebs, eine
Darstellunt der vollstaendigen Herrschaft des
Verstandes und Knechtschaft des Lebendie€r,--ei.n
Gebaeude, âr welchem die Vernunft keinen Teil hat
und das sie also verwirft, r¿eil sie in der
vollkommensten Or8anisation, die sie sich geben
kann, in der Selbsttestaltunt zu einem Volk, â[
ausdruecklÍchsten sich finden muss. Aber j ener
Verstandesstaat ist nicht eine Organisation,
sondern eine Maschine, das Vo 1k nicht der
ortanische Koerper eines gemeinsamen und rej-chen
Lebens, sondern eine atomistische lebensarme
Vielheit, deren Elemente absolut entBegengesetzte
Substanzen, teils eine Menge von Punkten , den
Vernunftwesen, teils mannígfaltig durch
Vernunft--d. h. in dieser Forn: durch Verstand--
modifikable Materien sind, --Elemente, deren
Einheit ein Betriff, deren Verbindunt ein
endloses Beherrschen ist.(5)

And in the the Phaenonenologíe he drew the connection whÍch

Robespierre himself had drawn (in his address to the French

Convention of Feb. 5, 1794 ) that the Terror \das -an enanation of

virtuer. For Hegel, the virtue of a will too good for this world

was a vj.rtue that could only decimate the earthly forms of the
6

ethical life.

As the above citation frorn the Differenzschrift indicates,

Hetel shared the organic view of the state that Burke had

advanced against the tRichts of Manr and that was being espoused

in the state theories of Schleiermacher, Novalis, Schlegel, and

Adam Mueller. His reasoning for this advocacy kras sinilar to his

5. Theorie tlerkausgabe, Bd. 2, p. 87. Also see Behand lungs art e n
des Naturrechts, p. 447.

6. See para. 5 of the Rechtsphilosophie. This paragraph needs to be
the Phaenonenologie.considered with the chapter on the Terror in
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contemporaries and, aBain, Burke : the content of peop lers wil 1s
7

derives from the very ethical spheres in which people function.

These spheres are maintained because codes of behaviour are

adhered to, and each role is retulated by the roles of others.

The role itself determines what is right and rlrrong; what, for

example, is a good husbandlfathetl child etc. For Hegel, any

attempt to rely upon the conscience or a fornal law such as

Kant rs moral imperative is potentially destructive. fnstead of

compliance with a defÍnite duty that must be performed if an

7. On the importance of Burke in Gerrnany see Ch. VIII of ReÍnhold
Aris's Political Thought i-n Germany: From 1789 to 1815 (London:
Frank Cass, 1965 [ 1936] ). See esp. p. 257. On the relationship
between the organic theory of the state and the conservatÍve
intellectual milieu in Germany (a milieu 1n which one tine
supporters of the revolution such as Schlegel conspicuously
figured ) ,
ís central
as well as
politícal
Reissrs
( Oxford:

Hege I .
wri t ings

see
to

ibid., p. 294. The organic conception of the state
Schleiermacher, Adam Mueller' Novalis and Schlegel,

See Aris, ch. X. Useful selections of the
of these thinkers can be found in H. S.

The Political Thoueht of the German Romantics
Basif Blackwell, 195Ð . lnottrer valuable co

1793-1815
llection of

I Krítische
1975), Bd.

portance of
on of the
axa, p. 7 4.
st Behler,
. 2, 1963

the ideas of the Period is Gese I lschaft und Staat 1m sp ieee I
(Hrsg. ) Jacob Baxa (Jena: Gustav Fischer,
Hetel vigorously attacked Schlegel,

common
their

deut scher Romantik
1924). Althoush
Schleiermacher, and other German ronantics, there was a
bond between Hegel and these thinkers. This is evident in
shared vocabulary and their shared intellectual priorities
travitatint around the core idea of the world as revealÍng the

of Geist and the imPortance of Bildung. All these
emphasised the importance of the fanily, relition and

Hege Ithe state as the substantive basis of ethical behavÍour. As
disclosed in a letter to Ftanz Baader, he believed that his
intel lectual affinitÍes with the romantic way of thinkint,
exenplified in Baader, himself outvreiehed their differences. See
Hans Grasl, tHegel an Baad€rf , He e lstud Bd. 2. There \tere

of faith and the
private spiritual

presence
thÍnke rs

irreconcilable
retention by

difference over the status
the romantj-cs of a comPletelY

relationship. For Hegel this was merely the retention of a

Jenseits. To both Baader and Schletel, Hetel's subordination of
faith to reason, and religion to the state made Hetel an atheist.
Schletel even ca1ls the -unfoldintr of Hegelrs tleltteist -the
development of the Anti-Christr, see Friedrich Schlege
Austabe, (Hrsg. ) Ernst Behler (Muenchen: Paderborn,
22, p. 69; See Bd. 30 ( I 980 ) , pp. 32O-32I . The in
-faith' to Schlege I even enters into the his concepti
state: -Der Staat beruht auf dem Glaubent, op.cit., B

For further discussion of Schletel and HeBel see Ern
-Friedrich Schletel und Hegelf in Hegel-Studium, Bd
( Bonn: Bouvier and Co. ) .
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ethÍcal relationship is to be maintained, the individual is gÍven

too much scope in providing a content for a unÍversal 1aw. For

Hetel, the appropriation of Kantrs moral theory had

demonstrated how Kantrs moral formalism was easily transformed

into a defence of the immoral. Kantrs ethical theory had passed

over ínto Fichters conception of morality as the product of the

conscience. Fichte I s moral theory had in turn led to Schlete I rs

concept of irony. In Lucinde Schlegel had, for Hegel and many

other contemporarÍes, threatened the stability of the family by

dismissint the necessity of the marriage ceremony. (ft was, for
8

Schlegel, a mere externality of the state. )

In spite of Hegelrs critique of the one-sidedness of the

post-Rousseauian dualist rnetaphysics of natural right, Hegel

emphasÍsed that the natural right theorists had correctly seen

that the concept of freedom is associated with the concept of

Ronantikr in Hege I I s Phaenomeno 1o ie, E. Hirsch specifies the
oriBinators of the (im)moraI positions r¿hich Hetel derives
dialectical 1Y in the Phaenomeno 1o . See Deutscher
Vi rtel a rschr f. Litera rwl-s en chaf t u. Geistesteschichte ,f

ee a lso Vorlesungen ueber die Geschichte

8, RechtsphilosoPhie, Par^a.
section -Der seiner selbst
dynamic of consciousness fro
through to the -moralt aest
substantive content of good

140. In the Phaenomenologie, the
gewisse Geist I , Hege 1 exP lores the
m the formal moral Position of Kant
heticism whÍch makes play v¡ith the
and evil. In -Die Beisetzung der

2, 1924, pp. 5 l0-
der Philosophie, P

I 40 , and, on Schl e
(Hrse) F. Bassenge'

2-533. Also see Rechtsphilosophie, para.
concept of irony, see Hege I rs Aesthetik
1in, DDR.: Aufbau, 1985), Bd. 1, PP. 7l-

7 6. For the critique o f Lucinde and Schleiermacherrs defence see
RechtsP hilosophie para. 164 and the Ztsatz. Hetel, however, is
closer to Schlegel than is at first apparent; they are united bY

the ethical importance they ascribe to the fanily and the forms
of ethical life as opposed to the moral a priori reasonÍnts of
natural rieht theory. In para . 27 0 of the Rechtsphilosophie,
HeBel attacks the position held by SchleBel, that the state
should be subordinant to the church. Yet llegel requires that all
citizens be nembers of a church. To this extent he shares
Schlegelrs belÍef that relition is an indispensable conponent for
the formation of ethical life. I would like to thank Tom Morton,
presently writint a doctoral dissertation on Schletel at the

onUniversity of Adelaide,
the German romanti-cs.

524. S

p. 53
gelrs

( Ber

for his helpful discussions with me
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wil l, and that the logÍcal grounding of the concept of right must
9

be ín the free will. But he did not separate the prescripitions

of the will (practical reason) from the substantial ethical

relations (of the family, civil society, and the state). A

philosophical account of right had to specify the unity between

the abstract and moral basis of right and the substantive ethícal

re I at ions .

In so far as the actual forms of the ethical life \dere to

provide the real end of ritht, Hetel emphasi-sed that his position

was not to be confused with the positivist concept of right which

collapsed the distinctíon betr¿een the substantial and accidental,
l0

thus equating rnight and right. I.Jhat needed to be demonstrated was

that ríght \das not something to be attained in the indefinite

future, but the -Id.eat was here and no\d. Conversely, the world

rdas not tGod-forsakent , i. e. a place in which there was no

justice, but a place in which justice rdas present. Phitosophy

9 . Hege I ' s aff inity with natural rieht is evj-dent in the
und
of
be

alternative tit 1e of the Rechts h loso hie--Naturrec h

Staatsr¡issenschaf t. tlhether Hegel had ass inilated the idea
mode rn natural right with the theorY of. the state is to
discussed in the final chaPter.

10. See esp. the lengthY critique of Haller , Rechts hí oso hie

t

para. 258. Also
spite of HeBeIrs
affinity Hegel shares with the hi
belief that the 1aw is the exPress
Volk. The major Point Hegel hold
of law is the belief exPressed bY
of codifyine the 1aw. BY insistin
1aw, Hegel believes it is Possib
contintent, the brute Positive,
rational) positive. One is also I
Volk) only as concretelY defined
is not subject to drastic chanB
community feelints. This is n
dífference with the historical I
-atomistic I critique of liberal de
historical 1aw school see Norbert
und die Naturrechtslehre I

Behandlungsarten des Natu r re ch S p. 527 . In
criticisn here we should not overlook the

storical schoo I of right: the
ion of the conscíousness of the
s aBaÍnst the historical school
Savigny ín the undesirabilitY

I upon the codification of the
le to avoid the equation of the
with the authenticallY (i.e.

ed to ínterPret the PeoPle (das
by their institutions. The law
es on the basis of momentary
ot only relevant to Hegelrs
ard schoo I , but to his anti-
nocracy. Also on HeBel and the
Bobbiors excel lent essaY -Hegel
in Materie lien zrJ Hegels

(Frankfurt/M:Rechtsp hilosophie Bd. 2 , ed . Manf red Riede I
Suhrkamp, 1975 ) , pp. 85-8b.
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had to affi.rm and delineate the shape ot its pres"n""lt

For He6e1, this meant specifying the necessity of the

connec t j-ons bet$reen various noments of the concept of right . The

fÍrst of these (tabstract ritht') affirmed the act of Possession

and the contractual relations requiring recognition of the person

as a willing atent. The second, that o f Moralitaet , affirmed the

principle of noral intention in which the particular subject

recognises as moral what it deems to be universal. The third and

fÍnal moment, the idea of freedom tas the living goodr, 1s that
t2

of Sittlichkeit, the ethical life.

For Hegel, the original ( logical ) relationship Ín r¡hich the

will receives a determinant ethical content is in the fanily.

Underpinning this relatÍonship is, r¡hat Hegel considers to be

the -lmmediate' ethical feelint, love. The immediate feeling of

romantic love leads to marriage and a sense of shared ídentity,

mutual responsibility and the necessary allocation of roles in

order for the relationship to be maÍntained. Hetel *deducesr that

the way the relationship is to be naintained is through monogamy

and patriarchy. No particular person determines the essential

nature of the family, althouBh the stability of the family

11. Those who see the world as -God-forsaken're1y uPon their own
( for Hegel, irrational ) feelings to specify how the state should
be.
the

Rechtsph losophie
task of philosophy

VIII-XII, XIX-XXII. For Hetel it is not
to prescribe to the state what it should

be: -die Belehrung, die in ihr Ii.e. philosophyl liegen kann,
kann nicht darauf gehen, den Staat zu belehren, wie er sein soll,
sondern vielmehr, wie €r, das sittliche Universum, erkannt werden
soll.r Ibid., p. XXI.

hI2. Rec tS hiloso e para. 142.
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depends upon the behaviour of its individual members. Rather the

wil ls of the particular persons are determíned by the relati-ons

which constitute a fami 1y. As l{ete I says the individuals are
13

accidental.
T4

The second shape of ethical life is civil society. In this

sphere individuals are prÍnarily constructed as systems of ldants,

economic agents seeking to rnaximise their personal inclinations,

and seekint to se11 thej.r individual ski11s, i, e. their

capacities to satisfy the wants of others. This sphere is

characterised by its schismatic nature. But, ü[1ike Marx, Hegel

holds that civil society is intrinsical 1y rational. He has two

basic reasons fot this.

Firstly, it is only within the context of civil society that

man as a concrete representation, defined by riehts and duties,

comes into existence.

Fanilie das Fami.lienelied in der buergerlichen
BuerRer ( als

Standpunkte der

13. Rechtsphilosophie, para. 145. Marxists rarely
the determinant nature of social relations ís
Hege 1 rs thought .

Im Rechte ist der Getenstand
moralischen Standpunkte das

Gesellschaft ueberhauPt der
bourBeois ) -hier auf dem

die Person, im
Sub ekt in der

app reciat e
fundanent a I

that
to

14. For a discussion of the historical antecedents and
transforrnations of the concept of -civil societyt see Manfred
Riedel, -Hetels Begriff der "Buergerlichen Gesellschaft" und das
Problem seines Beschicht lichen Ursprun8s'
HeBels RechtsphilosoPhie, Bd. 2.

in Materialien ztt
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Beduerfnisse ( ve1. p ata. I23 Anm. ) ist es das
das man M nsch nennt;Konkretum, der VorstellunE'

es ist also erst hier und auch eitentlich nur
hier vom Menschen in diesen Sinne die Rede' (15)

Secondly, the nultiplyine effect of the needs of civil

society plays a special role in the widespread development of

consciousness. It is thus indispensable for the education/

cultivation ( Bildung ) of nind, which is the real end of

Hetel's enterprise. The rday in which nind is developed in civil

society is the necessary consequence of the transformation of

nature that takes place through work. Nature loses its strict

identity as it becomes subordinate to the needs that are

developed in civil society and the techniques of

production. Nature is the raw material uPon which mind sets to
16

work f or the creati.on and sati-ation of social needs. For this

15.
Heg
the
soc
rel
ide
spe
con
con
AS
con
ins

Rechtsp hilosophie
e l-is specif ical1Y

theo ry of mode r
ia1 forn, bourgeoi
ationship between
as of the period. H

c ify the re 1 at ion
cept of -rÍghtr.
cept in the will,
right or wron8.

ditions in which
eparable from reaso

, para. 190. It should be noted here that
endorsing the ídea later held by Marx that
n natural rieht is toverned by a specific
s society. There is for Hegel a necessary
the social relations of a period and the

o\^7ever, unlike Marx, Hegel is attempting to
ship between the different levels of the

He finds the elementary tround of the
because only a will can desiBnate something
The content of the historical and social
it operates are ulti-mately, f or Hegel,

n and thus what the wíll is.

I 6. There is , says Hege 1 , hard
reworked to satiate desires; - s
erwerben, indem man sie warm ztJ m

kann man so trinken, r¿ie nan es v
Para. 196, zusatz.) The idea of th
subordination to labour was funda
economy . That subo rdinat ion is c I e
says *I think it will be but a v
that of the Products of the Earth
are the effects of labour. t Two
second Treatise t , Pal^a. 40. Tha
producers is evident fron his re
daher nicht sowohl von denen, we
haben , als vielmehr durch solihe
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reason Hegel emphasises the dual relationship between theoretical

and practical Bi I dun . Labour not only requires the existence of

the materials to be reformed. It also needs thought. It is only

throuth thought that the rules and procedures of transformin8

natural object A to worked-on object B are carried out by the

labourer. That these procedures become -second nature I

illustrates for Hegel that the workers, unbeknown to themselves,
t7

become vehic les in the se I f expansion or Bi dun of Geist.

The rationality of civil society for Hegel is thus apparent

insofar as (1) reason develops throuth it, and (2) individuals

develop their capacities and market then. Yet in spite

::--:i:----:1:t::111:l---::----:1:11- societv ' Hesel saw

sein Entstehen einen Ge
para. l9l. The importa
economists Ín the Recht

and theoretical reason.
Naturphilosophie states:

Rechtsphilosophie, Z\satz,
relationship to political

s common knowledge. It is

w].nn su
nce of
sphilos

chen. t

HeB,elts
ophie í

emphasised in interPretatr.ons by Lukács (op.cÍt.,) and more
recently Raymond Plant and Bernard Cullen (see biblioeraphy).
However it ís often not appreciated that Hegel I s prelÍminary
defÍnition of nature in the Enzyklopaedie as the -Forrn des
Andersseinr stands in the closest relationship to the idea of
nature as the materíal of practical ( and hence social )

transformation. Thus not only does the Logik close with the *the
Absolute Idear in which theoretical reason (knowledge ) and
practical reason (wi1 I ) are reconciled as self-realised reason'
but the Naturp hilosophj-e commences with the unity of practical

The opening sentence of the
-Praktisch verhaelt sich der Mensch ztJ

der Natur als ztt einem Unmittelbaren und Aeusser lichen selbst als
ein unmittelbar aeusserlj-ches und damit sinnlj.ches Individuum,
das sich aber auch so mit Recht als Zweck Seten die
Naturtegenstaende beninmt. t Enzy klopaedie para. 245. Civil
society is responsible for the specÍfic determinations of the
will imprinting Ítself on raw nature, and thus for the material
products possessing value in society. Here too is a major
sínilarity between Marx and Hetel.

Ll . See Rechtsphilosophie, para. 197 . In this integration of
labour and intelli8ence, w€ see once again how theoretical
reason takes on a social significance for Hege I that lies
comp lete ly beyond the scope of Kant I s questioning. For Hete I , the
cultivation of theoretical reason (Hege1 says'die Bj.ldung des
Verstandes ueberhaupt, damit auch der Sprachet ) is accelerated
within the sphere of civil society.
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civil society as threatening the very existence of communal life.

Civil society brings with i-t the unrestricted creation and

expansj-on of social nants and the division and nechanisation of

labour. For Hege1, this division of labour brings wÍth it t1'ro

social disorders: it dehumanises the labourers, and it leads to
18

inevitab 1 e economic c rises . This occurs ' for Hete 1, part 1y

through labour displacement by machinery, and partly through

overproduction. Once thrown into povertY, Hetel fears that the
l9

industrial labourers may become a mob ( Poebe I ) , destroying the

social harmony of ethical life. In other words civil society

nurtures within it the necessity of Poverty and the possibility

of future days of Terror. Thus, for HeBel, the question of the

18. Rechtsphilosophle, para. 198. HeBel had first systematically
expressed his ideas, based upon his readings of political
economy, while at Jena in the
of 1805 /06, pP. 232-234 and

unpublished Jenaer Realphilosophie'

240 . These manuscripts are inc luded in Gerhard
collectíon Geort t{i1he1m Friedrich He e1: F ruehe
Systeme ( Frankfurt ll4t Ul lstein , I97 4) . Page numbers provided are
to the more popular edit ions by Johannes Hoffmeister Saemt I Íche
tterke, Bd. 19, 20 (Leipzi1, 1931,1932). Goehler's collectíon also
inctu¿es the Systen der Sitttichkeit as well as his excellent
commentary and selections and essays by Rosenzweig, Marcuse,
Lukács, I lting, Habermas and Riedel. Since the discovery of these

sÍmilarity of Hegel's descriptÍon of

Jensener Real phi losophie

factory worker-- -das Bewusstsein

, pp. 236-
Goehlerrs

po lit Ísche

lectures, the
degradation of
Fabrikarbeiter

the
wÍ rd

the
der

MEt¡ ) ,
This

creation of a
indignation.

z\r letzten Stumpfheít herabtesetztr ,

p. 239-- has frequently been conpared withJ ensener Realphil.
Marxts conception of alienation. These earlier manuscripts also
portray an awareness that the dj.vision of labour coincides with a

reduction in the value of the commodities produced as well as the
labour producing them. This point plays an irnportant role in
Marxrs
could

analysis of capÍtal. Had Marx read these manuscripts he
not have upheld his view that HeBel conceives only the

positive side of labour, and that Hege I knows only abstract
spiritual labou
Ergaenzuntsband,

r. Marx -E_!Ë-.e-l-q tlerke, (hereinafter
Erster Teil (Berlin: Dietz, 1968), p. 574.

claim by Marx also does not square with the c risis Hege I
confronts in the RechtsP hi losophie .

1 9. Poverty is not a sufficient condition for the
mob, there must also be the accompanyint feeling of
Rechtsphiloso1h:þ' para. 244 and Zusatz.
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abolition of poverty -ist eine voYzueglich die modernen
3

Gese I lschaften beweBende und qualende t .

For Hegel, this and other problems arising from the private

pursuit of ( economic ) fiberty can only be resolved within a

hieher more complex sphere of the ethical life, the state. The

state protects family life and civil society. It also develops

civic virtues the education system and (in times of war) military

service. -The people' possess national identity and a -rational

shape I through its Ínstitutions-- the c ro\,Jn, the executive and

the legislature.

A closer examinatíon of Hegelrs -rationalr institutions

indÍcates that a major task, if not the major task of the state

Ís to control the power of the busi-ness class.

There is no question for Hegel of the business class not

having considerable state power. The French Revolution had

indicated to HeBel that any attempt to deny political power to

the bourteoisie, or the public expression of its ideas (through a
2t

free press) would inevitably faÍ1. Equally out of step with the

20. Rechtsphi 1o sophi.e Zusalz, para. 244.

21. In Vorlesunten Ueber dÍe Philosophie der GeschÍchte Hege I
nakes it clear ( I ) that he defends the princÍples of the
revolution and (2) that the revolution was an act of necessity
brought about by the deBeneracy and intransiEence of the
privileted estates. Theorie I.Ierkausgabe, Bd . L2, PP. 528-530. For
tteeel tradition Idas not acceptable merely because it $ras

tradition. In the e rtei un der Ve rhand un en in der
V rs amrn I n der Landstaende des KoeniBreichs lJuerttembue 1m

Jahr 1815
Wurttemberg
world histo
them -Altes
Ílorte, als
rauben. Al 1

recht oder s
Abschaf funt
Feudaldespoti.srnus und unzaehliger
Aufheben von etwas, das ein

und 1816 Hegel attacks the
for having -slept throught tthe states of

pe riod o f
He reminds
ene, trosse
Rechte zrJ

ng heisst,
n; auch die
rei, des

InfamÍen war immer ein
altes Recht lirar.t Theorie

1 anded e
richest

ry that the r¡o r 1d has p robab 1y eve r had . I

Recht und alte Verfassung sind ebenso scho
es freve lhaft klingt, einem Vo 1ke seine

ein ob das, was altes Recht und Verfassu
chlecht ist, kann nicht aufs Alter ankomme

des MenschenoPfers, der Sklave

I,IerkausBabe, Bd. 4, p. 50 7 . Hege I I s endorsement of the French
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spirit of the -age of freedomrwould be an attemPt to eliminate

the principles of cÍvil society Ítse1f. Such an attenpt would

require the split between reality and the unrealisable future

which contradicted Heg,elrs conception of rationality.

Hete I conceded that the fate of the mode rn state 1das

intrinsically connected to the aspiratÍons and po$'er of the

bourteoisie. But Hegel denied that this c lass should identify

Ítse1f with the cro$7n or with the executive. The sovereign was to

be an hereditary yet constitutionally lirnited monarch (thus Hegel

makes a concession to what he believed to be an unavoidable

consequence of the revolution--the restorati.on-- while denying
22

the monarchical absolutisrn of those oPposi.ng the revolution).

The power of the business class \ì7as also to be controlled by a

distribution of power to those classes whose interests vtere not

locked i-nto -the system of needs. I For Hege I there are t!'o

*c lassesr that possess this independence : the -c lassr of cÍvil

revo
die
Howe
no re
F ran
(Fra

lution is cove red. in detail by Joachim Ritter in Hegel und
franzoesi sche Revo 1u tion ( Frankf u rt l14: SuhrkamP, l-965 ) .

Hegel's conservatism. For a'

abermasrs -Hege 1s Kritik der
in Theorie und Praxis
r28-t 46 .

ver Ritter te
balanced vie

zoesischen
nkfurt/t't:Suhrka

nds to downPlaY
s, see Juergen H

Revolutiont
np, 1963), pp.

22. For the inevítability of a restoratíon accomPanying
revoluti.on, see Die Philosophie dglq Geschichte, P. 535. The f act
that Hetet had enaorse¿ constitutional monarchy rather than
absolute monarchy \tas seen by some Prussian patriots as
indicative of Hegei's subversive teaching. See K. E. Schubarthrs
'Ueber die Unvereinbarkeit der Hegelschen Staatslehre mit dem

obersten Lebens- und Entwj.cklungsprinzip des Preussischen Staatst
Materialien zu Hete ls RechtsphilosoPhie

1975), pp. 249-( Frankf urt l14: SuhrkamP,
conservatives Hegel was too liberal, but to nany liberal
was too conservative. The most farnous liberal critique of
came from Rudolph Haym, his critique of the Rechtsphi I

written in 1839,
Manf red Riede I

f rom
also i

(Hrsg. )

65. To
s HeBel

Hege I
osophie

HegeI und Seine ZeíL, and Rosenkranzrs
ncluded in Materj-alien, Bd. 1.

classic defense are
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23
servants and the -classt of landed property owners. The executive

(the civil servants) and the members of the uPper chamber of the

legislature rrere, for Hetel, tnatural allies t against the self-

interested class.

The stabilisins element of business life was , for HeBel,

not only extrinsic to the business class, but it was necessary to

provide stability internal to civil society. For Hete1, the
24

corporation partly provided this stability. The functi-on of the

corporation is largely educational in so far as it trains its

members in the relevant skills necessary for their occupations.

It also provides its members with a sense of identíty that

ís greater than the self-interest of the particular member. It is

a stepping stone to a greater sense of awareness, the ahTareness

that one has duties not only to oneself, onets family and onets

23. For HeBel, the three basic classes are the agricultural,
business and universal class ( i. e. the civil servants ) . These
three classes supposedly correspond to the ways of knowinS. The
aBricultural class embodies the immedÍacy of knowÍnt; the
business class corresponds to the ways of thinking embodied Ín
Verstandmetaphysik. They are conceived as a reflectinB and formal
class and the civil service is classified as the universal c1ass.
Rechtsphilosophie, para. 202. For Hege1, this division into forms
of social conscÍousness is indicatíve of the way in whÍch the
problern of politÍcs is set as one of the conflictlng forms of
consciousness, and how consciousness in turn is structured by
necessary (onto) logical categories. Needless to sêY, Hetel's
connections here are nere analogies. That Hetel can lay such
importance upon such analogies is indicative of the problem of
the speculative method, or for that matter, any method which
wants all parts to conform to a -totalf plan.

24. The corporation is cal led by Hegel 'the second ethical root
of the stater.
marrj.age is,

Rechtsphi los oohie para. 255. The institution of
ethical root. It is also 'afor Hetel, the first

bulwark' against the atornistic and divÍsÍve spirit of cj.vil
society.
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and oners peers, but to the comrnunity as a whole. These duties as

well as individual rights are made actual in the laws of the

state.

The corporation is also financial, in so f.ar as it provides

financial support for those members who experience economic
25

hardships. Because of the comnon interest that binds members of

a corporation Hetel artues that if the legislature is to be

ratÍonal, then the legislature must be composed of

representatives of corporations, and not merely political

representatives who have no real identity with the interests of
26

their electors.

Excluded from the corporations and thus from political

representation are the unskilled industrial workers and the day-

labourers. That is to say the potentially revolutionary class,

the class which becomes a -rabble' in times of cri-ses,

cannot be helped by civil society because it is through the

inviolable rules Boverning civil society that the social crisis

and the rabble are created. Hegel considers a nunber of opti.ons

25. Rec S hilos hÍe para. 252, 253.

26. Recht.sphi I osoohie , para. 31I. As
specific
emerEes,
revi-ewers

details of HeBelrs rational
a p rob l en which vTas P icked

Herbart. Hegelrs rational state, wh
beyond, which is not suPPosed to P

be, is not anywhere (although it h
than most other states ) . Paulus r
Rhodus sei, auf
Tanz halten solle

soon
state

up
an

by

as one considers the
obvious problen

trvfo contenporary
of the Rechts phÍ I osophie H. G. Paulus and J. F.

ich is not supposed to be in a
rescribe what the state should
as more in comnon with Prussia
easonably asked -wo denn das

welchem der PhilosoPh hier seine np olitischen
?--Ob et\^?a Deutschland oder Frankreich, England

oder Bar Spanien? | He then adds that Switzerland, North Arnerica
and Asia appear to be bereft of reason. Materialien , Bd. l, pp.
63-64. See Herbart, ibid, p. 97. Scholars today usually interpret
the institutio-ns proposed, by Hetel in a very plastic manner so
that the Rechtsphilosophie retains its relevance for us. However,
such a charitable interPretat ion of the Rechts
becomes an ad hoc readint of Hegel.

hi-loso e easil v
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r,ùhich could al leviate the revolutionary threat such as direct

taxation of the wealthier classes, or making the wealthier
27

classes fund institutions to help those in need. But he sees

these options as directly contradicting the princÍp1e toverning

civil society. The poor would be provided for without having to

work. This in turn, c laims Hegel, would lead to the lack of

independence, individuality and honour, Í. e. essential sentiments
28

of civil society. He also considers the possibitity of the state

providing work. But, Hegel points out, this can only aBgravate

the problem. For this would increase the vo lume of production.

And it is the superfluity of wealth of civil society '

overproduction, that Ís responsible for the misery in the fÍrst
29

place.

The solution that Hegel sees as the one in keeping with

the rules of civil society is the expansion of markets and
30

co loni.zation.

A closer consideration of the issues Ínvolved here indicates

that Hegel not only sees the modern state as necessarily

responsive to the internal schisms of civil society, the modern

state is unavoidably forced into conflicts with other states in

the same preclícament. I,Iar, f or Hegel, is ultimately an

indispensable -monentr of the concept of the modern state. The

Rech S h 1o so hie presents rvvar as a rational necessÍty for the

substantiation of freedom.

From his earliest wrÍtings on politics, HeEel held the

27.

28.

29.

30.

Rechts hilos e para . 245.

rbid.

rbid.

r bid para. 2h6 -248 .
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belief espoused by Machiavel 1i, and even articulated by Kant,

that peace and prosperity bring with them a decay in ethical

life. And like Machiavelli he believed that $/ar shakes up a

people, instÍ11ine vÍrtues of bravery and providing a higher

purpose as the bonds of conrnunity are reforted out of necessity.

In the Rechtsphilosopìje Hetel says that peace makes the people

see themselves only as particulars, and as particulars their
31

substantive freedom is endantered.

For Hegel war entages all members of the state Ín a common

ethical purpose. He reasons, if war subordinates all of

particularity and finitude to the totality of communal life (the

state) it is absurd to condemnl rf,1þe substance of freedom is

;;:--;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;--;;;;:--;;;:-;;;-;;;; see K.d.u, para 28,
In para. lZ4 Hegel cites his earlier formulãTñn in the
Behandluntsarten des N tu rre hts In his chapter on Hetel in Die
Idee der Staatsraeson in der neue ren Geschichte ( Muenchen: R.
Oldenbourg, 1963 Í19241), FrÍedrich Meinecke enphasises
Machiavelli's influence upon HeBel, which is particularly
noticeable in Die Verfassunt
Hegelfs system has suffered

Deutschlands. The role of \dar Ín
f rorn the debat e ove r whethe r Hege I

vras a pioneer of the totalitarian state. ( Sorne examp les are
included and criticised in a collection of essays edited by
I,Ia 1t e r Kauf mann , Heg elts Politiq4.l Philosophy, New York, 1970).
This debate led to the majority of Hegel scholars adopting hish ly
defensive (and liberalÍsed) interpretations of Hegelrs attÍtude
to war to compensate for the overt hostility and often (but not
always ) i11-informed attacks by Hegelts critics. The defensive
tone is evident in the chapter on war by Avlneri, op.cit., and in
E. H. Harrists -Hege 1 | s Theory of Sovereignty International

Thought: The
e (New Jersey:

quas i-Marxian
de la Buerre
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integrative
and Political
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1

Phi fosophy of ob j ective Spirit, €d. Donald Ver

Phi losophy
demonstrates

institutíon of the modern state. t Hegel t s

Humanities Press, I 980 ) . Also defensÍve, but from
perspective, is Jacques DrHondtts'L'Appréciati
rêvo lutionnaire par Hege 1 t in D I Hondt , De Hete I
Presses Universitaires de France , 197 2) . C
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were not all ignorant of the intricacies of Hegel
followÍng account agrees largely with Paul Thona
the papers by Harrj.s and Paolucci. In particular
remark that -HeÉe I makes Idar the signif ica

Thought, op.cit., p. 174.
Social
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32

not to be determi.ned by a mere ought, a rnere/y moroI f reedom.

Moreover, for HeBel, qrar not only strengthens the character of a

people, it is a palliative atainst social antatonisms, thus

providing the means to avoid the possibility of revolution: -Aus

den Kriegen gehen die Voelker nicht al1ein gestaerkt hervor,

sondern NatÍonen, di.e in sich unvertraeglÍch sind, gewinnen

durch Kriete nach aussen Ruhe irn f nnerrr. '"

In keeping with this position, utr1Íke Kant, who observed and

condemned the conquests and brutalities of the Europeans against

:i:1::-llli1ll:--1:::1-1:::l::-:::l-::11::::" as essen'fia.o'[he

32. The najor philosophíca1 exponent the position Hetel is
attacking, Kant, makes Perpetual peace the ideal towards which
a1l states should stríve. Eor HeBel, Kantrs position on \¡Iar and
the accompanying idea of a federatj.on of nati-ons is one further
il lustration of remaining by an empty -oughtr ; it subordinates
the substance of rÍght to an abstraction. For HeBelrs critique of
Kantrs idea of PerPetual Peace and the Friedensbund, see
Rechtsphilosophie , Zt¿.satz, para. 324, para. 333. 0ne should not
toreet that Kant also believed that culture develops through \dar
and the fear of future war. Kant clai-ms that perpetual peace
was only possÍble in a Perfect culture ' which wÍ1 I exist *God

Mutmas s licher Anfang derknows whenr .
We rkausBabe ,
condition and

Bd. XI, pp. 99-l
peace an artífici al one. (Zurn Ewigen Frieden,

203 . ) Hete I rs disagreement with Kant
desire to reconcile reason and the

ensche eschicht
00. For Kant, war is a natural

elf s conceptlon of
omic premiss not
h Revo lution : the
ot intrinsically
rstly within civil
of co lonies , and
ordinB to Kant -Es

zusammen bestehen
, Bd. XI. Kantrs
f the aristocracy,
ain the sumptuous
istocracy. Kantrs
should be compared
ürere permitted to
ould extirpate the
uncivilized state
is the Ereatest

has yet been made
I principles. ' The
pp. 212-2I3.

t{erkausgabe, Bd. Xl , P.
again comes back to Hegelrs
world.

33. Rechts hiloso hie Zrsatz, para. 324. Heg
the ratÍonal necessity of hlar employs an econ
shared by Kant and other defenders of the Frenc
spirít of commerce is antaSonÍstic and n
peaceful. Commerce, for Hegel' leads to war' fi
society itself, and then Ín the founding
inevitably with other modern nation states. Acc
ist der Handelsgeist, der mit den Kriege nicht
kann.r Zum ewiten Frieden, P.226, fJe rkaus P abe
assumption, common enouth amont opponents o

would seem to be that wars are fought to maj-nt
lifestyle of a non-productive class, the ar
notion that commerce brings and requires peace
with a claim of Thomas Painers: -If comnerce
act to the universal extent it is capable, it w

system of war, and produce a revolution in the
of tovernments. The j-nvention of commerce. . .

approach towards universal civilisation, that
by any means not flowing immediately from mora
Rights of Man ( Harmondsworth: Penguin, I 985 ) ,
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34
realisation of freedom. The conquered people, the barbaríans,

35
have no substantive rights. They are caught up in -the struggle

for recognitionr . They are passing momentS on the state of

world history. In lieht of the state beint the ethÍcal ground of

a people, there is no way for Hetel that it is meaningful to

condemn the conquest of other peoples.

In sunming up Hetelrs conception of a rational unity \de may

say that unity may only be preserved by war. Concomitantly real

freed,om can, for Hege1, only be preserved by a state which is a

moment within the Breater dynanic of world history. Not only is

the state the embodinent of freedom, but history itself is the

vehicle of freedon.

Kant had already moved towards a teleolotical conceptÍon of

history in his attempt idea of the -civic constitutionr and
36

political freedom as part of the -hidden purpose' in history '

34. For Kantts
Bd. XI, p. 214.

condemnation see Zum erdlEen Frie den I.Ie rkaus g ab e

Zum Ewigen Frieden, Idee z1r einer
35. Rechtsphilosophie, para. 351.

36. In th
al lgemeinen
c laimed t
constitutio
of nation
strategy
interpreted
of human
fo reshadows
once aBa]-n
and f reedo
For the pu
certainty.
observing h
as the unfo
e].ner alle
Kant talks of using a
Bd. XI. In spite of
remains, for Kant, a

e third Kritik,
Geschichte in weltbuer e icher AbsÍcht, Kant had

hat war wi 1 I eventual IY force people to erect
ns which will 1ead, to perpetual peace and a federation
states. This clain is part of Kant I s tcritical'

of reconciling nature and reason, as nature is
as purposeful and as contributing to the fulfÍ1 lment

freedom. The idea, âs has been frequently noticetl,
Hegel rs concept of die List der Vernunft. However,

Kantrs reconciliation between the purpose of nature
m is cast within a dualistic phÍlosophical f ramework.
rposefulness of war cannot, for Kant, be proven with
ir,"tead, the idea is an a priori principle for

istory, a retulative idea enablÍng us to read history
lding of moral perfection. see Kant ts essay, Idee zu
emeinen Geschichte 1n weltbuereerlihe Absicht, where

-LeitfeS!!' , P. 48-50, I.Ierkausgabe,
purpose of war, it
e 1 iminat ed .

the sublimitY
condition of

34, pp.
natura Iand

nature to be
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But when Kant had raised this problem, it qtas proposed within a

dualist framer¡ork. The vi-ew of history as teleological was a

regulative idea. Having elininated the cleavage between

retulative and constitutive principles, Hege lrs teleological

conception of history \ras very dif f erent f rorn Kantrs. ThÍs

is clear in their respective appraisals of \dar and colonisation.

The moral judgment in Hetel's system had to be -sublatedr within

history and the state. History and the state rrvere not separate

from reason, The idea of a teleolotícal víew of history was not

as it was in Kant, flêrely an idea for arousing in us a sense of

optimisn and a fee ling of aqre for our duties and the world

in which they are to be performed. The state and history vJere the
37

embodiments of reason, the expressions of -the divine wi11r. The

individual person and thus the autonomous will \das not precious

in itself. The individual \ras a vehicle of Geist. The moral will

was inseparable frorn historical destiny.

HeBel's description of the state followed directly from the

philosophical foundations of his Absolute Idealism. The critique

of Hegel rs Absolute Idealisn and the establíshment of the

materialist theory of history would Erow from a discourse whose

philosophical vocabulary and priorities were not formed on the

basis of the dispute between enlightenment and romanticism and

the perceived deficiencies of the critical philosophy. It would

gro\,t out of a critical engagement with Hegel.

37 . In so far as philosophy is al lied with unj.versities, even
philosophy, for HeEel, is indebted to the state. This is a major
point in Hegelrs bitter polernic atainst Fries. For Hegel, Fries
had abused his public position by encourati.nt discord within the
state . Hence f or Hege I the state r$ras f ul ly within its rights to
renove him from his teaching post. For the state must take upon
ítself the task of discerning what is seditious and what destroys
the harmony of ethical life. RechtsphilosophÍe; p. XIV--XV, and
para. 27O. Hegel claims that the essential principle of the form
of the state is thought, and that it was through the state that
science \.tas freed from the fetters of religion.
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His t orical and Dialectical Materialisn
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Chapte r I

F rom Hegelrs Idealism to Marxts Ma t e ria l. ism

(A)The Neo-HeBelian Shift from Hegel

HeSel's project had required demonstrating that reason $tas

active in the world. This idea !üas radically transformed by the

neo-Hegelians with their insistence that phÍlosophy cease to be

merely theoretical, that it must becone worldly and that the task

of philosophy is to realise itself J-n praxis. This emphasis upon

praxis was largely responsible for the theoretÍcal shift a\day

f rom Hegel. trthen conbined with Marxts and EnBels I s own concern

rdith the problen of poverty, the ínfluence of Feuerbach and their

study of politíca1 economy, it was to play a fundamental part in

the formation of a new theoretical foundation, the materialist
1

theory of historY.

An important and early neo-Hegelian formulation of praxis

is expressed bY Cieszkowski

Hlstorphilosophie 3

in his Prolegomena zur

--so muss sich auch die Philosophie kuenftig
gefallen lassen, hauptsaechlich angewandt zu
werden, und so wie die Poesie der Kunst in die
Prosa des Denkens hinuebertrat, so muss die
phÍlosophÍe aus der Hoehe der Theorie ím Gefilde
der Praxis herabsteiBen. Die praktische
Philosophie, oder eitentlicher gesagt, die
Philosophie der Praxis, --deren concreteste

l. In reading the
of Èlarxts thought,
thoutht r.ras forned

vas t
one
asa

literature on the philosophical formation
may easily tain the Írnpression that Marxrs
result óf philosophical problems- Heinz

Lubas z p rovides an excellent balance to the literature on
the young Marx in his discussion of the centralphilosophy and

role poverty
-Marxrs Initial

played in the f orrnation of Marx I s
Problematic: The Problem of Poverty

thinking. See
'i.n Political

Studies, Vo1. XXIV, 1976.
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Einwirkung de r t'Iahrheit
Thaetigkeit--dies ist das
Philosophie ueberhauPt. (2)

Cieszkowski while in Paris. By his oY.^?n

See the letter from

in der
kuenf t ige

concreten
Los de r

praxis could take the form of religious critique, as it did'

for example, with Bruno Bauer who claimed -Unsere Praxis ist die

Erkenntnis , die uns a1 le Taeuschungen, we lche die Re ligion
3

sich ueber selbst vormacht, aufloest. ' Or it could take a

more directly political form, as it did in Arnold Rugers critique

of the German state and Hegel rs tone-sided political

standpoÍnt | . (Hegelrs thought ü¡as seen as one-sided because it

was too embedded in theory; it paid too little attention to the
4

po litical deed. )

,) ro 1e omena zur Historphilosophie, Einleitung, R. Buebner
( Hamburg : Fe 1ix Meine r, 1 98 I [ 1838 ] ) , P. 129. Marx had met

account he did not
Marx to Entels Jan.

ho 1d
T2,him in nuch es t e ern .

1882 in Kart Marx, Fríedrich Entels flerke (hereinafter MEW)

. Ne.t"rtheless, Cieszkowski had(Berlin: Dietz), Bd. 35, P. 35
articulated the core conce.pt of a nert, programme. The imPortance
of Cieszkowksi in the neo-Hegelian movement and thus on Marx has

ure. Seebeen enphasised numerous times within the Marx literat
e.t. ch. 5'of Shl omo Avinerifs The Soc a1 and PolÍtical thou P ht
of Karl Marx ( Cambridge : Uníversity Press ' r 968 ) . Nicholas
Lobkowic z , -Eschatology and the Young Hegelians r, RevÍ ew of
Po litics, No. 3 (July, 1965). David McClellan, Ma rx before
Marxism (London: Macnillan, 1 970 ) , pp. 65-66. The imPortance o f.

action had also been of central ímportance to an Hetelian of the
earlier teneration, Karl Bachmann. See John Toews, e I iani m:He

The Path Toward Di.alectlcal Humani sm 1805-1841, (cambridge: Uni '
Press, I 980 ) , pP. 79-80 .

Die gute Sache Freihei t und rneine eiSene Angele enheit
in Feldzuete der reinen

Suhrkamp, I
Hans Martin

Sass ( Frankfurt /M: 968), P. 126.

4. See Arnold RuBe -Zur Kritik des gegenvtaertiten Staats-und
Voelkerrechtsr, and -Die Hegelsche Rechtsphilosophie und die
Politik unser Zeít I in Helmut Reichheltrs edition of Hetelrs
Grundlinien der Philoso ie des Rechts ( Frankf urt /M: Ul l st ein,

with the words -Unsre Zeí|'
Freiheit dieser l,lelt. I P.

der
Kriti EÍnl.

1972) , Rugers article on Hegel opens
ist politisch, unsre Politik will die
624.
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The importance of praxis also pervaded Marx's

doctoral thesis. Marx dec Iared that in order to become actual

phi losophy must negate itse I f . I t nust become world 1y and

in so doing bring to consciousness its ordn deficiencies. The

nerd philosophical task, being carried out by the -liberal partyr

(Í.e. the yount HeBelÍans), was to remedy the deficiencies of. the

r¡orld by making the r¡orld conform to the principles of. a

philosophy -beconing worldly t . It could achieve this, for Marx,

not by providing -a mere inward-turningt critique, but because
5

it turned outward.

The development of Marxrs and Engelsrs own thinking lends

itself to the interpretation that they \dere driven by the search

for an ever more definitive and effective type of praxis. The

trajectory of that search has been succinctly described by Ernest

Mandel as one

from criticisn of re ligion to crÍticism of
philosophy; from criticism of philosophy to
critícism of the state; from criticism of the
state to criticism of society--that is, from
criticisn of politics to criticism of political
economy, which led to criticism of prj.vate
property. ( 6 )

5 . MEf{, E rtae nz ung s band Teil 1, pp. 326-340. David McClellan
correct 1y points out there is -nothing at al I Ín Marxts
dissertation that shows him to be other than an ordinary Young
Hegelian. I The Youn6 Heg e 1i-ans and Karl Marx ( London:
Macmillan 1969), p. 73. It should also be emphasised that the
eleventh thesis on Feuerbach is typically neo-Hegelian, even if
the route taken by Marx was indicative of a ne\r¡ f orm of praxis.
To ews , op. cit. , in his portrayal of the formation of the radical
wing of Hegelianisn provídes an excellent account of the social
environrnent, pârticularly the problem of career structures within
the university r.¡hich played such an important part in shaping the
atenda of neo-Hegelianism.

6. Ernest Mandel, The Formation of the EconomÍc Thought of Karl
Marx: 1843 to Capital, tr. Brian Pearce (London: New Left Books,
L97l [1967]), pp. 10-11.
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In the course of this development Marx would break with

Bruno Bauer, Arnold RuBe, and Feuerbach. The praxis of each of

these thinkers, for Marx, had stopped short of what the age

required. Each thÍnker had succumbed to an illusion and thus the

form of praxis each had adopted was itself illusory. Bauer had

succumbed to the Í1lusion that religious criti-cj-sn and critÍcism

of consciousness should take precedence over political reform;

Ruge to the Í1lusÍon that adninistrative reform would suffice for

the implementation of socÍal transformation; Feuerbach to the

illusion that philosophical generalities about man and nature

were sufficient for understanding the historical and material

conditions which could only be revealed through a critical study
7

of political economy. Marx himself qtas to find the solution of
8

the -becoming-worldlyr of philosophy in the proletariat.

7 The texts signalling these breaks are On the Jewish Question,
Critical
Reform.
Marxrs re

Notes on the Article -The King of Prussia and Social
è-¿ a Prussian, and The German ldeology. The story of
lationship to the various members of the young Hegelians

have
S ydn
Deve

been
Ho

told several tines. Amont the
ok, Frorn HeBel .to Marx: Studies

hute literature
in the Intellect

Fríedrich Engels, Vol. I

are
ualey

lopment of Karl rx ( London: Victor Gol lancz , I 936 ) ; Auruste
The Ori ins o Marxian Thought (Springfíeld, Illinois:Cornu,

Charles
( Paris:

Thomas,
Presses

1957), Karl Marx et
Universitaires ) , 1955.

8. Marx calls the proletariat the heart of human emancipation
and phi losophy
Rechtsphi losophie :

Martinus Nijhoff, 1970 ) . This work a
the neo-Hegelian movement on Marxrs d

he ad . Zttr Krit ik de r Hege lschen
eitun MEI.I , Bd. p. 391. Also note

lso covers the importance of
eve lopment .

the
Ein

Engelsts renark on the combination of philosophy and workers in
MEt¡, Bd. 2, p. 515. In spite of the later critique of -German
ptrltosophy t (more specifically the yount-Hegelians, Feuerbach and
Hegel in The German
philosophy and the

Ideolqey ) the ideas of the actualisation of
common purpose of philosophy and proletariat

never entirely disappeared from the MarxÍan programme. The
philosophy that had this task was no longer the Hetelian
philosophy. It was the 'materialistt philosophy of scientific
socialism which had penetrated the mechanisms of social
oppression. Nevertheless, the older Entels would say that without
German philosophy (mainly Hegelrs )scientÍfic socialÍsm would
never have existed. MEI{, Bd. 7, p. 541. Armin tlilderuth has made
the actualÍsation of philosophy central to his tl,to volune study
of Marx, Marx und die Verwirckli hu der Phi losophie ( Hatue :
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In his intetration and development of the idea of philosophy

as praxis, Marx shared in the neo-Hegelian displacement of the

core and ultirnately the very meanint of the phÍlosophical

intentions uniting the discourses of Kant, Fichte and Hegel, i.e.

their efforts to specify the function of cotnitive I Ioeical

determinants, For Marx, âs the first thesis on Feuerbach

illustrates, the valuable part of Gerrnan idealism lies in its

emphasis upon the irnportance of activity. ( The deficiency of

idealisn, Marx adds, is that -it does not know real sensuous

activityt . ) Marxrs endorsenent of activity as the valuable

component of idealism is reminÍscent of Cieszkowski in so far as

neither is concerned with the problem of the legitimation of the

for¡ns and structures of judgment, and the ontological and

epistemological issues that 1ed to transcendental and dialectical

logic.

In Cieszkowskits appropriatÍon of Fichte, \de can observe the

displacenent of problenatics that separates the German idealist

from the neo-Hetelíans. The appropriation of Fichte j.s clear in

CÍeszkowskits coalition of being, thought and act within the

self: 'die Hauptformen des Geistes sÍnd also: (a) Das
9

Selbstseyn; (b) das Selbstdenken und (c) das Selbstthun.l

Cieszkowski also criticises Hegel for makinB the will a moment of

thought, instead of the other way around. He follows Fichte in

asserting the primacy of practical reason
10

(the will) over theoretical reason.

Thus in announcing his philosophy of praxis, Ci-eszkowski is,

9. Op.cit. 116. Also see p. l12, PP. 118-119.

120.10. lbÍd., p

p
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as McClellan, Avineri and Rocknore have noted, drawint heavily
ll

upon Fichte, indeed far more upon Fichte than Hegel. Yet (as none

of the above scho lars has mentioned ) Cieszkowski onits a central

concern of Fichtets philosophy: the category deduction, the major

prob lem of the I,Iís s e n s c h a f t s I e h r e .

ThÍs transformation of Cj-eszkowskirs, Ín which the activity

of self-consciousness 1s no lonBer connected with the problem of

the structure of judgment, also occurs in Bruno Bauerrs

appropriation of HegeI. For Bauerrs programme the activity of

self-consciousness is central to hls critique of religion, the

state, and a few years 1ater, the masses. But the problem of

structuring data and legi-timating structural catetories is not

taken up. This is harder to see in Bauerrs case, bêcause of his

retention of key categories of Hege1. For example, he writes:

Die im l.iillen und Selbstbewusstsein geborene
Form macht und entscheidet alles, ohne sie gibt
es keine Entscheidung und BewaehrunS, und wenn

dge d by
1et. See

p. I25,
Heeel Lans

and Karl Marx, pP. 10--1 I , and T. Rockmore Fichte, Marx and the
Ge rman Idealist Tradition (Edr¡ardsví1le: Southern Illinois
University Press, 1 980 ) , pp. l2l-122. By no t drawing attention to
the theoreti.cal shift that takes place with this onj-ssion, these

I I . The Fichtean roots are specifical 1y acknowle
Cieszkowski himself ín a letter to the Hegelian, Michel
Avi.nerÍ, The social and Political Thought of Karl Marx,
which nentions this letter. David McClellan, The Young

rrf O rkS ,
between

for a1 1 their merit, obfuscate the lines of demarcation
the problematics of German idealisrn and neo-Hegelianism.

They are, howeve r,
the neo-Hege 1 ians
func tion of
Ge rman Íde a 1 i

not alone here. The secondary literature on
has neither focussed upon the shift of the

the concept of consciousness in the discourses of
sm and neo-Hegelianism, tror upon the precise

foundational problems r¡hich led to the apparatus of. German
idealÍsm. This lends a false sense of thenatic contÍnuity in the
history of philosophy, âs the path from Hegel to Marx
to Nietzsche (as in Loewithrs classic Von Hegel z\

, or Hegel
Nietzsche

(Stuttgart: Kohlhammer, 1958 t 1941 I ) takes on a teleological
sense. Toews explicÍtly undertakes to avoíd thís -teleological
straight jacketr(op.cit., P. 2'), yet even he f ails to f ocus upon
the absence ãf -dialectical' logic in the neo-Hegelian
assimilation of Hegelrs thought. The context of Marxts and
Enge 1 's appropriation and transformatÍon of dialectic is to be
discussed later.
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sie fehlt, kann das verwandteste sich nicht finden
und das Entfernte sich nicht verstaendiSen. ohne
sie gibt es soBar nichts Ve rwandt es , nichts
Entferntes, keine Einheit, keinen Gegensatz ; ohne
sie eibt es nichts. Aus den Nichts schafft sie
A11es. (12)

In spite of the allusions to the logical cateSories of uníty

and opposition, Bauer is not interested here in the

legitination and specificatÍon of the ortanisation of human

knowledte, nor with the dynanic relatíons throuth which the

sciences are developed. The emphasis is upon relígious

anthropology. Bauer seeks to demonstrate that religion bears the

imprints of the contours of conscÍousness. This is in keeping

with part of the Hegelian protramme, although j-ts radical intent

is not. But it is only a part of the Programme. For Hegel,

philosophy had to prove the necessity of the logical relatÍons

that it would employ in the specification of the rational fields

of human endeavour. One looks in vain in Bauer or any of the

other neo-Hegelians (including Feuerbach, whom we shall soon
13

consider) for such an undertakint.

Wíthout the logical dimension, the Hetelían gradation of

1evels and the desiSnation of the spheres of knowledge no lon8er

have any sense. Nor d.oes the identity of thought and being '

subj ect and obj ect make any sense ' except as an anthropological

12. Die Chris tliche Staat und unsere Zei-t in Feldzu ePe p 7

I 3. This elimination stands in
right Hegelians such as Miche
category Problem as Pertain
important Ín Hete I , and theY
even the NaturPhi losoPhie .

their adherence to Hegelrs
attempt to adapt it in lieht of new scientific developments was
philosophical obsolescence. For a collection of the right
Hegelians see H. Luebbe (Hrse. ) Die Hegelsche Rechte (Stuttg'art:
Fromann, 1962.)

contrast with the older so-called
llet and Rozenkranz. TheY saw the
ing to the essence of what s¡as

c ont Ínue d t o rer¿o rk the Logik and
The price these thinkers Paid for
philosophical programme and their
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or sociological identity. Self-consciousness is no lonter a

-momentt within a category chain, t¡ithin the Process of thoutht
l4

(Denken). It is human self-consciousness. The emphasis is the

demystifÍcation of the other-worldly expressions of that self-

consciousness. From Hegelrs position this side of neo-Hegelianism

would be another expression of the -one-sÍdedf consciousness of

enlightenment. However, Bauer insisted that was spreading Hegel's

real teaching. Hetel , c laimed Bauer, rstas not only an atheist, he

útas the German VoltaÍre who -hated' religion, Pârticularly

Christianity. Moreover, âccording to Bauer, Hegel had already

recognised that re litjous concepts are merely the
15

inverted concepts of an estranged consciousness.

74. As Gotthard Guenther correctly observes -tDer
Denkens ist bei Hetel der prÍmaere im logischen sinn,
des Selbstbewusstsej.ns ist sekundaer, ist erst
abzuleiten. Das subj ekt ist nur der obj ektivÍve
selbst.r
Loeik (H

e elner neuen Theo ri-e
, 2. Aufl. 19

des Denkens

Gedanke des
der Gedanke
aus j enem

rte Begriff
in Hege 1s

p. 132.

upon
Ma rx

Grund zue
amburg: Felix Meiner 78 [1933]),

15. See esp. pp. 165-169 and pp. 2O4-2I3 of Die Posaune des
iuengsten Gerichts ueber Hegel den Atheisten und Antichristen, P.
5-167 reprinted in Karl Loewithrs
( stuttSart: Fromann, 1962) . For the
von der Relígion und Kunst:Von dem
beurtheilt (Aa1en: Scientae Verlag,
Ínverted world of re 1 Ígion, ibid.

collection Die Hege lsche Linke
with Hegelrs Lehre

des G I aube ns aus
t967 Í18421), p. 81. For the
, p. 6l . .Feuerbach \ras

comparlson
S t andpunkt e

particular
founder of
Schrift:

1y annoyed that
the young Hege

-Das [.lesen des
nd Grundsaetze

Bauer had credited Hegel with being the
lian programme. See Zlut Beurteilung der
Christentumsr , p. 162 in Philosophische

1839-1846 ) (Hrsg. ) [.lerner Schuf f enhauer
p,162. Also the letter to Ruge Dec. 20
p. 339. Because of Marxrs stinging

Kritiken u
( Leipzig: Reclam,
1841, printed in
attacks on Bauer Ín

1980),
ibid. ,
On the Jewish Question and The Holy Family,

it is easy to underestÍnate the enormous influence of Bauer
the formation of Marxrs thought. For Bauerrs influence on
see Ztti Rosen, Bruno Bauer and Karl Marx: The Influence of Bruno
Bauer on Marx t s Thought (Hague: Martinus Ni jhof , 1,977 ) , esp. pp.

a co-author of Posaune.133-47. Marx had even been thought to be
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Like Bauer, Feuerbach was to shift the philosophical agenda

towards anthropology. In pursui.ng that move Feuerbach ldas to make

a najor assault on -modern phitosophy I r¿hich he believed had

reached its logical conclusion in Hetel's speculative and

erroneous philosophy. The influence of that critique was to be

se¡ninal in Marxrs crÍtical entaBement IJith HeBel and his

subsequent development of a materialist theory of history.

(B) Feuerbachrs Critique of Idealism

Feuerbachrs critÍque of idealism j-s inseparable fron

his development as a self-proclairned disciple of HeBel to one of

Hegel's severest critics. During most i of the thirties

Feuerbach saw hinself as an orthodox Hetelian, and -idealist' .

In revj-ews of Bachmann, Dolgruth, âs well as in his work on

Leibniz, where he chanpions Leibniz a3ainst Locke, he defended
I

idealism ataj.nst -crude empÍricismr. Yet over ten years before

he had written Zlur KritÍk der Hegelschen Philosophie Eeuerbach

had expressed the criticism that he would repeat throughout his

life. In the fratment Zr¡eifel (of I827-28) Feuerbach claimed that

there rdas a key f law in Hegelrs system. For Feuerbach, Hegel was

1. For
Feuerbach,
Akademi.e V
and Dolgru
Note esp.
revolution
contrasts

the compa
Gesanmelte

erlat ) na.
th Gesamrnel
PP . l5 4- I
for makin

with his 1a

rison of Leíbni z and Locke see Ludwig
I,lerke (Hrse. ) [,Ierner Schuf f enhauer (Berlin:

3, pp. 136-145 ; f or the revier¡s of Bachmann
te [.Ierke, Bd. 8, pp. 62-127, pp. 149-164.
55 where Feuerbach praises the Copernican
g reason dominate the senses, an idea that
ter teaching.
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inconsistent in his t ransition from logic to the world of
,,

natu r..o He $¡as forced to take account of that whÍch eluded and

preceded the lotic, i. e. nature. Feuerbach was not alone in

naking this critique of Hegel. Schelling, nour firmly committed to

a philosophy in which being took precedence over system and the

-Idear , had made thÍs very point the cornerstone of his critique

of Hegel. In lectures tiven at Muenchen in 1833 (ttre basis of

these lectures r,vas already wrÍtten in 1827), he stated that -Der

ganze Gegensatz existiert erst ' nachdem eine ausserlo s ische tIeIt

da ist. Hegels Grund, von der Idee zlur^ Natur ueberzúBehen, liegt

also nur darin, weil einmal eine Natur vorhanden ist, nicht in
3

der Idee. t

In 1839 and the following years Feuerbach developed this

line of thoutht in a number of critiques that were directed

against IIegel and against the philosophÍcal trajectory from

Descartes to Hegel.

2. Ludwig Feuerbach Philos oohische Krit iken und Grunds aetz e

( 1839-46 ) Schuf f enhaue r
( tliesbaden:

3 . Friedrich Sche I I ing , Grund I e n der Positiven Philosophie:
Muencher Vorlesun8 tlS 18321 33 und SS 1833 (Hrsg. ) Horst Fuhrmann
( Torino: Botteta DrErasmo, t972), p. 227 . And in r¡o rds that
f oreshadow Feuerbachrs later cri.tique of Hegel he says -Die l'lelt
besteht nicht aus blossen Kategorien oder reinen Begriffen,

sondern aussie besteht nicht aus
konkreten und ztufaelligen

(hereinafter PKG.), (Hrsg.¡ Werner
VMA Ve rlag , I 980 ) , pp . 295-296 .

konkreten
Di.ngen,

Be riffen,
und um das Unlogische, um

jenes andere, d.as nicht der Begriff ist, sondern sein
Getenteil, welches den Begríff gleichsam unwillie annimmt, ist
es z\ tun.r Ibid., p. 225. Feuerbach, like Kierkegaard and
Entels, attended SchellinBrs lectures. It is interesting to note
the young Engelsrs response to Schellint's critique of Hegel: -Es

ist weder Hege I noch sonst j enand eingefal len, die Existenz
irBendeines Dintes ohne empirische Praemissen beweisen zu \dollen;
er beweist bloss dÍe Notwendigkeit des Exj-stierenden.r MEI'J'

Ergaenzun8sband Teil 2, p. 189. At the time or. writing
EnCels waC a setf1ioclaimed Hegelian. MEI'JrErg. Bd. Teil 2 '219, 25L, 438, 440.

this
pp.
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In Ztr Kr rik der Hege lschen Phi losophie Feuerbach

crÍticises HeBel for not taking into account the diversity of

the natural world, which only the senses can reveal. Hetelrs

philosophy is said to be exclusively devoted to time. It does not

have room for space: * sein System weiss nur von Subordination und
4

SukzeSSion, nichts von Koordination und Koexistenz.t The

totality of the system at any moment is suPposed to ínclude the

previous moments within it, but, according to Feuerbach, this
5

inclusion necessarily involves the omission of much that exists.

This problem of the primacy of nature and its infinite

content which exceeds the net of a philosophical system, is

closely connected by Eeuerbach to another problem:

Hegelts conclusion is preordained. The system is merely an

artifice to secure what is already known. Referring to the Logik'

Feuerbach says that Hetel begins with Sein but he knows before he

comnences to write that his toal is the -Absolute Idea.r The

writing Ís a mere formalism; the solution to the problem
6

1Íes ín immediate certainty. This insight is later taken up in

Grunds aetze der hiloso hi der Zukunft where Feuerbach

emphasises the arbitrariness of the speculative method which

allows Hegel to make conceptual connections on the flimsy basJ-s

of etymology.

Daher die renz lo e I,IÍllkuer der SPekulation,
dass sie den Namen einer Sache Sebraucht, ohne
doch den Begriff gelten z! lassen, welcher mit
dj.esem Namen verbunden ist. Die Spekulation
entschuldiet diese ihre Wil lkuer damit, dass sie

4 . PKG,

5 . PKG,

6 . PKG,

p. 24.

p. 24, p

p. 48.

26.
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sagt, sie waehle fuer ihre Betriffe aus der
Sprache Namen, mit denen das "gemeine
Bewusstsein" VorstellunBen verknuepfe, w€lche
eine entfernte Aehnlichkeit mit dÍesen Begriffen
haetten; sie schiebt also die Schuld aud die
Sprache. Aber die Schuld liegt in der Sache, im
Prinzip der Spekulation selbst. ( 7 )

Hegel's failure ís ultirnately the failure to recognise the

duality of concept and sensuous thi.ng, that names are not things,

and that the sensuous always precedes the concept. To hiehlieht

his point Feuerbach refers to a wel I known passate in the

Phaenomenologie where Hegel gives the example of facing a tree

and then turning around. Feuerbachrs interpretation of this

famous passage f rom the Pha enomenologie is indicative of

Feuerbachrs imposition of the principle underlying his own agenda

(tne primacy of the sensuous over system) upon Hegel's thinkÍng

and elaborate strategY.

Hetel uses this example to illustrate the fleetingness of

sensuous certainty and the need to conceptualise each monent. For

Hegel comprehension must nove beyond the sensory image of the

immediate. To demonstrate this, Hegel describes what he takes

as the necessary dynanic of selective comprehension, i.e. the

differentiation between substance and accident, between law and

Ímmediacy. The movenent leads to a discussion of the categories

of mechanistic science and the connection between the concepts

of force and its relationshiP to the Ve rs tandmetaphysik. The

Phaenonìenologie then passes over into a new domain, -Self-

Consciousnesst, where HeBel purports to describe the

7 . PKG, p. 232. Enge ls in Ludwig
Classical German PhilosoPhy uses a
Feuerbachts etymological derivation
( reli.6are to bind ) , to interpret bonds
of re ligíon. See Karl Marx and Fredrick

Feue rbach
sÍnÍIar

of the
between
Engels,

and the End of
critique against

word re ligion
people as a forn

(Moscor{: Progress,1968), P. 602.
Selected I.Io rks



dynamic of becominB certain

Eeue rbach, Hege I 's Passing

f ortet the reality of r¡hat is Present:

of conscíousness as se lf. But,

from sense certaintY leads hin

AIIerdÍngs in d

Umwenden nur ein
Real itaet , wo ic
herumwenden muss 'meinem Ruecken noc
Exis tenz. De r Ba
verdraengt mich
einninmt. Hegel wi
Getenstand des sin
Unterschiede vom
sondern das logis
(8)
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e r Phaenomeno 1o
l,Joe rtchen kostet
h meinen schwerf

erweist sich m

h das Hier als e

um beerenzt mein
aus dem Platz,
derlegt nicht da
nlichen Bewussts
reinen Denken G

che Hie r, das

tie, tto das
; aber in der
aelligen KoerPer
ir auch hínter
Íne sehr reale
en Ruecken; er
den er bereits
s HÍer, wie es
eins und uns im
egenstand ist,
logische Itzt.

for

to

unf t

In the course of his critique Feuerbach reminds Hegel that
9

-die Sprache gehoert Bar nlcht z:ur Sache. t f.¡ith this criticism

Feuerbach ignores the nature of Heg elrs Beeriff as the store of

mediations of the culture and sciences of a people, as if Hegel

had faÍ1ed to take note of the empirical tiven.

As faci.le as this criticism appears when viewed from within

Hetelrs protramme, Feuerbachrs insistence on the prÍmacy of the

sensuous is an attack on what he considers to be Hege I rs

distortions of the world as a result of foisting an artifÍcal

system upon it. Hegel has failed to 1et things be what they are

as he squeezes them into the place prepared for then in the

system. Simultaneously, Heg,elrs novement from the abstract (i'e'

the concept ) to the concrete ( i. e. the sensuous obj ect ) means

that he merely putls out of the phenomena the logical certaínty

that he has already enforced upon it. As, he writes in

Vorl aeuf iee Thesen, Hegel inverts the proper order of knowing,

8. PKG, pp.53-54.

9. PKG, p. 52. See also Grunds aetze Philosophíe der Zukder
( hereinafter Grunds aetze) , para. 28, ibid. Al l references to

is common toGrundsaelze will be to the
a1 I editÍons.

para1raph nunber which
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confusing the abstract and the conc rete !

Der bisherige Gang der spekulativen
vom
Auf

kommt man nj-e zrfr wahren- obie ktiven

Philosophie vom Abstrakten zum Konkreten,
Idealen zun Realen ist ein verkehrter'

se1-ner el.Bnen Abstraktionen, und ebendesvJegen nre
zlur wahren Freiheit des Geistes... (10)

In sum, the speculative theory reaffÍrns the empirical

material, and the empirical material reinforces the speculative

theory. Hegelrs theory ís circular. It restricts the world to

Hegelts personal visÍon, and it deduces speculatively what is

merely empirical, merely contintent ' In parenthesis Feuerbach
11

notes that HeteI even purports to -deduce the -Majoratsherren!t.

diesem [,Iege
Realitaet,

For Feuerbach

irnportance of the

fo rmulates 1aws,

aber
fue r
s ich
De nke ns

sond.ern immer nur zur RealÍsation

the $tay to overcome Hegel is to return to the

senses, to recotnise that although thought

these laws must be tested by the senses '

Ans chauung klaer-t den KoPf auf ,

Reality, he Proclairns, in the Grundsaetze der Philoso ohi e der

Zukunft, can only be Srasped bY viewing things as theY are.

die Anschauung laesst die Dinge in ihrer
un beschraenkten Fre he t das Denken gibt ihnen
Gesetze, aber sie sind nur zlJ oft despot Ísche ;

dÍe
und

aber bestÍmmt
ents che ide t n j.cht s ; das Denken deterrniniert,

bo rnie r auch oft den KoPf; die
das

Ans chauung
Denken fuer
Sache des
die Sache

sich hat kein e Grunds aetze
ke in Leben; die Regel ist die

die Ausnahme von der Regel

ist auch untekehrt nur das durch die Anschauung

der Anschauung. Wie
Oenten beschraenkte Ans

errreiterte
dem [,lesen
( r2)

daher nur die durch
chauun8 die wahre ist,

das
SO

durch

-Die
s ind

den

und auf teschlossene Denken das ldahre,
der Wirklichkeit entsprechende Denken.

10. PKG, pp. t7 7 -17 8 .

11. PKG, p. 41.

t2. Grunds aetze
wirkl iche
amme r nur

dGe ensta

, para. l+9 .
E rkennt ni s

And in the next section he writes
gewaehrenden BestimmunBen

die, wel
selbst besti

che den
mmen--seine

Gegenstand
eigenen

Bestimmungen. ' G run dsae tze , para. 50 .
índivÍduel1en
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In emphasÍsing once atain the importance of AnschauunS, it
13

may seem as if Feuerbach is advocatinB a return to Kant. And in a

note Feuerbach speaks of Kant as creating a revolutÍon in

philosophy by destroying the realm of the supersensuous. In the

same note HeEel is said to inauSurate the philosophical

restoration. But one would be mistaken to believe that Kantrs
r4

philosophy is in some way a component of Feuerbach.

Feuerbachrs motives ( to be discussed below) bear no relatíon

to those of Kant, and his references to Kant do not convince one

that he waS a\{are of the problems Kant ütas trying to solve. For

exanple, Feuerbach criticises Kant for distinguishing between

real and true thints, between
15

Erscheinunsen and thines in

themselves. In a manner reminiscent of Hege1, he clains that

Kant makes a massive contradiction by separatint reality from the

truth and truth from reality. Feuerbach fails to recognise,

however, that , for Kant , only judgments that refer to real

things, i.e. those that refer to what ís an object of íntuitÍon

can be true. For Kant, it is precisely because the truth of

judgments about things-in-themselves cannot be known to be true

that he seeks to demarcate the terrain of rati-onal faith. only on

this terrain do heuristic scientific and necessary moral Ideas

gain, for Kant, a type of legitimacy and necessity. (as one

13. The sugBestion of a philosophical affinity between Feuerbach
and Kant has been made by Lucio Collettí. He claims that -Kantts
inf luence . . . --especial 1y as concerns what Marx needed--
undoubtedly reached him via the mediation of Feuerbach.' M?rxisn
and Hegel, tr. Lawrence Gãrner (London: Verso, 1979, [1973])' p.
113.

14. See Ludwie Feuerbach,
(Stuttgart: Fromann, 1910)'

Saemtliche tlerke, (Hrsg. ) Bolin-Jodl
Bd. 10, p 317, 318, 321.

15. Grunds aetze para. 22 .
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rdould expect in 1Íght of Feuerbachrs naturalism, Feuerbach's

critique of Kant 's thing-in-itse lf does not revolve around the

antithesis of faith and knowledge (Glauben und t'Jissen) and the

reality of the Idea. )

To take another example which makes one question

Feuerbachrs Brasp of the basic terms and problems of Kantrs

phÍlosophy, Feuerbach declares that -Raum und Zeit sind keine
I6

blossen Erscheinun esfor men . t Yet he continues that space and time

are -I,lesensbedin un en V unftfo men Gesetze des Seins wie des

Denkens.r One sees that the distinction he makes between Sein and

rsc l-nun en formen is a caricature of Kantrs dualism. Moreover'

his o\dn explanation of space ' that the tenerality of space

follows from the necessity of different locations, avoids the

central issue of the properties of metrical space and the

application of an axiomatic system to the natural world. Hence it

avoids the issue of the nature of mechanics which provided one of

the most inportant reasons for the distinction betr¡een

Erscheinung and the thing-in-itself .

imme diac y

one hand

Feuerbachfs emPhasis uPon the

of the world involved him

prinacy of the senses and the

in a twofold strategY. On the

break with modern PhÍlosoPhY

tenerally which had disclosed its essential nature in Hetelrs

speculative and cÍrcular sYstem.

Die Hegelsche Philosophie trifft daher derselbe
Vorwurf , dêr díe Eanze neuere Phj'losophie von
Cartesius und Spinoza an trifft: der Vorwurf
eines unvermittelten Bruches mit der sinnlichen
Anschauunt, der Vorr¡urf der unmittelbaren
Vorraussetzung der Philosophie. (17)

Grunds aetze, Para. 45.

he believed it necessarY to

See

PKG,

r6.

17. p. 50.
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Thus Feuerbach was to make a critique of the false path

philosophy had taken essential to his project.

On the other hand, he wanted to provide a new dírection for

philosophy, a direction in which the truth of the sensuous world

would take precedence and the real criterion of truth, the human
18

community, would be recognised. It had to be emphasised that the

human community is not based on reason alone, but

underlying reason and human endeavour is passion. The communÍtyts
l9

highest passion, and thus its highest t ruth, is love '

Feuerbachrs emphasis upon feeling was indicative of a more

radical perspective that is not found in Hegel. For t'euerbach the

naturä1 human consciousness, the feeling as well as the rational

dimension of being human, must be reappropriated from the
20

estranted and reified forms of conscÍousness. According to

Feuerbach \.Ie nust recotnise that our being human, being in the

world is the real subject. Our thoughts are predicated on our

being. The infinite is an abstracti-on from the finite. The

messaB,e of , Das l.lesen des Chr stentums l-s that the reapProPriation

of the human essence involves readi-ng man back into his religious

projections. In Vorlaeufiee Thesen and Grunds aetze phi IosoPhY

itself is to be subject to the -transformatÍve methodr . The

predicate, i. e. the attributes of reason, God, pure consciousness

18. -Die Gemeinschaft des Menschen mÍt dem Menschen ist, das
erste Prinzip und KriterÍum der tlahrheit und Allgemeinheit
Grun dsaetze pa:.a 42:' -Die
des mensch ichen Lebens und

f{ahrheit ist nur di-e
[,Iesens. t Grundsaetze, para

Totalitaet
60.

19.
der
35,

-Die neue
Liebe, di

see also 34.

Philosophie stuetzt sich auf die I'Iahrhei-t
e tlahrheit der EmpfindunS. I Grundsaetze para.

20. Feuerbachrs anthropology -ist die Aufloesung derselben (i.e.
theology ) nicht nur, wie die alte Philosophie, in der
Vernunft, sondern auch im Herzen, kurz, iÍl Eanzen,
wirkliche n l.lesen des Menschen. ' unds aetze , para. 53.
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etc. , must become the subj ect, for they reveal the human source

of the concept, while the subject, God, reason, etc. must be seen
2T

as the result of abstraction.

In applying thÍs -transformativer method to philosophy,

Feuerbach reads the tradition of speculative phllosophy

(Descartes, Spinoza, Leibniz, Kant, Fichte, Schelling and Hegel )

as a theological movenent unable to realÍse its anthroPological

origin. Through the development of this tradition, reason has

been estranBed from its anthropological source ' dislocated from

its real environment. Modern phÍlosophy iS, for Feuerbach, the

story of increasinB estranBement. It is worth pausing briefly

upon Feuerbachrs account of this story.

I,¡Íth Descartes

matter, and God is

that abstraction is

and Leibniz, there is

separated as indePendent

not the real PhilosPhical concern:

allgemeine Ursache der

an abstraction from

from thought. Yet

Gott ist nur die erste und
Materie, der Bewegung un
besondern Bewegunten und
bestirnmten wÍrklichen ma

unabhaengig von Gott betra
und C. sÍnd nur im allge
besondern blosse Materiali

d Taetiekeit; aber die
Taetigkeiten, die

terie 11en Dinge \derden
chtet und erkannt. L.
meinen Idealisten, Ím
sten.r (22)

I.¡ith Spinoza natter itse 1f becomes equÍvalent to God '

Spino zat s Pantheism coordinates atheisn and theism. It is, says
23

Feuerbach, theo logical atheism. For Feuerbach, Pantheism

necessarily leads to idealism. Idealisn is merely the ínverse

of pantheism. I.¡hat the latter presents as the reason in matter,

27 . -Die Phi losoPhie der Zukunf
Philosophie aus dem Reiche der
in das Reich der b eko erDerten
wieder eínzufuehren ' aus
nichtsbeduerfenden Gedankenseligkeit
he rab ztzíehen. I PKG, P . I92 .

22. Grundsae tze , para. 10.

14-15.

t hat die Aufgabe, die
"abgeschiedenen See Ien"
der lebendisen Seelen
der goettlichen'

in das menschliche Elend

23 , Grunds aetze , para.
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presents as l_n reason itself. The source of reasonthe former

is found

God now is

in the ego. tlhat

not overthrown,

is exists only through

He is equated with the

philosophy to Kantrs

consclousness.

-I f. Relating

t ransc endent a Ithis schematic historY of

idealism, Feuerbach wrÍtes

Der Kantsche Idealismus, wo sich die Dinge
nachd.em Verstande, nicht der Verstand nach den
Dingen richtet, ist also nichts anderes als die
Verwirklichung der theologischen Vorstellung von
goettlichen Verstande, der nÍcht von den Dingen
bestinnt wird, sondern umgekehrt diese bestímmt.
(24)

In so f.ar as God lies beyond the scoPe of human cognition

for Kant, Kantrs idealisn is not like Fichte I s or Hegelrs.

Kant I s idealisrn i.s an idealism f rom the standpoint of empiricism.

While God rernains inaccessible to this idealism in the empirical

realm, Kant is unable to do without God in his moral

philosophy. He raises the will to a divine level: tKant

vindiziert also in der Tat die Praedikate der GottheÍt dem

25
I{i11en.r It is FÍchte who takes the next steP by equating

God, the thing-in-itself, with the eBo. Hegel completes the

process. The essence of thought and the essence of God become

identical. Philosophyts theological division between the senses

and the understanding lead, according to Feuerbach, to a system

which dissolves the senses into thought, which satisifies

itself with thoutht instead of real things, which pays homate

to a system instead of the lived-in-world. The entire history of

modern philosophy is sumned up by Feuerbach thus -Die neuere

Philosophie ist von der theologie austetanten--sie ist selbst

nichts anderes als die in Philosophie aufteloeste und verwandelte

24.

25.

Grunds aet*ze para.l7.

para. 17 .Grunds aet-ze
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26
Theo logie. I

The best remedy aBainst these fantasies,

nake human beings take possession of the natural

reawakened to our senses and feelinBs is,

Feuerbach, for phÍ losophy to become al lied with

sciences. In Vo rae ufieen Thesen Feuerbach

alternative to the mistaken a1 liance between

theo logy :

Die Philo sophie muss
die

sich wieder nit der
Naturw issenschaf t . Naturwi ssenschaft mÍt der
Philosophie
Bedue rfnis ,
Ve rb j-ndung
f ruchtbarer
zwischen der

ve rbinden Diese auf gegenseitiges
auf Ínnere Notwendigkeit I,etruendete

PhÍlosophie und Theologie. (27')

;;:--;;;;;;;;;; ";--;;;;:--equation of PhilosoPhY a
abstract rather than real,
Ph ilosophical Manu sc ripts of

; ; : 
- -;;;; ;;; ; ; ; : -;; ;;: - i' r'tz;;,ïi'" n' 

"nd theology: both \dere concerned with

the only way to

world and to be

acco rding to

the enpirical

had posed his

philosophy and

sensuous beinBs. In the Economic and
7844, Marx lists Feuerbachrs -great

Feuerbach has demonstrated that

wird dauerhafter, tluecklicher und
sein als die bisheriBe I'lesalliance

deeds' . The
philosophy i
denkend auste
der Entfremd
Erster Teil,
made the re
principle of
negation, th
-posÍtively
other neo-He
intrinsic the
Hegelians, s
their belief
universal pr
Ís that the
Hetelians ext
Feuerbach hi
from the hist
of *real his
abstractions
enpirical re
dis t inc t ive f.

f irs t is that
s -nÍchts anderes als die in Gedanken gebrachte und
f uehrte Religion; ei.ne andre Form, und Daseinswe j-se

ung des menschlichen l,lesenst MEI'¡, Ergaenzung,sband
p. 569. ( ttre other tsro -great deedsr were to have

lationship -between man and man I the grounding
theory, and to have opposed to the netation of the
e positive, Í. e. real empirical obj ect whÍch is
trounded in itself. I ) Marxrs crítique of Hegel and
gelians takes the form of a critique of their
ological standpoint. The old Hegellans and the neo-
ays Marx in the German Ideology' are in agreement in

in -the rule of religion' of concepts, of a

inciple Ín the existing world.t The only difference
neo-Hegelians attack the principle, while the old
ol1ed it as legitinate. ùlEW, 8d.3, P. 19. For Marx,
nself is left contenplating abstractions, divorced
orical and social conditions, such as -Mant instead
torical manr . MEI,I, pp. 43--45. To be lef t with

instead of studying the real historical and
lations of social life becomes, for Marx, the
eature and fundamental failure of phÍlosophy.

27. PKG, p. 190.
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In litht of this exhortation it is important to emphasise

the paradox surroundinB ['euerbach I s critique of philosophy.

Despj.te Feuerbach urBing a return to science ' Descartes,

Lelbniz, and Kant had made major contrj-butions to natural

science. Feuerbach was a major philosophical influence on the
28

scientists Vogt, Moleschott and Czolbe. Yet as Rawidowicz has

pointed out:

Seit Ende der 30er Jahre ist Feuerbach nicht
nuede teworden, die ForderunB nach einer
Verbindung der Philosophie mit den
Naturwissenschaften zt erheben. Auch hier bleÍbt
es aber bei der blossen Forderung. Sie z!
realisieren, rdar er schliesslich doch nÍcht im
Stande. Fehlte ihm doch eine Bedj-etene
naturwissenschaftliche Grundlate, auf der er eine
wahre "neue" PhÍlosophie haette betruenden
koennen. Auch hier raechte sich seine teils
selbst tewol1te, teils durch aeussere Umstaende
gefordert Zuruckgezotenheit, sein
einsiedlerisches Leben auf dem Lande, fern den
Staetten der danals enporkonmenden
Naturwissenschaft. EÍn tieferes Eindringen in das
[.Iesen der Natur \dar ihm versaBt. Die Natur bleibt
ihm ein versieteltes Buch. Trotz seines starken
Aufbaeumes kann Feuerbach seinen Schicksal nicht
entgehen...Seine Sphaere bleibt auch spaeter fuer
sein tesamtes weiteres philosophisches
tIj-rken: Phi losophÍe und Theo logie . (29)

Moreover, ift spite of his influence on

t'euerbach I s philosophical discussion of science

the problen of the forms of scientific inquiry '

is possible or how an axiomatic system may tfitr

experlence. He does not

Kant t s attempt

address the tamut of.

Ínforrned to stipulate a -netaPhYsics of

Materialis
D. Reidel, I977). F eue rbach I s

ínf luence on Ge rman
in Nineteenth CenturY

popularity
of the low

Vogt et al.,

does not address

how nathematics

the world of

problems which

materialisn see l1

Germany (Dordrecht:, 28. Forc:T"'.l"nrific Feuerbach t s

as a philosopher of
esteem into whichscience ldas verY much a sign

Nat urp hilosophie had fallen.

29. S. Rawidowicz, Ludwig F eue rbac hs Philosophie: Ursprung und
S c hic ksa (Berlin: [,lalter
Gregory, also comnents on

I

of science, op. cit. , p. 220.

de Gruyter, .I96a Í,t 931I ) , p.159.
lh" - hai"rzi'1 "1 Feuerbach 

I 
f*F "
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experience. t Instead he proc la|ms -sonnenklar ist nur
30

das SinnlÍche', thus simplifyine beyond recognition the processes

required to transform the given into theoretical data. I{ere the

senses -sonnenklar I there would be as litt 1e need for the

isolation of variables as there is for the need to 'reconstructf

nature as a complex of mathematical relations.

Although Feuerbach follows Hetel and the romantics tenerally

in emphasÍsing the social dimension of knowledge, the insistence

that all our knowledge Ís an Abbild, a copy of things, is a throw
31

back to Locke. It is interestÍnt to note that Feuerbach fails to

address the inherent scepticism of the theory which Locke and

Hurne had disc losed. He provides no analysis of the problems

inherent in the copy theorY.

It should also be noted that Feuerbachrs insÍstence that
+lr.øunct{
^ tein'is sensuous in its origin is a resort to Lockers conflation

*"un the temporal and *logical/transcendental r origin of

types of categories. Such a conflation seriously undermines

Feuerbach's critique of Hegel. There ís no problern for Hegel in

the fact that concepts are forned from observation of and

abstraction from particulars. But each concePt Ís itself formed

in accordance with the rules of the framer¡ork and the systematic

network of determÍnations constitutint the science in which the

particular is to be defined. Thus Hegel expressly avoÍds

attemptint to account for all empirical observations and all

empirical innovations. He distinguishes -the sheer posÍtive

sciences t from those which have a rational and necessary shape

30. Grunds aetze gtara. 39.

3 1. Feuerbach's entire critique of Hegel is based upon the coPY
I2.theory. s ee Grunds aetze pata.
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32

and which contribute to the development of spÍrit.

In sum, by failing to address the ran8e of formal problems

accompanyinB the judgments of the sciences as well as the problem

of judgnent in aesthetics and morals, he does not address the

problerns that led to the formation of transcendental and

dialectical loBic. As EuBene Kamenka has said

problem of PhilosoPhY. ( 33 )

32. S

Enzyklo
ee e
oaedie

.8. -Preface' to the Phaenonenolotie pp ' l-II '
,-para. 16. This last point , however, is indicative
Á pro¡fen in Hegelts thought. Hegel works with two
ionality.Theo'.eisSuppliedbytheresultsofthe
iences, the other by reason itself (Í'e' Hetelrs
elthenhastheproblemofreconcilingthetwoto
the rational in the rea1. Feuerbach, like all
oes not have this problem. But the problen remains
s a dinension of scientÍfic explanatÍon not touched

of a seríou
types of rat
empirical sc
system). Heg
denons t rat e

empiricists d
that there i
upon by Feuerbach.

33. LudwÍg Feuerbach, (London: Routledge and Ketan Paul, L972),
p. gS. UV ontV reservation about this judgment concerns
Feuerbach's awareness oÍ. the rroblems which give rise to the
tlogical' dimensíon of Kant and Hegel, even though there is no

doubt Feuerbach had read Hegelts Logik and he had emphasised the
importance of the structure of experience in his -j'dealist I

phase. Hermann Glockner sees Feuerbachrs crítique of Hetel 1"
based upon a tailure to coltlprehend what Kant was doing in
relationship to nodern natural science. tFeuerbachs

philosophischer ZuSammenbruch zej-gt uns zweíerlei: er zeiet. uns

erstens: wie wenig; der weltanschauliche Anschluss an Hegel

ueberhaupt Bedeiht, wenn das Denken des Metaphysikers nicht
zr-f.leich in den wissenschaftlichen Prinzípien des Kantianismus
verankert ist . Er zeíEt uns zweítens : die Einbeziehung spezj-e I I
des problenkreises der Nova scienti-a und des Empirismus in Hegels
system ist nur im Zusanmenhang rnit der Bewaeltigung des

Kantischen Problernkrei-ses und unter ihrer voraussetzung
moetlich.r-Nach Hundert Jahren: Die Proble¡nweite der heBelschen
Philosophíe' in Kant Studien 1931, Bd. 36, pP. 227-261, p' 245'
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Paradoxically, Feuerbachrs real interest was the very

interest that he claimed had dominated modern philosophy--

theology. That theoloBy ttas to be a1lied with anthropology

instead of natural science (Descartes), morality (Kant), or

knowledge of -the Absolutet (Hegel ) did little to change the fact

that Feuerbach's corpus ( like Straussts and Bauerrs ) is more

weighted towards theology than that of any of the philosophers he

had criticised.

In so far as Feuerbachrs transformative crÍtique of

philosophy meant interpreting philosophy within the context of

its envÍronment, he is ínescapably linked with the Hegelian and

Marxian proj ects . But from the perspective of each of these

projects his philosophy appears deficient '

For Hetel, as we have seen, the philosophy of a period is

not something separate fron Íts social environment, nor is its

-truthr completely other than the other forms ' the sciences and

arts in which nj-nd is at work. Thus in the Enzyklopaedie

-Absolute spiritr follows tobjective spirÍt. ' The forrns of art '

religion and philosophy are part of the one Gestalt r¡hich,

includes the econony (civil society) , and the state, as well as

the -less complext level of anthropology. For Hegel, the

phi losophical ref lection of our species-bej'ng (Gatt un swesen)

could only be grasped by a description of the specifÍc features

not only of philosophy and our species-beint, but also of social

life. For the elementary passions are given a deterrninate shape

wÍthin the ethical life. From Hegelrs position, Feuerbachrs

appeal to species being and to -real manr is an apPeal to an

abstraction, because it is only in the predicate, which is

disclosed throuth the multitude of sciences that such terms have

a content.
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The -abstractnessr and utopian nature of Feuerbachrs thought

was picked uP bY one of Hetel's more orthodox PuPils and Hegel I s

Rosenkraîz astutelY observed in

Hetel by Feuerbach, Braniss ,

bíographer, Karl Rosenkranz '

comparint the criticisms of

Trendlenburg, and Sche I lint:

Ist es nicht merkwuerdie, wie a1le vier GeSner
des Hete lschen SYstens auch darin
uebereinstÍmmen, die Liebe zv verkuendigen. Die
Hegelsche Philosophie koennte dies nit demselben
Recht thun; sie wuerde sich danit nicht
widersprechen. Allein fuer die tlissenschaft konmt
es auf mehr als solche erbauliche Allsemeinheiten
an. I,Ienn man bedenkt, dass Schelling und
Feuerbachsichtetenseitigabsolutabstossen'So
muss man auch schliessen, dass die Liebe, welche
slepredigen,wohlnichtdiesselbeseinkann;
wissen aber wuerden wir dies erst ' vtenn sle uns
einen staat ein ethisches Gemeinwesen baueten.
JetztkoennensievonihrerAbstractionder
LiebeausdenHegelschenStaatveraechtlich
behandeln,indemsiedarindieLíebevermisSen;
kaemeesaberaufconcreteBestimmungenâ['so
wuerde die vornehnheit jener AllBerneinheit sich
baldverlÍeren,wiewiresbeidemBegriffder
Ehe juengsthin erlebt haben' ( 34 )

For Marx, Feuerbach I s critique had

Feuerbach \das correct to emphasise

philosophy. But he had not realised that

not gone far enough.

the est rantement of

philosophy, rêlígion,

34. GeorB I.Ii the 1m F riedrich Hege 1s Leben (Darmstadt:
I.Jissenschaf t liche Bu chgesellschaft, r963 [18441)' P. XXVII.
Prior to this Rosenkra nz had also pointed out, atain speaking as

a traditional Hegelian, that Feuerbach and Schelling circumvent
the develoPment of sci ence to a system' and -die organische
Durchfueh runB der Erkenntnis. I For Rosenkranz, Feuerbach
'verharrt in der BehauPtung von Ernbryoal ltemeinheiten. . . . I'Iie der
jetzice Schelling laesst e r sich weder auf die Natur, noch den

Staat naeher ein. ' Ibid. ' PP. XXV-VI . Rosenk ranz' s Hete lian
c rítiq ue of Feuerbach bears comp arison with some of Enge 1s t s

j udgne nts on Feuerbach in Ludwig Feuerbach and the
Classical Ge rman Ph loso h Selected I{o rks , Sect. III.

End 0f
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laws, ilorals and the arts are forms of ídeology governed by the

underlying prod.uction process. From thís perspective Eeuerbachrs

own philosophy Ís Ínterpreted along with Hegel and neo-Hegelian

philosophy 8enera1ly as an epiphenonenon of the socÍal relations

constituting German reality. Feuerbach's central failure for Marx

is that he never leaves the realm of philosophy; he does not
35

study the tnaterial realityr of Germany'

Nevertheless, before Marx had announced his o!ün

foundational innovation and subjected Feuerbach's own thinkÍne

to the materialist theory of history, Marx had not only
36

declared himself to be a disciple, he had employed Feuerbachts

-transfornative methodr to criticise Hetel I s RechtsphilosophÍe '

The posthumously published and unfinj-shed work, Zur Kritik der

35. One should not undere
nature of this critique,
conditions which have to b
which inform PhilosoPhY. Mo

had alreadY Pointed out
Phi I os onhie der Zukunft wa
exp ressl-on of the realitY o

stimate the tYP
ví2. the se

e transforned
ses Hess in Die
that Feuerbach
s nothing more
f German civil
Sozialistische

Íca11y neo-Hegelian
arch for the real
through Praxis and
Letzten Philoso en

t s Grundsae tze der
than the theoretical
society and the Gerrnan

Schriften
(Berlin:

r837-1850
Akaden1e-hiloso hi h und

nd tI
state.
(Hrse. )
Verlag,

Auguste Cornu u
1961), P. 384.

36. In 1842 Marx Proclained: -und euch, ihr spekulativen
TheoloSen und Philosophen, rate ich: macht euch frei von den

Begriffen und vorurteilen der bisherigen spekulatÍven
philosophie, r^tenn ihr anders zlJ den Dingen, wie sie sind, d.h'
zur tfahrheit konmen wollt. Und es Sibt keinen andern t'Ieg f uer
euch r"r gehtttg4 und Freiheit a1s durch 9"n Feugr-bach. ?:t
Feuerbach ist @r Getenwart. t MEW, Bd. l, p. 27 '
Feuerbachrs influence nót only pervades the The Holy Family'
Engelsrs Late der arbeitenden Klasse in England emphasÍses the
relationship -¡etween Feuerbactr an¿ tne com¡nunist solution. In
speaking of the need to reform the -bad reality' , which Engels
had witnessed first hand, Engels writes: -Von den oeffentlichen
Vertretern solcher Reforn ist weniEstens fast kein eínziger
anders als durch die Feuerbachsche Aufloesung der HeBelsche
Spekula!ion zum Konmunismus gekomrnen.r MEI'I, Bd' ?:- p' 233' Even
the first part of the subtit 1e of Late --'Nach eigener

olfgang Moenke

Anschauungf-- is sugtestive of Feuerbach.
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Hese lschen Rechts philos ophie provides the clearest illustration

we have of why Marx rejected completely HeBelrs -Absolute

Idealism. I It is also a major text in the development of Marxrs

o\dn -naterialistr foundations.

(C ) Marxrs Critique of the Rechtsphilosophie.

Marx I s critÍque of Hegel derives from the attempt to

understand a particular sphere of exÍstence, social I political

existence, rather than the totality of exPerience, or the

catetories and conditions of the sphere of exlstence as such' In

this respect Marx, üDlike Kant or Hegel, j-s not primarily

interested in doing ontology or metaphysics. Nor is he interested

in explorint the questíons that led Hegel to construct his

metaphysics. As in Feuerbach h7e do not find either in this

manuscript or ín any of the avaÍ1able writÍngs any mention of

Glauben und [,Iissen or rhe Diff erenzschrift. Also, Marx accePts

Feuerbach t s naturalism and his critique of Hegel I s netaphysics.

That critique provides hin with a tool, the -transfornative

methodr , for disclosing what he sees as the -real

irrationalities' of the modern state. Thus Marxrs earliest

systenatic critique of Hege 1 rs netaphysics, in contradistinction

to his assimilation of Feuerbach I s crítique of Hege1, emertes

through a critique of the content of Hegel's theory of the state'

The unsatisfactory nature of that content is the touchstone for

assessing the defects of their metaphysical foundation.

The most conspicuous feature of Marxrs crítique of Hegelrs

Rechtsphi losoohie and the metaphysics which sustain it lies in

their different evaluations of democracy.

HeSel had rejected the concept of the sovereignty of the
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people as an abstract and pernicious concePt which takes an
1

unortan|sed mass as substantial. HeBel believed that the

nechanÍcs of representative democracy require abdication of

individual sovereignty to oners political rePresentative.

Representatlve democracy is nerely an illusory form of freedom

eventually leading to electoral indifference and the

actualisation of the concentration of power ít seeks to
2

eliminate.

In spite of the fact that HeSel had artued against the

abstractness of the -People t as a basis of sovereignty, saying

that a people -without its monarch and the articulation of the

wholer is a f.ormless mass, hê had equated the
3

constitution with the consciousness of a people.

The problem Marx perceíves is that the constj-tution can only

genuinely be said to express the consciousness of the people if

the people are able to articulate that consciouness. Unless

people have the vote that is irnpossible . For this reason Marx

sees the democratj-c constítution as the only genuine

and activity of the1. Hegel saYs that
many is elementârV,
para. 303.

2. &13., para. 311.

as -units I

irrational
-the commotion
and barbarous. I Rechtsp hilosophie

para . 27 4. The 'dependencYr of the
elf-consciousnessr of the people (para.
el to ¡nake the platitude -Jedes Volk hat
die ihm an8emessen ist und fuer dasselbe
adds -Das Volk muss zv seiner Verfassung

s und seines Zustandes haben, sonst kann
vorhanden sein, aber sie hat keine
who also ldas opposed to democracy, Hegel

role for the free press and Public
1y real space that Hegel allows for the
the -atomised I wil I .

3. rbid., p

constitution
27 9) in turn
desr¡egen die V

Behoert. I In a

das Gefuehl se
sie zwar aeu
Bedeutung. I Li
finds an ind
opinion. I t
political exPr

ara. 279,
on the -s
allows Heg
erfassunB,
Zusat z he

ines Recht
sserlich
ke Kant,
ispensable
is the on
ession of
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constitution. DemocracY ' saYS
4

aller Verfassungen.t

Marx, is -das aufgeloeste Raetsel

Hetelrs failure to see that a legitinate constitution must

be democratically based Ís, for Marx, grounded in the failure of

his method. Applyine Feuerbachrs critique of Hegel, Marx claims

that Hegel does not commence with the -real subjectr of the

state, Í.e. the real human beings (the people) who conpose it.

Instead he makes the *Idea'of the state the subject' The -Ideal

says Marx, again followint Feuerbach' is Ímposed upon the

empirical data. In conp licity with the demands of the system '

Hege I must demonstrate the Ídeality of the state and íts

nechanisms. For HeBel is not prinarily interested in the state'

Rather, the state is a moment within a -granderr netaphysical

system. The demands of enpirical reality only partly dictate the

content of Hegelrs inquiry ínto right. The demands of the system

takepriorityovertheempiricaldata,andaspiritaliento
5

empirical reality must be foisted onto it. Concomitantly, Hegelfs

thÍnking is not flawed because of its lack of empirical data'

but because the interpretation of the data is guided by the

system's intrinsic demands rather than by the thinSs themselves'

For Marx thÍs means that HeBel takes as substantial, as rational

whatisfrequentlyirrationalandinsubstantial.

Eswirdalsodieempirischel.lirklichkeit
aufBenommen, wae sie ist ; sie wÍrd auch als
*r"ttt"nftig ausBesprochen, aber sÍe ist nicht

4. MEI.I, Bd. l, p. 23I. -Hier ist die verf assung nic
sicnl dern I{esen nach, sondern der Existenz, der 1¡irklich
in ihren wirklichen Grund, den wirklichen Menschen-, das
volk, stets zurueckBefuehrt und als sein eigneE t'Ierk Bes
Verfassung erscheint als das, was sie ist' freies Pro
Menschen.... t

ht nur an
keit nach
wirkl iche
etzt. Die
dukt des

5. MEI.I, Bd. I, P. 206, P. 276.
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vernuenftie sreten ihrer eigenen vernunft, sondern
weil die ernpÍrísche Tatsache in ihrer empirischen
Exis teîz eine andere Bedeutung hat als sich
selbst. (6)

This inversion of Idea and reality leads Hegel to

describe the subsequent reproduction of the abstraction ' Having

appropriated the real in the act of the abstraction, Hegelts task

is then to describe how the abstract objecti-fies itself, how the

abstract is found again in realÍty. But the abstract is found

again in reality by squeezíng reality Ínto the abstraction that
7

has been prepared for it.

He8el's method j-s thus part of a LarBer politícal problem,

the problem of the estranSement of the forms of political life

from the substance of the state. Democracy, according to Marx,

subordinates the forms to the substance, but Hegel and the rulers

of the modern state invert this order. Hegel I s problem, for

Marx, is that he is uncritical of the order in which the
8

functionaries of the mod.ern state see thenselves. By opposing

democracy and rationalising constitutional monarchy, the

bureaucracy and primogeniture, Hege I -rationalisesr the

6. MEW, Bd. l, pp. 207 -20B .

7, Ibid., p.
nuanced in nume
the Manusc ri DtS
Family, the -In
Capital. HyPos
recurrent motíf
remain even afte
rather than host
points of method

224. Thís
rous places

of. 1844,
troductiont
tasis,
s of
r the
ility,

critique finds itself rePlicated
within Marx I s corPus. t{e f ind it

and
ín

inversion, and mYstÍfication are
of Hege I .

The Poverty of Philosophy,
to the Grund ris S e and the

The Ho 1Y
Preface of

the
The y

en des modernen
s, ltas ist, fuer
ge wirklich ist,

un vernuenftieen
on dem ist, ttas

nas sie Íst. I

one of admiration
i.e. even when Marx and Engels stress the

oloBical affinitY between their work and Hegel.

8. 'Hegel ist nicht zrJ, tadeln, weil er das I'Ies
Staats schildert, wie es ist, sondern weil er da

Marx's life-long critÍque
tone toward Hegel becones

das I,lesen des S taats ausgibt .

bewe ist sich eben im
Wirklichkeit

Dass das Vernuenfti
I.Jiderspruch der

sie aussatt '
die an allen Ecken das Ge8enteil v
und das Gegenteil von den aussâtt,

MEW, Bd. l, P. 266.
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estrangement of Political life

accessory to the po litical

people being made to conform

from the peoPle. Hegel

oppression which results

is thus an

f rom the

their oqtn'

propertied

the state

institutions
9

the people.

the interests of

class.

defuses

which

To this

Along the

the will of

prevent the

extent Hal

by the end

to interests directlY oPPosed to

the state functionaries and the

same lines , HeBe I 's PhilosoPhY of

the people as it legitinates the

genuine I rational orBanisation of

Draper is not overstating the case

of Marxts critique had realisedwhen he saYS that

that

Hegel is no longer simply in error: he is ( to
use a later expression) on the other side of the
barricades. He is not simply voícing mistakes
about the state; he is a voice of the state. He

is not simply wrong about the problem; he is part
of the problen. ( 10 )

In oppositÍon to Hegel,

the echts hi oso hi t S ATd

Marx,

his

at the tÍme

task in

of his critíque of

demystifyine and

9. For Marx th
of the people i
Staat vor
die Desorganisa
conception of s
is inevitably
pointed out in
Society ( New
Merrington and
evident from,
sovereignty was
was a separat
pervasi.ve exten
of Richard Hun
:Marxism and

10. Karl
(New Yor
about Dr
thÍs in

York: MonthlY Review Press, I 9

is is particularly evident in Hetelrs abstraction
nto the estates. -Die "Staende" praeserivieren den

den unortanischen Haufen nur durch
tion dieses Haufens. ' ME[I, Bd. 1 , p. 27 | . The
overeignty which pervades Marxrs critique of Hegel
reminiscent of Rousseau, as Lucio Colletti has
From Rousseau to Lenin: Studies in Ideology and

72), tr. John

Totalitar aan Democ racy

Judith tlhite, pp. 185-l9l. As is abundantly
The Civil tlar in France Marx's conception of
afways opposed to any social forn in which there

ion between socÍal and política1 forces. The
t of Marxts radical dernocratism is a central thene
trs The Political Ideas of lr{arx and Engels Vo1. _l_

1818-1850. (London:
Macmillan, 1975).

Marxrs Theory of
k: Monthly Review
aperts judgment is his belie
the course of writing the C

Revo lut on Vol.l:State and B u re auc rac y
Press, 197 7 ) , p.95. My only reservation

f that Marx only came to see
rÍtique. Even at the tine of

his doctorate Marx had recognised Hetelrs conservative nature '
and Marxrs radicalisrn was unequivocal, even if its shape was
still being formed.
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disclosing the reality underlyÍne the estranged nature of the

political forms of the modern state. He had to specify the real

irrational interests which Hegel mystifies in hÍs description of

the machinery of state. Thus while HeBel legitimates the

hereditary monarchy, Marx exposes the elenent of caprice r¡hen

sovereitnty (albeit restricted by a constitution) is an accident
l1

of bÍrth. lJhile Hetel presents the bureaucracy as the universal

class and the bureaucrat as a servant of the state, Marx focusses
L2

upon the careerism, sêcrecy and self-interest of the bureaucracy.

tlhile Hegel attempts to give the people a more substantial

content by rationalising nembership within the estates and, for

the busíness estate, in the corporations, Marx focusses upon the

anachronistic nature of that rationalisation. He criticises Hegel

for failine to see that civíl society has eradicated any real

meaning the estates had by posing a neld conflict of social
l3

classes not adequately subsumed under the estates. I,Ihile Hegel

defends prirnogeniture on the basis of the political disinterest

which may acconpany economic independence, Marx emphasises that

HeBel merely accepted the romanticised self-conception of landed

property, that the interest of private property is the real

determinant of pri¡nogeniture, and that private Property and
I4

particular interests govern the state.

1l MEI.I, Bd. I 237 .

12. Ibid.' p.
'P
249

1 3 . Ibid. , pp . 295-296 . For Marx, because Hete I defines the
resuscitated Mediaeval forms ( the estates) in a contemporary
political way, he reverses their meaninE. In doing this he fails
to trasp the social conflict that is expressed in the conflict
between the -staendischer and the rePresentative constitution.

14. rbid pp. 304-306.
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I n sum, Marxr s ana l Ys is o f the Re c hts ph losophÍe

facilitated by his own politi.cal experiences, convinced him that

Hete I's metaphysícs had led to a coincidence between the

estranted, understandinE of the world and those who benefit from

the estran8ement. Marx beli.eved Feuerbach had provided the

philosophical orientation which, when combined with political

action, would enable the reform of consciousness enabline human

beings to reappropriate and radically transform their estranged
15

politíca1 forms. Feuerbachrs messã1oÈ, for Marx, !'tas that one must

study things as they are and not confuse the empÍrj-ca1 world with

the abstractions from the empirical world'

This idea \das deve loPed f urther in the Economic and

Philosophical Manus c riDts of lB44 when Marx criticised Hetel for

faiting to distinguish between the science of a thing and the

thing itself, for mistaking religion, state, and nature' for
l6

Staatswi sensch ftrand -Naturwissenschaft. I In the

Pove rty of Phi I osophv Marx took this criticism a logical step

further. Not only was Hetel I s thought characterised by its

contraction of the real into the abstract, by its substitution of

the scÍence of things for the things themselves, but there \das

15.
his
Sept
das s
sie
e ige
ande
Re 1i
F rat
Die
Kroe
asa
too
4t7.

The extent of
project and Fe

ember, 1843 : -
man die Welt

aus dem ihre Tr
nen Aktionen ih
rem bestehen,
gion der Fal I
en in die selbs
Fruehschriften

ner, 1971), p

deficiency in
rnuch on nature

the affinÍty that the young Marx saw between
uerbach I s is clear from his letter to Rute in
Die Reform des Bewusstseins besteht nur darin,
ihr Bewusstsein inne werden laesst, dass man

aume ueber sÍch selbst aufweckt, dass man ihre
r erklaert. Unser Eanzet Zweck kann in nichts
wi" dies auch bei Feuerbachs Kritik der

ist, als dass die relitioesen und politischen
tbewusste menschliche Form gebracht werden.'
, (Hrsg. ) Siecfried Landshut. (Stuttgart:
.17O. Marx l^7as also supPlementing what he savt
Feuerbach I s philosophy; Feuerbach concentrated
and too litt1e on politics. llEW, Bd. XXVII ' p'

l6 . ME[,I, Erg. Bd. Schrifte n bis 1844 Erster Teil, P. 583.
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a further contraction. The sciences thernselves had to be

contracted to fit Hegel's o\dn understandint of the sciences. The

-systemr is ultimatelY a sYStem of Hetelrs understandÍng which is

foisted upon the world: -a11 that has happened and is still

happening is only just what is happening in his oldn reasoning.

Thus the philosophy of history is nothing but the history of
l7

philosophy, of his own philosophy. t

From Hegel I s position Marx I s and Feuerbachts claÍn to study

things as they are is nonsense. It fails to account for the store

of nediations, the -concept'. Thus it e1Íminates the -Absolute

Idealistrd.ictum that objects of the world are known only throuth

the dialectical development of consciousness and through the

structuring principles of the particular level in which the

obj ect appears. Nevertheless, âs the afore-mentioned criticisms

of Marx indÍcate, Marx, like Feuerbach, satt that the constant

assimilation and rethinking of the nature of sPecific empirical

data created insurmountable problems for Hetel I s system. This was

of great importance when Marx Íntetrated some features of Hegelrs

dialectical method r¿ith his o\tn theory of history. The

foundations of that theory are now to be considered.

Answer to the ' Phi losophl of17 . The
Pove rty"

Pove rt y
( Peking:

of Philoso h
), P. lO2. MEI'¡,
oscow: Progress,
inon--the most
€d, first , bY
dge and second,
and conceptÍons

s from Marx have
which unite the

then from Hege I
Engelsrs thought
he exception of

ForeiBn LanguaBes Press, 1978
Bd. 4, p. L29. Cf. Engels in Anti-Duehring (U
1947 \ z -Although Hege 1 was--with Saint-S
encyclopaedic mind of hÍs time, Yet he \tas linit
the necessarily lirnited extent of his own knowle
by the 1j-mited extent and depth of the knowledge
of his age. I pp. 34-35. Heretofore, all citation
been in the Gerrnan so that the linguistic nuances
neo-Hegelians with each other and which separate
are retained. GeneralIy the sense of Marxrs and
does not suffer in translation, hence, with t
references to the Manus criots of 1844, I shall use English
translations of Marx and EnBels from now on.
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Chapter 2

The Materialist Method.

(A) rts Premísses and Purpose

The basic preniss of the materialist conception of history

is: tAs individuals express their lif e, so they a1^e. t'Ihat

they are, therefore, coincides with their production, both

with what they produce and wÍth how they produce. Hence what

indÍviduals are depends on the material conditions of
I

their production. I

In keepÍng with this Marx wrÍtes -Its premisses are men'

not in any fantastic isolation and fixity, but in theír actual,

empirically percep tible Process of developnent under defÍnÍte
2

conditions.r History is ultimately determined by relatíons of

production, [ot the forms of consciousness, whether

they be religious, moral, philosophical, judicial or

political. These forms of consciousness are the ideological

reflections of socially productive relations. As Marx in one of

his most cited Passages wrote:

In the socÍal productíon of their existence' men
inevitably enter into definite relations
which are independent of their wi11, namely
relations of production appropriate to a tiven
stage in the development of the material forces
of production. The totality of these relations
of production constÍtute the economic structure
of soci€tV, the real foundation, on which
arises a legal and political superstructure
and to which correspond definite forms of
social consciousness. The mode of production
of material life conditions the teneral
process of social, Political, and
intellectual life. It is not the consciousness of
nen that determj-nes their existence, but theÍr
soci.al existence that determines their

I The German Ideolo

2. rbid p. 43.

PV (Moscow: Progress, 1964) ' P.37.
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consciousness. ( 3 )

The aim of the historian is thus to specify the modes and

relations of production in whÍch human beings entate' to analyse

the rules toverning the economic reproduction, development and

decay of a social form. The development and transitions of the

forms of conscÍousness are to be interpreted in 1i8ht of the

former rules which encapsulate the material condj-tj.ons of social

1ife. For Marx, the mechanisms of the ínstitutional, reliSious

and moral life are the abstract forms Ín which our social, our

-rea1 sensuous nature I is shaped and deve 1oped. By specifyine

the economic rules toverni-ng a social form, the historian should

be able to discover the real determinants of social

consciousness, the real reasons for social behaviour. The *rea1r

reasons may differ greatly from the reasons put forward by the

actors themselves. So long as one fails to see the economic

reality which inforns the -abstractionsf of social 1ífe, one is

living in a world of illusion. A najor task of this theory of

history is to expose the categories of mystification and to

replace them with the -real I catetories of historical explanation.

As is evÍdent from the subtítle of CaP ital: Towards CrÍtique ofa

Political Economy, the major categories of

categorÍes of

mystification which

Marx sought to expose rvüere the political economy,

A Contribution to the Critique of Po litical Ec o nomy pp. 20-3.
2r.
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c lassi.cal econonists
4

1.

1 1Íed with the functÍo

eory of history is

isin of the theory. T

o provide a theory for

had used to desc ribe the

n of demystificatlon in the

the political motive which

he materialist conception of

the collection of data in

a vÍewpoj.nt

and economic

o which Marx ascríbed

he conditions which cr

e the abolition of cla

cipatory role of the p

Deuts ch-F r aîzo esisc he

that is interested in the attainment

power by a specific class, the

an historical destiny. The

eated the proletariat was,

sses per se. The idea of the

roletariat, f.irst expressed

J ah rb'tic her preceded the

4.
ir
the

materialist theory of hÍstory. In order for this emancipation to

be possible there \{ere two necessary conditions: (l) the economic

conditions which forced thÍs class to revolt or perish and (2)

correct consciousness of those economic conditions. Marxts and

Engelsrs project \das essentially twofold. Firstly, it had to

specífy the mechanísms of bourgeois society which they argued

In lieht of the critique of. Hegel outlined in the last chapter
is interesting to note that Marx expressly equates Hegel with
politlcal economists. MEII:Ergaq¡¿¡¡¡ge Band Schriften bis 1844

Erster Teil p. 574. It is Ín the section where Marx draws a
connectíon between Hegel and political econony that the well
known passaBe occurs where Marx praises Hegelrs treatness for
seeÍng the se lf production of *man I as obj ectification
(Vergesenstaendlichung) and estrantement (Ent e enstaen 1i hun
and the supersession ( Aufhebun ) of estrangement:- dass er also
das I{esen der Arbeit fasst und den tegenstaendlichen Menschen,
wahren, weil wirklichen Menschen, als Resultat seiner eigenen
Arbeit begreíft. 'Ibid., p. 574. Just as Marx criticises HeBelrs
mystification of the interests of the people by showÍnt that he
conflates their interest with the exploitative political forms of
the modern state, he criticíses political economists for
conflatj-ng the interests of workers with the interests of
bourgeois society. In both cases the estranged and oppressíve
forms / categories of social life are rationalised.
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led inevitably to periodic crises, to the politicisation of the

proletariat and the dissolution of- bourgeois society itself '

secondly, their ain vtas to make the proletariat conscious of the

causes of Íts a1íenation from the accumulated wealth, the

products of the stored labour it had created'

In so far as this agenda requíres an analysis of socio-

economic categories, the empiricisn of the theory is of a

particular type. The positÍve facts of history are structured by

relations that nay not be of concern to a non-Marxist enPirícist.

Likewise connections between facts are drawn which another type

of historian may not see. For example, in the first volume of

capi!q! Marx connects the expropríation of the agricultural

population from the land, the overthrowing of feudal socÍety, the

rapid developnent of the natural scienceS, the expansion of

communicatÍon and. transport systems and modern industry, and

the legíslation for shorter working hours. Marx's analysis

índicates how these developnents are Soverned by the laws of a

socÍo-economic form.

The materialist theory of history is often criticised for

failing to take account of contingent events. But this criticism

misses the poÍnt. A contintent event such as the personalíty of

an actor is not always of historic consequence. The psycholoty of

a man such as Louis Bonaparte, for example, may have influenced

history, but this personality r.7as historic under specific socio-

economic conditÍons. tlhen relevant, the materÍalist historian

interprets the inf luence of a Personality within the context of

the specÍfic conjuncture of class forces. The prÍme importance of

the conjuncture of c lass forces and the economic ( and

technological ) conditions which determine that conjuncture

follows frorn the political purpose of the theory'
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(B) The Method of the Material Theory of History

In considering the nethod and philosophical foundations of

the naterialist theory of history we shal 1 concentrate on

capital. This is because it represents Marxrs greatest systematic

employment of the materialist theory of history'

Marxts analysis of a 'social form is consciously analotous to
I

the procedure of physical science. The - lawsr of capital he

describes refer to a simplified model of reality. As the

analysis protresses more complex variables, more -layersr are

added to the nodel.

This is evident Ín the basÍc structure of the three volumes

of Capital. It commences with the nost elementary abstraction

of capitalist production, the commodity, then after movinB

through the more complex laws of production, it moves to the

spheres of circulation and the productíon process as a

whole. The same procedure is also evident in the first volume of

Capital. First Marx identÍfies the most general feature of

capitalÍst society. It is a society governed by the production of

connodities. Then Marx attenpts to specify ( 1 ) the general

feature of the connodity (it is a thínc produced for exchange)

(2) the nature of exchange value and (3) the tabsolute lawt of

the capitalÍst mode of productíon-- the production of surplus-

va1ue. Only then are the modes of surplus value --i.e' absolute

(the prolongatÍon of the working day) and relative surplus value

( the intensification of labour-po!ùer) considered. These modes

Bovern the economic and political dynamic of bourteois society'

For.. Marx they explain why crises and political confli-cts are not

l.
and
of
M.

Cap ta1
I'Iishart,

a Law of
Przelecki

Vo1. 1,
1954),

Sciencet
et al.

tr. S. Moor and E.Aveline, (London: Lawrence
p. 1 9. See also LeÇek Nowakrs -Marxrs ConcePt
in Formal Methods of EmPirical

(Dordrecht:Reidel, 1974) -

Scienc , êd.
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merely contintent aspects of bourteois society but pertain to its

essence, to its most fundamental relations.

Marxts description of the intrinslc antagoni.sms of

capitalism not only distintuishes hin from historÍans but from

other economists. In arguing that the dynamic of capital is

embryonÍcal1y contained in the form of value and the socÍa1

relations which constitute it, Marx requires a concept of value

that clarifÍes the limits within which the variables of the

market (price, supply and demand etc ) may function. To non-

Marxist economists such a distinction as that between price and

value i-ntroduces a non-neasurable, a -metaphysicalt entity. But,

for Marx, the problem ís not to identify every contingent event

r¿hich could monentarily influence prices, but to specify the

social dynamic between producers and capitalists, the rules of

the developnent of capitalist production that lead to increasÍnt

accumulation, periodic economic crises, and class conflict. The

analysis of prices normally bears no relationship to the

integration of science and industry, the struttle over the length

of the workint day and the intensification of labour. Note that

Marx does not discount prices, supply and demand as of no

consequence. But they make -senser withj.n the structure of

bourgeois society, for Marx, only once a nore fundamental set of

socio-economic conditions are set out.

As the above indicates Marxts analysis requires
2

distinguishing between essence and appearance. The aPpearance

2. Marx says that science is necessary because the essence of
something is not idential with its appearance. Capital
tr. C. Kerr (London: Lawrence and Hishart, 1959) ' P. 817.

Vol. 3,
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is not unreal. But to penetrate what it is requires

understanding a less immediate yet determinant relationship. In

rdorking with this distinction Marx is working with a

distinction that was vÍtal to Galileo, Descartes, and

Newton, and, aS !üe Saw earlier, eSSential to DescarteStS,
3

Lockets and Kant I s metaphysics.

Closely associated with this idea of the essence as the

general rule (or primary quality) and the appearance as the

contingent event whÍch is governed by the teneral rule ( the

secondary quality), is the procedure of analysis and

composition. In the 185 7 -Introductionr to the Grundrisse Marx

describes his use of the method which had been fundamental to
4

natural scientific inquÍry since the scientific revolution. The

aim of analysís and synthesis is to reflect the subject matter so

that -it may appear as if we had before us a nere a priori
5

construction. I Marx I s analysÍs of capital r¿ould only be

finished when the entj-re phenomena of the capitalist world were

represented just as natural science would only be finÍshed

when alI of nature were represented. In both cases the

representation of phenomena should enable us to see all

contingencies as toverned by a nultiplicity of underlying

rules.

In light of the above it Ís important to realise that

3.
Ma rx

This gives credibility to Della Volpets connection between
and Galileo, op. cit.

4. Grundrisse tr. Martin Nicolaus (Harmondsworth: Penguin,
I 973 ) , pp. 100-10 I .

5. Capital, Vol. l, p. 28.
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Capital refers to a - laboratory modelr of capital, a model which

r¡ould have to be modified for any specific case study. In

giving empirical examp 1es of the teneral rules of Capital,

Marx makes it clear that England comes closest to the

laboratory model of capital. But not all paths of historical

developnent are the same as England. There are many different

levels of development of bourteois society; some nore burdened by

older modes of production than others. As Marx pointed out

in a letter to the editorial board of Otechestvenniye

Zapiski his historical sketch of the genesis of capital in

I,Iestern-European nations should not be transforned

into an historico-phi losophic theo ry of the
teneral path of developnent prescribed by fate to
a1 I nations , whatever historical circumstances in

' which they find themselves, in order that they
may ultinately arrive at the economic system
which ensures, together with the Breatest
expansion of the productive porders of social
labour, the most complete development of man. (6)

Thus fat Marxts method of historical analysis is in the

afore-mentioned respects analotous to the procedure of empirical

science. But there is another distinctive nethodological feature

of the materialist analysis of hÍstory --the dialectic.

Marx's debt to HeBel's dialectical method lies in Marx I s

taking his -objectr , -capitalt , as dynamic. He presents the

dynamism of the -object t as a sequence of levels of ever

increasing complexity. The logical form of that sequence is

6. Nov. 1877,
Progress , 1975ì ,

in Marx En els Selected Correspondence (Mosco\t:
pp. 29I-292.
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expressed by describing the process of the tobjectr and how the

-obJectt develops and decays through intrinsi-c antaEonisms or
7

contradÍctions: e.t. the contradictions of exchange-value and

use-va1ue, of capital and rdage-labour, of the forces of

emancÍpation ( ttre technologíes of modern industry) , the forces

of alienation ( the subordination of those technologies to

capital ) , and of abso lute and relative surp lus-value.

The transfornation of the obj ect is likewise concej.ved

ín dialectical terns, câpital neEates the proletariat which in

turn netates the netation, and in so doing produces a ner{

positive form--socialist society.

Although the basic concePts of Capital are conceived

dialectically, Marx believed that there was a fundamental

difference between his employment of dialectic and Hegelrs. Marx,

like Engels, retained throughout his life the essential element

of Feuerbachrs critique of Hetel: concepts are the product of

abstracti.ons f rorn empirical things, and the truth of the concePt

must be always reconsidered ín lieht of the positive facts. Hence

althouBh Marx saw Hetel as being the first to present tthe

general formr of díalectic, hê insisted that his dialectical

method was -the direct opposÍter of Hegelrs. The classic

formulation of this posj-tion is expressed in the -Afterword to

the second German edition' of Capital where Marx, after declaring

hirnself to be a disciple of that tnighty thinkerr, says

To Hetel, the life-process of the human
brain, i. e . , the process of thinking. . . is the

7. The emphasis upon process makes Marxrs study more analoBous to
biology than physics or chemistry. See the lengthy Russian
review cited by Marx j.n the -Afterwordr of Capital, PP. 27-28,
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demiurgos of the real world, and the real
world is only the external, phenomenal form
of "the Idea." f.¡ith ffiê, on the contrary, the
ideal is nothint e lse than the material world
ref lected. by the human mind, and translated into
forms of thought.r (8)

Marx spoke of the need to demystif y the dialectic. t'Ihat he

meant by that demystification anounted to its incorporation with

the scientific procedure of resolution and composition. The

dialectic enabled one to observe the totality (i.e. capitalist

production) as constituted by opposltions. Each opPositÍon, and

each component or each member of that opposition is also

determÍned through the other members of the totality. The

reality of the members and the oppositions stas a matter to be

resolved empirically, not speculatively. Hence the oppositions

themselves are to be rethoutht in lieht of the momentary

conjunction of historical variables. Only thus could the process

of capital and the shifting shape of the class struggle be

understood.

In Marxrs -demystífiedr form dialectic Ís a too I

facilitatíng inquiry into the general tendencies, -the lawsr,

which are embedded in the social and economÍc antaEonisms of a

social forrn. The very ldea of articulating the entirety of -a

systemt, as Hetel aspired to do, contradicts the assimÍlation of

diatectic with resolution and composition. Empírical science

constantly splits the harmony of the system as the dynamic of new

variables influence the model. Hegel had always realised this,

thus he sought to subsume empiricism as a subordÍnate and one-

sided moment within speculative reason. But , for Marx, HeBe 1 | s

speculative -systemr was inseparably connected with the

reification which distorts the significance of the enpirical data

8. Capital Vol. l, p. 29.
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to be accumulated. This sane crititicism lies behind Engelsrs

c leavage in Ludqlg Feuerbach and the End of C lassica Ge rman

Philosophy between the revolutionary potential of dialectic as

opposed to the conservative (rnystifyine ) nature of Hetelrs
9

-system I .

0n the other hand, Marx had, at least partly, fêtained a

central feature of Hegelrs systen: the pervasive unity withín a

given períod. t¡ith the materialist ínversion' the rnode of

production becornes the det rn nant pervadin'g all -membersr of the

social worId. In other words, the -rdea t is given a -materiall

content: the ¡node of productíon. The danger with this inversion

from Hegelts perspective is that of reductionism. How are all

dimensions of Geist, including the catetories with whÍch thought

structures its principles, to be derived from the mode of

production? Marx's displacernent of logic f rom dialectic $Ias f ully

in keeping with the neo-Hegelian shÍft toward anthropology and

Feuerbach's one-sided crÍtique of Hegel. The idea that dÍalectic

was itself -materialr was more fully worked out by Engels, who

extended dialectic beyond the field of historY, and, like Hetel,

into the field of nature. His reasons for this extension'

however, were different from Hetelts, and f.at more in keeping

with the ['euerbachian straÍn (the -naturalismt ) that remained

enbedded in Marxrs thought. If we consider (a) the role that

nature played for Marx and (b) the motives behÍnd Engelsrs

-dialectic of naturef we are able to see more clearly where they

stand on the question of nature and thought in relationshiP to

the -idealistst , Descartes, Kant, â[d Hegel '

9. Marx and
conc luding
Editionr of

EnBels Selected I.Iorks, PP.
remarks to the -Af t e rword
Capital, Vo1. 1, P. 29.

589-5 9 I .
to the

Cf . Marx I s
Second German
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The Dialectics of Nature

Chapter 3

and Engelsrs MisconstructÍon of Idealism

(A)The Role of Nature in Historical Materialísm

Nature and natural science had always p layed a very

important part in Marxrs thought, but it was socialised nature

( i. e. nature as mediated through the -demyst.ifíed' cateEories of

po litical econoÍìy ) that vJas of deci.sive importance to Marx. Thus,

for example, in the 1844 Manu ra tS and the German Ideology Marx

emphasised that the senses are socíally and historically shaped.

To this extent, nature itself is necessarily bound up with the

economÍc, social and historical development of human beings. In

keeping with this, Marx criticises Feuerbach for takint nature as

fixed, for failine to see it as the product of industry, as

an historical product, the result of the
activity of a who 1e successíon of generations 'each standint on the shoulders of the Preceding
one, developing its Índustry and its intercourse'
and rnodifyine its social system according to the
changed needs. Even the objects of the sJ-nplest
-sensuous certainty t are only tiven him through
social deve lopment ' industry, and commercÍal
intercourse. The cherry tree, like almost all
f ruit-trees , \{as , as is we 11 known, only a f ew

centuries ago transPlanted bY commerce into our
zo¡e, and therefore, o[fy by this actÍon of a

definite society in a definite ate has it become
"sensuous certaÍntytt for Feuerbach....
Even..."pure" natural science is provided with an
aim, as with its material, only through trade and
industry... (1)

This his toricised and socialised dimensi-on of nature and

science \das also central to Capital. The integrat j-on of rnodern

science into modern industry (brought about through the required

1::i:::1::-::--:::1:l::--::::1::--:-"1::l--1:::10"s 
a'ü once'[he

Ideoloey , pp. 45-46. Cf. 1844 ManuscrÍPts, MEIIt Ere. Bd.1. German
-1- Teil p

Marx tr.
covered
roots of

p. 542-543.
B. Fowkes,

this aspect of
Marxrs critiqu

Alfred Schnidt's The Concept of Nature Ín
(London: New Left Books, 1971 [ 1962] ) ' has
Marxrs thought in detail. The Hegelian

e of Feuerbach is evident here.
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conditions of revolt ( the poverty and alienation of the

pro letariat ) as well as the technological means for universal

emancipation.

Although Marxrs proj ect was prinarily concerned with

socialised and historicised nature, it also recognised natural

1ímits: biological, physiological and environmental limits, the

-naturalr conditions, the laws of the external world within which

hÍstory takes place. However, for Marx, nature is generally a

subordinant concept. For it is not nature as such, Iot bioloty,

not physioloty, teo logy, mechanics etc . that is Marx's maj or

concern, but social emancipation. The content of these sciences
2

is important in so far as they provide data relevant to the goa1.

To this extent there is an affinity between Marx, Kant and

Hetel: freed.om, not nature, is the ultimate concern. But unlike

Descartes, Kant or Hegel, Marx I s proj ect does not requÍre a

specification of the logic of natural science.

Perhaps nothing better i1 lustrates the difference between

Marxrs orientation and that of Descartes, Kant, and Hetel than

Marxts synopsis of the history of modern philosophy Ín The Holy
3

Family. This account traces the opposition to metaphysics by the

English and French materialists as well as the connectÍons

between Locke and French socialisn and communism. While Marx

correctly emphasises that Descartesrs thought passed into natural

::1::::-lIlliI:-l:-:::1:11-:111i:--::1: Descartesrs metaphvsics

2. In the German Ideo loBy, Marx talks of the 'physical
organisati.on of indi
Profit he refers*ultinate limitr of

vidualst , p. 37 , and in l,lages, Price and
to the -physical elementr deternining the
labour po\ter. Sel ected tJorks, p. 222. Also

see Capital Vol. l, Pt. 3, ch. VII. Sebastiano Timpanero, Orl
New Left Books, 1975), has laid Sreat stress*physicalÍty' in Marx.

3 The Ho 1y Fani 1y , or Critique of Critical Criticisrn: Against

Materialisrn ( London:
on the importance of

Bruno Bauer and company (Moscotr: Progress , I975) , pp. 146-158.
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4

rdas completely separate from his physics. He also Presents the

-metaphysicalt appropriators of DeScartes, i.e. Malebranche,

Spinoza, and Leibni z as sources of the sPeculative anti-

scientiflc spirit he and Feuerbach were attacking. He does point

out that with Descartes and Leibniz metaphysics and positive

science momentarily coincided, before the positive sciences broke
5

a\day *and marked out their own independent fields.t Marx does

not consider how the ontologies and epístemologies of the

metaphysicians related to the new science. Marxrs account of the

history of metaphysics and philosophy contains the same omÍssions

as we saw in Feuerbach. There is no mention of the Problems

associated with creating models of scientifíc inquiry, the

-translation' of qualities into quantities, the interpretation

of nature as a vast series of mathematical re lations, the

peculiar features of the orBanic as opposed to the inorBanic

world: in sum the tamut of problerns Ín natural science that r,tere

integrated into the proB ranmes o f Cartesian Dual isn,

Transcendental and Dialectical Logic. Needless to say these

absences are governed by Marxts own interest in social science.

As Franz Mehring has correctly pointed out -During his exile in

Paris Marx zeaLously studied this philosophy Ii.e. philosophical

materialÍsml, payÍng less attention to the branch represented by

Descartes which deve loped into natural science ' than to the

branch which oritinated with Locke and developed into social
6

science. I

4. Ibid. , p 148

149

The

5. rbid

6. Karl
Arbour:

p

Marx:
Uni. of

Story of his Life, tr. Edward Fitzgerald (Ann
igan, L962), p. 75.Mi ch
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(B) Ensels's Idea of a Dialectics of Nature

At the time of writing The German Ideo Loty Marx and Enge 1s

had established to their satisfaction that philosophy along wÍth

morals, religion, and 1aw belonted to the realm of ideoloCy.

Neíther Marx nor Engels ever changed their mind on this point.

However, with Marx t s receipt of some of Hetelts works in 185 7

both Marx and EnBels began re-reading Hegel. At the same tÍne

they began to emphasise the importance of the dialectical method
7

to their work and Hegelrs part in discovering the dialectic.

7. Just how hiehly Marx and Engels esteemed Hetel nay be
appreciated by readint sone of the corespondence of Marx and
Entels. This also helps us appreciate the extent of the change j-n

tone that had occurred since the forties. In August of 1865, Marx
says he has been reading and thinking about Hegelts
Naturphilosophie. He says he aErees that Ner¿ton added nothing nert
to Keplerrs concePt o f notion. (MEI,¡, Bd. 31, p. I44.) In March of

devotion towards the colossal old chap. I (Selected
Correspondence, p. 162.) On Feb. 20th 1866 Marx wrÍtes to Entels:
-I feel prou d of the Germans. It is our duty to emancipate this It

the same year,
praising Hete I ts
conceding there
Naturphllosophie,
Hegelian, but

deep" people. r

has Hegel in m

Hegel, Marx sa
and physics s
infinite 1y trea
same tine Hege
Balzac as one o
At the same t
( critÍca1 ) aPP
diminished in c
early wrítings.
Hetelrs dialect
the 'Herrn in D

his consciencel
earlier he ha
-certainly po
importance, sai
than Hege 1 bY
obscur j-ty.
24) , after rec
Enge 1s saying
-although the
MEI{, Bd. 31, p.

or t when
d Ma rx , Idas

stressl-ng

Engels concluded a letter to Friedrich Lante
knowledge of mathematics and philosophy. After

was a lot of nonsense in Hegelrs
he tells Lange: -I an of course no longer a

I stil I have a Ereat feeling of piety and

( MEtI, Bd. 31.) There can be 1ittle doubt that he
ind. A few months later, comparÍng Comte with
ys that although Comters knowledge of
urpasses Hete 1 rs in Íts detaÍ1s,

ma themat ic s
Hege I is

( Feuerbachrs
step further
Ín myst ica I

ter -in Ganzen.' (MEI{, Bd. 31, P. 234.) Around the
I is counted by Marx with Diderot, LessinB, and
f his favourite authors. (MEII, Bd. 31, P. 597).
ime as Marxrs tone towards Hegel becomes one of
reciation, Feuerbachrs status is considerably
omparison with the praise lavished upon him in the
In January of 1868, Marx conplains to Engels that

ic is being treated in Germany like a dead dog, by
eutschland'. Feuerbach, adds Marx, -has much on

Bd. 32, p. 18 ) . Two yearsin this regard.
d said to J. B

( MET.J,

Schwej-tzer that Feuerbach Idas
compared wíth Hege I .
to have taken criti-cism a
poÍnts Hegel had left

Selected Corres ondenc p. 142., And in 1867 (April
eiving a copy of The HolY Famil , Mârx \drote to
there was nothing to be ashamed of in the book,
Feuerbach-cu1t creates a very hunorous € ffect. I

290. (These texts lend support to Mehringrs claim
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Shortly after Marx received Hegel's works, the ideas which

were to lead to a -dialectics of naturer came to EnBels. The

first textual indication of this idea was in a letter by Entels

written in July 1858. In this letter Engels requested that Marx

send him HeBe I I s Nat ur hil o hie , adding he was doing some work

on physiology, and he \das curÍous to see if Hetel had 'sníffedt

anything of the more recent scientific developments. In this

letter EnBels indicates that he had seen parallels between

Hegel's dialectic and the study of nature as a complex of

díalectÍca1 processes. -The cell, t \drote Engels,- is Hetelrs

"being in-itself" and during its developnent it unde rgoes exac t I Y

the "idea", i. e. thethe Hegelian process, resulting finally in
8

particular complete organism. I He added th at othe r deve loPments

in the sciences would have pleased -o1d HeBelr such as the

correlatÍon of forces in physics, or the law that
under Eiven conditions mechanical motion, that
is, mechanical energy is transforned ( e . s. by
friction) into heat, heat into 1i8ht, light into
chemical affÍnity, chemical affinity ( e. e. in
the Voltaic pile ) into e lectricity, e lectricity
into magnetism... It has no\d been proved... that
the conversion of these forces i-nto one another
takes place under quite definite quantitative
relations, so that, for instance, a certai-n
quantity of one force, say electricity,

that Marx -went beyond Feuerbach by going back to HeBel.r Op.
cit., p. I27. In a letter in November 1868 to Engels, Marx wrote
that it was Dietzigenrs *misfortunet never to have studied Hegel.
(Bd. 32, pp. I97-198). In 1870, Engels had written to Marx
furious about tlilhelm Liebknechtrs discrediting of Hegel as a

Prussian lackey. Marx swift 1y replied to EnBels that he had
written to Liebknecht, telling him to keep quíet if he only
intended -den alten Rotteck-Welckerschen Dreck z1r wiederholen.l
(unw, Bd . 32, p. 503 ) . A month latter, Marx complained of
Friedrich Langers itnorance of Hetel ts method, and his oldn
critical app lication of that method. ( Bd. 32, p . 686 ) . Final 1y ,

after Marxts death, Enge 1s advised Conrad SchmÍdt, who ldas
preparing a work on Marx, to become acquainted with Hegel.
tlithout an understandint of Hetel, said Engels, such a work would
be of no value ( -Ohne Hegel gehtrs natuerlich nichtt ) . MEII, Bd.
38, p. 203.)

8. Selected Correspondence, p. 10 1.
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corresponds to a certain quanti-ty of any of the
others--e.8., maBnetism, f.ight, heat, chemical
affinity ( positive or neBative, combining or
dissolving), and motÍon....is this not a splendid
material Proof of the way in which the
determinations of ref lection are resolved into
one ano the r. ( 9 )

As this letter indicates, Engelsrs renewed interest

qras part of a general interest he shared with Marx
l0

physical sciences. Marx and Entels had always been wary

one-sidedness of ernpiricÍsm. The materialist theory of

r^tas as much intended to transcend the defects of a -co

of dead factsr as the defects of the 'imagined hist
11

speculative philosophy. But from the tÍne of The German

10. It was
mathemat ics .
Marx moved
This was to
J. Struik,
XII, No. 1

in Hege 1

in the

of the

his to ry

I lection

ory I of

I deo I ogy

until their re-reading of Hegel and their interest in the natural

sci-ences , Marx and Enge 1s had litt 1e Sood to say about

philosophy. I.¡ith his own study of natural science Engels came to

think increasingly about a problem already confronted by

Hegel: the tremendous growth in natural science meant that there

was a danger of a lack of connection in the -bitsr of information

about nature. The need for specialisation neant that the sciences

were in danger of beconinB increasingly isolated. In HeBelts

terms empiricism opened up a -bad infinityr . Entels came to see

9 . rbid.

also around this time that Marx beBan studying
After undertaking -a quick scramming of algebrar

on to a study of analytical geometry and calculus.
lead to Marxrs o\tn theorising on ca1culus. See Dirk
-Marx and Mathematicsr in Science and SocÍety Vo1.

l.lint e r, 19 48 , PP . l8l-196. Also Mathematische
Manuskripte (Hrsg. ) I.Jolf gan8 Endemann (Kronberg: Scriptor'
re7 4) .

I l. The German Ideolosy p. 43.
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tha t the basic idea of NaturP hilosophie of the
L2

useful idea. Philosophy,sciences was a very

unity

said

between the

Enge 1s, had

and it stillmade a substantial contribution to natural science,

had somethine important to offer that one could not learn solely

from doing empirical science. In a draft for the -Preface t of

Anti-Duehring Engels urged natural scientists to become

acquainted wÍth ttheoretical thinkingr , i. e phí losophy.

If theoreticians are semi-initiates in the sphere
of natural science, then natural scientists to-
day are actually just as much so in the sphere of
theory, in the sphere of what hitherto \4tas cal1ed
phi losophy .

Empirical natural science has accumulated such a
tremendous nass of positive material for
knowledge that the necessity of classifying it in
each separate field of investigation
systematically and in accordance with its inner
interconnection has become absolutely inperative.
It Ís becomÍnB equally imperative to bring the
lndividual spheres of knowledge into the correct
connection with one another. In doing so,
however, natural scj.ence enters the fie 1d of
theory and here the methods of empiricism will
not work, here only theoretical thinkine can be
of assÍstance. But theoretical thinking is an
innate quality only as retards natural capacity.
This natural capacity must be deve 1oped,
j-mp roved, and f o r its irnp rovement the re is as ye t
no other neans than the study of previous
philosophy. (13)

In a similar vein Engels was to criticise the -simple-

mindednessr of Buechnerrs materialism and Newtonrs empiricism as

he noted the advances made in the natural sciences by

-phi losophe rs . I

Phi losophy takes its revenge posthumuous I y on
natural science for the latter having deserted
Ít; and yet the scientists could have seen even

12. See Anti-Du h rin p. 17, Engels compares the relationshÍp
between Naturphllosophie and a -consci-ously dialectical natural
science' with the relationship between utopÍan and modern
communists.

13. Anti-Duehrin pp. 399-400.



from the success in natural science achieved by
philosophythatthelatterpossessessomethine
that was superior to them even in their own

special sphere (Leibniz--the founder of the
mathematics of the infinite, iû contrast to whom

nonsense put toEether). ( l4)

Just as Hegel's dialectic (once denystified) had, for En8e1s

and Marx, provided a tool for the rational representation of

histoI.y, it could, thought EnEels, provide the same service for

the representation of nature . Note that Enge 1s ts reason for

adopting a dialectics of nature \.{as not a doctrinaire attempt to

transplant the (Hegelian derived) rules of the Marxian

dialectical theory of history onto nature, âs is often artued in

support of the ídea that Enge 1s did not understand Marxrs
15

materialisn. Rather, Ít 1ltas an attemPt to irnprove natural science

r4. Dialectics of Nature, tr. Clemens Dutt (Moscolll:
1976) , p. 2O5. Also see Dialec tics of Nature, p. 50, PP.
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Progress,
5 9-60 .

as Jordan, Hook, Lichtheim' and Carver
that Enge 1s rs dialectic of nature is

erent from Marxr's matería1ist theory of
s incorrect to infer from that that Engels
nd the materialist theory of history he co-
s developed a dialectics of nature, there !sas

reement betÌdeen the older Marx and Engels on
alectical laws operative in nature. See e't'
to p. 292 of Capital , Vo I . I . Marxo logists
dialectics of natuie because of the ease with
i a second set of rules becomes introduced
ose that are necessary for a the specific
ith which it can be reífied is exemplified in
DíalectÍc of Nature bY the -Institute of

sJa-i¿ ttrat -Einsteínrs theory of
Engelsrs thesis on matter'

15. Scholars such
correctly observe
substantial 1y diff
history. But it i
failed to comprehe
f ounded. I.Jhile Engel
no substantive disag
the legitimacY of di
the second footnote
are often ldary of a
which it is reified
ove r and above th
inquiry. The ease w

the tPrefacer to
Marxism-Leninismt !ù

relativity concr
notion, tÍme and sPa

here it í
etised
ce.rp. 11
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r6
of nature.by supplying a 'usefulr set of principles for the study

Uni . Press, I 985 ) . Ernst Mayr says that
appreciatÍon of Hete I 's -thesis , anti-thesi
Growth of Bio lo

(c) Eneels's -Mater alist I Cri-tique of Idealism

In order to -demystifyr the dialectic, EngeIs relied upon the

same epistenological theory that had inforned Feuerbachrs and

Marxrs critique of Hegel: the Abbild theory. For Entels there was

no doubt that empirical science relied uPon the Abbild theory. If

dialectical laws of nature were true then - there could be no

question of buildÍng the laws of dialectics into nature, but
I7

of discoverlng then in it and evolving from it. I Thus in

undertaking to establish a dialectic of nature, Engels once a8ain

resorted to the critique of idealism that he and Marx had

accepted all their 1ife. The only difference was that the laws of

dialectic were no\d to be specified and their enployment in

natural scj.ence meant that they had to be shown to derÍve from
18

*the history of naturef as well as human societyt. The actual

laws that constÍtuted dialectics cou1d, said Engels, be reduced

to three: -The law of the transformation of quantity into

quality; the lar¡ of interpenetration of opposÍtes; and the law
19

of the negation of the neBation.t The laws, âS Engels readily

acknowledeed \{ere not his discovery but HeBelrs.

16. A nurnber of biologists have stressed the value of Engelsrs
dialectics for biology. See esp. RÍchard Levin and Richard
Ler¡ont in in The 1a ectica Bio losist ( Cambr idge Mass: Harvard

he shares Enge ls rs
s, synthesis. r The
Mass: Harvard Uni.cal Thought ( Cambridge ,

Press, 1982) , p. 9

1.7 . Ant i-Duehrin

18. Dialectic

, P. 18.

Nature, p

19. rbid

s of 62.
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Engels's expansion of a -materialist' dialectic to the field

of nature was to lend support to another project that 'ìr some

years later \Jas to culminate in Ludwig Feuerbach and the End of

Class cal Ge rman Philo sophv: the c larification of the

philosophical roots of Marxism.

In attenpting to clarÍfy the materialist foundations of

Marxian philosophy, Enge 1s purported to specify the problems that

made up the history of philosophy. Underlying his descrÍption was

the Abbild theory. According to Engels the history of philosophy

could basically be carved up Ín tvJo ways: one concerned the

tprimacy' of nature / spirit versus the primacy of nature/matter;

the other concerned the difference between thinkÍng of thÍngs as

fixed and eternal ( ín Engels's idiosyncratic use of the term,

netaphysics ) and thinking of things as Processes ( dialectic ) '

(This latter difference is essentially Hetel fs distinction

between Verstand an d Vernunft. )

The second point was a reiteration of Engelsrs understandinS

of dialectic. However, the first point contained a fundamental

and hiehly ínfluential error. It itnored the distinction

the temporal and logical primacy of thouBht. This is a1l

between

the

consp].cuous

important

in lisht of Marxrs and Engels I s Ínsistence on
4

of that distinction for their own work. I.¡ithout

mo re

the

this

3. In his review of A Cont ribution to the C ri t ique of Political
Econo mv Engels had drawn attention to the dist inction between
the historlcal and
the dialectical
origin of Marxrs dialectical nethod. Typically, he reiterated the
Feuerbachian criticism that Hege I ts point of departure hTas

logical method. In this review he
nethod of Marxrs Procedure, and the

rather than the -inexorable facts | . He also
the course of history -evoluti-on proceeds by and

emphasised
Hegelian

c I aimed
larte

- thought I

that in
f rom the simplest to the more cornplex relations ' I For this
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distinction, Kantrs and Hegelrs idealism become nonsense. It is

inportant to dwe1l upon the pervasiveness of this absence in

Engels fs understanding of the history of German philosophy, âs

well as the errors in Engelsrs -history.'

The absence of this distinction had been evident in

Anti-Duehring, Idhere EnBels had argued that the torigin' of

mathematÍcs is the -externalr world not the -pure mind I . In

rnaking this claim EnBels labours the obvious point that one

needed objects before one could count or construct fiSures.

Entelsrs way of putting and solving the problem conceals the fat

nore subtle problen that Kant had sought to solve about the

spatj_al metric and the axiomatic development of applied geometry.

As with Locke and Hume, Engels does not explain how the fitures

that are -abstracted t from the -realt world of treal shapest is

reason, he continues, the development of political economy
provided a clue to a critique of political economy. But, hê
added, history proceeds in zít-zags, and thus it is preferable to
follow a logical method which is tnothíng but the historical
method, only stripped of the historical form and diverting chance
occurrences. I A Contribution to the Critique of Political
Economy, p. 225. Near the end of the review EngeIs writes -that
the logical expositÍon need by no means be confÍned to the pure I y
abstract sphere. On the contrary, it requi-res historical
illustration and continuous contact with reality.' p. 227. (Cf.
Entelrs supplement to Vo1. 3 of Capital and the citation he Eives
from Marx on p. 177 of the same volume.) Note that even though a

distinction between the logic of the structure and its history is
being made, the distinction is blurred almost imnediately. The
copy theory is largely responsible for this. Marx also emphasÍses
the importance of the distinction for presentíng the material.
tIt would therefore be unfeasible and Idrong to let the
economic catetories follow one another in the sane seguence as
that in which they were historÍca1 1y decisive. Their
sequence ís determÍned, rather, by their re lation to one
another in modern bourgeois societY, which is precisely the
opposite of that which seens to be their natural order or
which corresponds to historical development. The point is not
the historic position of the economic relations in the succession
of diferent forms of societY. I

5. Anti-Duehring, PP. 53-54.

Grundrisse , p. 107.
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not only developed axi.omatically, but how this -rationalr system

then fits back onto a continBent wor1d. Unlike Hume and Locke,

Engels folows Feuerbach in itnoring the sceptical conclusions

of. the Abbild theory. He does not even see a problem here,

because he does not pause upon the distinction known to Locke,

Leibni z and. Hume of -truths of relationst or -truths of

necessity' and -truths of factr . Thus the problem of the

connection between necessary and continBent truths is smothered.

Instead Engelsrs crÍtique of Duehring I s concePt of mathematics is

directed to the -problemr of the tenporal -origin I of number and

figure. Neíther Kant nor HeBel would have disagreed with

Entelsrs ans\der to this -problemf. But this is because the answer

is obvious. Engels shows no awareness anywhere of the problem of

mathernatics that led Kant to the Transcendental Aesthetic, and

then to the -Axioms of IntuitÍonr and the -AntÍcipations of.

Perceptionr .

Although Entels undertook to provide an overview of Gernan

philosophy, his knowledge of Kant's critical philosophy was only

superficial. Thís is evident from the fact that Engels did not

understand the functj-on of a key concept of Kantrs critical

philosophy: the thing-in-itself. According to Engels:

in Kantrs time our knowledge of natural objects
was indeed so fraBrnentary that he nieht well
suspect, behind the little we knew of each of
then, a mysterious thing-in-itse1f. But one after
another these unBraspable things have been
grasped, analysed and what is more, reproduced by
the giant progress of science; and what we can
produce we certainly cannot consider as unknowable. (6)

Entels here has placed the thinc in-itself on the same

6. Selec ted hlorks, p.382. The same idea is expressed in Ludwig
ibid, p.Feuerbach and the End of

595.
C lassical German Philosophy
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7

plane as phenonena,

At the time of

thus completely distorting its sense.

working on a Dialectics of Nature, Engels was

reading ( and

on science,

praisine) Kant. But his interest rdas in Kant I s works

not metaphysics . Ente ls believed that the tains to be

philosophy were not worth themade by

effo rt .

studying Kantrs critical

As he wrote in a draf t of Anti-Duehrj-n8:

to study díalectics in the works of Kant would be
a uselessly laborious and little remunerative
task, âs there is nout available ' in Hegel's
works, a comprehensive compendiun of dialectics,
developed though it be from an utterly erroneous
point of departure. (8)

Engelsfs references to Kantts invariably come from Hege1,

and thus from a context that is not Kantrs.

If Engels's knowledge of Kant \das superficial, then it is

not surprÍsint that hÍs knowledge of Hegel would be affected.

Again this is most ín evidence in the question of the

6. Luklcs picks up this error in GeschÍchte und
Klassenbewusstsein: S tudien Ueber MarxistÍsche Dlalektik (Neuwied
u. Berlin: Luchterhand, l9 7O) , pp. 240-242.

7 Ant Í-DuehrÍng p. 404. From Engelsfs correspondence and
writÍngs it would appear that Entelsts reading in philosoPhy at
this time $¡as mainly restricted to Hegel ( the notes to Dialectics
of Nature are often notes from and musings on Heeel ) ; the
scientífic works of philosophers rather than their metaphysics;
thinkers who had an Ínfluence on the socialíst movement
( Duehring ) ; or discussions about phÍlosophy that emerBed in
natural science (such as in the work of Haeckel, Helmholtz,
and Naete 1i ) . He ldas pursuing his oüln agenda, trot studying the
history of metaphysics and developments in epistemology on thelr
o\¡rn terns. Ted Benton has set out the cultural context of
Enge lsts engatement wÍth popularizers of natural science. See
-Natural Science and Cultural Struggle: Engels on PhÍlosophy and
the Natural Sciencesr in Issues Ín Marxist Philosophy: Vol. 2_-
Materialism ed. John Mepham, David Hill-Ruben (London: Harvester'
1.979) , In passÍn8, it is interesting to note that Enge lsrs
criticism of -systemr in Hegel and his emphasis upon the
continual transformation of scientific judgrnents, i. e. the idea
of perpetual scientific progress which subverts any attempt at a

total system ( see Ant i-Duehrín p. I 10 ) is Kantian in spirit.
But there is no evidence that this is because of any ínfluence of
.Kant upon EnBels.
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logical and hÍstorical -primacyt of

reduced the problen of the *orÍ8Ínf of

mathematics to a problem which had only one sensible so lut ion ,

sensible
-Heteltsf

metaphysical Position to show

rdas reduced to one

needed to express

absurd it \das.

only

how

To him the thouthts in his o\dn brain rvüere not the
more or less abstract pictures of actual things
and processses, but, converse ly, things and
their evolution \.lere only the realised pictures
of the *Idear , exj-sting somewhere from eternity
before the world. (8)

The position ascribed here to Hegel was no different from

the one Engels and Marx had ascribed to hin all of their life.

The inaccuracy of their portraÍt of Hegelts idealism Ís visible

as soon as the distinction is made between the *logical primacyr

of the Idea, i.e. the position which Hetel sustained for all the

reasons outlined in an earlier chapter, and the -temporal

primacy' of the Idea, a -nysticaf idea which is not Hegelrs.

Engels I s failure to make this elementary distinction was

ful ly in keeping with the neo-Hete lian o rientation and its

elimination of -loticr from the philosophical atenda. fn Anti-

Duehrin Engels had stated that the proPer study of philosophy
9

h¡as the science of -thought' and its laws. The retention of the

Abbild theory had meant that the content of thought, for Engels,

l{as ítself derived from -experÍencet, from nature and hÍstory. On

the other hand, Entels held that thought did have j-ts o\tn

rules (i.e. the rules of formal logic), âlthou8h he did not seek

to make any philosophical contribution here. However, this

concession by Entels only hiehlÍehts the central problem of the

Abbild theory: it creates an uncrossable chasm between truths

8. Anti-Duehrin
9. Anti-Duehring, P

p. 35.
. 36
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of fact and truths of relations. Like Feuerbach, Entels had

returned to a -pre-critical' philosophy.

The dialectical addition to that theory had been

appropriated from an alien problematic. The utility of this

appropriation for social science is not in question here. But

while neither Engels nor Marx confronted the problems of the

Abbild theory, Hetel I s dialectic was developed in an environment

that had specified its shortcomings. Not suprisín81y, in Engelsrs

attempt ro synthesise the Abbild theory wj.th Hege I rs diaLectic ,

much that was essential to Hegel's -logicf {das not addressed by

EnBels. Although Engelsts notes for the DialectÍcs of Nature

indicate that his enthusiasm for Hegelts logic extended beyond

the three -lawsr of dialecti-c, EngeIs does not clarÍfy how the

foundational elements and principles of logic are themselves

derived frorn the laws of motion which Engels believes

characterise the world of nature. Nor does he specify how the

elements of logic are BenetÍca11y related, how the judgment and

syllotisn are developed, how thought is -drivenfto establish

-levelsr of reason, and how these levels conform to underlying

principles which in turn necessarily generate other princÍples

thus makÍng the expansíon of sciences (and not just the expansion

of enpirical data) possible. In sum, the problem of *concept I -

dependency, the problen of .the determinant yet -thought-

constructedr rules of a theoretical field has vanÍshed.

In his presentatíon of the history of philosophy, Engels

gave the impressi-on that with the synthesis of materialisn and

dialectics, the rational core of philosophy had been salva8ed.

Yet Engelsrs -history' had smothered the philosophical

differentiae of fundamental ontoloBical, epistemologÍca1 and

methodological problems that can only be disclosed by graspinC
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the origlnal questions r¡hich lead to the construction of a

philosophy. Enge 1s's -c larification' of the roots of Marx's

materialism did not deviate from the picture of the history of

philosophy scattered throughout Marxrs writinBs. Moreover, he had

raised (albeit insufficiently) phÍfosophical problems which Marx

had left undisturbed. In his answers Entels had unwittinSly

illustrated the defects of the AbbiLd theory, defects which are

not overcome by emphasisÍng Marxrs naturalism and the social

dynamism of Marxts naterialism.

Finally, Entels's picture of philosophy \itas to inf luence

Benerations of Marxists who couched their philosophical arS,uments

in opposition to the idealist *discourse.' The influence of the

negated simplj.fied (and simple-minded) discourse !Jas determinant

in the shaping of Marxist onto loty and epistemo logy. The

intellectual paucity of the position to be negated in turn (and,

an Hegelian would sâY, inevÍtabIy ) determined the poor quality

of much Marxist thought on epistemoloBy, ontoloBy, and

foundatj-onal issues of science. The labours of Descartes, Kant,

and HeBel became reduced to the trivial question of vrhether

reality has independent existence. Leninrs simplistic and

doBmatic treatment of the history of epi-stemology in MaterialÍs{t

and Empirio-criticism exemplified the paucity bequeathed by

Enge lsrs foundational c ritique .

**-J;

Like the materialist foundations, the idealist foundations

yvùe have considered hrere also primarily designed to sustain ideas

of freedom. Because the next chapter draws totether the different

strands of the foundational projects of freedom discussed in

this thesis, Ít shal1 be the concluding chapter.
\
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Conc lus ion

The Purposes and

Part I The Masterv

In the penultÍmate P aratraPh

Types of tFreedoml

of Nature

to Socialism: Uto tan and

thatScientific , EnBe 1s summed up the

most

solution to the project

had occupied him and Marx for of theír life:

Proletarian Revolution--Solution to the
contradictions. The pro letariat seizes the Public
po\der, and by means of this t ransf orms the
socialised means of production, slipping from the
hands of the bourteoisie, into public property. By

this act, the proletariat frees the means of
production frorn the character of capítal they have
thus far borne, and gives their socialised
character complete freedom to work itself out.
Socialised production upon a predetermined plan
becomes henceforth possible. The deve lopment of
production makes the existence of different
classes of socÍety thenceforth an anachronÍsm. In
proportion as anarchy in social production
vanishes, the po litical authority of the state
dies out. Man, at last the master of his own form
of social organization, becornes at the same time
the lord over nature, his own master--free. ( I )

The mastery over nature for human benefit had been the

explicit end. of the Cartesian project. To this extent Descartes '

Marx and EnBels can be seen as pursuing a common goal.

Descartesfs contribution had been as a pioneer of the scientific

revolution, and his foundations r6rere constructed to make that

revolution possible. The very nature of the goal as well as the

importance Descartes had ascribed to the natural lieht had made

hirn an inspiration to many seeking social and political chante.

Marx and Engels shared Descartesrs dream that modern science held

the key to human liberation. But like Saint-Simon, Fourier

I Selected I.Iorks, p. 428.
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and 0wen, they saw that science I^¡as a social instrument. t'Jithin

bourgeois society, the social function of science, observed Marx,

$ras to develop the techniques and technologies of labour, to

increase the speed of machinery, to intensify Iabour, to

revolutionise the means of communication and the transport

industry. In the hands of capitalists, said Marx, science had

become an oppressive social force, alienatint labourers from the

products of their labour and from the basic necessities of life.

The ner¡7 science had not, as Descartes dreamt, coÍncíded with an

easj_ng of the burdens of labour. Rather sci-ence embodj-ed the

contradiction that pertained to capital: on the one hand it

created the potential conditions of emancipation by developing

productive and social forces; on the other, it crushed the ninds

and bodies of labourers as it discovered new ways to intensify,

standardise and dehumanise labour.

Unlike Descartes, Marx and Engels made the question -I'Iho

controls the technologj-es of production?t central to the idea of

the mastery of nature for human benefit. Freedo¡n was not simply a

matter of the domination of nature ' it requíred economic

emancipation. In its most urgent form, this required an end to the

economic crises responsÍble for the -industrial reserve army I and

widespread poverty. This could only happen, for Marx, if the

producers controlled the means of production, Íf they planned what

reías to be produced and how the surPlus-prectucrc should be

distributed. The political act that would lead to the dissolution

of econornic crises vùas , to paraphrase the young ( Feuerbachian )

Marx, identical vtith the -reappropriationr of the estranted

objects of human labour and the development of human species-

being. This in turn requÍred the shortening of the workint day

rnad.e possible through the developed technologies and techniques
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)a
of production.

There is, then, â[ important unity of purpose in the Marxian

and Cartes|an ideas of freedom, even though Marx belonts to a

tradition which had developed the social (i.e. the economic and

political) dimensions of that purpose. That unity extends not only

to the goal but to a metaphysics of freedom whÍch \das also shared

by Spinoza and Hegel. Freedom, for all these thinkers, htas a

determinant freedom, a freedom which was conceÍved as forning a

unity with its antithesis, necessity. As Engels clairned when he

sought to clarify the Marxian concept of freedom:

Freedom does not consist in any drearnt-of
independence from natural lar¡s, but in the
knowledge of these laws, and in the possibility
this gíves of systematical ty makinB them work
towards definite ends. ( 3 )

Pa rt 2z Irreconci-lab1e Types of Freedom:
Freedom

Moral Autonomy and
Dete ínant

The idea here expressed by Engels had been defíned by Kant

""*l'technical 
esr.oJ- r?o,5oy,, Kantrs specification of judgments of ^-

technical kiañ'". had been undertaken to clearly distinguish them

from the unconditional judgnents of the moral r¡i11. Unlike

technical judgments, the latter type of judgment rvüas not meant to

ans\rrer a questi-on about the laws of nature. It was meant to ans\^7er

questions about unconditional moral duties and, ín

2. See Capital Vo1. 3, p. 820.

3.
er
re

Ant i-Duehrin
roneous c laim
lation betwee

p. 1 40 . Prior to this sentence Enge 1s makes
that -Hegel was the first to state correctly
n freedom and necessity. To him freedom is

AS
of

the
the
the
the
the

appreciatíon of necessity.t This idea goes back
stoics, and it is as fundamental to Descartesrs
Soul as to SPino zat s Ethics.

as far
Passions
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assessint the justice or

enabled one to seek out

Rousseau and Kant ralsed

unconditlonal standard for

of laws. Technical
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p rovide an

injustice

the means tor

judgments

end, but

the importance

a stipulated

of the moral legitimacy

or just nature of that end.

Those who sought to equate technical and moral judgments,

i. e. to identify freedom and necessity, had, for both Rousseau

and Kant, failed to trasp the problen of moral autonomy. At the

point of unity between freedom and necessity, the moral -idear is

collapsed into (social) nature, ultimately makinB any ideas of

moralJ-ty and justice conditional and relative. Because Kantrs

judgments of moral freedom are conceived as different in kind

from judgments of determi-nant freedom, trothing Kant says about

thís judgment is able to contradict the content of a judgment of

determinant freedom. The truth or falsity of a judgment of

determinant freedom can only be decided by an analysis of facts,

by an analysis of necessity. But his distinction between t\,¡o

different Iypes of judgment of freedom Ís meant to provide a

point for observint when a philosophy passes beyond the limits of

experience/necessity and uses the one type of judgment (i.e. the

technical judgment ) in order to undermj-ne the validity of the

other type ( i. e. the moral judgment ) . In sum' Kant 's idea of

moral freedom does not conflict with the determinant conception

of freedon except ín so far as the latter claims to be the only

type of freedom. In efec t this is what Hegel, Marx and Entels

claim. From Kantts position, thei-r attempt to unify freedom and

necessity involves reducint the scope of freedorn and the

eliminati-on of the idea of moral autonomy.
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(A) Hete I ts EliminatÍon of the Moral I.¡ilt

Hetel appears to have circumvented the critÍque that hls

equation of freedom and necessity reduces and thus distorts the

concept of moral autonomy. He makes the ratíonality of the

staters decree consist in all moments of the concept of rieht

beÍng met--the abstract, the moral and ethi-cal. In seeking to

unify freedorn and necessity, HeBel delíberately undertook not to

eliminate (via reduction) the idea of moral autonomy, tror the

modern natural right doctrine which it sustained. Nevertheless,

Hetel reaches his desired end of making reason actual by

effectively eliminating the universality of the moral wil1. This

is already apparent in HeBelts -deductiont of the forms of

ethical lif e, where each f orm has its ovTn i-ntrinsic rules that

must take precedence over the potentially subversive enpty sol1en

of the moral ]mperative. Thus HeBel takes the patriarchal form of

the family as the rational famÍ1y, he takes the constitutional

monarch as the rational soverej-gn, the class of landed wealth as

the impartial part of the legislature, and the corporation as the

rational bulwark against liberal atomism. In all these cases

Hetel undertakes to protect these forms of ethical life from the

indeterminant moral wÍ1 I by demonstratint that only by

participation within these forms may someone experience real
I

freedom. only thus ís the will free in-and for-itself.

1. Hegelrs orientation is more conservative than Kantrs, to the
extent that HeBelrs ethical telos must not be conceived beyond
the boundaries of his contenporary forms of ethical life, âfld to
the extent that Hetel Ís defending their intrínsÍc rationality
against critics who want to be rid of the marriage cerenony, to
be rid of monarchy, to be rid of the estates, to implement
democratic elections etc. Ho\"7ever, natural right also had a

conservative component r¡hich Kant rnade explicit in his critique
of revolution. Revolution would involve violence, and this coultl
be seen as contrary to the ideal standard required by pure
reason. Consequently, although Kant personally endorsed the
aims of the French Revolution, the only morally legitinate way to
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The conformity of the moral wil I to the forms

necessarì-1y relativises

of

the

ethical

idea oflife and to oners

wi 1l .

own state

the mo ra 1 The comp letÍon of the elinÍnation of the moral

r¿il1rs claj.m to universality is when the wj-11 of the state is

dissolved into world history. [.Jar is no longer the expressíon of

nature bereft of freedom (as it is, when viewed from the dualist

perspective of Kant I s noral philosophy ) , it is the expression of

the freedom of Geist. In spite of Hetelrs critique of the

doctrine might is right, the reason of world history teaches that

the right of Geist is inseparable from its power. In spite of the

critÍcal engatement with Kant , Hêge I I s foundations of freedom

only allow a space for Kantts moral will in order to extinguish

it. Knowledgelnecessity must for Hegel take precedence over

faj-th. There is nothing beyond the absolute infinite. The idea of

a transcendent will is precluded, just as i-t had been by Spinoza.

The dynamism and multi-layered nature of Hege I rs concept of

freedom should not overshadow the fact that Hegelrs concept of

freedom is grounded irr a core idea of Cartesian and Spinozían

metaphysics: the idea of the deterrninant totality which includes

introduce social change , for Kant, \das through piecemeal
reforn from above. Die Metaphysik der Sitten, [.le rkausgabe
VIII, p. 441; Zum Ewiten Frieden, l{erkausgabe, Bd. XI, p.
There is a large literature on Kantrs attitude towards revolution
tenerally, and the French Revolution in particular. (For Kant,
the French Revolution was not strictly a revolution at all. The
KÍng had abdicated his po\der to the estates. ) There are good
essays on Kant & revolution by Iring Fetscher, Peter Burg and
Dieter Henrich in Materialien zu Kants RechtsphÍlosophie, (Hrsg. ¡

Zwi Batscha (Frankfurt/M: Suhrkamp, 1976). There Ís also a brief
but good philosophical examination of Kantrs arguments against
revolution by Jeffrey Murphy in Kan The Phi 1 oso phy of Right
(London: Macmillan, 1970 ) , pp. 136 ff.

Bd.
234.
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2

moments t¡ithin it. The same metaphysrcal i-dea, albeit

any Iheological terminoloEy, informs Marx's lhj-nking

affairs

(B) The MeLaphYSica I Components o f Marxrs Determinant Freedom

Lrke Hegel and Spinoza, the elements of freedom could, for

Marx, only develop from the already existent (dynamic) totality.

The elements to the solutj-on of a problem emerge within the same

totality as the problem itself' 0ne must not go beyond ( i enseits )

the totality in order to discover what is rational ' Thus in The

Germanldeolocy,MarxannounceshiStheorybyopposingittoany

Kant itanlutopian appeal to an idea of freedom outside the region

of historical necessitY.

for us not a state of
established, an ideal to
have to ad jus t itself . I'Ie

real movement r¡hich abolishes

Communisrn is
which is to be
reality (wÍ11)
communism the
present state of tfrings. The conditíons of

whic h
call

the
this

I

3, p

2. J. F. Herbartrs review of the Re híloso ie noted Hegel'stS
Spínozian roots. See Materialien zu Hegels Rechtsphr.l!É!-P¡is, Bd.

pp. 81-99. Hege I alwaYs held Spino za's ethics fat a bove

Kantrs. For HeBê1, -es gibt keine reÍnere un d erhabene Moral als
Spino zas' , Vorlesungen ueber die Geschichte der Philosophie ' Bd.

244. The connec tion between Descartes an d Spi-noza is also
brouBht out bY Hegel. sp. Vorlesungen ueber die Gesch hte
der

See e

, P'2
cause
tes t
the P
talit
arly
wrote

ihr
kung
uhiSe
erten
t das
nich

ES SC

wtr
463 .

Bd. 3 10. The extent of Hege lrs determinisrn
is easi 1y overlo oked be Hegelts equaÈion of the rat:.ona 1 and

the real also incorPora he po\.Jer of the -negativer , the inner
dynamic and not merelY ositive. But the negative must be

immanent within the to v. Hegelrs Spinozi-an perspective \{as
Ve rf assung
se Schriftexpressed in his e political work, Die

Deutschlands, where he : *Die Gedanken, welche die
enthaelt, koennen be er oeffentlichen Aeusserung keinen1

anderen Zweck noch Wir haben, a1s das Verstehen dessen was

ist, und damit die r re Ans icht sowie in der wirklichen
Be ruehrung und in t'Io Þ emaessigtes Ertragen derselben zrf

befoerderen. Denn nich , v¡as ist, macht uns unBestuem und

leidend, sondern das es t ist, wie es sein sol I ; erkennen wir
aber, dass es ist in muss, d. h. nicht nac h f.Iillkuer und

o erke
e, Bd.

'W1nnen
l, p

ZufaIl, s
e rkaus a

e
auch das es so seLn s oll.' Theorie
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movement result from the nold existinB premiss. ( 3 )

Marx is Hegelian in his insistence that the rational must be

real. He is Hegelian in seeing that when the real is irrational,

then the rational must be sought in the power negating the

irrational (the historically redundant) positÍve. He is Hetelian

in seekint the rational here and no$I. Yet there is one al I

ímportant dÍfference betv¡een them. Hegelts error' for Marx' was

that he accepted the -dead positiver , the irrational state as

ratÍona1. Hegel failed to apprecíate the rationality of the

negative power that \das to be the bearer of a tenuinely rational

and universal freedom. He failed to see that the class suffering

yet producing the wealth of civil society was -destinedr to

destroy civil society in order to actualise the only social form

(conmunism) under which Marx believed freedom could flourish.

These elements of Marxrs critÍque of Hetel indÍcate a crucial

gulf between Marx and Hegel. Marxts emphasis is forward looking.

Although Marx requires that the elements of the solution are here

and no\d, a rational social world lies in the future.

This synthesis of the metaphysical idea of the determinant

nature of the absolute inflnite (which presents itself in Marx's

thought under the deceptively non-metaphysical rubric *real

historyt ) with the radical and future looking orientation is

responsible for a peculiar yet recurrent logical error in Marxrs

thouEiht. The error is that Marx confers the sane logical status on

the result of an inductive ínference as he does upon its empirical

premiss. Thus what is, in fact , a hypothetical judgment is

presented by Marx apodeíctical 1y. I shal I take three examp les

which il lustrate this recurrent trait of Marxrs

3, The German Ideology P. 57.
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-determinism' . According to Marx his originality Lay in

discove rinB

exlstence of classes is merelY

the
its
abo

The çi;<jor*cfr'g'

expressed here can

to A Contribution

(l) that the
linked to pa rticular historical
development of production, (2
strutgle neces sarily leads to the

proletariat (3) that this
elf only constitutes the transit
lition of all classes and to

society. (4)

phases in the
) that c lass
dictatorship of

dic t ato rship
ion to the
a c lassless

!" r4

only

to

covers over the

be hypothetical.

rhe critique of

fact that

Sinilarly

Po I Ítical

the judgnents

in the Preface

Economy Marx

writes:

The bourgeois mode of production is the last
antagonistic form of the social process of
production--antagonistic not in the sense of
individual antaBonism but of an antaEonism that
emanates from the individualst social conditions
of existence--but the productive forces
developinc within bourgeois society create also
the material conditions for a so lution of this
antagonism. The prehistory of human society
accordingly closes with this social formation. (s)

AnarchytFinal1y, in the -Conspectus of Bakunínrs State and

Marx discounts Bakunints claim that in the event of a proletariat

revolutlon the slaves -wi11 stand in the same slavÍsh dependence

towards the victorious German proletariat as the latter does at

present towards its orrn bourgeoisie. I Bakunin is criticised

thus:

A radical socÍal revo lution depends on certaÍn
definite historical conditions of economic
development as its pre-condition. It is also only
possible where with capitalist production the
industrial proletariat occupies at least an
ì-mportant position among the mass of the people.
And if it is to have a^y chance of victorY, ít
must be able to do immediately as much for the
peasants as the French bourteoisie, mutatis
mutandis did in its revolution for the French

1852. Selected4. Marx to Jos
Co rrespo ndence , p.6
5. A
,n

tleydemeyer

the Critique

March 5,

of Political

eph
4
toContribution Econo mv PP. , 2l-
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peasants of that time. A fine idea that the rule
of labour involves the subjugation of land
labour! But here Mr. Bakunints innermost thoughts
emerBe. He understands absolutely nothing about
the social revolution, only its political
phrases. . . . As all hitherto existÍng economic
forms, dêveloped or undeveloped, j-nvolve the
enslavement of the worker (whether in the form of
\dage-labourer, peasant etc. ), he believes that a

radical revolution is possible ín all such forms
alike. Stil l more ! He rdants the European soci.al
revolution, premised on the economic basis of
capitalist production, to take place at the level'
of Russian or Stavic atricultural and pastoral
peoples, not to surpass this levelt... I The wÍ11,
and not the economic conditions, is the
foundation of his social revolutÍon. ( 6 )

In all these passaBes, we see that contraYy to

impression created by words such as -rea1 movementr and

emphasis upon -socialr i. e. determinant -condÍtì.ons I , Marx is

mere 1y analysing what is . The problematic , âssertorj-c

the

the

not

and

apodeictic judgrnent are all placed upon the same plane, âs are

past, pr€sent and future. Ironically, albeit for dífferent

reasons, Marx repeats the very mistake that he ascribes to

Hegel: he substitutes the abstract (ttre nodel) for the real. The

fact that the -realityt described by Marx lies in the future

hÍehliehts this formal failure.

Hand in hand with the conflatÍon of. model and reality Ís the

teleological pattern of Marxrs thinking. A soci.al form has a

purpose, viz. the creation of the technical condÍtÍons for a more

complex social form governed by tsuperior relations t of

production. There is one social form (communism) that provides

the standard for evalu tin the -rational I aspects of all prior,

i. e. deficient, social forms. ThÍs social form brings
7

to an end the tprehlstory of human society' .

6. The First
pp . 3 3 4-5 ,

fnternational and Af er: Political I,lri t inss , Vo1. 3

7. A Con tribution to the Critique of Politlcal Economy, PP. 2I-22.
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The Teleçlo1i."l gcr{{.ern is an important part of the Hegelian letacy. But

this is not visible in Marx because the logical dimension of the

dialectic is concealed by his empirical (anthropological ) shift.

For Hegel, teleologism is acknowledged as an essentj-al component

of hís phi losophy. I ts necessity derives from the nature of

dialectical logic. Dialectic is not a purposeless netative.

Rather, each netative, like each positive is Soverned by a

unifying principle. The speculative philosopher must locate that

prínciple in whaIever is st.udÍed. In so far as Hegel's philosophy

attempts to consider the reason within the world, it also

attempts to dwel 1 upon the purposefulness essential to reasonts

o$7n development as exemplified in the world. The world itself is

looked at as purposeful.

Marxrs materialism focusses upon -real human beingsr rather

than the loBos, or the -idear of *history' . But this is no

indication that there is not a teleolotical pattern structuring

his economic anthropoloty. (llor does Marx's criticism of the

teleologism of bourgeois economists netate Marxts o¡,{n

teleologism. The real point at issue behind Marxrs critì.que of

the teleology of classical political economists is that they have

the wrong telos. )

The end of Marx' s anthropo 1o8y , 1 ike the end of Hege 1 | s

Loeik is the recognition of the development and actualistation of

freedom. Appearances to the contrary, the crucÍal difference

between Marx and Hegel is not over teleology, but over their

assessments of the modern state. This difference in their

assessments of the modern state stands in a reciprocal

relationship to the respective - logicsr of their thought. The

*logic' of Marx's thoutht takes its telos from the future,

Hege lìs dwe 1 1s within the ethical forms of the present. The role
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of futurÍty in Marx's project in turn plays a role in the

enphasis of their respective analyses of the state. tJhile Hegel

devoted considerable space to considering the -rational

prínciplest underpinning insitutions of state ' Marxrs theory of

the state focusses upon thec/¿.siLas-'¡f of the exi.sting mechanisms

for administerint the state. H1s definÍtion of the state (as an

instrument of class power) enables him to díssolve problems of

political difference and the political administration of those

differences in the syl lotism that the dictatorship of the

proletariat leads to the abolition of c lasses erEo to the
I

abolition of the state.

8. That such a syllogism does not solve
political administration has been pointed

In Lenin and The End of Politi.cs

problems of
out t irne and

social and
time ataÍn

( London:
1n

for

by Marxfs crj.tics.
Methuen, 1984), A.
Leninrs theory of
expressions of
back to Marx 

"

[Ialter De Gruyter,
defense of Hegelrs

XXX-XXXV.

Polan has focussed upon the failure
state to specífY the mechanics

J.
the

perspective, PÊrvades Klauss Hartnannts Die Ma rxs c he Theorie:
Eine Philosophischq Unt e rsuchung zu den Hauptschriften (Berlin:

sinilar lines is Duncan Forbests

polÍtical difference. Leninrs lacuna j-s traced
A sÍmilar critique, from a consciously Hegelian

1970). Alonc
Re cht s hi oso hie against Marxts Kritik. See

B. Nisbettrs translation ofDuncan Forbes I s tlntroductionr to H.
Hege1ts Lectures on the PhilosophY of I.Iorld History:
I ntroduction: Reason in Histo rY ( Cambridge : Uni. Press, 1975), PP.

e lacuna ofOne work which ha s also focussed upon th
political form in Marx artues that Kantts conception of
iepublicanisn fills this tap. Dick Howard, From Marx to Kant (Xew
york: State Uni. Press, 1985). But Howard circumvents the problem
of the historical and class conditÍons which make republicanisn
an option. Marx's discussion of political forn in The C ivi I.Ia r
in France and Critique of the Gotha Programne are the exceptions
ttrat or¿V serve to hiehlieht the omission. Marx I s concept of
freedom is general 1y less encompassing than Hegelrs. In addition
to the Iack of space devoted to problems such as the leSitimate
role of the judiciary, the mechanics of legislation, the nature
of contract etc., there is nothing in Marx that compares with
Hegel's attempt to articulate the 1eve1s of will. Þlarx does not
undertake a study of the will, even though Marxrs project relies

heavily upon the concept of wi11, i.e. the revolutionary
than he gave credit for. The omission of an analysis of

(as opposed to assertint that it is Iargely determÍned bY

economic variables) is all the more striking in lieht o f the role

mo re
wi 1l ,
will

the wÍ11 and voluntarÍsm play j.n Marxian ideoloBy and practice.
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In sum, the determinant nature of the totality and an

anthropologicatly centred and -future-directedr teleologism are

intrinsic to Marxrs -materiali.stt foundations of freedom. The

framework in which these ideas play a cruci-al role inforns Marxrs

critique of Kant and the critique of a transcendent conception of

moral autonomy. That critique and the problems of that crÍtique

are now

(C) The

to be considered.

Materialist Critique of Kantrs Moral l{ti11 and the LÍmits
of Marxrs Determinant Freedom

In the midst of The German Ideology, Marx and Engels

monentarily turn their attention from Max StÍrner to provide

their o\dn critical analysis of German liberalisn, and 'its

ideologi-cal spokesmanr , the -beschoenitender l.Iortfuehrer I of
I

the German bourgeoisie, Kant. The substance of the -analysisr

echoed an earlier piece of journalism by Marx (-Oebates on the

Free Presst). He attacks the

blurry artuments of the German liberals r¡ho
think freedom is honoured by bej-ng placed in the
starry firmaments of the inagination, these
sentimental enthusiasts who shy away from any
contact of their ideal with ordÍnary reality as
a prof anatÍon, that rde Gernans orde the f act that
freedom has remained until now fantasy and
sentimentality. (2)

In The German Ideology Marx took the connection a

furthe r

reflected

represented. Kant, said Marx, had

made the materially motivated determinations

1. The German Ideo logy pp. 208, 2lO, 211.(MEI.J, 3,

claiming that Kantrs idea of the tood or moral

the inpotence and wretchedness of the class

step

will

he

of

pp. 176-779.)

2. Collected I{orks, Vo1. I
firmaments I is,

( Ner¡ York ) , p . l7 2. The ref erence to
of course, to Kantrs 2nd,. KrÍtik.the tstarry
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the French bourBeoisie into
determi,nations "free will", of the
f or itself , of the human r¡ill, and
it Ínto PurelY ideological
deterrninations- (3)

There are a number of problems r¿Íth this critical appraisal

oÍ. Kant. Firstly, it is a text-book account of the genetic

fallacy. It conflates the truth value of an idea r¡ith its oriBin'

Secondly, it conveniently leaves to one side the crucial elements

of Kantrs thought ( Í. e. its stoic and Platonic elements ) which

have nothj-ng to do with the German or French bourgeoisie '

Finally, and most inportantly this critique relies uPon an

analogy which e Iiininates the most important dimens j-on of Kantrs

moral problem: the problem of moral legitimacy and subsequently

the specific form of the judgment, the stiPulatÍon of rules of a

4

particular tYPe of judgnent'

The fallure by Marx and EngeIs to focus uPon the rules and

scope of Kantrs moral judgment can partly be traced to a an

omisslon common to Marx, Engels and Kant: the failure to

differentiate c1early, as Hegel had done '
betvTeen 'Moralitaetr

and -Sitt ichkeit'. Kantrs Problen of a

pure self
r¿ilI in and
so conve rted

conceptual

foundation der SÍtten is

210. Decades later EngeIs was to
Kantts categorical imPerative is

I

3. The German Ideo loey p.
the criticis¡n that

-because it demands the impossible and
to realitY.' Note the HeBelj-an echo

criticism, viz. Kant's philosophy is deficient

repeat
impotent
attai.ns

aspires
C 1 assic

therefore
behÍnd

because it
and the

neve r
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a lway s
End of

SO
der
des

after the Jenseits. Ludwie Feuerbach
al German Philoso phv Selected f.io rks , p. 600, also see

p. 607 .

4. This was noticed bY the Kant scho lar and socialist, Karl
Vorlaender,
-Was uns,
verfolBen,
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c learly restricted to a systematic trounding of what Hege I

classifies as -Moralitaet'. More specífÍca1ly, it is restricted

to a deontological norality. In keepint with this it is meant to

help answer the questÍon -What should I do?r Marx and Engels, on

the othe r hand, focus upon Sittlichkeit, upon the ethos of a

social troup. Moreover, their own emphasis upon econornic

catetories leads then to take a step which is essential to their

critique of Hetel and the neo-Heeelians. Sittlichkeit is toverned

by 'materialr ( i. e. economic ) ¿eterminants.

In keeping with the -materialÍstr enphasis upon Sittlichkeit

and the role p layed by the economic reproduction of social

relations is En8;els's claims in Anti-Duehring: the concepts of

good and evil are historíca11y and socially determined and

-men derive their ethical ideas in the last resort from

practical relations on which their class position is bas

Here the question -t{hat should I do?', with its foundation in the

moral wi|1, is displaced so that the I is a deterninant I, an I

determined by its location within the socio-economic and

historical totality. The materialist theory substitutes another

question -I,fhat wil l a deterrninant being do ? | In other words it

eliminates the type of judgment and the type of question that

Kant asks.

That eliminatÍon follows directly from the totalising role

ascribed to -real history' and the subsequent refusal to concede

any place to an ahistorical moral theory such as Kantrs, except

as the ideolotical expressi.on of socio-economÍc categories. This

refusal is plainly expressed by Entels in AntÍ-Duehring where he

"n.l ^lt olnte
opposes"m'orality. Underpi-nning hÍs position is the opposition to

the
5

ed. I

5. Anti-Duehringr p. II7 ,
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every attempt to impose on us any moral dotma
whatsoever as an eternal, ultimate and for ever
immutable ethical law on the Pretext that the
moral world, too, has Íts permanent principles
which stand above history and the differences
between nations.(6)

A deontolotical ethic such as Kantrs inevitably has an

ahj.storical asPect,. Thus Kant I s thought part 1y conforms to

the position Entels is crÍtÍcising. But with Kant the form oî-

the judgment is ahistorical, whereas the content allows for

increasinB specifícation. This gÍves Kant I s ethics a dynanic

quality analotous to his idea of the ever increasing precision

of scientific 1aws. This dynamic quality sustains hÍs

enliehtenment vision of the unending task for human beings:

the perfection of human understanding and human wi11. The latter

task is partly a matter of self-irnprovement (norality) and social

ímprovement ( JustÍce ) . To this extent the historical e lement

cannot be eli.ninated by Kant, and it is not meant to be

elíminated. What is meant to be ahistorical in Kantrs theory of

moral judgrnent is the sane thing that is meant to be ahistorical

Ín scientific (ttreoretical) judgments-- the form of the judgnent.

(Although, the forrn of a scientific judgment is coordinated with

time conditions. ) Unlike a scÍentific judgment, the content of

the moral judgnent is a willed content which the Person willing

holds as unconditionalty worthy of universal compliance. It is,

as \de have emphasised repeatedly, an ideal standard.

An Írnportant feature about this transcendent conception of

morality Ís its irreconcilability with the Hegelian and Marxian

type of teleologism. Teleology, for Kant' must not be used to

elininate the dualist distinctÍon between moral principles of

practical reason and the theoretical 1y necessary. Rather it is

6. rbid.
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meant to exPlain how it is possible to think of freedom and

necessity as united in the deve lopment of the r^¡o rld ( and thus in

history ) . For Kant, teleology is a retulative not a constitutive

principle of reason. The conception of history as purposeful is,

for Kant, only meant to be used as a heuristic guide. It is not a

statement of fact. It is, for Kant, a necessary framework for the

acquisition of certaj.n tyPes of facts.

The Marxian conception of morality and the antipathy towards

moral absolutism are directLy related to what Kant would call

the constitutive role that teleology plays in the materialist

foundations of freedom. Concomitant with the Marxian scenario of

the protressÍon of social forms toward a communÍst socÍ.ety, is

the idea that social/noral practices anathema within a later

socÍal form are intrinsic to the preservation of a preliminary

social for¡n, or necessary for the transition from one social form

to another. Gíven that the -lower' (less humane) social forn is a

precondition for the hieher social forms there is as litle sense

condemning the practices of the lower troup from the perspective

of the higher, as there was for Hetel in condemning \{ar. The way

of thinking outlined here 1s abundantly clear in Marxrs analysis

of the British rule in India r¡here he describes British
7

inperialism as the unconscious agency of proBress. It is

nore clearly spelled out by Engels in Anti-Duehring when he

7 See Karl Marx, Surve S F rom Exile: Politi-cal t'Irit ings YoL. 2,
ed. David Fernbach (Harmondsworth: Penguin'
32O, 323. For a recent discusslon of teleology
different context, see Jon Elster, Making
(Cambridte: Uni. Press, 1985), pp. 109-118.

1973)' pp. 306-7,
in Marx within a
Sense of Marx,
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clains slavery once necessary and thus justified social

pract]-ce:
tIÍthout slavery, no Greek state, no Greek art

and science; \dithout slavery, no Roman Enpire '
But without the basis laid by Grecian culture,
and the Roman Enpire, also no modern Europe ' t'Je

should never forget that our whole economÍc,
political and intellectual development
presuPposes a state of thÍnes in which slavery
Idas as necessary as it was universal ly
recotnised. In this sense we are entitled to say:
Without the s lavery of antiquity no modern
socialisn.

It Ís very easy to enveiSh aBainst slavery
and similar things in teneral terms, and to give
vent to hieh noral índignation at such
infamies. unfortunately all that this conveys is
only what everyone knows, namely, that these
institutions are no longer in accord with
our present conditions and sentiments, which
these conditions determine. But it does not
tell us one word as to how these institutions
arose, tdhy they existed, and what ro 1e they
played in history. And when \de examine these
questions we are compelled to say--however
contradictory and heretÍcal it rnay sound--that
the introduction of slavery under the conditions
prevailine at that time was a great steP forward'
For it is a fact that nan sprant from the beasts,
and had consequently to use barbaric and almost
bestial means to extricate himself from
barbarism. ( 8 )

The above passage illustrates the tension between the moral

perspective and the historical perspective, and how Entels

conjoins these types of judtments Ín the teleologism of the

materlalist theory aÍ. history. He subordinates the moral judgment

to the historical judgnent, i. e. the moral judgrnent is to be

evaluated in lieht of its historical environment. This is the

inverse of Kant I s regulative teleolotism, where the historical

environment (one's own included) is to be evaluated in lieht of

the ideal standard. There is, however, a -trick | ( albeit

unwittingly) in Engelsrs arBument. Engels relies upon a standard

not actually found anywhere to assess the -progressr of different

8.Anti-Duehring, PP. 22L-222. A page later, Engels adds that
Duehring -might have with equal justice reproached the Greeks with
having had no steam enBines or electric telegraphs. I
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historical epochs. [¡ith this end in mind Engels can then rely

upon the (noral) response of his readers. They are invited to

-recotnise' that the only way to bring about a more equitable, a

genuinely humane socÍety is to follow his political strategy.

However, EnBels does not disclose that he is dolng this, because

his metaphysics has precluded the distÍnction between two

different types of judgments.

If we follow Kant in separating the types of judgment and

their respective scopes, a number of metaphysical Problems become

conspicuous in the above artument put forward by EngeIs against
9

Duehring.

Firstly, there is a problem with the determÍnism of this

argument. Entels is reading necessity back into history, then

readinB history as necessary. The determinism is circular.

Possibi-lities are e1Íminated from the outset because they did not

happen" The determinism itself needs to be defended and not

merely taken for tranted. Neither here nor anywhere else is

determinism as such (as opposed to the form it takes in the

materialist theory of history) defended. It may be the case that

in order to do history one must be a determinÍst of a sort, but

that only tells us about the nature of. doing historY, not about
10

how the world is or must be. Determinj-sn is a netaphysical

judgment. And the conditions of a scientific metaphysic are not

9. The standard criticism of the fact/value distinction is that
we select facts in order to answer problems which reflect social
or personal choices, i.e. values. Kant ldas well a\dare of this,
and this is intrinsic to his idea of technical freedom. But Kant
is careful to distinguish further between types of value
j udgments .

10, Note that the dispute over whether Marx is an economic
deterrninist 1s not about determinism, but economism. tlhen Engels
conceded to Bloch ( Sept. , 21 1890, Selected Correspondence, pp .

394-396 ) that ideology did play a part in shaPing historical
events, the concession had nothing to do with determinism.
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discussed by Marx and Enge ls . They fal I beyond the

scope of materialism (historical or otherwise). This point rdas

correctly observed by Rudolf HilferdinB when he emphasised that

the -materialist I conception of history

does not involve the ontologÍca1' netaphysical or
epistemological problem of the relation between
mind and matter, but only the questÍon of a

rnethod which will enable us to attain a

scientific knowledge of the historical process. (11)

Houleve r ,

of theÍr theorY

because neither Marx nor Engels specify the limíts

this point ldas not so clear to them. It was easy

for both of t

p rinc ip I es in

done so.

Secondly,

switching fro

values expre

teleological

idea of descri

modern moral

ThÍs artument

of culture a

totality is de

argument take

Íf it were the

hen to incorporate metaphysical or epistemolotical

to their arguments without even noticing they had

Entels ts determinism plays a major part in his

m a description of history to evaluate the ethical

ssed at particular moments in history. The

aspect of the determinism Ín turn affects Engelsfs

ption. This is evident when Engels argues that our

indignation is due to the ethos of the moderns.

enploys a fallacy to which sociological discussions

re particularly prone: the principle governing a

fined prior to examinj.nt all of the parts. Engelsrs

s a normatÍve principle operative in a society as

normative principle of the sociq!y, ês if members

of the one culture rdere homotenous Ín theír normative principles.

Behind the ethical and historical relativism of this way of

thinking there is an absolutism which faÍ1s to recognÍse the very

element--difference in ethical beliefs-- that it Purports to

I 1. -The Materialist
Interpretations of Marx,
Blackwell, l98l), p.126.

Conc ept ion
ed. Ton

of History ' in
Bottomore, (oxford:

Mode rn
Basil
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account for. The difference betl^¡een historical epochs is

naxinised. But in order to do this Engels has homotenised the

*bearers I of a culture ' the agents of perPetual

social microtransformations. ThÍs is as evident in his use of the

term -our sentinentst to refer to contemporary values as i-n the

claim that the necessity of slavery \ras -universally recognised.'

As is evident from Book I of Aristotlers Politics , the legitimacY

of slavery was no more universally agreed uPon in the ancient

world than it is universally condemned to-day. (Cranted that for

the purpose of a social science, it may be necessary to

concentrate primarily on the values held by most members of a

society, or a class. It is also trighly plausible that the

widespread acceptance of slavery Iat least by the ru1Íng class]

was based upon rnaterial condj-tions which are no lonBer operative.

But these Points are a very different matter' )

Thirdly, Engels misconstrues the scope of a moral Judgnent'

The moral judgment is concerned with the arguments put forward

for the moral illLeeitinacy of willed behaviour, and thus how

people are wilfully treated. The moral artument is not prinarily

interested in the social conditions which inform beliefs. It is

prinarily interested in the legitimacy of beliefs. (It may be the

case that our a\dareness of moral dilemmas is governed by

ideological factors. But judgment relies upon the capacity we

have to resist as r¡e11 as assinilate information. It would be

very difícu1t to prove that gÍven a particular society it is

inpossible to make other norrnative judtnents about a social

relation such as slaverY. )

If a type of behaviour is deemed morally i1legÍtimate then

the next step is to find the mechanisms for changint it. For Kant
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it is this next step which requires a transition from a moral to

a technical judgment, a recognition of the capacity we have to

think of freedom and necessity as a unity. But, for Kant' one

must avoid the confusion made by Engels when he deems r¿hat he

takes to be technically inpossible within a particular ate as

morally impossible within that aíe. ThÍs confusion by Entels

results from a number of closely related problems. Firstly, one

must distinguish between the legitimacy of moral prÍnciples and

the number subscribing to then (to use Rousseauts distinction,

one must distinguish between the general will and the will of

all). A major part of the problem in Engels's thinking about

rnorals lies in his commitment to the Abbild Theorie.

In a model where reason mirrors reaIitY, there is no place

for considering the capacity to artue unconditional cornmands

except as the reflection of an objective social condition' In

other words, a judgnent of practical reason is to be construed aS

an ideological judgment, either expressing a sound assessment of

objective class interests or else a mystified version of reality'

From Kantrs posÍtion it is understandable why any account of the

moral will in a social science must discuss observable

conditions, whether they be sociological or physiological' To

this extent there is no disagreement whatever between Marx/Engels

and Kant on the question of the type of variables that are

permissible in social inquiry. Engelsrs c1aim, for example, that

norality is no use in econonic sci'ence is fully in keeping with
t2

the general thrust of Kantts critical philosophy. There is also

638-9,
of the
is the

12.
where

Ant i- ehrine
Engels in

p. 184. See also Lage,MEI'¡,8d.2, PP.
discussin8 the improved conditions

English workin8 class points out that their improvement
result of economic conditions not noral principles.
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no reason !ühy Kant could not accept Marxts trenchant analysis of

*bourB,eoisr moralism in Ch. VIII of The Holy Family where Marx

emphasises how bourteois morality can be a means for l.¡eakening

the proletarÍat by breeding dependency and for consolidatÍng the

rule of the bourgeoisie. The danger, for Kant, Ís not a social

scientific account of human behaviour which can be affirned or

refuted by experience, but the elimination of the capacity to

subJect intentions to practical reason.

The danger from the Kantian posÍtion is that in denying

practj-cal reason here and now, the ideas of morality aYe

disrnissed as unimportant, or else deferred to another place and

another time. Both of these danters are found in Engels and Marx.

For Kant, b€cause the nature of a moral judgnent is inseparably

bound to the problem of evaluatint and legitimating a tyPe of

desire (i.e. what is desired unconditionally), moral solutions

cannot be deferred to the future. For a rante of noral problems

it is not difficult to know oners duty, to know, for example,

that people shouLd be treated as ends and not means, and thus

that any type of wilful behaviour which does not do this is not

noral.

The universalism of Kantrs noral theory ís also in Marxisn.

But in Marxrs thought the universalisn lies in the future. Kantts

universalism, on the other hand, Idas simply an idea, âtr idea for

evaluatinB onets intentions and the means one chooses in order to

pursue ends. tlowever, there is no philosophical

vantage point in Marxts social theory other than the end for

evaluating the means, (this is in spite of the fact that the

maxim that the ends justifJ the means is not a tenet of Marxrs
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13
thought . )

In sum, Kantrs type of moral freedom Ís not satisfactorily

explained by Marx and Engels. Nor is there any advantage in the

materialist theory of history for confusin8 a constitutive

teleoloBism which rnistakes its political hopes fof a better

future ( on the basis
t4

of the world.

of a theoretical model) with the necessity

I 3 . It is important to distinguish between the theoretical
framework of Marx's and En8e1s's theory and their personal
remarks on morality . One can find numerous exarnples that show
the ethical motivatíons and aspirations of Marx and Engels' See

Maxirnilien Rubel r s tsoci-alism and Ethj-cs' in Rubel on Karl Marx,
ed. J. OrMalley and K. Algozin (CanbridBe: Uni. Press, l98l). But
this notívation is not explained with the materialist theory of
history. Steven Lukes in Marxism and MoralÍty ( (Oxtord:
Clarenàon, 1985) is one of several scholars to have noticed the
paradoxical role of norality ín Marxism. on the one hand, Marxrs
descriptÍon of social facts cannot be separated from its moral
appraiãal of the facts. (This;¡^9. ttre case even if we f ollow A1lan
I,Iood in seeing crucial terms'l õú'óh as exploitation and justice as
descriptíve rather than evaluative.) On the other hand, Marx
continually criticises and debunks moral ideas and terns as

Ídeologically dangerous, or unscientific nonsense. Lukes fs r¿ork
brings out brilliantly the moral dilemmas faced by Marxists which
the materialist theory of history did not and could not anslder.
Moreover, in its inadequate treatnent of morality, the theory
cannot be conpletely separated from the immorality of some of its
practices.

14. Kantrs universalism has attracted several socialist thinkers
who have accepted Marxrs analysis of the class strutgle, but
who have also recotnised that Marxrs goal is based upon a more
j""t society. Hence Ít is inseparable from morality. Karl
úortaender (a biographer of Kant and an edltor of his works),
Ludwig I,Iolltman and F. Staudinger, and more recently Lucien
Goldmann have sought to harmonise Kant I s ethics with Marx I s

project. Trotsky, KautskY, Mehring, and conrad schmidt have all
ma¿ã criticisns of Kant which are remÍnÍscent of Entels' t'or a

comprehensive selection of debates with and by Neo-Kantians see
MarxÍsmus und Ethik, (Hrsg.) Hans Sandkuehler and Rafael de La

V"ãt-( Frant?urt/¡lr Suhrkamp, 1970). The connection between
Bernsteinrs -return to Kantr and his revisionism has probably
done more than anything else to make Kant suspect to Marxists'
Bernsteinfs turnint from orthodox Marxism, however' owed more
to his theoretical assessment of chanBint social conditions,
than fron a careful readint of Kant. His enthusiasm for Kant '
as he acknowledges, was largely due to the influence of F' A'
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The above comparison between Kant and llarx and Engels is not

intended to gloss over the limits of Kantrs moral thoutht. Hegel

correctly saw that Kantrs picture of moral conflict works with an

oversimplified model of moral conflicts. Consequently there is

nothing in Kant that parallels Hetel I s disentantlenent of the

ttragic t moral comPlexities in Anti sone or the execution of

socrates. There is also nothing in Kant that provides an analysis

of capitalist exploitation. There is no analysís of obJective

social conditions. My concern here has been to demonstrate that

Kantrs foundation of moral autonomy addresses a range of problems

that cannot be satisfactorily treated within a foundation

claiming to unify freedo¡t and necessÍty.

J.L'

None of the attempts to lay secure foundations of science

and freedom were undertaken solely for the sake of certainty. In

all cases, freedon sras the major objective behind the inquiry

into the foundations of science. fte have explored the different

problems and motÍvations leading to the respective foundations of

science and freedon. And we have concluded that the different

foundations not only yield different concepts of freedom, but
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there are tIÍo asynnetrical tyPes of freedom: a deterninant or

substantive freedom, and a moral or transcendent freedon. The

former is an attenpt to penetrate the obJective conditions of the

world in order to make freedom actual within the world; the

latter, an attempt to think beyond the world in order to assess

the worth of the choices made within Ít. If Descartes, Hegel,

Kant, Marx and Engels contributed in different ways to our

understandint of the f or¡ner type, it lras Rousseau and especÍally

Kant r¿ho realised the value of the latter.
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